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ABSTRACT 
Artemis was a cruel and wild goddess. Her mythological apparatus was replete with blood 
and death. Her cults displayed awe-inspiring elements of primitivism. Together with 
Dionysus, to whom she is mythologically and ritually related, she presents a riddle for the 
student who tries to understand her place in the Greek pantheon . 
In accordance with the modern alertness to the dangers of oversimplification lurking 
behind sweeping general accounts, I have chosen six particular Artemisian cults in three 
places of mainland Greece (at Sparta, Athens and Patras) upon which to focus my 
attention. In the aetiological legends of their foundations the Spartan and Athenian cults 
share a common origin (located by ancient writers in the distant Black Sea), the 
supervising deity being identified as Artemis Taurike. They also display remarkable signs 
of remote antiquity or, as has been proposed, of an archaizing process. Cruel rituals and 
beliefs associated with primitive magic are conspicuous in these cults but also feature 
prominently in the two cults in Achaia. 
The cult of Artemis Ortheia is comprehensively studied. All the existing ancient evidence, 
both literary and archaeological, is taken into account in an attempt to give a unified picture 
of the goddess without neglecting the di versity of disperse elements. By contrast, in the 
exploration of the three Attic cults selectivity prevails. Here again the emphasis is on what 
was common among the rituals enacted and the aetiological myths of their foundation, but 
not all ancient testimonies are considered to be of equal value. Consequently some sources 
are omitted and others overlooked in the discussion, for the additional reason that the Attic 
cults have been satisfactorily explored in recent publications. From the aforementioned 
local cults the focus is then shifted to the Homeric epics. The distinctive feature of 
Homeric religion is found in the endowment of divine powers with precise Forms and in 
the understanding of divine forms in anthropomorphic terms of Beauty. The contrast with 
the Artemisian cults at Patras is striking. There are of course signs in Homer showing that 
the gods are conceived as Powers, but the heroic epic tradition seems to have opted for the 
adoration of beauty as an indication of Excellence. How are we to combine the adorable 
divine maiden of the Homeric epics with the wild power manifested in local cults? Artemis 
vacillates between virginity conceived as maidenly exquisiteness and celibacy symbolizing 
natural wilderness. 
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My hypothesis is that in the eyes of the Greeks, virginity, far from being 'absence' or lack 
of sexuality (as has often been supposed), was indeed the precondition of fertility. The 
dynamism of procreation was considered to reside in virginity; hence the strengthening of 
virginity was regarded as the intensification of procreative power, in much the same way 
as, in an image drawn from applied physics, the energy to be gathered from a water-stream 
is enhanced by the use of a dam that arrests the stream's natural course. Such a 
hypothesis may well be supported by the ancient evidence, and may also account for the 
second characteristic trait of the Archaic Artemis, namely her wildness. For in wildness , 
symbolically crystallized in 'forests' and 'hunting-activities', the ancient mind saw , rather 
than merely a stage antecedent to, and indispensable for, 'civilization' (as the most popular 
theory assumes), awe-inspiring powerfulness and mighty detachment calling for religious 
veneration. In the diptych of the complementary contrariety between the Heavenly and the 
Earthly, the local cults, with their special emphasis on ritual enactment, stressed the 
maternal side of existence, whereas the Homeric m.vthology chose to emphasize the 
masculine principle that is operative in the world. This latter principle when applied to a 
pre-existing feminine deity, assumes the form of potential fecundity, hence of virginity, as 
opposed to the actual fertility of motherhood. 
The most recent theory on Artemis is that of 1.-P. Vernant (and his so-called Paris 
School). The French scholar claims that Artemis is a goddess of marginality, a deity at 
home where ambivalence, ambiguity and liminality prevail. This , however, relates more to 
the modern milieu where marginality and the concomitant ambiguity are conceptual 
missiles of great heuristic value than to the goddess herself. Artemis was primarily 
mallifested as natural Dynamism. Given the amoral character of natural dynami sm she 
could be munificent or malevolent depending on the circumstances of her manifestation 
(implied intervention orfully-fIedged epiphany). But such a duality does not entitle us to 
speak of marginality in her case, because in the eyes of the worshippers themselves her 
being was perfectly well circumscribed and very clearly defined. In contrast to the modern 
deeply-felt insecurity vis-a.-vis the clarity of beings , a distinctive feature of ancient 
polytheism was the clear-cut delineation of the beings aspiring to the divine order. 
fJ 
To A.L. Pierris 
Ta BE rravTa OLaKCCEl KEpauvos 
Herael. fr. 64 (Diels-Kranz) 
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PREFACE 
Originality should not be the absolute goal of an enquiry. If anything essential is to be 
grasped, the struggle for understanding must follow the steps of past people, more 
sensitive and recipient than we, who may have posed problems and given answers thereto 
more accurately than we can. To come back to them would then amount to resurrecting 
their thoughts -for thoughts too die when not fed properly- or to raising momentarily 
some postmortem apparitions of the thoughts' shadowy existence. 
Progress is the prerogative of science. I can see it in spacecrafts (and to a much more 
limited degree, in Western rationalization), but I cannot find its footprints so definitively 
as is usually assumed in the highly acclaimed Aristotle (except to the extent that he was a 
scientist) or in psychoanalysis. When human beings and man's condition in the world are 
at stake, there is always a question of archaeology, be it a rediscovery of the self or a 
revelation of long-forgotten primal events. The past qua a 'no-longer' is of no interest 
except perhaps for a misplaced, if not overdeveloped, human curiosity. By contrast, the 
past qua present and alive (even if anaesthetized) is of vital importance. 
What can be said at all can be said very clearly; and whereof one cannot speak 
thereof one must be silent.* 
Fine! Nevertheless, the clarity of a thought resides in the clarity of a previous experience. 
The most meticulously accurate descriptions of sea and sun are bound to remain vague 
and ineffective to a person born blind. An intimation of religious sentiment is always 
presupposed when a deity becomes the subject of a discussion. And the occasional 
mistiness of verbal expression may be elucidated with recourse to what is desired to be 
conveyed when the appropriate conceptual apparatus is felt to have become stiff and 
inflexible, fallen as it has into long-term abeyance. 
The aim of this study is to shake off some false impressions and to give some new 
interpretations in points of minor detail which could more adequately fit the overall 
picture; it is by no means intended to provide an original comprehensive approach to the 
study of ancient religion, although compatibility with the most general context of Greek 
culture has always been the ultimate desideratum. In this sense, new interpretations are 
meant to be elucidations of obsolete truths. The study's merit, if it has any, lies in the 
attempt, perhaps deplorably clumsy, to recapture the past (or rather, one important aspect 
thereof in the ramifications of one of its manifestations) as something not entirely dead, 
* 
, L. Wittgenstein Tractatlls Logico-Philosophiclls. trans. by c.K. Ogden, London 1922, p. 27. 
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but neglected and forgotten. Originality, therefore , means to understand the self-same 
things anew, to recover an original freshness of beholding. What is then considered to be 
at stake is the preservation of creativity which, like the goddess who is the subject of the 
following pages, resides in dynamism. 
Arnica noveltas, magis arnica sapientia. 
For us mortals oblivion amounts to death. The Greeks, from Homer onwards, were well 
aware thereof. It may be beneficent to return to them iffor the umpteenth time ... 
Postscript: In the critical remarks that I launch against the interpretations of modern 
scholars, nothing more is implied than the particular point in which my view differs from 
theirs. On the whole I am greatly indebted to all their studies both for the material that has 
been gathered there and as sources of inspiration. I am not sure that I would know of even 
the existence of the cults and myths discussed below without them, and certainly I would 
feel unable to utter a single word about Artemis. 
A further point needs to be made. The various aspects of a deity are so indistinguishably 
interconnected that any linear description of them is bound to be, to a certain extent, 
repetitive. The contradictions which appear at first sight when a rite is interpreted now in 
one way and then in another should be resolved with regard to the fact that different 
associations are in each case explored, the sum total of which consists in the cult in 
question. It is as if a concrete object is successively seen from various angles and under 
different light so that its various aspects be grasped. The intrinsic variation of those 
aspects does not shake the integrity of the object, because it is part of its entity. Moreover, 
it is by means of this variety of attributes and of their closely interconnected associations 
that the unity of a deity is established: the different parts constitute the oneness of the 
whole. 
The present thesis is the result of my own research and includes nothing which is the 
outcome of work done in collaboration -if reading books, attending lectures and 
discussing problems with others are not considered to be kinds of intellectual 
collaboration. 
Prolegomena 
Studying Ancient Greek Religion 
TIapaBEBoTal BE TIapa TWV apxaLWV Kat, TIa[lTIaAaLWV EV [lvBou 
KaTaAEAEl[l[lE va TOtS uaTEpov on SEOL TE Ei.UlV '1' KU.t TIEPlEXEl aXl] [lan OUTOl 
Tl) SEtOV TT]V OAll V <!>VUlV. Ta BE AOlTIa [lUSlKWS ijBll TIpOa~KTal TIPOS T11V 
TIEl Sw TWV TIOAAWV Kat TIPOS TT] V Eis TOUS VO[lOUS Kat TO aV[l<!>EpoV xpfjalV· 
avSpWTIOElBELS TE yap TOVTOVS Kat, TWV aXXulV (u,iwv 0llOLOUS naL AEyoual, 
Kat TOVTOlS ETEpa aKOAouBa Kat TIapaTIA~Ula TOtS Ei. Pll[lEVOlS, WV EL ns 
xwp(aas mho Aa~ol [lovov Tl) TIPWTOV, on BEOUS t\lOVTO Tas TIpc.oJTas ovaLas 
Elvm, SEOUS UV Ei. pfjaSm VO[lLaElEV, Kat, KaTa TO ELKOS TIOAAaKlS Ei. Pll[lEVllS 
KaTa TO 8uvaTov EKaaTllS Kal TEXVllS KaL <!>lAoao<!>Las KaL TIaAlV <!>SElPO[lEVWV 
Kat Tmhas Tas Bo~as EKELVWV oIov AEL qJava TIEpWEaWaSm [lEXPl TOV vVv. ~ 
[lEV ouv TIaTpLOS Bo~a KaL ~ TIapa n;)v TIPWTC.t.lV ETIt ToaovTov li[lLV <!>avEpa 
[l0 vov. 
Arist. Me/aph. A 1074a38-1074b14 
It is indeed an irony that biology which as its name suggests is the science that deals with 
life cannot properly define its subject-matter. To the prima facie very simple question 
"what is life?" biology cannot provide a definite answer. Empirically, however, not only 
the biologist but the layman as well can, in most cases, distinguish an animate being from 
an inanimate object. Likewise, the study of religion cannot gi ve a satisfactory answer to 
the question "whati.s religion?" , namely an answer that is broad enough to encompass all 
known religious beliefs and practices and also specific enough to be meaningful. A 
provisional answer could suggest that religion is the relationship of man with the divine 
and furthemlore claim that a particular religion is the particular f orm in which this 
relationship is manifested in a particular culture. But then the problem seems to be 
transposed one step farther back, and to be subsequently posed with reference to the 
'divine': are we sure that we are making a meaningful statement when we speak, in a rather 
abstract way, of the di vine? 
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF GREEK RELIGION ... 
To present basic assertions and provide outlines is to make simplifications and 'neglect 
aspects that can only be accommodated by roundabout arguments. A clear vision is, 
however, required before embarking on a detailed analysis of particular (and possibly 
exceptional) cases. A phaenomenological description silently presupposes what lets itself 
<pULVEcy8uL in the various configurations of the phaenomenological variegation. The 
following must be understood as the groundwork of a phaenomenology. 
Lack of space prevents me from discursively entering the arena of modern 
conflicting views on the subject. As a result , the following remarks which serve the 
purpose of being guidelines for the case-studies of Artemis may sound dogmatic. But, as 
is always the case, they were written after the main part of this thesis was completed, and 
are, to a large extent, guided thereby. 
Immanence and Thisworldiness 
Max Weber I has brilliantly shown in his major study of the world 's religions, that human 
religiosity can be divided into two broad categories: the transcendental and the immanent. 
In transcendental religions, divinity is conceived of as standing outside and above the 
world. Regardless of whether it is conceived in monotheistic or polytheistic terms, 
godhead imposes its will from above; divinity strictly so called, is a supra-natural principle 
which receives legitimation more or less arbitrarily. The envy of one Baal against his co-
worshipped fellow gods, as Nietzsche put it, expresses precisely the arbitrariness of 
transcendental religions. In extreme cases the transcendental deity goes as far in his 
alienation as to be himself responsible for the creation of the world ex nihilo. In immanent 
religions, on the other hand, divinity is conceived of as coeval with the world. It is part of 
the world from eternity and receives legitimation from the natural course of things. The 
will of gods is expressed from within, through the multifariousness of natural processes 
of the world itself. Of course, perceptions of the divine may lean to the more phantastic or 
to the more empirical as the case may be, but, either way, divinity does not stand outside, 
nor does it oppose the world. Throughout its long history Greek religion is of the second 
type. 
Another distinction again succinctly proposed by Weber may well be in point. A 
religion can be characterized by either this-wordliness or other-wordliness. This refers to 
whether a religion seeks salvation in this world, or conversely whether it seeks salvation 
from this world, namely in another world, promised and to come. Although the 
I Cr. Weber Sociology, 
-- -- - -------
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transcendental or immanent conception of divinity is irrelevant to the kind of religious 
wordliness that either conception prefers, there seems to be a strong propensity of 
transcendental deities towards other-wordliness. It is as if the transcendental gods' 
remoteness from, and opposition to, the world lead to an equally transcendental, hence 
otherwordly, conception of desirable salvation. In actual fact, things become more 
complicated when one tries to classify anyone particular religion, because of the 
involvement of various other factors which need not concern us here. However, this much 
can be ascertained: Greek religion, especially Homeric religion, is characterized by this-
worldliness. Other-worldly elements are, of course, discernible in ancient mysteries (the 
prototype of which, in so far as Greece is concerned, is to be found at Eleusis), but these 
do not seem to have radically changed the principal religious experience, because the 
otherworldly message of the mysteries was secured by means of a truly thisworldly, 
indeed chthonic, symbolism of regeneration. 
Myth and Cult 
It is widely accepted today2 that, in contrast to the Judaeo-Christian tradition to which the 
Western world is historically related, Greek religion had no sacred books, no 
institutionalized Church, no authorized version of a Creed, no dogmatic theology. In 
contradistinction to what we assume to be a religion since the Middle Ages or even since 
the Reformation, Greek religion appears to be extremely liberal (if not pluralistic), 
unauthoritative (if not care-free) and tolerant (if not outwardly indulgent). This is not 
exactly so.3 Terms like pluralism and toleration point in the direction of the modern 
democratic state based as it is on the acceptance of human rights (to uncensored 
expression and religious freedom, for instance) and on the strict separation between 
secular and sacred authorities, both of which concepts were almost entirely unknown in 
ancient times. The fact, however, remains that Greek religion lacked the instruments 
2Cr. Bruit-Zaidman and Schmitt-Pantel Religion 11-15; Finley Legacy 4; Easterling and Muir Religion 
xiv (Finley) and 98 (Cartledge); Garland Religion ix .. 
3What ancient polytheism could do was absorb foreign deities by providing them with a place in the 
official sacred calendar and perhaps also in the recognized pantheon (cr. the case of Bendis in "Artemis in 
Attica"). It could also allow for private worship of foreign deities to the extent that their pilgrims did not 
Illterfere in the public arena. But when absorption and allowance failed, there was no room for toleration. 
The alien divinities should be banned. Without underestimating the political motivation that played a 
major part in Socrates' s trial after the collapse of Athens at the end of the Peloponnesian War, the 
accusations brought against him should also be taken at face value. The reference to the introduction of 
foreign deities into the public stage in the indictment of the trial (an allusion , in all likelihood, to 
Socrates's daimonion) was not meant as a mere pretext of a more serious crime which, after the amnesty 
following the collapse of the totalitarian regime of the Thirty Tyrants, could not be spelled out (viz. 
Socrates's friendly relations with some of the main representatives of the regime, such as Kritias) . The 
accusation was taken seriously by the democratic court for what it was: an undervaluation of, if not 
outw~rd neglect for, acknowledged gods, coupled with an introduction of unknown beings presumed to 
be dlvllle (cr. the excellent Garnsey "Toleration"; see also Momigliano "Tolerance" and Dover 
"Freedom"). 
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through which the preservation and orthodoxy of Judaism and Christendom were and are 
secured. How did it then manage to preserve its identity? The answer should, I think, be 
sought in cult: it was through meticulous execution of rituals and insistence on the 
unerring worshipping of gods that ancient religion was prevented from falling to pieces. 
Justification and support for particular cults were provided by appropriate myths (now 
rather misleadingly called aetiological) which were, in most cases, supposed to have 
originated by imitation of a god-like example or through divine command - either directly 
or, most notably, through a Delphic oracle. 
Myth and Cult are the two corner-stones of Greek religion.4 In a religious context, 
a minimal definition of myth would be: 'a thing said', whereas the same for cult would be: 
'a thing done'. The question that has embarrassed many modem scholars concerning the 
precedence of cult over myth, or conversely the priority of myth to cult, is badly posed. 
Myth is language and language is semantic voice. Similarly, ritual is gesture and gesture is 
semantic motion. Both myth and ritual are, therefore, meaningful means of expression of a 
verbal and bodily order respectively. What makes them meaningful is their symbolic 
nature which raises them from the level of animal practicality in pursuing an instinctual 
goal to that of a spiritual event. The spirituality of an event consists in the recognition of a 
logos. It follows that a wider understanding of logos (than is usually assumed) would 
make this concept applicable to both myth and cult. Participation in logos is no more what 
makes out of a mythical narrative a meaningful statement about reality than what makes 
out of a ritual activity a semantic deed. Semantic motion does not, in any meaningful way, 
precede language, nor is there a point in making the statement that ritual, generally and as 
a rule, precedes myth. The school of the study of classical religions that has come to be 
known as the Cambridge Ritualists seems then to have been permeated by the then very 
powerful Darwinian theory of evolution.s 
A Modification of the Evolutionist Approach 
A religious phenomenon is a phenomenon replete with mysterious power. The 
simultaneity of finiteness and infiniteness in any Greek religious phenomenon is 
excellently grasped by Usener when he writes6 : 
4Cr. Otto Dionysos 7-46; Burkert Religion. Myth and Cult as such are not, it is true , indigenous 
categories of Greek thought but they describe a cultural reality that was 'realized' by means of a much 
more variegated nomenclature by the Greeks themselves (cr. Calame " 'My the' "). 
SFor a critique of the Cambridge-Rituali sts see Calder Ritualists and Versnel Transition, 16fr. (cL 
Versnel "Sauce"). 
6 Usener G61temalllel/ 276. 
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Nur endliche, begrenzte erscheil1ungen Ul1d verhaltnisse sind es, in und an denen 
das geftihl des unendlichen in das bewusstsein tritt. Nie ist es ursprtinglich das 
unendliche as sich, zu dem sich das geftihl und der gedanke erhebt. Nicht cl a s 
unendliche, sondern e t was unendliches, gottliches stellt sich dem menschen dar 
und wird im geiste aufgefasst, in der sprache ausgepragt. 
By contrast, Harrison wrote:7 
In fact in a word religious presentation, mythology or theology, as you like to call 
it, springs like ritual from arrested, unsatisfied desires. We figure to ourselves 
what we want, we create an image and that image is our god. 
The intellectual shift of probably the best representative of the Cambridge 
Ritualists from the approach exhibited in the Prolegomena to that of the more theory-
laden and concluding Epilegomena via the sociology of Themis seems to have been a 
conversion to humanism. 
A sentiment of plenitude precedes the experience of a want in order to make it 
possible as such. True, the realization of human deficiency and incapacity, be it expressed 
as an unsatisfied desire or a general awareness of limitedness, is indeed responsible for 
the making of gods. But instead of saying that want per se creates the gods, we would 
better say that it is the realization of want, which moreover presupposes an experience of 
fullness, that is held responsible for the emergence of gods. As a consequence, gods may 
spring from arrested desires, but in a different sense. Far from being caused or created by 
these desires as the images thereof, gods are merely stimulated thereby: divine potential 
existence is endowed with potent actuality. If the images of gods were merely the figures 
of want, the gods would never play the powerful role assigned to them in the history of the 
world's religions. 
If religion does not presuppose a god to begin with, it is very reasonable to assume 
that myths are later-stage developments because they relate the stories of heroes and 
deities. A stage where ritual exists without being addressed to a particular god follows 
perfectly well from the assumption that mythology is a secondary development primarily 
originating in a presumed misconception of ritual (cf. Frazer's definition of myth as 
'mistaken explanation of ritual'). Within the framework of the Ritualist School this 
analytical scheme fits beautifully. Moreover, the evolutionary approach held by the 
Ritualists or any similar school of religious studies, accounts perfectly well for the later 
creation of divine beings, of gods proper, with recourse to the supposedly increased 
7Harrison EpilegomellG 28. 
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requirements of the next stage of human evolution. The evolutionist approach could be 
schematically described as follows: 
Ritual -> (Gods) - > Mythology - > Gods. 
The gods in brackets are the vague entities (not yet personalities) which mythology uses 
in its purely etiological function; the last 'gods' are those created by mythology through 
this process. 
By modifying the meaning and applications of 'evolution' we may be better 
equipped to find a way toward a satisfactory explanation. Human evolution together with 
its implications and possible inferences may be misleading, even plainly fallacious, when 
it is applied to a hypothetical human 'substance' which progressively evolves as time 
passes by. When by evolution we mean the progress of man from the first (hypothetical 
or 'attested') semi-human anthropoid through stages of hunting and fruit-collection , cattle 
breeding, horticulture and agriculture, and finally 'high culture' to the last development of 
the present (i.e. the Western post-industrial era of highly advanced technological 
equipment), the notion of evolution is wrong. For it co-ordinates different cultures in a 
unilinear scheme that takes it for granted that in tracing the historical development (by 
appropriate selection of what seems worthy of mention) the previous stage (or what is 
assigned to that position) is worse than the next stage which is in principle better. In point 
offact, Near Eastern art is seen as the precursor of the artistic achievements of the Greek 
classical period, whereas Greek science is the antecedent of the European seventeenth 
century and so on and so forth accordingly with reference to the specific subject matter of 
each particular evolution to be traced. This notion of evolution is less conspicuously false , 
for it provides a sense of continuity which seems sometimes indispensable for the 
understanding of historical processes. With modifications and elaborations it is still 
employed today. But although evolution, we are now in a position to affirm, should not be 
applied to mankind as a whole, it can nevertheless be applied to each particular culture 
seen in its entirety. In an Aristotelian way of reasoning, evolution would then mean 
development and unfolding until a thing reaches the proper actuality of its appropriate 
nature. Full of potency a culture progresses, triumphally reaches its climax and then 
declines. Such could, it follows, be the case with religion too. (And this is not in fact an 
argument by analogy, because I take religion to be the quintessential crystallization of the 
culture which generates it.) 
As a consequence, the evolutionary scheme can be modified as follows: 
Awe-inspiring Nature -> (Gods) -> Religious Experience -> Myth and Cult -> Gods. 
The temporal precedence of Myth over Cult or vice versa is not a matter of historical 
process or a matter of principle, but should be decided with reference to each particular 
mythico-religious couplet in question. The 'Gods' in brackets are the AugenblickGotter of 
the sensitive Usener. 
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Greek Religion and Nature 
If the myth is something said and the cult something done, the problem that arises next 
must concern the stimulus which causes, or rather, has caused since time immemorial, the 
emergence of myth and cult as the basic elements of religion. The route towards the 
solution of this riddle should, I think, be sought in the direction of the primal relationship 
of Man with the World as a whole. It seems that as soon as the Greek mind became aware 
of itself (as soon as it found its appropriate nature, EUPE T~V oLKELav <pU<JLV, as 
Aristotle would say) , to wit already in Homer, it thought of man as just one part of a 
multifarious and mighty Nature (not yet so called, for Nature is a later-stage discovery of 
speculative thought8) which manifested its invincible power through the rhythmical 
recurrence of the same. Contrary to what we modems might think, the faultless regularity 
of natural phenomena (the perpetual alternation of Day and Night, the monthly waxing 
and waning of the Moon, the stable succession of seasons, etc.) instead of indicating a 
mechanistic causality, were taken to prove divine harmony. It was by means of this 
regularity that the divine element was revealed. Thus, the Greek mind found the Extra-
Ordinary in the Ordinary. The Mystery of Nature is not a mysterious Miracle that 
neglects, or is even opposed to, the natural course of things. Rather, the primal 
miraculous event consists in, and is caused by, the naturalness of the world.9 
The primal realization of Man's Being-I n-The-World and the concomitant feeling 
of Bewilderment and Mystery before the lawfulness of Nature lead to a spontaneous 
response to the external reality. The linguistic aspect of this response assumes the 
character of myth, whereas the more bodily and gestural aspect becomes ritual and cult. In 
this sense, the pronouncement of a god's name could be seen as the aboriginal form of 
mythical expression, 1 0 whereas facing the sky with hands upright or kneeling and looking 
at the earth could be regarded as the aboriginal forms of cultic expression. I do not 
actually take these examples to be by necessity historically correct (though some ancient 
evidence suggests that they were) but I would like to emphasize that the simultaneous 
genesis of myth and cult as distinct, yet complementary, modes of primal response to 
Nature conceived as divine, bypasses the problem of the precedence of one over the other 
as not only insoluble for want of adequate evidence, but as also unimportant. Myth and 
8The ancient Greek concept of Nature could be either normative or descriptive. When normative, it was 
modeled on excellence or 'bestness' (cipET~ of any kind). Descriptive it was whenever inferiority was 
regarded as natural (as for instance in the Aristotelian theory of natural inequality, culminating in hi s 
natural slavery, for which see my "Inequality" with relevant bibliography) . But since Nature was 
conSidered to denote primarily excellence, and only secondarily reality, the real crux of the concept as fell 
by the Greeks lay in the combination of the two. Here I take Nature to refer to the wide spectrum of forces 
operative in this world . . 
9Cf. Otto Gods. 
IOCr. Cassirer Lallgage. 
> 
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Cult, different though they are, originate from the same root which is the realization of 
being-in-the-world on the part of man who subsequently becomes a worshipper of 
nature. In this sense to oppose the Ritualists' thesis by claiming that "myth and ritual are 
autonomous phenomena [that are] governed by [their] own [different] structural laws" I I 
is an exaggeration in the opposite direction. As a result of the emergence of Myth and 
Cult, religion turns out to be the specific mode of a particular relationship of Man with the 
Divine. The particularity ofthe relationship is due to, and is summarized by, the fact that 
divinity is simultaneously different from, and identical with, Nature itself. The fallacy and 
banality of the naturalist allegorical interpretations of ancient religion (Max Muller's, for 
instance) lie precisely in their inability to understand such a paradoxical dual relationship 
of divinity vis-a.-vis Nature. 
The givenness of the concept of Nature has in recent years been seriously 
challenged. People are now less willing to accept that there is a Nature that exists out there 
irrespective of man's intellectual conceptualization thereof. Nature is now regarded as a 
cultural construction that has been designed and built up by means of a great expense of 
human mental labour but which, otherwise, does not exist in and of itself. It is true that 
what has been ascribed to Nature over the centuries since its primal conceptual discovery 
in Archaic Greece can easily be discredited as nothing but ideology based ultimately on 
class- and gender-struggles. It is equally true that such a concept ' s unquestionable 
acceptance can be applied to so many different contexts in so many different ways, and 
the concept itself can be manipulated in such divergent directions, that its content becomes 
blurred and meaningless. Finally, it is true that in the modern academic milieu the bringing 
of nature into a discussion is not met with a spontaneous, if unconscious, response. In 
most cases, nature is considered to be a hollow word devoid of any significance 
whatsoever of which we would better, iffor reasons of clarity, dispose entirely as soon as 
possible. However, Nature's he)lristic value for dealing with questions of intellectual 
history arising from the study of the culture in which this concept was first given birth is 
great. We must first understand the intellectual language of the ancient Greeks before we 
may legitimately seek to translate it into the terms of our own conceptual apparatus. 
It is commonly assumed that the emergence of philosophy in the early sixth 
century B.C. with the semi-historical, semi-legendary figure of Thales marked a sudden 
rupture with the traditional worldview of religion as described in the Homeric epics. The 
emergence of philosophy is usually linked to the emergence of the Archaic polis and the 
two features are supposed to be the pointers, on the intellectual and the social plane 
respectively, of the new outlook that was to be developed in the succeeding centuries.12 In 
fact, the rupture that occurred in Archaic Greece was not of the sort that we have been 
Ilara[ Mythology. 116. 
12Cf. Vemant Origines ; Snodgrass Archaic 160-200. 
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accustomed to think that it was. The intellect did not emancipate itself from the realm of 
Objective Being, but remaining, conversely, totally permeated thereby sought to give a 
rational articulation of the pre-existing experience of Nature. The great triumph of the 
Presocratics was that they managed to forge a language based on rationality which 
enabled them to get away from the mythical conception of the world without necessarily 
betraying its meaning. The transition from religion to philosophy13 (which, it is worth 
remembering, was never in the ancient world completely victorious for the 'progressive' 
side14) was an intellectual advance, the significance of which can hardly be 
overemphasized. But it was primarily a change of the linguistic and intellectual means 
employed to explain, and relate to, the external world, rather than a change of outlook. In 
the context of the new language revealed through the creative effort of the Archaic 
philosophers, the concept of Nature is perhaps the 'discovery' with the most far-reaching 
consequences. But religion equally referred to Nature avant la lem·e. 
The 'divine' refers to the primal cause that renders things meaningful, that provides 
them with an aim and integrates their being. The attempt of the Ionian physiologues to 
find a common substance in all worldly ,things was a search for the divine, in the sense of 
the most precious, because unalterable, element which undergoes changes without itself 
ever being changed. The first among them, who stressed the generative aspect of moisture 
and accordingly discerned water in everything, is reported to have said that all things are 
full of gods1S: the spirit of his teaching will not be altered if it be proven that the wording 
is not his. And the two most eminent representatives of the philosophy that flourished in 
Italy in the first half of the fifth century, Parmenides16 and Empedocles17, similarly 
designated the result of their speculations as divine. If their language is, in modem 
accounts, considered to be metaphorical, this relates more to the perplexity of the modem 
investigators than to the ancient understanding of what it is to be divine. In a similar spirit 
the Herac1eitean all-permeating fire and the logos common to all beings are understood to 
be divine l8, and the 'mythological' Erinyes who prevent the sun from transcending its 
ordered course19 are the principles of cosmic harmony. 
It would seem to be a fair, if provocative, assertion to say that the immanence of 
divinity was never denied in Greece, not even by Plato, the fabricator of the supposedly 
transcendental Forms. A passage in the cosmological Timaeus, in fact the very end of the 
dialogue, blatantly states that the existing world is the most beautiful conceivable cosmos 
13Cr. Corn ford Religion ; Vernant Pensee 373-410, 
!4Cf., Dodds Progress 1-25 ; L10yd Magic 226-267 and id. Demyslifying 39-72, 
SAnst. Anim. 411a7. 
16Palll1, fr. 1 (Diels-Kranz) . 
17Emped, fr. 6 (Diels-Kranz), ! 8Heracl. fn', 2, 30, 31, 114. 
9Heracl. fr. 94 (Diels-Kranz), 
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that could ever have existed.2o Its beauty is the product of the skilful demiurgue that 
arranged everything in order. 
Ancient Greek Culture ascribes divinity solely to Nature. Already in Homer, above 
even the rule of the father of mortals and immortals stands Moira. If translated into our 
own language, Moira would be both Nature and History. Nature, because it never goes 
against the predictions and commandments of the natural constitution of beings. Or when 
it seemingly does, it is only because of a lack of deeper knowledge of what is natural that 
goes into play. And History, because it is the principle which provides the course of 
things with their ultimate justification. Nature does nothing in vain, the ancient 
philosopher proclaimed21 , and the same holds true for History seen from the point of 
view of the overall harmony of the world. When there appears to be an injustice, it is 
always for the sake of a larger (ergo, from the limited human perspective, hidden) justice. 
Greek tragedy insisted thereon to the point of making further justification of the claim 
sound redundant. 
The Greek tendency to ban the fantastic and the unnatural from the worldly stage 
can be illustrated from the way in which the Homeric heroes come into contact with the 
sphere of the godhead and sense the presence of the various gods: Athena is Whispering 
her counsel in the ear of her protege, and Diomedes or Odysseus take notice of her 
presence through the revelatory thoughts that suddenly suggest themselves to them; the 
flight of the birds is an omen indicative of Zeus ' s will; the tremor that unexpectedly 
haunts the Achaeans is sent by Apollo as a manifestation of his power; when Paris is 
unable to harness his desire for the beautiful Helen the intervention is Aphrodite's. In all 
these instances nothing abnormal happens. The divine epiphany is not a transgression and 
an aberration from the natural course of things. The miraculous and the extraordinary are 
natural events of extreme emotional potential, during which another sphere of existence, 
the powerful existence of the gods, is, as it were, unconcealed, dis-covered, in a flash of 
light. In contradistinction when the immortal steed of Achilles predicts in human voice the 
imminent death of the best of the Achaeans and reminds the hero of the yoke of 
untresspassable necessity that is to be suffered by all things mortal, the same Heracleitean 
Erinyes intervene to deprive the horse of the semantic voice that is not intrinsically his.22 
20Plat. Tim. 92b. 
21Arist. Pol. 1253a9. 
22Hom. n. XIX, 407-418. 
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The Relevance of Myth 
Myth is the ordered narrative of something we refer to as real in a specific sense: the 
commonly assumed historicity of the myth by the members of the society in which the 
myth is alive, is the expression of its relevance.23 The myth is real, even when admittedly 
considered to be historically inaccurate24, because the outcome of the mythical deeds, 
(and, prior to that, the outcome of the mythical naming) is of utmost relevance to our lives. 
The psychoanalytic concepts of id, ego, superego and the like are, in this sense, mythical 
persons. They are endowed with particular attributes (resistance, will etc.), although the 
process towards anthropomorphism has not been completed in their case, because it runs 
counter to the modern conception of scientific truth. Similarly, the Big Bang is the 
contemporary mythological event of Creation, and the Optimism of the Enlightenment a 
specific mythological attitude. 
The philosophic notion of apx~ comes very close to the way in which myth is 
perceived and experienced in a myth-permeated society. ' ApX~ is either beginning or 
principle (or both at once). On the one hand, Myth, as a narrative describing divine and 
heroic deeds that are well-placed in time, refers to the beginnings of things, to the time 
when the world as we know it had not yet been fixed; rather, it was the divine and heroic 
actions that produced the ordered cosmos that we all experience. The relevance of Myth in 
the present, on the other hand, is its ubiquitousness. A mythological legend, its 
entertaining aspect aside, is worth reciting again and again because not only do the actions 
thereby described account for the existence of a particular ritual , institution or physical 
event and explain how it originally came about, but, moreover, because these very actions 
as the principles of preservation and stability of an existing reality are operative in the 
present.25 In the thought that Demeter may have ceased to mourn the disappearance of her 
daughter, the descent of Persephone to Hades, in the thought that she may have stopped 
performing the self-same act every year, the efficiency of the Eleusinian Mysteries is 
immediately shattered. Mythological deeds are at once situated in illo tempore and in the 
hic et nunc. The assumed historicity of the mythical events is the expression of the 
relevance of myth in the present. 
Myth, Truth and Being-in the-World 
All societies give linguistic expression to their constituent experiences. The result of thi s 
process is a simple or complex Fundamental Myth in which a society believes, and with 
;!cr. Veyne My/hs?; Detienne Illvelllioll . 
25 Cr. Brillante "History" and Cartledge Greeks 18-35. 
Cr. Eliade Aspects and Retollr. 
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reference to which all things become meaningful. But we should stop short of inferring 
from the apparent diversity of existing mythologies that myth is an arbitrary creation of 
human imagination of which human progress will sooner or later dispose. The u·niversal 
distribution of myth is in itself indicative of the indispensability of myth for human 
existence. But if something is indispensable for the existence of something else, then the 
former's ontological priority is sufficiently demonstrated. 
What is ontologically superior and chronologically antecedent to human existence 
is the world as a whole. The world as whole is called, in philosophical jargon, Being as 
such. A stage where no world (in the sense of an ordered cosmos) exists is imaginable 
and conceivable - it may even, under certain circumstances, be meaningful. But a stage 
where Being as such is entirely absent, as distinct from being hidden, is not imaginable at 
all. It is Being as such that we cannot escape, rather than the idealistic category of the 
empty Space it la Kant. 
Myth is not necessarily opposed to Truth,26 nor is mythos in predetermined 
conflict with logos. The llu8w8ES of Thucydides27 is no more meant as an accusation (in 
the sense of the fantastic, exaggerated and unreal) than the AOYOITOLOS of Herodotus28, 
and the Platonic Protagoras can ask his audience whether they prefer to listen to a logos 
or a mythos, because he understands that the two have the same heuristic value.29 The 
interchangeability of mythos and logos in the opening scene of the Trachiniae is a very 
revealing case in point.3o 
Plutarch3 1 says that truth relates to myth in the same way as the sun relates to the 
rainbow; there is, in a sense, a causal relationship, myth being the effect of the dissipation 
of luminous truth which is the cause. The iridescent variety produced by the mixing of 
light with what is not light is the sensual world that surrounds us. As the sun is the 
ultimate cause of the rainbow, so is truth the ultimate cause of myth. Now we can see why 
Greek intellectuals (as distinct from the laymen for whom the logical inconsistencies of 
myths did not present a problem) sometimes referred to the llu8w8ES as to a container of 
lies. It is true to say that unless one ascends to, and perceives, the ultimate cause of the 
rainbow , i.e . the sun , one cannot fully account for the existence of the rainbow. It is , 
however, no less true that the rainbow is not a lie (in the sense of a deception) because it is 
an existent. Here lies the purely meta-physical foundation of truth (which should not be 
confused with any idealistic conception thereof). And here the assumed tension between 
truth and myth is resolved. Because myth represents the world of appearances, myth is the 
outcome (and from an empiricist perspective also the ground) of truth. Unless truth 
26Cf. Deti enne "A AHElEIA". 
27Thuc. 1,22. 
28Herod. V, 36. 
29Plat. PrOf. 32Oc. 
~OSOPh. Trach. 60-67. 
lplut. De [sid. ef Osir. 20 = Mor . 358f 
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becomes emancipated from the existing reality, i.e. from the world of myth, the battles 
between truth and myth, however cruel, fierce and excruciating they may occasionally be, 
will always remain quarrels between next-of-kin. In so far as the ancient world goes, in the 
battlefield ofthe myth-versus-truth antagonism, the matricidal crime of Orestes was never 
committed. Its destructive consequences (for Athena supplies only a legalistic solution) 
were thus evaded. 
In the framework of modem science and Western rationalism, myth is opposed to 
truth as to its very unreconcilable antithesis (in a non-dialectical sense). But rationalism is 
just one way of perceiving reality, it is not the only way. Mathematical quantification, the 
ideal, that is, to which all rationalism aspires, gives an uncontestably fair but limited and 
one-sided picture of the world. In his reply to E. JUnger's contribution (»Dber die 
Linie«)32 to the dedicatory volume for M. Heidegger's sixtieth anniversary, the German 
philosopher wrote33: 
Reason and its conceptions are only one kind of thinking and are by no means 
determined by themselves but by that which has been called thinking, to think in 
the manner of ratio. 
The Myth of the modem world is the Myth of Science and Rationalism. But since 
rationalism opposes myth, there is a point (for reasons of clarity at least) in making the 
distinction between societies that are truly myth-permeated and those that are not. 
The Chthonic and the Olympian 
There are two strands to be discerned In Greek religion: the Chthonic and the 
Olympian.34 The Greeks were well aware of the difference between them. Chthonic 
deities were worshipped at night, their altars were close to the ground (~68poS', EGxapa), 
sacrifices to them were all-burnt offerings (oAoKalJTCJ.l \-la) , the victims chosen were 
preferably black. Olympian deities, by contrast, had large and occasionally very elaborate 
altars (~(J.l\-l6S'), their worship was a day-light affair performed under the all-seeing eye of 
the sun, the victims chosen were preferably white and, apart from the portion left on the 
altar to bum and nourish by the ascending smoke the heavenly immortals, the meat was 
cooked and distributed to the participants. 
32J" P unger assage. ~!Heidegger Question 39. 
Cr. Burkert Religion 199[f. 
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Various complex combinations of the Chthonic and Olympian elements can be 
found in particular cults.35 A phenomenological survey of Greek religious practices may 
blur the distinction which, for the most part, was kept intact. When in a given case the 
elements are fused, it is worth studying the reasons that have led to the fusion (which must 
not necessarily be a historical confusion of strata). 
The Chthonic is essentially beyond good and evil;36 it is unlimited productivity, 
lack of form, tremendous power of bringing-forth. Its essence lies in unconditioned , 
unrestrained, almost arbitrary, Procreation. It is permeated by no principle of Form, no 
Order. It is chaotic eternal outflow. Its justification, which lies outside any ethical mode of 
being, consists in that it is. In this sense, it has no goal other than being what it is, no aim 
other than bringing into being. Hence, it is purposeless. When an ethics develops from the 
Chthonic principle, its sole concern is the tremendous importance of procreation as 
exhibited in the maternal blood ties. 
The Olympian, by contrast, is essentially good and beautiful; it is the principle of 
Order, Form and Individuation.lts essence, the dynamism of which presupposes a telos, 
consists in Perfection and Excellence. It is essentially purposeful, generating an eros for 
the Best. 
So far as our (primarily archaeological) evidence can go, the Chthonic and the 
Olympian are strata in the developmental sense to the extent that in ancient religion the 
more 'primitive' outlook in the first place stressed, and dwelled upon, the chthonic 
principle of reality to the detriment of the Olympian. The chthonic aspect of a deity, 
almost unilaterally focused upon in the beginning, engenders (and can be held responsible 
for the emergence of) the Olympian element in due course. What lies under the earth and 
what by nature resists daylight is the efficient cause of the formidable luminous presence, 
the flower proper, to come to the fore later. Since such a process is accomplished inside 
time (whence it assumes the form of a temporal succession), the chthonic element is in 
historical terms the substratum of that of which the Olympian element is the 
superstructure (and the newcomer for that matter). 
However, the Chthonic and the Olympian are not strata in the developmental sense 
to the extent that the Chthonic was never completely effaced (nor could it have been, for 
35-rhe fusion of the Chthonic and the Olympian in many instances of Greek religious experience has 
caused serious reservations concerning the pertinence and applicability of the dichotomy in doing justice 
to the available evidence. The discussion has been recently reki ndled by two very interesting articles 
where a re-examination of the (pre-)conceptions of past explorers of Greek religion has been attem pted. I 
take sides, of course, with Scull ion ("Olympian") against the skeptici sm of Schlesier ("Olympian") , 
acknowledging, however, that some of the latter's reservations are more than justified. An organic, as 
opposed to a stiff, strictl y delineated and rigidly taxonomic, understanding of the two terms as 
rep:esenting principles of reality (both of which are indispensable for Glly fully integrated being, be it 
dlVl11e) may overcome most of the pragmatic difficulties that a close examination of the ancient evidence 
wIll raise. The relationship of the Chthonic-Olympian dichotomy to the two distinct ancient conceptions 
of godhead (viz. 'gods and men share a common OIigin' vs. 'the gap between mortals and immortals is 
~~bndgeable') is brilliantly grasped by Guthrie Gods 113fr. 
Cr. NIlsson History 152. 
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this would result in the collapse of the entire religious system). When ancient Greek 
religion reached maturity (i.e. in the Archaic Age) the Olympian principle of. reality, 
excellently manifested in the Homeric gods, took precedence over the Chthonic. But this 
can only mean that the bright and admirable sides of divinity were duly emphasized in 
their radiant splendour; it cannot and should not mean that the chthonic element was 
forgotten, estranged and had fallen into oblivion. Any individual deity which can be named 
and perceived in a concrete form, however chthonic its functions are, has within it a tiny 
portion of Olympianism. However, a tendency to neglect the chthonic foundation of all 
that is, began to appear with the classical era and seems to have been the primal concern of 
Aeschylus' Oresteia. The fifth century shows perspicuous signs of what has been 
pointedly called "the Hybris of Order" .37 The theological instruction that Aeschylus 
seems to have intended to give in 458 B.C. to his arrogant compatriots who had won 
Marathon, is that 'chthonicity' is the inalienable support for any kind of Olympian glory. 
The two elements are, therefore, archetypal principles of the constitution of the 
world. Their union is symbolically expressed in ritual form as a sacred marriage (iEpOS 
yciIlOS). All Greek 'theologians' from Homer onwards refer to the primal couple that 
exists in the beginning of time. The names under which the two primordial beings are 
known differ from one poetic account to the other. But, in all cases, their copulation is 
held responsible for the generation of the cosmos. All worldly beings are products of the 
earthly womb which is impregnated by the heavenly moisture.3 8 
What gives actual birth, the maternal uterus, is more procreative and 'parental' than 
what begets, viz. the fatherly semen. No wonder, therefore, that the masculine principle 
was originally subordinate to the feminine principle. In the earliest theogony proper that 
has come down to us, in Hesiod's account of the constitution of the world, the generation 
of Ouranos is a parthenogenic emanation from the bowels of Gaia. 
Allegory and Symbol 
To think the name sometimes suffices for the elucidation of the concept. Allegory is to 
speak of one thing by means of another.39 And this pertains to all fields of semantics. To 
paint a beautiful maiden and call the picture 'spring' is to paint in allegorical terms. In 
allegory the signifier and the signified are kept distinct: the one points and refers to the 
other, although there is a way of referring to the signified in a more direct way. The entity 
'spring' (content) can be referred to as 'spring' (word); and we know that the spring is not 
37Pierris "Hellenistic" 144. 
3( 8In the Hesiodic cosmogonic account other beings, it is true, interfere for the creation of the cosmos 
~uCh as Chaos, Night, Eros etc.), but the importance of the Earth and of her son (the Sky) with whom 
~ge copulates is emphatically stressed. 
Cr. Gadamer Bea((l~f((l. 
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a beautiful maiden, but simply a season. The method of allegoresis in the study of 
mythology may be said to go back to the sixth century B.C. with Theagenes of 
Rhegium.4o If Hera is the air and Artemis is the moon, then to speak of Hent and of 
Artemis instead of what is properly meant thereby is to speak allegorically. 
By contrast, the symbol is what is immediately recognized as what it is and what 
can at once express its meaning. There is, of course, a duality in the symbolic no less than 
in the allegorical. But the difference between the two lies in the fact that the symbolic 
duality is immanent in the symbol, whereas the allegorical duality disjoins the allegory 
from the thing meant allegorically. 
In the original Greek conception of the term, the CJl)f1~OAa are tokens of 
recognition. A coin or an ankle is cut into two pieces and the two CJuf1~aAA6f1Eva persons 
recognize one another when they realize that the two CJuf1~OAa fit together. In this sense, 
Plato and Aristotle could refer to sexual attraction ~s a symbolic union.41 A man meets a 
woman (or another man, as the case may be) and he 'remembers' her; he recognizes in her 
the symbol that he has missed and longs for; his desire derives from a symbolic 
recognition. 
The symbolic is the expression of something other than the symbol itself which, 
nevertheless, could not have been expressed otherwise. This leads to a symbolic or 
tautegorical (as opposed to allegorical) interpretation of mythology, the great significance 
of which for an understanding of Greek religion Schelling was the first to recognize. In 
recognizing religion as the field of the symbolic par excellence Schelling acted in 
accordance with the subject matter: his realization was a realization necessitated by the 
fundamental law of an immanent religion, the law of the symbolic. Hence, the tautegorical 
interpretation of religious symbolism is the theoretical (or philosophical) mode of 
understanding religion that is intrinsic to religion itself. For, by not reducing religion to 
something else, 'tautegory' seeks to understand religion from within. 
To say that a symbol is this or that may be misleading, because it assumes that the 
symbol is used in order to cover things and obscure their meaning. (This may 
occasionally happen with bad symbolic art, but then symbolism is used homonymously. 
A symbol that prevents clarity of vision is no symbol in the true sense at all.) If the 
symbol is what causes recognition, it can be equated with the symbolized, it is indeed 
identical therewith, because if the symbolized could be expressed by itself, the symbol 
would never have been used in the first place: it would have been redundant, for the 
symbolized could have manifested itself without the mediation of the symbol. 
When the decipherment of a symbol is needed, the symbol seems to be past its 
prime, to have lost its power to signify the symbolized. The symbol turns out to be a 
40Diels-KranzFVS 151-52 41 . 
Plat. Symp. 1991d; Arist. Elh.ElId. 1239b23-32. 
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riddle when it does not immediately indicate the symbolized, when it no longer finds 
spontaneous response. The spontaneity of the response to the symbol is established in the 
original context in which the symbol as such initially emerges. This context is the living 
culture in which the symbol has the power to conjure up the symbolized, without any need 
of meditation. 
The Historical Archetype as a Work of Art 
The plane where the symbolic naturally thrives the most is the domain of great fine art. 
What pre-eminently characterizes a work of art - be it transient (like poetry or music) or 
visual (like sculpture and architecture)- is its naturalness. The great effort made by the 
artist, the pains he took, during a masterpiece's conception and execution are concealed, or 
rather demolished by the very presence of the work of art. When this condition is not 
fulfilled, the work of art is not worthy of the title. Thus, the work of art appears, or rather 
stands there, as a natural off-spring. Its naturalness is an expression of its harmony: 
nothing can be added to, or taken away from, it, nothing can be changed without 
simultaneously jeopardizing its overall perfection. 
The work of art stands there in the most profound sense of existence. The essence 
of its profound standing-there is that the work of art is a symbol. The work of art as a 
symbol can never be exhausted by analytical interpretations regarding its 'meaning'. Its 
grandeur lies precisely in the mystery that it continues to radiate when all analytical 
interpretations have failed (i.e. when they have mostly succeeded in accounting for its 
success). 
In addition to its other parameters, a Greek myth can be seen as a linguistic work 
of art: linguistic, because the means employed for its composition and transmission is 
language, and work of art, because it is the product of a long process of distilled 
experience with reference to its subject matter, whence its structure and ability to move 
seem to derive. Similarly, a Greek ritual can be seen as a gestural work of art: gestural, 
because the means employed for its coming-into-being and stabilization is a bodily action, 
and work of art, because in the crystallized form in which most rituals are known to us 
they are products of meticulous attention to what we could call the semantics of body 
language. 
Since the language of mythology and the language of ritual are symbolic, the gods 
to which they refer are symbols. The gods as symbols are, therefore, works of art. But in 
order to distinguish the symbols of mythology and ritual from the symbols which the 
gods are, we may say that the gods are the arche-symbols. The Neoplatonists referred to 
them as Archetypes. 
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The World as a Whole Seen from a Particular Angle 
It is in the essence of polytheism that no god or goddess, no divine personality or heroic 
figure stands alone. It is in the essence of polytheism that the divine is fragmented or to be 
more precise (since fragmentation presupposes lost unity and assumes disintegration, 
which is not the case in Greek religion) that the divine becomes apparent and crystal-clear 
in a variety of archetypical manifestations. It is in the essence of polytheism that it has 
many deities with different, even opposite and mutually incompatible interests and claims. 
However, as the fact that no human leg exists outside a human body does not prevent the 
medical researcher from analysing the leg's mechanics, describing its function, classifying 
its known diseases and possible injuries etc., so the fact that Artemis, say, is not the only 
deity of the Greek pantheon does not prevent us from focusing exclusively on her, if 
temporarily and for analytic purposes. Here lies the error, indeed the one-sidedness, of 
structuralism. Structuralism correctly sensed that by studying one particular god, as some 
earlier, especially German or Teutonic-inspired scholars did in monographs, one loses 
sight of the whole picture; but the device which structuralism contrived in order to remedy 
the situation, polar opposition or complementary polarity, is no less narrow. A polytheism 
consisting of Artemis alone is unthinkable because it is absurd. But equally absurd is a 
polytheistic religious system that consists of Artemis and Aphrodite, or Artemis and Hera, 
or Artemis and Demeter, or Artemis and Apollo or Artemis and whatever god you choose 
as her complementary or antithetical counterpart.42 
To resume the medical parallel, the leg, when not studied analytically on its own, is 
not understood with reference to the arm, but to the totality of the living organism of 
which it forms a part. Further mistrust is excited by structuralism when one realizes that a 
god or goddess, unlike any leg or arm, possesses not a part of godhead, but the entire 
divinity in its fully-blown substance all the time, even in his or her least conspicuous 
epiphanies.43 
Gods and goddesses under favourable circumstances reach maturity. Not all of 
them, however, are allowed to do so. There are divinities whose role in the pantheon is 
42Cr. the (omnipresent, but most reasonably defended by Vernant "Theorie") structuralist antithesis 
betw~en the Orphic-Pythagorean meat-abstinence and the Dionysian omophagy with properly performed 
sacnflce as the norm and golden mean halfway through the extremes. One would be justified in raising 
some questions: i) Was sacrifice unintelligible or meaningless before the emergence of Orphism and 
Pythagoreanism around the sixth c. B.C.?, ii) Was omophagy a means of feeding the raging maenad, or 
should the Dionysian ritual be understood with reference to its own symbolic content? iii) Did 
absttnence from meat and life-long fasting shake the foundations of pagan belief revolving as it so 
emtnently did around the act of sacrifice which was performed in virtually all religious ceremonies, and if 
a subversive attitude on the part of the fasters is taken to be proven, how could the report de Abstinentia 
~~ so eminent a supporter of traditional practices as Porphyry be accommodate~? 
Cr. the remarks made about the statue of Zeus at Olympia by Calasso Mamage 17l. 
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from the very beginning subordinate, and whose coming-into-being depends broadly or 
even exclusively on the needs of pre-existing deities. The second-rate divine beings are 
destined never to attain anything but a servile status which may even be lowered if the 
function which they are called to serve disappears. Of all the divinities in a polytheistic 
religion some, properly named gods and goddesses , become first-rank superhuman 
beings. What qualifies them to such honour is their pervasiveness. Each and every deity 
worthy of the title presupposes as it were a religion of his own. The touchstone for the 
(Jodliness of a deity is his or her holistic attitude with reference to the entire world. All true 
to 
gods and goddesses assume a particular stance which fully characterizes them. As a 
consequence all problems of existence find a concrete answer (which we may be 
disinclined to call a solution) from each one of them. To make use of metaphoric 
language, every true god sheds his own distinct light onto things and makes them appear 
in succinctly-determined configurations. Every divinity seems thus to have his or her 
particular perspective, which is nonetheless all-embracing. We can therefore speak of a 
Zeus religion and a Hera religion, of Dionysian religion and Artemisian religion , even 
perhaps of 'Athenian' religion and surely of Aphroditean religion, but hardly of an Ares 
(or should we say: Aryan?) religion and of a Hephaestus religion not at all , except 
figuratively. Moving from one true deity's viewpoint to another's the world is illuminated 
differently. Relations that are strongly emphasized under one perspective (and the 
concomitant human obligations deriving therefrom) appear secondary or non-existent 
under a different perspective. Focal points of reference for one god become eliminated 
and invisible from another god's angle of vision. What is here of paramount importance 
as a predicament becomes there anything but a problem. Different gods ask for different 
things. Their opposite views draw directly on their respective antithetical natures. Hence 
their conflict is bound by necessity to remain essentially unresolved. Within and amidst 
such hopeless straits what human beings are left with is to be only negatively defined: 
they must avoid any major offence against any major divinity at all costs; for minor 
offences are with almost mathematical precision unpreventable. 
The opposed divine claims are not merely capricious. Nor do they occur solely 
when the assigned territories of power among gods happen partially to overlap. It is rather 
because each divinity that qualifies for the title of godhead holds in a sense sway over the 
entire world, that whenever and wherever a problem arises the pan-theon in its totality is 
simultaneously involved. And if mythology in most cases stresses the implication of one 
ortwo deities alone, it is because the others, less interested for their own reasons as they 
are, remain unmoved and are thus emphatically kept in the background. The battleground 
of divine combats is the gods' own abode which they all share, although they, more often 
than not, decide to resolve their tensions according to the example of the Homeric duels. 
On their initiative the world of multifarious breathtaking conflicts is rendered more 
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intelligible when the chaotic battles are ordered (and 'domesticated' as a structuralist might 
say) in the space of a wrestling-ground with varying degrees of interested divine 
spectators actively or passively participating in the agon. 
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... AND A QUESTION: Is Historical Theology Possible? 
The study of ancient Greek religion has been dominated by what could be described as 
the Legacy of the Enlightenment. The basic doctrine of the Age of Reason was 
crystallized in its essential humanism which was strenuously opposed to any religious 
transcendent authority of meaning. Teleology was regarded as the fallacy par excellence 
of scholastic philosophy, and banned, as a consequence, from the domain of the so-called 
scientific pursuit of truth. The world as a whole was for the first time beginning to fade 
away, a process which would eventually lead to its being declared intrinsically 
meaningless and aimless. The fundamental anthropocentrism of this approach vis-a.-vis 
the existing reality leaves, as a matter of course, no room for a genuine (substantive, as 
opposed to functional- psychological, sociological or otherwise44) understanding of 
religion. For religion is a relationship which presupposes, apart from man who is always 
posited as an inalienable datum, yet another pole: something which both stands outside 
man and is powerful and meaningful in its own right. And this is the divine. Religion 
arises when and only when the divine has somehow manifested itself, because religion, 
although it profoundly concerns man, yet is not his creation in the way that a hut or ship 
can be said to be products of human creativity. With some notable exceptions the study of 
ancient religion has taken it for granted that religion is the indispensable byproduct of the 
perhaps charming, but surely naive childhood of mankind which will sooner or later be 
disposed of when Reason and Science become strong enough to penetrate even those 
misty corners of the human mind which persist in spontaneously refusing to throw their 
unreasonable childish fears away. 
It is high time, I think, for religion to be inscribed in what has this century been 
called thinking (as distinct from traditional philosophy and opposed to traditional 
science). The task of thinking par excellence is the thinking of Being. But Being has since 
the end of the previous century declared itself absent. In the historical situation in which 
we stood until recently, the task of thinking was the thinking of nihilism. 
The contextualizing method of inquiring into the past can, it is true, be seen as the 
prime of contemporary relativism.45 The fashionable movements of post-structuralism, 
deconstruction and the like, whatever their names and honorary titles (i.e all the complex 
intellectual schools that have been amassed under the rather obscure rubric of 
postmodernism), may highlight an adherence to the premises of humanism. Meaning for 
them is a value arbitrarily attributed to a thing (for no other reason than because man 
deddes that things should be provided with meanings) which must always be 
contextualized (i.e. viewed from a vantage point together with the whole array of all 
:~cf. the very helpful Berger "Definitions". 
Cr. Gellner Postmodemism. 
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possible historically and culturally conditioned relationships with other things and 
meanings), primarily because it is willy-nilly contextual: since it lacks an essence of its 
own, it is bound to condescend to any value that may be attributed to it; therefore, if this 
value does not belong to the society under investigation, it must necessarily be implicitly 
or explicitly possessed by the explorer' s society. 
It has been repeated several times, and holds well that the study of paganism was 
impeded in the nineteenth century by the ludaeo-Christian preconceptions of the 
explorers. Greek religion could be admired for the exceptional aesthetic value of its 
products in the sphere of great art but its moral stance was consistently, either explicitly or 
indirectly, condemned and ridiculed. Usually the accusers traced their disapproving 
attitude vis-it-vis paganism back to the ancient critique of the traditional gods (and the 
name of Xenophanes would readily spring to their mind). 
The death of God has, for some, liberated morality from the confines of puritanism 
and has made a more approving attitude to the deeds and demands of the ancient gods 
possible. But the death of God has also created a spiritual vacuum the like of which had 
not been experienced previously in the history of humankind. If we were to trace the 
intellectual evolution of the past two centuries of Western history with reference to the 
fundamental experience that underlies the diversity of apparently divergent intellectual 
movements, we would perhaps reach a scheme according to which humanism leads to 
atheism which leads to nihilism. Sartre was right.46 Existentialism is a humanism. Or 
rather, the unavoidable termination of humanism must be sought in the core of the 
existentialist myth, according to which man becomes worthy of the title of his humanity 
only when he realizes the inalienable responsibility posed by his unconditional freedom. 
Postmodernism may be relativism reduced ad absurdum. But it may also be the 
final outcome of nihilism. And if postmodernism is an intimate experience of nihilism, it 
may well sow the seeds for a transcendence of the vicious circle of the humanistic 
outlook. 
In the study of religion the fundamental problem that we still face is the legacy of 
the Age of Reason. Absence of intrinsic meaning equals forgetfulness of the divine. 
Whether or not the times are ripe for the possibility of what could be called "historical 
theology" (as not only distinct from , but also opposed to religious history, sociology or 
anthropology) is very hard to determine. The ripeness of a historical period for 
metaphysical speculation on first principles the relevance of which is immediately 
experienced, is, in the terminology of theology, called 'divine unconcealment'. It would be 
very presumptuous to pretend to know the answer of this very difficult question. What we 
may affirm, though, now is that the question can now be posed: is historical theology 
possible? 
46Cf. Sartre Exislenlialisllle. 
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In the relationship of man with the divine that constitutes religion, what is given is 
man and what seems still to be missing is the divine. For an understanding of ancient 
Greek religion what is needed is not a belief in gods, but the acknowledgemen(ojtheir 
presence. 
Presence: What is felt, but defies description.47 What is present as neither an image, nor 
a concept, but precisely the root from which image, concept and sense of efficiency can 
and will in due course spring. 
The acknowedgement of gods is the recognition oj their pertinence. Their 
pertinence is their ability to endow existence with sacredness qua the fountainhead of 
meaning. 
The Aristotelian statement quoted as the motto of this chapter does not, it is true, 
suffice for an understanding of Greek religion. Yet, it can provide an alternative 
preliminary assumption for the study of the religions of antiquity. 
47Cf. the empathetic (and unscientific for the 'objectivizing' explorer) views of Otto Theophallia and the 
perhaps equally sym-pathetic remarks of Rudhardt "Comprendre"; cL also the more down-to-earth, but 
very sensitive descriptions in Versnel "Epiphany". Cornford Thollghl xff. cleverly answered the question 
'What IS a (Greek) god?' -to a more specific but otherwise similar programmatic question, now explicitly 
raised, Loraux "Goddess?" chose 1101 to reply; similarly Bremmer "Myth?" - by stating that the divine is 
'something not ourselves and immortal'. This something, however, can be sensed: it is powerful. I prefer 
th~refore (following the Heideggerian metaphysics and its application to the study of religion) to call 
thiS 'something' a 'presence'. 
Legomena and Dromena 
Artemis Ortheia 
'H ' Opell CJOU <PE'Y'YEl . ApTEIl·L8u CJTll (llCJl] 
TL ea CJTUefj KuL TL eE va AUYLCJl] 
IlE T' d.t);llAO TllS' 68l]ywVTaS' rro8L .. 
• A yy. ~LKEALuv6S'. A vpua:k BioS' I, 189 
Among the three main deities worshipped in Sparta, namely Apollo Karneios, Athena 
Poliachos or Chalkioikos and Artemis Ortheia, it is the latter who appears to be the most 
puzzling, confusing and perhaps unintelligible, at least prima facie. Not only was her cult 
dark, cruel and apparently very ancient and almost 'primitive' , but also the evidence we 
have for it, both archaeological and literary, is insufficient and occasionally misleading. 
Nonetheless, an attempt will be made to elucidate some aspects of Ortheia's ceremonies in 
Sparta, mainly by virtue of the helpful information preserved by the pious second-century-
A.D traveller who became the guide of the illuminating discovery of the sanctuary of 
Artemis Ortheia, undertaken by the British School at Athens during the years 1906-1910 
and 1924-1928. 
As early as the spring of 1906, the excavators were able to identify the shrine near 
the Eurotas, which so well suited the ancient testimony of Strabo and Pausanias, with that 
of the Spartan Ortheia, through evidence much more certain and stable than the previous 
hypothetical suitability of the area: a vast number of inscriptions, votive offerings, 
architectural terracottas, lead figurines and statuettes, together with a great number of 
objects in carved ivory and bone, left no doubt about the deity to whom all these items 
were dedicated.The literarily famous Artemis Ortheia has found again her holy precinct. 
Her cultic epitheton being inscribed on marble and stone, on some stamped tiles and a few 
artistic objects either of pottery or carvings, produced substantial evidence of her 
uninterrupted worship there, for a period of more than one millennium (from the 8th, 
possibly from the 10th century B.C. to the 4th century A.D.) and provided the study of 
ancient Greek religion with new material to be attentively interpreted. 
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THE DIVINE EPIKLESIS 
A great number of variant forms of the cultic epitheton under which Artemis was pre-
eminently worshipped in Sparta was found on inscriptions and cult vessels, among which 
the one to be regarded as the normal type, being the most regularly recurrent, is that of 
'Op8da. The name certainly had an initial digamma which is attested in some cases, but 
more often than not was transformed to a B or disappeared altogether. Shortenings and 
lengthenings of the vowels of the epitheton as well as the substitution of the diphthong AI 
to EP and the well-known interchangeability of~ and 8 2 in the Laconian dialect, procure 
finally such divergent variants as Bop8da3, Bwp8ELa4, Fwp8Ea5, Bwp8Ea6, BwpCJEa7 , 
'Op8Ea8, Bwp8~a9, Fop8aLa lO, Bop8af.all . The first syllable being nothing but a vocalic 
r makes the word twice appear as Fpo8aLa 12. The Ionic form of 'Op8EL 11 is very rare, and 
the commonest form of the name which is attested by most of the ancient literary authors 
('Op8La) is found only twice 13. Finally there is the variant Fop8aCJLa14 which serves as a 
link between what seems to have been the two most frequent, though not equally used, 
types of the name, as far as the literary sources are concerned, namely' Op8f.a and 
'Op8wCJLa. 
No matter whether the primary form of the word was FOP8EIA, as I assume, or 
not15, it does not seem accidental that when the 0 in the first syllable becomes a long 0, 
the second syllable shortens the diphthong El or AI into a single E. The word, when 
pronounced, must have had a rather fixed length, either its first or its second syllable being 
long. The forms Fop8Ea, Bop8Ea and BopCJEa given by Rose1 6, have not been found 
anywhere in the inscriptional evidence, whereas the true exceptions (Bwp8ELa, Bwp8~a), 
I Bechtel Dialekte, II , 303-304, claimed that the Laconian dialect substitutes EIA for the AlA of other 
dialects, and this could have happened here since, as Woodward says (Hondius and Woodward "Laconia" 
1l7), "four of the six earliest objects exhibit alpha, and two epsilon, in the second syllable". 
2Cf, the best-known examplecJloS'=BE6s"(e.g. Alcman fr. 1,36 (Page): ECJn nS' CJlWV TlCJlS'; Aristoph. 
Lys. 81; Thuc. V, 77; Hesych.s.v. CJlOp). 
3George and Woodward ("Terracottas" 367) in R.M. Dawkins' exemplary volume [cL the review by 
Wade-Gery ("Review") and the over-defensive reply by Dawkins, Droop and Wace ("Note"); cL also 
Kunze "Review"]. 
~Woodward "Inscriptions" 328,372,373. 
':>op.cit. 32l. 
6op.cit . 325, 327, 329. 
7op.cit. 329 (thrice), 334, 348(?). 
8op.cit.333. 
90p.cil. 349. 
~~OP.Cil. 370; Dawkins "Objects" 214-215 and pI. CIX-CX. 
WOodward "Inscriptions" 346. 
12Droop "Bronzes" 201 and Woodward "Inscriptions" 370. 
13Woodward, "Inscriptions" 315,342. For this foml there is a dubious testimony (Alcman fr.l Page = 1 
Dlehl) which could take it as far back as the 7th c. B.C., once the scholiast's correction is given place in 
~'!f text. For arguments and counterarguments see Page AIClnall 76-78 and below 'Ortheia and Aotis' .. 
Woodward "Inscriptions" 37l. ~5Woodward's suggestion, (Hondius and Woodward "Laconia" 117) that the original form was 
. op9aCJla, and his scheme of the word's evolution (Fop6aalCl> Fop6ahia > Fop6ai.a > Fop6ELa) are 
Indeed very attractive. Cr. Risch "Orthia" . 
16Rose "Cult" 400. 
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rare as they are, can either be considered to be misspellings, or justified by the donor's 
attempt to elaborate the sacred epitheton of the goddess by spontaneously lengthening it. 
But what does the name mean or, to put it correctly, what did it primarily denote 
for the worshippers of the goddess? The etymologies concerning the name Ortheia that 
have been proposed so far can be divided into two groups according to whether or not 
they derive the name from the verb opeoun~ . The etymologies which do so, by far 
outnumber the rest and seem to be more reliable (and popular) because they take into 
account the unequivocal evidence ofthe ancients who always saw close affinities between 
the divine appellation and the various semantical ramifications of op8wCJLS' and op8w. By 
contrast, the modem philologists who propose a different origin for the epitheton argue 
against the traditional and 'authorised' derivation on account of the frequent cases of 
misleading etymologies to be found in the ancient texts. They blame the tradition's error 
on the incapacity of the ancient authors to deal scientifically with word-origins and lexical 
roots, and regret their lack of linguistic skills. They thus assume a very loose connection 
ofthe ancient speakers with their language (which is wrong) and a lack of conscientious 
and scientific (i.e. abstract and 'objective') method in enquiring into the meaning of words 
(which, in so far as modern linguistics stands as the model, is right). The notion of 'sign' 
and the thereby resulting sharp distinction between the 'signifying' and the 'signified' had 
not yet been established I 7, nor had the concept of Ur-Ianguages (which proved to be the 
most important discovery of his to rico-comparative linguistics) appeared. 
The ancient Greek conceptualization of language can be seen in the context of 
ancient Greek culture as a whole. Instead of being primitive and unscientific, it turns out 
to be another aspect of that particular worldview, shared by many civilizations, which has 
been termed 'mythological'. Drawing on this distinct mode of Being it is convergent with 
other aspects of the same culture and could perhaps be illuminated with recourse to the 
context in which it made its appearance. The ancient attempts could then be regarded as 
essentially (though not formally) mythological , provided that we deprive the term of any 
pejorative connotations. They then can procure interesting insights into the meaning of the 
words in question. In the case of Artemis Ortheia, both the aetiological myths of her cult 
and the rituals practised in her shrine could help define the meaning of the cui tic 
epitheton. 
The first group of the proposed etymologies concerning the name of the Spartan 
goddess, mentioned above, seems to take into serious consideration the principle of 
'contextuality'. The etymologies suggested try to establish a continuity between the 
sUpposed origin of the epithet and the several meanings which it later assumed. They thus 
aim at designating the semantic field of the word as it can be traced through the centuries 
of its cultic history , without assuming any noteworthy alienation between the primary 
17With the exception of the Stoic di stinction between OllllaLJ..Io J..l and allllQLJ..I6 IlEJ..IOJ..l which, however, 
subserved in the Stoic philosophy a function different from that in modern semiology. 
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meaning and the subsequent uses. According to the specific attribute or aspect 
emphasized, whereby in each case the goddess was thought to have been named Ortheia, 
the group can be sub-divided into four categories. 
In the first category the etymology is based on an aetiological passage of 
Pausanias which assigns the divine appellation to the form of the cult-statue of the 
goddess l8. The name is thought to derive from the uprightness of the statue representing 
Ortheia, so that the meaning of the divine epitheton is supposed originally to be 'She who 
stands upright' or 'She whose statue has an upright position'. The idea, which seems to 
have been very popular during the second half of last century and the beginning of this, 
was advanced by Preller in 185419 and followed with modifications by Welcker20, 
Mayer21 ,Famell22 and Rose23. 
Prior to that (and to Freud!), Gerald24 and Curtius25 had seen a sexual implication 
in the epitheton, which was promoted by Schreiber26 when he compared it to the erection 
of Dionysos Orthos and the op8i.a U~PLS mentioned by Pindar27. According to this view, 
which was accepted and further enhanced by Ziehen28, Ortheia was the deity that caused 
erection to the adolescents scourged around her altar and the name indicated this primary 
function ascribed to her. The etymological interpretations that focus on the particularly 
phallic significance of the verb op8w are typical of the second category29. This etymology, 
to which what follows adheres, has not been sufficiently elaborated, nor does it seem to 
have been driven to a full exploration of its significance. There is a whole array of 
implications which would possibly deserve further elucidation. 
A derivative, if not metaphorical, sense of the verb is employed to account for the 
divine appellation by the proponents of the theory which sees in Ortheia primarily a birth-
18Paus. Ill, 16, 1l. 
19preller-Robert Mythologie 309: "Der Name ' Op81.u oder 'Op8c.u0"1.u, der si ch auch in Arkadien, Argos, 
Epidauros, Elis, Megara und von da in Byzanz fand, wird am besten durch die aufrechte Haltung des 
alterthUmlichen Bildes erklart, welches wie andere Idole der Art von einem ungebenden Weidenflecht 
zugleich untersttitzt und den Augen entzogen wurde, daher ein gleichartiges Bild zu Rhegion in Italien, 
denn auch dahin hatte sich dieser Dienst verbreitet, das der Artemis Phakeliti s hieS." (n.3: "Dies scheint 
die in Sparta Ubliche Deutung des Namens zu sein. "). 
20Welcker GO·f1erlehre I, 584. 
21Mayer "Amphiktyon" 269 (in relation to the huge Dionysus-mask found at Ikaria). Cf. L. Ziehen in 
RE s. v. Sparta (Kulte) IlIA, 1470, 23ff. 
22Farnell Culls II, 453 , n. b. 
23Rose "Cult" 403. 
24Gerald "Elaphebolos" 77. 
25Curtius "Gygaia" 150. 
;~: Schreiber s.v. Arlemis in AL I, 586, 57ff. 
Plnd. Pyth. X, 32 [op81.uV is an emendation for op8LClv of the manuscripts, but either way the passage 
refers to bestias sese erigellles]. 
28L. Ziehen s.v. Sparta (Kulte) in RE IIIA, 1470, 33ff.: " sondern wenn man an den eigentlichen Sinn der 
offenbar doch mit den wichtigsten Teil ihres Kultes bildenden GeiBelung denkt, dragt sich meines 
Erachtens die Deutung ' Op81.u = 'die Erigierende' trolz dem Peinlichen, was fUr uns darin liegen mag 
~~d warhscheinlich auch fUr die spateren Spartaner darin lag, von selbst auf." 
Cf. also Eitrem Hermes 27. 
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goddess or a fertility-deity3o. The epitheton indicates her power to provide mankind with 
offspring, to help women in labour and to preside over the nurture and well being of 
newly-born infants. A precinct dedicated to Eileithyia situated close to the shrine of 
Ortheia31 has facilitated the approximation of the two. No phallic connotation is assigned 
to the opewov; effected by the goddess and , as Ziehen so well noticed32, an abstract 
notion was allowed precedence over the concreteness of the word, and supposed to reveal 
the original religious meaning of the divinity discussed (third category). 
Finally, there is the case of Ch rimes who alone forms the fourth category because 
her interpretation relies on a scholium on Pindar, never before (and since) thought to 
convey valuable historical evidence, which claims that Artemis was called Ortheia from the 
Arcadian mount Orthosion. Chrimes takes it to indicate that Ortheia was '''the lady of the 
straight-sided mountain' [ ... ] in the Arcadian-speaking part of the Peloponnese" and 
establishes a connection based on Nilssonian premises between the Cretan goddess and 
the Spartan Artemis33 . 
In the second group of etymologies concerning the epitheton Ortheia, there are 
two tempting, but rather ill-founded suggestions which neglect the uncontroversial 
evidence of the sources by ascribing to them a misunderstanding on account of the 
original meaning of the divine appellation. Thomsen34 derived the name from a 
hypothetical Indo-European root (*Vardh-) which, according to the rules established by 
historico-comparative linguistics, would give in Greek the unattested root *Fa pe-. This 
root would mean something like 'to make grow up, to strengthen, to develop' and, as a 
consequence, Ortheia would denote 'She-who-raises-(up)'. There is, however, no particular 
reason for inventing a hypothetical lexical root, since the existent uses of the adjective 
apeaS by the ancient authors can nicely account for the meanings attributed to the word 
by Thomsen. Reasonably enough, this theory was received with understandable 
scepticism, when no major criticism was involved35. The second attempt at an 
'untraditional' interpretation of 'Ortheia' was made by Lypourles36 who suggested that the 
primal form of the di vine name would have been Orthria instead of Orthia. If that were so, 
then the meaning of the epitheton would be 'the one of the dawn' and Artemis would be at 
Sparta the goddess of the morning sun who made her epiphany in the astonished eyes of 
the participants in her cult. The argument is based on a well-known poem of Alcman, in 
which a goddess called Aotis is addressed by a chorus of maidens. However, although the 
30Wide Klllte 113-114: "Naeh dieser Erklarung [se. the interpretation of the epitheton found in seW . ad 
Plnd. Olymp. IIJ , 54] ist Artemis 'Op9lU oder 'Op9wO'la also eine Heil- oder Geburtsgottin der Eileithyia 
j1rwandt, und so ist in der That der Beiname zu deuten". Cr. Harrison Themis 504 and n. l . 
Paus. IlI, 17, 1. 
32Loc.cit. 
33Ch ' 3 nmes Sparfa 257-259. 
3;homsen "Orthia" 411. 
36 Cr. e.g. Ziehen Loc.cif. and Rose "Cult" 403. 
Lypourles" 'Op8pla;". 
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identification of Aotis with Ortheia has been reasonably proposed and is , in fact , very 
plausible37, Lypourles' thesis, challenging though it may appear, cannot provide firm 
ground for the apparent 'loss' of the primal meaning in the ancient evidence, nor can it fit 
with the Artemisian character of both cult and myths of Ortheia in Laconia. 
Two eminent classicists of this century, Wilamowitz and Nilsson, have conceded 
that the actual meaning of the Artemisian epitheton has not yet been satisfactorily 
construed, and their views seem to be equally applicable more than fifty years after they 
were initially expressed38. 
As has been the case in most of the above-mentioned etymological attempts, the 
examination of the entire mythological and cultic apparatus leads to a deeper 
understanding of the functions ascribed to the Spartan Artemis. An inquiry into the ways 
in which the worshippers themselves conceived of the goddess is, therefore, necessary 
before we can reasonably try to find out what the epitheton actually signified. Some 
questions are bound to be left open or totally unanswered, for several reasons of which the 
fragmentary form of the evidence that has come down to us is not, perhaps, the least 
important. However, only if the problematic issues by far surpass the resolved puzzles, 
and the most substantial aspects do not fall into place in an overall picture, are we entitled 
to make suggestions that straightforwardly disregard a great amount of the available 
testimonies. It is then that we may proceed to formulate a theory which turns the focus to 
a chronologically more remote era and which is, hence, doomed to be rather speculative 
and beyond actual proof. 
37See below 'Ortheia and Aotis'. 
38Wilamowitz Glaube I, 183. Nilsson Geschichfe 1, 487. 
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THE RITUAL FLAGELLATION 
The most striking aspect of the cult of Artemis Ortheia in Sparta as reported by authors of 
late antiquity is undoubtedly the flagellation of epheboi at the goddess's altar. This cruel 
and seemingly barbaric custom is revealing of the horrendous character of Artemis 
Taurike whose original xoanon brought by Orestes from the land of Tauroi was identified, 
according to Pausanias' view, with the cult statue of the Spartan dei ty. It has been 
supposed that the flagellation rite was a later addition to an originally 'peaceful' cult, which 
was introduced in the Hellenistic or Roman period. It acquired great fame , so the 
argument goes, because people at that time rejoiced in watching spectacular bloody scenes 
and "there were not a few who took a sadistic pleasure in witnessing the flogging"39. 
However, the conservative character of the Spartan society, reported cases of religious 
flagellation or similar ritual beating elsewhere in the ancient (and modern, though not 
modernized) world4o, and a reference to the flogging of the youth in Lacedaemon which 
goes back to the fourth century B.C.41 refute this view. A plausible explanation should be 
given of the conditions under which the innovation took place in the domain of religious 
practices, which by their nature are very traditional and slow in changing and, moreover, 
why it assumed such an antique form reminiscent of age-old magic rituals. A view 
stressing the theatrical features of the rite which would facilitate its transformation into a 
spectacle and account for its becoming a touristic attraction, must also justify the sacred, 
as opposed to profane, character unanimously ascribed to it by the ancient evidence. 
In order to support his opinion as to the identity of the xoanon of the 
Lacedaemonian Ortheia with that of the Tauric Artemis, Pausanias gives two legends, 
compatible with one another, which both emphasize the irritable and furious character of 
the goddess. The one refers to the original EupETaL of the cult-statue, while the other 
accounts for the ritual henceforth performed. According to the first , no sooner did 
Astrabacus and Alopecus find the agalma than they went mad, thus revealing the wild and 
frenzy-casting power of the statue, hence of the goddess herself. According to the second, 
a plague afflicted the Spartans after people from the 'original four villages'42 that 
constituted Sparta (before the incorporation43 of Amyclae) had quarrelled to the point of 
beginning to kill one another during a sacrifice to Artemis. The sprinkling of the blood of 
some human victims on the altar of the goddess provoked her wrath, which resulted in the 
sending of plague and which was later appeased by means of the institutionalization of an 
(annual?) human sacrifice. Pausanias's passage continues as follows: 
39Rose "Cult" 405 
40Cf. ego Hesych. S.V. [10POTTOV ; Paus. VIII, 23, 1; Plut. ROil!. 21; Caesar 62; Ovid Fasli II , 425. 
: lSee below. 
2Cartledge Sparla 106. 
43 A complete EVVO~KlCJ[10S' of the fi ve villages was never attained in Sparta, according to Thucydides (I , 
10, 2) . 
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8uollEVOU 8E 0VTWU 6 KAfjpO:;- (bTEAcill~UVE, AUKOUPY0:;- IlETE~UAEV ES 
Ta:;- ElT!, TOlS E<pi)~OlS Ilci<Jn yU:;-, E IllTLlllT AUTUL TE OVTW:;- civepu'mwv 
u'lllun 6 ~wIl6:;-. 
We need not take the attribution of the substitution of original human sacrifices to 
Lycourgus as historically accurate. For the legendary figure of the Spartan legislator was 
time and again made into an actually deified being44 responsible for all benevolent (or 
considered as such45) reforms of social structures including religious practices.46 
However, the mention of human sacrifices47, if related to similar remarks about other 
Artemisian cults by various ancient authors, may be considered to contain some historical 
truth.48 At least, it shows that human sacrifices, although occasionally seen as 
representative examples of uncivilized manners49, were not regarded as an inappropriate 
means to appease divine fury, nor were they thought of as being entirely abandoned by the 
Greeks of historical times5o. What is more, the aetiological myths of their foundation 
indicate that the assumed repulsion to the idea of conducting ritual killing is not supported 
by the evidence no matter how we interpret it. For the very existence of human sacrifices 
as mythological aetia proves rather the opposite. 
If the myths called aetiological (i.e. invented a posteriori in order to account for an 
obsolete and no longer intelligible cult) in performing their function as such should have 
recourse to an earlier religious stage in which human sacrifices were supposedly in 
practice, it follows that the Greeks were not ashamed of the fact (or what was taken as 
such) that they conducted human sacrifices in earlier times. If we deny the historicity of 
these sacrificial rituals, we cannot logically assert that the Greeks in other cases (e.g. in the 
lphigeneia legend) altered the locality where the original myths were traditionally said to 
have taken place, and transferred them to a barbarian land in order to show the superiority 
of civilized Greek manners over the crude insensitivity of reported ritualized practices 
elsewhere. Nor can we reasonably argue that the lack of extensive examples of human 
sacrifice in Homer points either to its absence at the time, or to the humane sensibilities of 
44Cr. Plut. Lyc. XXI, 4 (=59b) and V, 4 (=42b). 
45 Cr. Hooker "Propaganda". 
46Cr. Forrest "Date". 
47Cr. Suidas s.v. AUKOUpyOS" 
48Contra Bonnechere "Flagellation". 
49Cr. e.g. Phil. Vil.Apol. VI, 20: 8ux TL ovv, E<Pl}, TOUS" ~ E VOUS" ov KaTaeVOUe)l TlJ ' Apn=_I_1L8L, 
Kaeci1TEp E8LKaLOlJV 1ToTE oL bKVeaL; OH, EL 1TH, ot/Ocl/t' 'EAA 1//&// 7Tpds- rpO'7TOl/ 
jidpjiapa c'(aulld// JjflIJ. 
50fhe substitution of Iphigeneia by a stag at Aulis was generally considered by many modern scholars to 
be the exemplification of the victory of Greek 'humanism' over the 'primitive' cruelty of the East and of 
past times. Thus e.g. Farnell Hero Cults 57; MUlTay Epic 12lf. (cf. 12ff.); Clement "Evidence" 408. Cr., 
however, the sacrifice of three Persians by Themistocles reported by Phaenias (fr.25 Wehrli=Plut. 
Themist. XIII , 2-5), the historicity of which lies in controversy [accepted by Stengel, Opjerbriiuche 93ff; 
Guthrie Religion 132; denied by Henrichs "Sacrifice" 208-224 and Hughes Sacrifice 111-115 and even 
more radically (Hughes' book being the point of departure) by Bonnechere "sacrifice"- the discussion is 
not new: cr. Suchier Diana 23-25]; and the notorious case of human sacrifice on mount Lykaeon near 
Megalopolis reported by Porph. Abslill. 11,27 and Tatian ad. Graec. XXX, 1 (Schwartz) . In the case of 
JUpiter Latiaris in Rome, Porphyrius is more emphatic (11, 56): aAA' EH yE vVV TlS ciyvoEl KaTa T~V 
11EyOJT)v 1TOAW T~ TOU AanapLou ALOS" EOPTi:j a<pa(0ll-EVOV CiVepltl1TOV; 
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the poet5l . The one human sacrifice described in the Iliad52 is massive enough to 
compensate for the lack of more numerous similar descriptions. 
Pausanias' reference to human sacrifices is reinforced by the perhaps exaggerated 
remarks of Cicero, Lucian and Plutarch (which stress the competitive character of the rite) 
that some adolescents met death while undergoing the Ortheia scourging53 . The aim of 
the flagellation was not, of course, the execution of the participants, but, when death 
occurred, it must have been regarded as a fact that glorified the dead and honoured the 
goddess. After all, dying young and by means of, as it were, divine election was thought to 
be a blissful rather than abominable event (especially when the event occurred in a 
sanctuary) as the Herodotean narrative of the death of Cleobis and Biton illustrates54. In 
fact, there is a number, however limited, of modem scholars who have not turned a blind 
eye to the 'testimony' of Pausanias, and some have indeed claimed that human sacrifice is 
a very plausible antecedent of diamastigosis. And when Sextus Empeiricus55 in a passage 
stressing the relativity of custom combines the abundant outflow of blood on Ortheia's 
altar with barbarian cannibalism and human sacrifices performed elsewhere, he seems to 
have been struck by the (un-Greek in his view) cruelty of the rite which, all things 
considered, was reminiscent of human sacrifices. To the Greek belief that polluting an 
altar with human blood is illicit (d8EaIlOV) the Spartan flagellation stood as an 
embarrassing exception. Philostratus56 combines the two elements, the competitive 
character which was later superimposed on the purely religious rite and the primal traits of 
an offering to the divine, in a very illuminating and, it seems to me,· very carefully-uttered 
statement: 
ao<j>Wcl.IlEVOL BE oL AaKEBmllovLOl TO ci::rrapal TT)TOV Tils 8ualas ETIL 
TOV KapTEplas aywva ~Koval, a<j>' ~S Ean Il~TE aTIo8v~a\(Elv Ka!, 
aTIcl.PXEa8m Tfl 8Ec{l TOU a<j>wv a'LllaTos. 
The endurance competition is here related to the divine petition. What is more, the 
shedding of blood is seen as an all too necessary part of the Ortheia cult besought by the 
goddess herself. The necessity of sacrificing to the deity (TO aTIapal TT)TOV Tils 
8ualas), on the one hand, and the Spartans' unwillingness to do so properly (i .e. by 
offering human victims) (ao<j>Wcl.IlEVO l), on the other, have led to the institution of the 
flagellationrite,not explicitly referred to as such but easily recognised in the KapTEplas 
aywva. The most interesting aspect, however, of Philostratus's passage is the particular 
5lCf. Murray Epie BliT.; Bowra "Composition" 68. 
52Hom. n. XVIII, 336-337 ; XIX, 26-32; XXII, 19-23; 161-183; 241-242. 
53Cic. Tuse.Disp. I1 , 34; Luc. Anaeh. 38;Plut. Lye. XVIII, 2 (=51b). 
54H erod.I,31. 
55Sex t. Emp. Pyrr . .Hyp. Ill, 208: TO TE aV8pul1TEl,41 ~uaLvELv a'L~an ~wW')V eEOU lTap T]~LV ~EV 
TOlS lTOAAOlS c'i8ECJ~ov, AaKwvES 8E ElTL TOU ~w~ou TfjS ' Op8cll<JLas ' ApTt!. ~1,8os ~a<JTL(oVTaL 
lTl,KPWS i!1TEP TOU lTOAA~V a'L~aTos ElTL TOU ~w~ov TfjS eEOU YEVE:<Jem PV<Jl,v. (cf. Porph. Absf. I1 , 
27: UAAU KaTu lTEpLo8ov TfjS TOU VO~l,~OU Xapl,V ~v~~l)S EWPVALOV al~a paLvoum lTPOS TO US' 
~WI10VS .) 
56Phil. ViI. Apoll. VI, 20. 
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verb which he uses in order to describe, and somehow explain, that necessity of shedding 
blood for the goddess: arrapXE<Jem means to offer the first fruits and to dedicate the first 
offerings to the gods (or one of them) and is an almost terminus technicus in the religious 
sacrificial practices of the ancient Greeks57; it further implies by a conceptual association 
between the apx~ as beginning and starting-point and the apx~ as the most essential 
(therefore, the best) part characteristic of the whole (an association occurring several times 
among the Greeks58) that those first offerings are truly the best offerings as well - they 
are 'prime'. In this sense, it provides a very useful key for the 'reading' of the entire ritual. 
Rose59, following Bosanquet60, thought that the first ancient author to mention the 
flagellation was Cicero who, drawing on personal observation or at least on good hearsay, 
gives an accurate picture of the rite in all its cruelty: 
Spartae vero pueri ad aram sic verberibus accipiuntur, ut multus e visceribus 
sanguis exeat, non numquam etiam, ut, cum ibi essem, audiebam, ad necem; 
quorum non modo nemo exclamavit umquam, sed ne ingemuit quidem.61 
But if Cicero was the first author explicitly to describe the ritual, he certainly was not the 
first to mention it. Three centuries before him, Xenophon directly and Plato implicitly had 
referred to the flagellations62, thus leaving no doubt as to the antiquity of a rite involving 
whips which could perfectly well be identical to the well-known scourgings of the Spartan 
youths. There is no reason for trying to discover the origin of the 'horrible' rite in later 
innovations, assuming a peaceful ceremony to have been a religious rite de passage in 
earlier ages; on the other hand, it is quite probable that in later times the Artemisian 
celebration in Sparta became a fashionable and famous spectacle. This can be inferred 
from the existence of an amphitheatrical construction which was built in the third century 
A.D.63 possibly to provide room for a numerically enlarged audience64 and to facilitate 
attendance at a possibly secularized but still perhaps sacred performance. The 
secularization of the rite would be a sign of degeneration of religious practices and can be 
seen as the cause or, more probably, the effect of the loss of their original meaning. The 
fourth-century orator Libanius displays an attitude characteristic of the cosmopolitan 
curiosity of late antiquity when he admits that he hastens to attend the Laconian festival of 
57Cf. Rudhardt Notions 219-222. 
58Cf. e.g. Eur. Phoen. 1245. 
59Rose "Cult" 405. 
60Bosanquet "Sanctuary" 314ff. 
61Cic. TllSC. Disp.lI , 34. 
62Xen. Lac. Rep. II , 8: Plato Leg. 633b-c, with sch!. ad loco 
630awkins "History" 3 and 49. 
64However, Leake, Travels 151, who saw some ruins of the Roman construction which can be identified 
with that of Ortheia due to the given diameter of the internal circle (23 yards = 21.80 metres given by 
Oawkins "History" 39) , says that this circle is "the smallest perhaps in existence" and thinks that "when 
Sparta was reduced to the hill which is now surrounded with the Roman wall, this circus may have been 
large enough jar the diminished population." (my italics). 
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flagellation (EoPT11V AaKWVLK~V, TUS' \lciCJTL yaS') and to become then initiated in the 
. 65 Argive mystenes . 
Xenophon mentions the Ortheia ritual66 III a moral context focusing 'on the 
bravery of Spartan youth which was legendarily one of the praiseworthy effects of the 
beneficial Lycourgan legislation. 
Kal wS' rr AEl.CJTOUS' 8~ aprrciCJaL TUpOUS' rrap " OpelaS' KaAOV eELS' (sc. 
AUKOU PY0S'), \laCJTL YOlJV TOVTOUS' aAAOLS' ErrETa~Ev, TOlJTO 8~ 8l)AWCJaL 
Kal EV TOVTCV ~OUA6\lEVOS', OTL ECJTLV OAlYOV Xp6vov aAY~CJaVTa 
rrOAuv Xp6vov Eu80KL\lOUvTa EU<ppalVECJeaL.67 
The religious character of the rite is, therefore, subordinated to the ethical and social 
dimensions which most ancient authors saw in all things Spartan, and the emphasis is put 
on education and training, not on the sacred solemnity of a holy ceremony. The only 
interesting thing is a mention of some cheeses (on the altar of the goddess?) which the 
boys were supposed to snatch away while other boys were ordered to scourge them. A 
similar view underlining the admiration for the 'Spartan miracle'68 is expressed by the 
Lacedaemonian Megillos in the Platonic Laws in a passage which the ancient scholiast at 
least took to refer to the flagellation-rite69. 
The evidence provided by Greek authors of the classical period does not go any 
farther. It proves that the religious practice of scourging young men in the festival of 
Artemis Ortheia was already in use in early fourth-century-B.c. Sparta, and we may 
reasonably suppose that it formed part of the old Dorian cult, 'which could be even 
contemporaneous with what the Spartans themselves understood as the invasion of the 
Heracleidae. After all, the same absence of information on contemporary religious affairs 
holds true in almost any ancient cult, and can be easily explained, first, by the absence in 
classical literary works of that antiquarian interest which some later authors so 
65Lib. Orat. I, 23. 
66Nilsson, Feste 190-196, was ver.y sceptical as to whether the passage refers to the diamastigosis, and 
he concluded that it does not. Hi s arguments, however, are all ex silentio: instead of dismissing the 
information contained in the passage because no other source of the classical era mentions it, we would 
rather accept it as the first available evidence. 
67The bracketing of the passage by E.C . Marchant in hi s edition of Xenophon (O.C.T.) on the 
assumption that caplomm supplicium at Ot0poOTfYftJowanl1llam ill ullum conflasse videlllr interpolator 
quidam, nisi in verbis dplTdom TvpovS' latet melldum (sensum reddant fd5" lTAciOTat5" 81 ipm;oot 
alpOTIJPoils) (app. crit. ad loc.) is entirely unsubstantiated. For the scope of Xenophon at this juncture 
IS to show that allowance to steal and punishment of the thieves, when caught, are not incompatible with 
each other. With such a view in mind, it is quite reasonable that he regarded a religious enactment from 
hIS own perspective which aimed at highlighting Sparta's ethics. There is, therefore, no particular reason 
for believing that it was not Xenophon himself, but a later interpolator, who made the mistaken 
Identification of the ritual stealing of the cheeses with the thefts permitted in , if not necessitated by, the 
Spartan agoge. What is more, the suggested phrase which would, according to Mal'chant, make some 
sense, does not seem to be particularly meaningful , nor does it sound Greek to me - (or conversely it 
does!). Oilier, on the other hand, in hi s comments on the passage (Xenoplwn 28-30) rejected the 
corruption-hypothesis (although on grounds which are not necessarily very firm) . Yet, his final question 
("Peut-on etre absolument certain cependant que ce texte n'ait subi aucun espece d 'alteration?") may be a 
reasonable doubt. 
68For the Spartan Miracle as the Spartan Mirage see Oilier Mirage. 
69Schol. ad PIaL Leg. 633b: KapTEp~aElS" TaS' 8Lu~uan YW(JELS' <PT}(Jl. EYEVOVTO 8' U1JTaL 1TPOS' nil 
'~W~0 TflS' 'Op8W(JlUS' ' APTE~L80S' TflS' T~V 1TOALTElUV avop8oumlS' . 
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conspicuously displayed, and, secondly, by the fact that by being things of every day life, 
rituals and ceremonies were almost self-evident and did not call for particular literary 
treatment7o. Testimonies increase in number and importance as soon as we depart from 
classical literature towards the Hellenistic period and abound when we focus on the 
intellectual 'movement' conventionally called the Second Sophistic. In our case, Pausanias 
turns out to be our main and most trustworthy informant. 
out: 
In a passage immediately following the one cited above, the ancient traveller points 
" BE LEpELQ TO ~OQVOV Exoumi CJ<pWLV Etj:>ECJT11KE. TO BE ECJTLV 
aAAwS' llEV KOUtj:>OV lmo CJllLKPOTllTOS', ~v BE oL llQCJTL yOUVTES' nOTE 
lm0<pELBOllEVOL nQLWCJL KQTCt Etj:>i]~oU KciAAOS' ~ a~LWllQ, TOTE 11B11 Ti.1 
YUVaLKl TO ~OQVOV YLVETaL ~QPU KQl OUKETL EU<p0POV' " BE EV QLTLQ. 
TOUS' llQCJTL yOUVTQS' 'TTOLELTaL KaL TILE( ECJ8aL BL' QUT01JS' tj:>llCJLV. 01JTW 
Tc.i3 ayaAllQTL ano TWV EV TD TQUPLKD 8uCJLWV EllllEllEvllKEV 
av8pu'mwv dLllQTL ilBECJ8aL. 
As Frazer has pointed out in his extended anthropologically-oriented commentary on 
Pausanias71 , "this mode of divination by weight is very widespread" all over the world and 
several examples of similar divinatory practices ranging from the Esquimaux to tribes in 
Loango (West Africa) have been recorded by field ethnographers. If we cannot speak of 
divination in the strict sense of the term, what was felt by the priestess was definitely a 
divine sign. The method is also attested in other religious instances in ancient Greece72 
and seems to draw on age-old magic. (For the attribution of a supernatural sign to a god 
has been seen as a later addition to what originally was the thing itself as immediately 
experienced without any reference to a particular divine being.) As it stands, however, it 
indicates how much the flogging was thought to be an integral part of the cult of Artemis 
to the extent that her 'supervising' statue (by consequence the goddess herself) directly 
intervened when the execution of the rite was not meticulous enough. 
The flagellation seems, therefore, to lie at the core of the Ortheia ritual, at least in 
so far as the epheboi were concerned. But what was the significance of that religious 
scourging? The analogy with the ritual of the Pharmakoi 73 who in some cities were 
beaten with rods while being expelled outside the boundaries of the state territory 74, does 
70yhe exception of the aetiological myths given at the epilogues of some Euripidean dramas to account 
for 'strange' and bizarre cults, rather, proves the rule, if it be an exception at all. For it is to be expected, 
on the one hand, that in tragic drama where gods so often play such a dominant role, myths 'justifying' 
particular cults would intrude, and, on the other, that theatre as a genre (whose religious origins were not 
denied by the Greeks), could be very suitable for 'discussions' concerning religion. Furthermore, 
aetiological myths in Euripidean drama also subserve the important function of integrating the 
characterization, or~8oypa<pLa, of the tragic heroes, as it offers additional information about the dramatis 
~ersol/ae, which relates them to particular mythical and ritual contexts. 
7 I Frazer Pallsallias III, 342. 
72Cf. Dio Chrys. Drat. XIII de exsilio R419(=241 Dind.). 
73So Chrimes Sparta 260. 
4Cf. Tzetz. Chit. V, 728-739; Hipp. frr. 5-10 (West). 
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not seem very plausible. For we know for sure that the pharmakoi were usually criminals, 
not honourable citizens (or would-be citizens as the Spartan adolescents were), and their 
function as scapegoats was to absorb (like sponges) all the miasmata of the city and and 
drive them away so as no longer to infect the citizenry. Even if originally the pharmakoi 
were distinguished members of society who were thought appropriate to avert divine 
wrath, the analogy cannot apply, because nothing indicates any ritual expulsion of the 
epheboi posterior to the flogging75. It has been argued that to beat somebody in a 
religious context with branches of a plant was believed to transmit to the person beaten the 
particular power or qualities found in that plant. Cases of ceremonial beating (pamO"llos), 
which are quite frequent in ancient Greek cults, seem to corroborate that view. If this is 
correct, then the examination of the material out of which the floggings were fabricated 
could be of prime importance at this juncture. 
Pausanias again informs us that the goddess Ortheia was also called Lygodesma, 
because her cult statue was found in a willow bush whose twigs wound round it, thereby 
making it stand upright: 
KaAoDm oE OUK 'Op8Lav Ilovov, aAAa KaL AUYOOEO"llav T~V aUT~v, 
on EV 8cillV4'l AUYWV EUpE81l, 'TTEpLELA1l8ELO"a oE ~ AUYOS E'TTOLllO"E TO 
ayaAlla op8ov. 
The 'aetiology' of the uprightness of the agalma will be discussed below. What seems 
interesting here is the mention of AUYOS (agnus castus) which twined round, and 
sustained, the statue. As we know from a great many ancient sources, which show a rare 
unanimity on the subject, the willow was regarded as the plant of chastity and 
appeasement of sexual drives76. In the Athenian Thesmophoria women slept on heaps or 
75-rhe principal ancient sources on <pap[laKELa are gathered by Mannhard Forsc/lIl11gell 123fT For 
interpretations of the ri tual see Bremmer "Scapegoat"; Harrison Prolegomena 95-119; Parker Miasma 
258fr.; Hughes Sacrifice ch. 5. An interesting quasi-anthropological , quasi-psychological analysis is 
found in Girard Violence 103-134. 
76Galen XI, 807-808: ETIEXH (sc. <'> uyvoS') SE Kat TaS' TIPOS' a<PPoSlcna Op[laS' 1.5 TE 
TIE<PPVYIlEVOS Kat <'> a<PPVKTOS' KaPTIOS' , Kat Tcl <pUAAa Kat. Tcl aVeTj TOU ea[lVOV Tmho TOUTO 
8uvaTm 8pav, WCJTE ou [lOVOV ECJelO[lEVa Kat mvollEva TIpoS' dyvdav TIETIlCJTEvTal 
CJVVTEA El V, aAAcl Kat. VTIoCJTPWvvuIlEva. TaUT ' upa Kat TCiis 8ECJ[l0<pOPLOlS' aL yuvalKES' 
'AeTjvalWV VTIOCJTPWVVUOVCJl EaVTalS' I.5Aov TOV 9cl[lvOV, EVTEUeEV 8E Kat TOUVO[la aUT<~ . Pliny 
XXIV, 59: Graeci lygol/ vocant, alii agllom, qllolliam matrollae ThesmopllOriis Athelliensill1n castitalem 
custodiellfes his Joliis cubitlls sibi sterllllllt. Aelian Nat.Anim. IX, 26: TOUTOV TOl (sc. TOV ayvov) Kal 
EV 8ECJIl0<POPlOlS' EV TOlS' CJHf3frCJl Tcl yuvma Ta ' ATHKa VTIOCJTOpVVTal. Kat 80KEl IlEV Kat 
EXepoS' Elvm TOlS' 8aKETolS' <'> uyVOS' , ~8Tj 8E KGl oPllils U<PP08WlOV KWAVll-d ECJTl, Kal 
EOlKE TO yE QVOlla Aaf3Elv EVTEUeEV. Diosc. I, 103: wVO[laCJTaL 8E ayvoS' 8lcl TO TclS' EV TOLS' 
0ECJIlO<POPLOlS' aYVEuovCJaS' yvvaLKaS' Eis VTIoCJTpW[la xpfjCJem aUTD. Eust. ad Hom. Od. X, 
453: AUyOS' 8E wS' EPPEe1l <'> ayvoS' , <pVTOV tJ;VXPOV Kat EK TfjS' aYOVlaS' ayvoS' AqollEvov KaTcl 
CJVYKOTI~V. 810 KaL ayvEVElV EV 0ECJIl0<POPLOlS' EeEAOVTES' VTIECJTpwvvvov EavToLS' TWV TOU 
ayvov KAa8wv, '(va [lEVOlEV U<pVCJOl. Being thought to help people sustain their chastity, willow 
could easily become associated with virginity, the chastity par excellence. Thus in the Christian Banquet 
of Methodius 196c (PG): ~ SE pall-voS' T~V ayvEtav CJuvl.CJTPllCJl. TO yap mho 8EV8pov pallVOS' 
Kat ayvoS' ECJTlV, v<p ' WV 11EV pallvOS' KaAOU[lEVOV, v<p' (~V SE uyvoS' . KaL Taxa Sla TO 
O'lIYycf/ES' TO <pVTOV T01JTO TTj TIapeEVl q. TIE<PVKE VaL, TaUT\l PciIlVOS' Kat ayvoS' 
TIpoCJTjyopEu9Tj, pallVOS' TIapcl TO CJTEPE[lVLOV Kat KapTEpov TIPOS' TclS' ~80vaS', ayvoS' 8E TO 8lcl 
rraVTOS' aYVEVHV. (cr. 89c and 197c). For a modern discussion on agnus castus see Calame CluElIrs 
285-289; Detienne Jardins 153-154 where it is mentioned that modern science has discovered in the plant 
some chemical substances that could support the ancient claim (according to H. Leclerq Precis de 
Phytolhirapie, (3rd ed) Paris 1935, p. 186) ; King "Bleed" 123. 
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'mattresses' of willow which helped them remain chaste during the celebration of the 
festival, as tradition and the very essence of that Demetrian cult obliged them to do 77. A 
second function ascribed to willow was its power to induce menstruation 78. And since 
menstruation is a sign of chastity because it denotes absence of pregnancy which, 
furthermore, implies lack of coition, that second function can be assumed to derive from 
its primary, and primal, function: agnus castus, as its very name indicates, was thought to 
calm down sexual appetites. The relationship between copulation and procreation was of 
course recognized in ancient Greece as far back as our evidence goes (in contrast with 
reported cases in other cultures79) and is not contradicted, but, rather, further supported by 
the existence of so many divine beings in the nuptial chamber, an observation that 
provoked the mockery of the anyway biased St. Augustine8o. For the tremendous 
importance of coitus would, in a society experiencing the divine as immanent in worldly 
affairs and processes, lead to a specific recognition of the powers involved therewith. 
Copulation would therefore be the manifestation of some aspects of the godhead. 
Willow was the symbol of chastity. It prevented sexual desires from actualizing 
themselves and thus kept them unfulfilled. But a desire which does not reach fulfilment is 
not annihilated. On the contrary, it is strengthened all the more, because the potency 
which substantiates it gradually accumulates.8I Since no outlet is provided which would 
alleviate its power, the desire reaches its extreme point of potentiality. And intensified 
potentiality always denotes utmost effectiveness. Therefore, chastity turns out to be the 
necessary presupposition for efficient copulation, hence procreation. 
In the eyes of the Greeks, the symbol par excellence which crystallizes procreation 
as potentiality is, no doubt, the phallus.82 The dynamism of the engendering power 
manifested in all things natural is exemplified in the erect male organ. Nature always and 
77For the Thesmophoria see Detienne "Violentes "eugenies" . En pleines Thesmophories: des femmes 
couvertes de sang" in Detienne and Vernant Cuisine 183-214; Harrison Prolegomena 120-160. 
78Cr. Galen XI, 810: 6 yap Taiha ELBwS' Eha TTp0(Jlla8wv T11V 8EpaTTEUTLK~V IlE80Bov, aUTOS' 
E~EUp~(JEL TTWS' IlEV KaTallr] Vla Kl vr] (JEL Bl' aUTov. Pliny XXI V, 59: urillam cielll (sc. semina 
lygi [oleo admixlo?]) et menses. ; Diosc. I, 103: KaTa(JTTd (sc, 6 AVY0S') Kat YOAa Kat Ellllllva 
d~EL, TTlVOIlEVOS' a(Jov 8paXIl~S' IlldS' TTA~80S' aVv otvCV, EXAVEl 8E yov~v, 
7 Cr. Malinowski Magic 220-237. 
80Aug. De Civil. Dei VI, 9. 
81The role played by agnlls casllts in religious beating is enhanced by a ritual called ~ouAt llou 
EEEAa(JlS' which is described by Plutarch [QltaeSl. COli V. VI, 8, 1 (=693e-f)]. The ritual is apparently a 
version of the widespread plwrmakeia and it indicates that flagellation far from being a mode of 
punishment was in a religious context regarded as enhancing fertility [the 'wealth' of Plutarch (cr. 
Harrison Prolegomena lfr.)] ]. The precision of the use of aglllls casllls is not without importance; it co-
ordinates with the use of the plant in the Spartan flagellation and shows that the aim of the rite is the 
promotion of fertility by means of ritual scourging with rods that bear 'virginal' overtones. The Ionian 
version of the rite which is well-known from some preserved fragments of Hipponax [frr 5-10; 92) 
(West)] adds to our knowledge a precious detail: the pharmakos was beaten on his penis seven times 
~efore he was expelled. The precision that the paTTl<JIlOs- aims at the pharmakos's genitalia and the use of 
fl~-tree rods (a plant connected with Dionysus [cr. Athen. III , 78c (=FGrHisl 595 F 10): ~W(Jt~LOS' 8' 6 
A~KWV cl.TTo8ElKvls EUPlllla t.lOvV(JOU Tilv (JUK~V' 8la Toiho <Pll(Jl Kat AaKE8aLIlOVlOUS' ~UK( Tllv 
illO,VU(Jov Tlllqv.]) shows that the promotion of the procreative power was the positive side of what 
punfIcation or the throwing-away of a polluting 'stain' was the negative aspect. Only to that extent can, I 
~~nk, the plwmwkeia be held to be a parallel to the Ortheian flagellation. 
Cr. below pp. 71,86, 141. 
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everywhere displays a strong tendency to (re-)generation which in animated beings 
becomes more apparent due to their mobility. Especially in those cases where the 
separation of the sexes has been effected, the natural predisposition assumes the 
distinctive form of sexual appetite. This appetite in its active (and aggressive) 
manifestation as opposed to passive and receptive fecundity, can be visually and 
symbolically seen in the phallus. It is characteristically masculine; therefore, not confined 
to men alone. And it also is essentially dynamic; therefore, unfulfilled in its non-actuality. 
With these views in mind we may proceed to enquire into the significance of the Ortheia 
cult. 
The predominant role played by lygos in the aetiological myth of Ortheia under 
her 'other' epitheton (Lygodesma) (which, as we shall see, ultimately amounts to the 
'same') propounded by Pausanias together with the physical pliability and flexibility of the 
plant enables us to identify the material of the whips in the flagellation of the epheboi. In 
fact, the ancients themselves had realised that willow-twigs were very appropriate to be 
used as scourges and they must have used them as such. Dioscurides83 points out that 
lygos was thus named oUI TO TrEPl TCtS pci~oous Eihovov, thereby deriving the name 
of the plant from the verb AUYL(W, to bend, and Suidas84 states that the whips with which 
athletes were chastised were called lygoi. As a matter of course, he refers to the 
punishment of the athletes in Olympia and elsewhere who were caught not adhering to the 
rules of the games. However, the competitive and athletic character which the flogging by 
the altar of Ortheia later took makes the association even more plausible: the whips were, 
or were made of, twigs o/willow. And we may assume that the archaic statue of Artemis 
which was twined round by such willow branches was the divine archetype of the ritual 
flagellation. Wound round by whips/twigs as it was imagined to have been (or, was it 
actually depicted in this way?) at the time of its discovery, it must have borne a 
resemblance to the flogged youth easily identifiable by all participants in the festival. As is 
usually the case, through an unconscious, but crucially important twist, the divinity was 
construed as performing what mortals actually did in its honour, thereby providing them 
with the necessary Justification' for the sanctity of the ceremony. 
The association of a god with agnus cast us and its supposed relaxing power is 
mentioned once more in Sparta. And it is again Pausanias who gives us the information85. 
To the west of the Spartan agora there was a shrine of the healing-god Asciepius 
worshipped under the epiklesis Agnitas, and the ancient traveller relates the divine 
epitheton to the xoanon of the god which was manufactured from willow wood. The 
83Diosc. I, 103; cr. Hesych. S.v. Auyoe; and Athen. 617e. 
84 \ }' , ,l... , \ ' " ~ \' [] , 8' " , s.v. I\VYll,,0I-lEVOe;' (JTPE-v0I-lEVOe;, Kal\vTTT0I-lEVOe; aTTO TltlV I\vywv . ... TlVEe; E KOl TO [lETa 
~~WPlae; ~aCJaVl(ElV AUyL(,ElV. l<at, aL l-laCJTLYEe; aLe; oL ci8AllTat, T1JTTTOVTal, AUym KaAOUVTal. 
, Paus. Ill , 14, 7:TO BE TOU' AYVL Ta TTETTolllTOl I-lEV EV BE~l(t TOU ilpo I-l0V, , ACJKAllTTlOU BE ECJTlV 
ETTlKAllCJLe; 6' AYVl Tae;, on ~v ayvov Tt\l 8E4i ~oavov' ~ BE ayvoe; Auyoe; KOt, alJT~ KaTa Ta 
TaUTa ECJn TD paI-lV41. 
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primarily healing function of the god (who was, after all, a latecomer in the Greek 
pantheon, or at least in the Olympian chorus86) would make us believe that willow was 
originally regarded as possessing medicinal qualities which enabled it to become 
associated with Asclepius. And it has actually been argued that "the idea that it diminished 
sexual desire seems to have been of secondary importance"87. However, even if this were 
true, nothing would prevent the well-documented" association of lygos with chastity from 
having taken place at a relatively early stage and, in fact, the religious chastity maintained 
during a fasting period in the undoubtedly very conservative Athenian festival of the 
Thesmophoria indicates that such an association must have occurred very early in the 
worshippers' minds. Agnitas, therefore, could have been as much the god whose statue 
was made from willow as the divinity curing diseases deriving from sexual excesses, 
promiscuity and lasciviousness (or what was regarded as such). 
The agnus castus as a symbolic embodiment of chastity and the whips made of 
that plant wherewith adolescents were flogged near Ortheia's altar, on the one hand; and 
the statue of the goddess which stood upright because of the uplifting power of these 
whips, on the other; on top of that, the widespread, almost universal symbol of the phallus, 
never explicitly mentioned, but implied in the semantic repercussions of the divine 
epitheton: where is the multi-faced interaction oftheology, mythology and ritual founded? 
on what do the various aspects of myth and cult meet? how can we combine the dispersed 
elements of a cult into an harmonious picture? These and similar questions are not easy to 
answer, but, if posed, they may offer some insights into the historical truth of religious 
symbolism and may thus smooth the path to a more genuine understanding of the 
goddess. 
In an attempt to present an explanatory scheme, I propose to see the main parts 
which compose the rite and have been discussed so far, in the following order: willow, 
lygos-twigs, whips, flagellation, erection, chastity, willow. This would, in a de-condensed 
way, mean that the branches of willow provided the whips for the flagellation which 
caused erection which was, moreover, a sign of chastity which, further, pointed to willow 
as a religious symbol. As was to be expected, the beginning and the end of this scheme 
concur in the same thing, namely agnus castus. This happens because in any integrated 
and unified part of an overall mythico-religious order the extreme points are made to meet. 
Thus they adequately reflect the harmony of the totality which they are supposed to 
partially represent, and become themselves members of that totality by participation in 
Wholeness as such. And it is well-known how far-fetched have actually been the 
consequences of regarding the circle in which, according to the enigmatic Ephesian, apXrl 
and lTEpaS are ~uvci, as unveiling, in a physical and mundane form, the secret of 
:~Cf. Garland llltodllcillg 116ff. 
Bosanquet "Cult" 332; Harrison, Prolegomena 130, had before him, in 1903, made a similar remark 
with reference to the use of lygos in the Thesmophoria. 
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wholeness, hence of things divine. However, the prominent symbolic role of willow 
notwithstanding, it is not the plant, but chastity that crowns and, so to speak, supervises, 
and holds sway over, the various parts of the symbolism of the rite. If agnus ' castus 
acquires an important role in the symbolic structure, it is because it represents chastity, 
and if whips and flagellation are also involved it is because they can transmit to the 
flogged people the power of remaining or becoming chaste. The external aspect of that 
power, and the manifestation that one possesses it, are seen in the phallus, whereas the 
process in which that power manifests itself is summarised in sexual arousal. Therefore 
erection, being the manifestation of chastity, indicates, or rather guarantees that the 
transmission of the power of willow has been successfully effected. 
In his Oneirocriticon Artemidorus88 uses the verb EVTavuUl or EVTELVUl in the 
passive mood to refer both to the notion of being whipped and to the fact of having an 
erection. The ambiguous passage runs as follows: 
Kat 'TH1AW ot8ci < TLva > [add. Pack] oS' E80~EV imo TOU 8Eumhou 
8E<pEu8m, Kat lTPOu8E8EtS' KlOVl lToAAaS' na~E lTAllYciS', Kat oiJTUl UlTO 
TOU 8EUlTOTOU EVETci811. 
The obscurity of the passage seems to require some explanatory comments. First, it 
should be noted that it belongs to the four chapters of the Interpretation of Dreams (I, 77-
1,80) dealing with dreams of sexual content. More specifically, it is found in the set of 
dreams which refer to sexual acts done, or rather dreamt to have happened KaTa <pUUW 
Kat, V0l10V Kat, E8oS' as opposed to those which are against the law (lTapa VOl1ov) and 
against nature (lTapa <puuw). Second, the passage refers to masturbation (8E<pEu8m)89, 
and, as is the case with the other dreams with the same theme in the Oneirocriticon, it is 
closely related to slavery; the polarity between 8EUlTOTm and 80UAOL is here very telling. 
Last, but not least, the semantic field of the word used (EVETci81)) and the ambiguity 
produced by the blurring of the distinction between its two meanings which concern us 
here, account for Artemidorus's implicit belief that the dream was indeed divinatory (for 
not all dreams are, as in the introduction to the treatise the author claims) and that it really 
came true. A translation ofthe passage would then give us something like this: "Moreover, 
I know somebody who dreamt that he was masturbated by his master, and, in fact, he was 
bound to a pillar and received many strokes (=he was scourged a lot); thus (olJTwS') he 
was given an erection by his master." This is how this passage is usually interpreted9o. 
Erection at this juncture is supposed to be metonymic and to refer to the bodily tension 
produced by flagellation. But if this interpretation held true, it would follow that the 
ancient readers of the treatise would be compelled to take the fulfillment of the dream only 
88For 'the method of Artemidorus' and an 'analysis' of the sexual dreams discussed in his treatise see 
Foucault Care 2-36. Cr. also Winkler Constraints 17-44. For the immense gap separating the ancient 
lrethod of interpreting dreams from the modem Freudian one see the excellent article of Price "Dreams" . 9~Cr. Aristoph. Eqllit. 24, 29 and Henderson Maculale 115. 
Cr. Foucault Care 20. 
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metaphorically, i.e. not seriously at all. In that case they could reasonably be anything but 
convinced of the interpretative adequacy of Artemidorus. The association of flagellation 
with erection must have been well established before the author of Oneirocriticon could 
rely upon it in order to provide an explanation of a particular set of dreams. Furthermore, I 
do not find it very plausible that such an association could rely entirely on a contingent 
linguistic approximation. Hence, I am inclined to believe that the association had already 
been firmly-rooted before the second century A.D. when we explicitly find it, and that, in 
the minds of the ancients ,jlageliation causes erection. 
A scholium at a passage of Aristophanes' Knights supports the association 
between whipping and erection. Demosthenes and Nicias were presented on stage by the 
Athenian comedian as the two maltreated slaves of Kleon. Complaining about the beating 
which they so usually receive from their master (cf. vv.4-S) they associate the act of 
masturbation with that of flogging. The common underlying motive is that in both cases 
the skin is damaged; but the association seems to go farther and to be less superficial than 
it appears at first sight. In an attempt at illustrating this rather difficult passage full of 
poetic associations and playful implications mostly sexual, the ancient commentator 
writes: 
Twv ci:ITo8EpO~E:VWV TO aL80Lov lnroxwpEL 01TLCJeEV 
Another Scholiast, it is true, took the passage to refer to a comparison of "the skin on the 
backs of flayed slaves with that on the phalli of masturbators "9 1. This explanation is fair 
enough. Yet, it does not particularly account for what facilitated the emergence of such an 
association. By contrast, the commentator quoted above made the connection between 
erection and whipping, even though, formally speaking, it was not required from the 
Aristophanic passage. He must, it seems, have felt the need to place the association on 
firmer ground. Thus he informed the students of the play that "the sexual organ of those 
beaten draws back". Of course, what draws back is the prepuce which is thus the sign that 
an erection occurs. The association between flagellation and sexual arousal appears to 
have been more common and wide-spread than we would normally imagine. 
A bronze figurine found in Tamassos in Cyprus which, according to its first 
publisher's view, dates from the Iron A ge92, corroborates a very early dating for the 
association of flagellation with erection, if not yet in fully developed formulation. It 
represents a naked male person who holds a whip with his right hand. The whip winds 
round his neck lying on his shoulders and his facial expression resembles the pain 
depicted on the face of another figurine from Crete with which it has been associated.93 
91The ancient Scholiast on whose comment Henderson (loc. cit.) seems to rely says: on WO"1TEP nDv 
8E<j>0IlEV(tlV TO 8EP lla (l1TEPXETal oihw Kat HJv mJTOllOAOUVHtlv. The aUTollOAOUVTwv, if not 
corrupt, should be understood as lTPW6U(JTEPOV and taken to mean 'those who are beaten as a result of 
being deserters'. 
92Furtwangler AA fig.7. The drawing of this figurine is reproduced in Lebessi "Flagellation" 112, fig. 10. 
~f also the Oagellant figurine in JHS Archaeological Reports 1976-1977,64, fig. 114. 
Lebessi op.cit. 104-106 Cfig.I-3), 113. 
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They both represent self-flogging persons. What is more interesting, however, in the 
Cypriot figurine is that the self-flogging man has an erection: he is ithyphallic. 
The rich iconographical evidence from the shrine of Artemis Ortheia in Laconia 
does not allow us to proceed any farther. No similar depiction of flagellated or self-
flagellated man has seen the light of day during the excavations at the site. The closest we 
can get to the Cypriot figurine is a small figure (in ivory?) laconically described by 
Dawkins94 as"figure of nude man" dating from 740 to 660 B.C. or, if we accept, as we 
must, the 'revised' chronology proposed by Boardman95, to 620 B.c. He holds something 
which could be a whip around his neck and the expression of his face is reminiscent of 
the Cypriot figurine in that it shows surprise, or, more likely, pain. He does not, though, 
seem to be ithyphaUic. However, lack of iconographical evidence need not be decisive at 
this juncture, since it is well-known that not all ritual practices were depicted on cult 
objects. Worshippers dedicated to the goddess items which were, of course, considered to 
be relevant to, and indicative of, the character of the cult. But it should by no means be 
inferred from that, that actual scenes of rituals formed an indispensable part of those 
dedications. 
In fact, there are some phallic representations among the archaeological finds 
which were taken by Rose96 to indicate that Ortheia was a fertility goddess. It has further 
been argued that she was a kourotrophos deity, and some inscriptions dedicated to 
Eileithyia found in Ortheia's shrine were regarded as indicative of her being a lochia deity 
as well, who presided over, and protected, child-births. Kilian97 went as far as to claim that 
Eileithyia received cult in the sanctuary of Artemis Ortheia, thus implying that Ortheia 
herself was a birth goddess. Poulsen98 had already identified a pair of seated persons 
carved in ivory99 with the divine couple Ortheia-Eileithyia, but the identification was 
founded on purely hypothetical grounds. Pausanias lOO was well-aware that an Eileithyia 
shrine was located very close to the precinct of Ortheia, and Dawkins 101 moderately saw 
in some tiles stamped with the name EAETIIA verification for the ancient traveller's 
remark. We should not, however, be led astray by an assimilation which goes back to the 
Hellenistic era102. To be more precise, Artemis under the epiclesis AOXlU was, indeed, 
worshipped as a birth goddess in many places in ancient Greece 103, but this aspect of 
94Dawkins "Objects" 240, pI. 170,5. 
95Boardman "Orthia" 4. 
96Rose "Cult" 402. 
~7Kilian "Weihungen". 
8Poulsen Orient 165. 
~9pl. CXXIV in AO (cf. pI. CXXV). 
OOPaus. Ill , 17, 1. 
10 1 Dawkins "History" 51 (cf. Woodward "Inscriptions" 370). 
1~2The veterius sellol. ad Pind. 01. III ,54 (according to the distinction of A . Boeckh's major edition 
P~ldari Opera, Lipsiae 1819, vol.II) says ' Op8wai.a· Tfl 6p8ouO"l~ TaS' yuvalKaS' Kat. ELS' aWTl)pi.av EK 
T(~V TOKETWV ayouO"l] and a reeel/tius sellol. ad lac. adds E<j>OpOS' yap AOxEl.as . cf. Call. H ymll. ad 
Dtan. 126- 128. 
I03Cf. e.g. Eur. Suppl. 958; Plut. Quest.Col/v. 658f. See also Papachatzis "EL\Ei.8vLm". 
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hers, although it directly draws on her received character, seems to need further 
elucidation, before it can readily fall into place in the overall picture of the goddess at 
Sparta. In this sense, to say that Ortheia is a child-birth goddess is to beg the questions 
that are bound to arise once one takes notice of all the existing evidence concerning her 
cult in Sparta. On the other hand, the child-birth function of Artemis in Sparta does not 
seem to have been particularly pronounced. The ithyphallic images dedicated in her 
Spartan precinct could then, instead of making of her a deity securing fertility as such, rely 
upon, and emphasise, the divinity's chastity-protecting 'essence'. For, as argued above, the 
dynamism of chastity seen from the viewpoint of potentiality points to, and assumes, 
procreation. 
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ONE IS THE VIRTUE: ANDREIA 
What Sparta was pre-eminently glorified for in ancient times, what gave her a status of 
excellence in political (i.e. military and constitutional) affairs was the fact that her 
'TTOALTELamanaged to inoculate all citizens with bravery and virtue l04. She could not boast 
of elaborate and highly sophisticated temples, nor of statues and paintings of great artistic 
skill. Mnesiclean Propylaia and Callicratean Parthenons, chryselephantine Athenas or 
Zeuses were not among the things which her flowering offered to the ancient (and the 
modem105) world l06. She inherited no spirit of critique, no intellectual discussions 
putting at stake traditional beliefs, no innovations and reforms aiming at suspending and 
'moving'Ta 'TTciTpw, no Ionic 'curiosity'. Her legacy consisted primarily of the virtue 
wherewith all citizens were imbued. And this virtue was a kind of Homeric apET~107, 
according to which the aya80s avr)p was ~u8wv TE PT)TllP' E~Evm 'TTpT)KTllpa TE 
Epywvl08 with the emphasis put on the second pole, on av8pda as opposed to 
d.80AECYX La 109. Contrary to Athens' architectural constructions and plastic artifacts which 
were destined to become the 'rule' of high culture, Sparta 's KTlllla ES ad was the 
cyxoAil llO (as opposed to aoxoHa) whereby free citizens managed to become virtuous in 
speech and deed. This incongruity between ~80S and 'TTOALTELa, on the one hand, and 
material proofs of success, on the other, had not escaped the attention of the ancients 
themselves. Thucydides, in an attempt to elaborate upon the strength of Sparta which, as 
other ancient authors emphasized, had reached the notorious point of subjugating cities 
and gaining victories against enemies without moving a shield, juxtaposes Sparta to 
Athens with reference to what future generations would think of the two cities, judging 
from the existent remains that would have, more or less, come down to them, surviving, as 
it were, the destructive power of time. 11 I (Although, when he referred to the future, the 
ancient historian had not, in all likelihood, in mind either a time-span extending beyond a 
104Arist. Pol. (VII, 14) 1333b 12-21. As a matter of course I refer here to what has been called the 
S8artan mirage or the Spartan myth (cf. Murray "Cities"). 
1 5Interestingly enough, the influence of the historical and mythical Sparta has been regarded as too 
Important to be neglected, and chapters have been devoted thereto in even histories of philosophy (cf. ego 
Russell History ch. XII). A general view on the issue is given in Rawson Traditiol/. 
l06However, in so far as development of art is concerned, Sparta was not below the average Greek city; 
Athens, rather, was exceptional. Cf. Cook "History". 
107Cf. Athen I 8e-llb and Suid. S.V. "OllllPOS' (p. 526 Adler). The belief that Lycourgus first brought 
~he hitherto neglected Homeric poems to Sparta (Plut. Lye. IV, 5-6) - a legend that must have originated 
III Laconia - may reflect an ideological constuction of the Spartiates according to which they pursued 
the type of virtue pre-eminently glorified by Homer in the person of Achilles, the best of Achaeans (cr. 
N~y Best 26-41). 
: 
0 Horn 11. IX, 443. 
09Cf. the short but witty verbal replies to various situations attributed to the Spartiates by Plutarch 
fneon.iea Apophthegmata and the entire ancient tradition . 
. 10Plut. Inst.Lae. 41 (=239d); Lye. 24, 2 (=54d-e). For a more down-to-earth perspective refuting the 
':dealization' of ancient literary evidence see Cartledge "teklllle?". 
IlThuc. I, 10, 2. 
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few hundreds of years or any purposeful digging of the soil, modem achaeological 
expeditions seem to have supported, and corroborated, his foresight). 
The 8uva/-us of Sparta was successfully effected by means of an array of 
institutions, legendarily introduced by Lycourgus, which forced the entire citizenry 
publicly to exercise virtue. The obligation (or rather, compulsion) of the free population, 
women to a certain extent included, to become and always remain a:ya8ol, on account of 
which Sparta excelled, is particularly praised in the ancient texts. I 12 
The way in which apETT} was established in Sparta, in so far as prowess and 
tenacity are concerned, was through life-long training. Especially in the case of the young 
Spartans, the i}~WVTES, the apETl)S aGKT)GLS involved such crude and extreme exercises 
as the KpU'TTTELa 113 which consisted, among other things, of occasional killing of the 
E'C\WTES, lack of food and a nocturnal foraging existence. The competitive character of 
these and similar practices was so important for Sparta's well-being that the philo-
Laconian Athenian historian was right to see in competitive emulation the very 
foundations of the Spartan eclat. I 14 
Love of victory and crude antagonism reaching the point of hateful envy stand out 
in Xenophon's description. These are considered virtues not only 'political', i.e. 
constitutive of the Spartan social arrangement and public order, but strangely also pleasing 
to the gods. It is not, therefore, surprising that the religious flagellation of the youth in 
front of the altar of Ortheia was regarded as a competition in endurance, that is to say as 
an additional contest undergone by the adolescents during their aywyT} . The same, on a 
larger scale, happened with an aspect of the cult of Apollo Karneios: the originally 
religious construction of tents and the fact that the Spartans stayed in them for a few days 
while celebrating an Apollinian festival (a ceremony perhaps similar to the Jewish Succot 
112Cf. e.g. Xen Lac. Rep. X, 4. 
113In a henceforth very influential article ("Cryptie") leanmaire interpreted the KpVITTEt.a as an initiation-
nte through which the young Spartans entered the society of O~OLOL. Based mainly on ethnographical 
evidence and only secondarily on ancient testimonies (Plut. Lyc. and Schol ad Plat. Leg. 633b), 
Jeanmaire's interpretation refuted the idea that KpVITTEt.a was a part of the military training of the 
Spartans: "Rien ne me paraJt plus faux qu' une telle conception (i .e. cryptie=embuscade) de la preparation 
a la vie guerriere a Lacedemone" (142). Contrary to what had been hitherto argued (e.g. in H. Wall on 
Explication d' un passage de Pllltarque sur line loi de Lycourge nommee la cryptie, Paris 1850), 
Jeanmaire thought that "la puissance militaire fut la consequence des institutions" (145), the term 
'mstltutions' here referring to the age-class organisation (and the litual passage from one age-class to the 
next) of the Spartan society (cf. leanmaire Couroi 540-569). leanmaire's interpretation seems to have 
been very persuasive. Cf. Oliva Sparta 45-47; Finley "Sparta" (1968) in Use 161-177 (165) ; Vidal-
Naquet "Le chasseur noir et I'origine de I'ephebie athenienne" (1968) in Chasseur 151-175 (162ff.); 
CartJedge Agesilaos 30-32. A re-examination of the ancient evidence conducted with a sufficient amount 
of fair scepticism is offered in Levy "Kryptie". 
114?Cen. Lac. Rep. IV, 1-5: ITEPt. yE Il~V TCDV ~~WVTWV ITOAU ~aALaTa EaITov8aaE [sc. AVKOVPY0S'], 
V~~1L(WV TOVTOVS', El YEVOLVTO O'i.OVS' 8El , ITAElaTOV PEITELV EITt. TO ayaeov Tfl ITOAEL. opwv oD\!, 
o~S' ~v ~<L\LaTa <!HAOVLKL a [the best codices read <!>LAOVELKt.a which would well suit the following 
ELS' EPLV, but since the passage directly refers to choral and gymnastic contests, Xenophon may have 
wntten <!>LALVLKl.a instead] EYYEVT)TaL, TOlJTWV Kat. XopovS' d.~LaKpOaTOTaTOVS' YL'YVO~E \!OVS' Kat. 
~U~VLKOUS' d.ywvaS' d.~LOeEaTOTaTOVS', EVO~L( EV, EL Kat. TOUS' ~~wVTaS' av~~aAAOL EL S E P L V ITEPt. 
apET~S', OUTWS' QV Kal TOVTOUS' EITl ITAElaTOv d.<j>LKvEla8aL av8paya8t.as . [ ... ] Kal aUTT) 811 
YLYVETaL ~ 8EO<j>LAE(YTaTT) TE Kat 1TOAL TLKWTaTT) E' PLS'. 
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or 'tabernacles') were, even by the ancients themselves, considered to display yet another 
indication of the hard military life which any Spartan citizen was compelled to adoptlls. 
In a passage cited above, Xenophon draws from the flogging a moral concl~sion 
of general application, and Plutarch, following Cicero in putting the emphasis on the 
athletic character of the rite, elaborates on the subject all the more. He informs us that the 
flagellation of the youths lasted for a whole day and was held once a year. The 
participants, being arrogant yet cheerful, competed with each other for the victory which 
went to the most enduring and brave amongst them who thus achieved great glory: 116 
ot iTal8ES' iTap' allTOlS' [sc. TOlS' AaKE8mlloVloLS'] ~mvollEvoL IlciaTL~L 
8L' OA11S' TllS' ~IlEpaS' EiTL TOU ~WIlOU TllS' 'Op8LaS" ApTEIlL80S' IlEXPL 
8avciTou iTOAAciKLS' 8LaKapTEpouaL LAapoL KaL yaupOL, djlLAAufjlEI/OL 
iTEPL VLKllS' iTPOS' w..A~AOUS', oaTLS' almDV EiTL IlQAAOV KapTEpliO"EL 
TUlTTOIlEVOS" KaL ° lTEpL YEVOIlEVOS' EV TOlS' IlciALaTa EiTl8o~oS' EaTL. 
KaAELTaL 8E 1i allLAAa 8LallaaTlywaLS" YLVETm 8E Ka8' EKaaTOV ETOS'. 
We need not accept Plutarch's precision as to the duration of the rite, which could be a 
rhetorical exaggeration, but we have no reason to deny the agonistic character that the rite 
must have assumed at a later stage of its long history. A scholium on Libanius states: 
Ot AaKE8aLIlOVLOL iTpoS' KapTEpLav YUIlVa(0IlEVOL T1J' ApTEIlL8L [T~V 
"ApTEIlLV cod.] EOPT11v EiTOLOUV, EV D Ellcian(ov w..A~AouS' , KaL 
av8pELav nva EK TOUTWV ElTaL8EUOVTO, '(va av8pLKwS' EXO LEV lTEPL 
TOUS' iTOAEIlOUS' I 17 
and an Hesychian gloss 118 corroborates the athletic character of the event by mentioning a 
training of the youths before the contest. The name of this bodily training (awllaaKla) 
derives from <poua which in the Laconic dialect means the fox and has therefore been seen 
as one of the several aspects that the assimilation of the young Spartans to wild animals, 
characteristic ofthe aywYl1, assumed I 19. Furthermore, we learn from Hyginus l20 that the 
victor of the flogging-competition was called BWllovlKaS', (because the contest was held in 
front of the altar of Artemis), and a dedicatory inscription seems to refer to this contest by 
IISAthen. 141e-f. The most recent interpretation of the Apollinian cults in Sparta, Pettersson Cults, pays 
no attention whatsoever to the much-needed distinction between original religious meaning and later 
Irrelevant elaborations of a moral or idealizing order, and indiscriminately confuses the two. In the case of 
Apollo Karneios 'the military aspect' is accepted on a par with, say, the theriomorphic ram-like 
representation of the god (62-66); but such a blurring is totally unacceptable. On Pettersson's messy 
hotchpotch presumptuously presented in the anything-but-adequate Introduction as addressing, 'among 
other things', the question of "what the religious experience was like for the participants" (7), see the 
devastating, yet more than reasonable and highly substantial critique by Cartledge "Review". 116 Plut. Insl.Lac. 40 (=239c-d). ~ 17Schol. ad Lib. Orat. I, 23. 
118Hesych. s.v. <poua~w Tj Err\. T~S' xwpas OWI-l(WKLa TWV I-lEAAOVTWV l-laonyova9m. 
19Yemant "Orthia" 25. For a critique of the pioneering work of Vemant on Artemis see below 
~Egllegomena: I. Marginal Artemis" 
. 2 Hygm. Fab. 261: Sed cum postea Romanis sacrorum crudelilas dispicerel, quanquam servi 
lmmolarentur, ad Laconas Diana lransiata est, ubi sacrificii consuetudo adolescenlllln verberiblls 
servabatur, qui vocaballlur Bomonicae quia aris sllperpositi colllendeballt, qui posset verbera sllstinere. 
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calling it KapTEpLaS' ciytllVa 121. Thus, OLalla.oTL yWCJLS' , llaCYTL yES' and KapTEpLaS' aywv 
were apparently different ways of referring to the same 'competition' held in honour of 
Orthia throughout the centuries of its long history. 
Contests and Games 
If the originally religious flagellation was eventually regarded as an agon which 
strengthened and promoted the bravery of the adolescents, and if the cult of Ortheia on the 
whole was considered to be (and assumed to have been) an integral part of the educational 
system in Sparta, the assimilation was indeed facilitated by three adequately attested 
contests held during the celebration of the Ortheia festival. We are referring to 
Ka88TlPaTopLOv, KEAola and 11wa. The first and last of these contests do not present us 
with any difficulties, since the etymologies of their names appear to be quite transparent 
and, consequently, reveal (more or less) the character ofthe competitions in question. The 
Ka88,waTopLOV (also to be found, in the inscriptional evidence, as KaCYO'llpaTopdo)v and 
KaT8TwaTopLOv) was a sort of hunting-game, 122 and since we know that in the minds of 
the ancients hunting was associated with, and supposed to be a substitute for, warfare l23 , 
we can imagine that the 'military' aspect of this competition corroborated the view which 
saw an educational 'curriculum' in the religious festivities paying honour to Ortheia. The 
inscriptionally attested KuvllYETaS' (another form of the Ka8811paTopLOv?124) seems to 
point in the same direction. The llwa, on the other hand, apparently a dialectal variant for 
110ucya (through the characteristically Laconian elimination of the sigma between two 
vowels: Ilwcya > llwha> Ilwa 125), was a musical contest which focused, in all probability, 
on the vocal (as opposed to instrumental) musical aptitude, and the singing talent, of the 
participants. 
Now, as to the KEAola, it has been suggested that this contest too was musical (or 
recitative) in character l26, but somehow or other to be differentiated from the Ilwa. (For 
instance, the former could have been instrumental whereas the latter vocal, or the one 
performed with a lyra, the other with a flute). This assumption was based on a supposed 
derivation of KEAola from KEAOllaL, to invoke, and on an inscription which reads: 
121I.G. V, 1,290 (= AO 316-317, insc. 37). Woodward, ("Inscriptions") notes that this is "the only 
s~cific dedication by a victor in the KapTEpLas aywv". 
1 2Cr. the LEPOV KUVTlYEGlOV at Brauron (Scanlon "Race" and Peppas-Delmousou "Theoria"). ~23Cr.Xen. Cyn. I, 18; II ,I ;Lac. Rep. IV , 7: [ ... ] 6 8E AUKOUPYOS TOts TllALKOlJTOLS [sc. TOtS T11V 
ll~llnK~v ~ALKLav 1TE1TEpaKoOL] V0l:lLl..l.OV E1TOLllCJE KaAAwTov ELvm TO ellpaV, El ~~ TL 81l~OCJLOV 
KWAUOL, 01TWS 8uvmvTo KaL OlJTOL ~1l8EV ~TTOV TWV ~~WVTWV CJTpanWTLKO-US 1TOVOUS 
U1To<!>Epnv. 
124rhus Woodward "Inscriptions" 288-289. For KaOOllpaTOpLOv, together with KUVllYETas and El'clAKllS 
~~ dances or dancing competitions see Chrimes Sparta 123-130. 
I 5Cf. Hesych. s. v. ~wa: clJ811 1TOLcl. 
26Woodward loc.ci f. 
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EUCJTO[lOV EiJTPOXc1AOU YAu)CJCJllS' To8' aEeAOV CtELpaS', 
TIap8E:VE, CJOL 8pETIaVOV Tl[lOKpaT11S' EeETO. 127 
"Since the dedicated sickle is referred to as 'the prize of a nimble tongue', we may 
conclude that the KEAola was some kind of recitation or invocation", claimed Chrimes l28. 
In a similar line of argument, Rose 129 had supposed that "the competition was one of 
oratory or declamation of some kind". Yet, Chrimes does not seem to have understood the 
meaning of the inscription perfectly well when she considered EUCJTOI10V to have been a 
mistake for EUCJTO[lOS'.130 For EUCJTO[lOV refers to aEeAOV and characterizes the 
8pETIaVOV of line 9 by attributing to it 'sharpness' and 'knife-edgedness'; it does not 
attribute the quality of 'reciting-well' to the subject of EeETO, the agent of the dedication 
Timocrates. On the other hand, the second part of the inscription (11.6-10) written with 
smaller letters than its previous lines 131 need not be contemporaneous with the engraving 
of the former part (11.1-5)132. Therefore, one is tempted to suppose that the two parts do 
not actually refer to the same contest133. The superfluous repetition of the name of the 
donor in a definitely not-too-Iong inscriptional text seems to actually support such an 
assumption. If this view is right, the donor can then be imagined commemorating his 
victory in KEAola first , and, at a later stage when he also won a [lwa (for what else could 
be better described as ElJTpOxaAOu YAu)CJCJllS' aEeAOV?), adding his second victory on the 
available space ofthe same dedicatory stele. 
In my view, the KEAola was an equestrian competition. It must have owed its name 
to KEAllS', the racing horse, and could have been either a horse-race or a kind of game 
aiming at the exhibition of the dexterity of the young Spartans in dealing with, and 
perhaps manipulating, horses. The expression Ta KEAola KpaT~CJaS' found in another 
inscription (if the restoration of the text is accurate) 134 points to a physical, rather than 
'spiritual' contest. Moreover, Ortheia seems to have had a particular, that is to say closer 
and more specific, association with horses than with other animals. Several objects which 
came to light during the excavation of her sanctuary depict the goddess with, indeed 
surrounded by, two horses l35, and, as Dawkins pointed outl36, amongst the numerous 
1271.G. V, 1,264 (= BSA XlII, 1906- 1907, 199 = Woodward "Inscriptions" 298, insc. 4) . The inscription 
dates from the second half of the first century B.C. 
128Chrimes Sparfa 120. 
129Rose "Cult" 406. 
130 . 1 0 op.cLl. 2 , n. 2. 
131The respective size of letters given by Woodward ("Inscriptions" 298) are: ·01 (I. 1-6) and ca ·006 (I. 
6-10). 
132Cf. the uncertain dating of the entire inscription implied by Woodward, loc.cif., : "In view of its neat 
lettering this may well belong to the Augustan period (Kolbe), and not, as was previously thought, to the 
second century of our era". 
133Cf.I.G. V, 1, 279 (= Woodward "Inscriptions" 313, insc. 31) where the dedicatorOnasikleidas 
~ommemorates hi s two earlier victories in KaaCHlpaTopLV (when he was 1TPWT01Tci~TTaLS' and 
BP01Tci~1T(llS') and his later victory in KEAOl.U when he was an ELP ll V. 
1341.G . V, 1,258 (= Woodward "Inscriptions" 301, insc. 8). 
135See e.g. AO pI. XXXII, 4; 5; CLXXII, 1. 
6Dawkins "Terracotta" 157. 
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terracotta ,figures of animals that were found at the shrine "the horse enormously 
preponderated". Having given the respective numbers of the terracotta figures (according 
to which animal they depict) the same archaeologist is amazed to realize that '''[t]he 
number of horse is thus greater than of all other animals put together, and when to this are 
added all the equestrian figurines, and the reliefs in limestone, the preponderance of the 
horse amongst the animal votives becomes still more conspicuous". Regardless of the 
reasons which may account for Ortheia's being so fond of equine nature (of which some 
indication will be given below), one thing seems quite certain, namely that the 
iconographical evidence pays great attention to this fact and perhaps also suggests that 
horse-races took place in Ortheia's festival. It does not, therefore, appear improbable that 
the KEAOLa were precisely these horse-races or related games of a similar nature. 
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SPARTAN AGE-CLASSES 
The age-class organization, and the related nomenclature, typical of the Spartan ephebeia 
appear also in the inscriptional evidence referring to the above-mentioned contests. 
Participation in each (or all) of these agones seems to have been arranged in groups 
according to the age ofthe competitors. The terms found on inscriptions classify the boys 
in five such groups which has caused modem philologists and historians much trouble 
when they have tried to reconcile the inscriptional evidence with literary testimonies 
indicating a more numerous, but also more clear-cut and understandable classification 137. 
In a scholastically meticulous and exceedingly analytical article, CM. Tazelaar138 thought 
that he had found a way out of the riddle presented by this disparity with recourse to a 
supposedly necessary distinction between a classification that alluded to the physical 
development ofthe young Spartans and a more technical terminology that followed legal 
lines. According to his view, the crucial stages of the seventh and fourteenth years in a 
boy's life, and the subsequent passage from boyhood to puberty and therefrom to 
adulthood, did not coincide with the prerogatives of the state which, in arranging the 
education of the youth, emphasized (apart from the seventh year when the polis took hold 
ofthe child's training) the twelfth and eighteenth years instead. This does not seem to me 
to have been the case. 
The dedicatory inscriptions found in the sanctuary of Artemis Ortheia, firstly, 
distinguish between TIaL8ES' and ElPllVES' and, secondly, classify the former into four 
categories: IlLKKL(OIlEVOL, TIpaTOTIclIlTIaL8ES', (lTPOTIclIlTIaL8ES' and, finally, 
llEAAEi.PllVES'. The problem arose when scholars realized that this classification did not 
conform to the classification of the Spartan adolescents preserved in literary texts 139. The 
Scholiast of Herodotus140, in an attempt at explaining the word ElPllV used by the ancient 
historian, commented: 
Etp~v' TIapa AaKE8<iLllovLOLS' EV T4) TIPWT41 EVLaUT4) 6 TIaLS' pW~L8aS' 
KaAELTaL, T4) 8EUTEP41 TIPOKOIlL(OIlEVOS', T4) TP LT41 IlLKL(OIlEVOS', T4) 
TETapT41 TIPOTIaLS' , T4) TIEIlTIT(p TIaLS', T4) EKT41 IlEAAELPllv. E<Pll~EUEL 8(: 
137Woodward "Inscriptions" 286-292' Marrou "Classes'" Chrimes Sparta 84-136' Tazelaar "nAILlE~" 138 . " , . It IS a great advantage that the article closes with a summary (Tazelaar art.cit. 152-153) because one 
may reasonably feel unable to pursue the line of the argument, lost as it appears to be in secondary and 
not mfrequently over-analysed explanations. In such an admirably labyrinthine construction the 
numbering of the various points (aiming at an imitation of the sophisticated age-class system in Sparta?) 
does not appear to be immensely helpful. Yet, the 'substantial' data of the article (as opposed to its 
'f3henomenological' presentation) are highly valuable. 
~he views of all scholars who tried to solve the riddle between 1910 and 1930 are more or less 
identical. They conclude that the terms pW~L8aS' up to ~EAAELPllV covered the period between the eighth 
and the fourteenth year of age. See Nilsson "Grundlagen"; W. Kolbe I.G. V, 1 IlIscriptiol/es Graecae 
Lacol/iae et Messel/iae, Berlin 1913, 179ff.; Swoboda Staatsklll/de II 694ff. This view causes various 
diffICulties and should, I think, be revised. (Revision was already in 1946 proposed by Marrou (art . cit.) , 
?~b his conclusions still need revision.) 
Schol ad Herod. IX, 85, 1-2. The scholium is printed in Tazelaar (art .cit. 130) reproduced from its 
pubhcatlOn by H. Stein Herodotlls, 1871, Il, 465. 
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6 TIULS' TIUP ' a1hOLS' cmo ETWV 8EKUTE(J(JUPWV \lEXpL (KUU E'L KO(JW. 
~UpUTOVWS' 8E: \lEAAElPT\V, W(JTIEP TIu8\l~v c1.mJ8\l11v, uUX~v ut!JUUXT\v. 
To these age-classes a less accurate commentator (on Strabo this time)141 added that in 
the seventh year the youth was called ElP~V (T0 (' Elp~v). It goes without saying that 
these references to years are not intended to denote years of age. What seems to have 
puzzled modern scholars is whether or not the beginning of the Scholiasts' numbering 
coincided with the attested commencement of public education in Sparta which took place 
when the boys were seven years 01d142. Nilsson thought that it did and claimed that the 
Spartan youth-terminology referred to the age-span between seven and fourteen years. 
But how could that be an explanatory comment on a Herodotean passage which reports 
the burial of ELPT\VES' in a separate tomb distinct from both that of the Spartan hoplites 
and that of the helots, after the battle of Plataeae? As a matter of fact, the dPT\VES' are not 
mentioned (as they mistakenly are in the Strabo-gloss) in the interpreted nomenclature, 
but the scholium as a whole is supposed to explain precisely this term. And there can be 
little doubt that \lEAAElPT\VES', as the name itself indicates143, could not have been 
temporally separated from fully-fledged E'LPT\VES' with an interval (during which the 
Spartan adolescents received no particular naming?) extending to at least six years. For 
not only is it unimaginable to suppose that young people participated in real warfare 
before they passed a certain age-limit, but we also have ancient evidence confirming this. 
Moreover, the mention of the duration of the Spartan ephebeia (E<PT\~EUEL 8E: 6 TIllS' 
TIUP' UUTOLS' c1.TI' ETWV 8EKUTU(J(JUpwv \lEXPL (KuL) EL KO(JL) would then be entirely 
out of context. By contrast, if we take this very statement to be illuminating of the whole 
ancient comment, we can easily infer that in the first year of the ephebeia the boy was 
called pw~[8uS', in his second year lTPOKO\lL(O\lEVOS' and so forth until the twentieth year 
when he was called 'would-be eiren'. The period of 'melleirenia' would then have lasted 
twice as long as the previous stages, viz. two years instead of one, and after that in his 
twenty-first year the adolescent would be called E'LPT\V. This 'delay' is, in fact, supported 
by Plutarch, when he states that 
E'( pEVUS' 8E: KaAOU(JL TOUS' EToS' ~8T\ OEl! T C-POP EK TIaL8wv ye yovoTaS', 
\lEAAEL PEVUS' 8E: TWV TIUL8wv TOUS' TIPE(J~UTUTOUS' .144 
141 Diller "Ephebeia". 
~42plut. Lye. XVI, 7 (=50a): TOUS' SE L;1Tapnan'Jv 1Ta1SaS' OUK E1T wVT)To1S' ouSE I1w6l.olS' 
E1!OlijaaTo 1TaL8aywyo1S' 6 AUKOUPY0S', ouS ' E~fjv EKaaT41 TPE~ElV ouSE 1Tm8E1JElV wS' E~OUAETO 
TOV uLav, aAM 1TavTaS' Eu6uS' brTaETcts- YEVOI1EVOUS' 1TapaAal1~aVWv mhoS' ElS' aYEAaS' 
KaTEAOXl(E, Kal auvva l1ouS' 1TOlWV Kal auvTpa~ouS' I1ET ' aHij AWV d6l(E aU\11Tal(ElV Kal 
auaXoAQ(nv. 
143Strabo-gloss (Diller arf.eif) I1EAAElPT)V 1Tapa AaKE8aLllOVI.0lS' 6 I1EAAWV ELp11V EaECJ6m (cf. 
~esych . s.v. I1EAAl PllV · I1EHE~ll~OS'). 
44Plut. Lye. XVII , 3 (=50e). 
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Since Plu~arch is very precise as to the age of the ELPllV (OUTOS' 8E 6 ELPllv dKOCJLV 
ETll ,),E,),OVWS'), and since his testimony is further supported by later lexicographers l45 
(who need not be seen as drawing exclusively on him), we can be fairly sure that the 
period of 'eirenia' commenced when an adolescent had reached twenty years of age; 
furthermore, we can assume that the terms 'TTal8ES' and ~~WVTES' were occasionally used 
indiscriminately (or they overlapped)146 to denote what we would roughly describe as the 
period of adolescence (in biological, if not legal, terms)147. This nicely suits the 
inscriptional evidence from the dedicatory stelae at Ortheia's sanctuary, which 
unambiguously calls TO 'TTQL8L xov those competitions limited to younger participants. 
It is, therefore, evident that the age-classes of the category of'TTa'i8ES' of the 
inscriptional evidence correspond well with the age-classes of the literary sources. The 
first two classes (f')w~L8ES', 'TTpOKO~L(O~EVOL) are omitted, apparently because they were 
not represented in the competitions, but the inscriptional 'TTpaTo'TTci~'TTQL8ES' must have 
been identical to the 'literary' 'TTPO'TTQL8ES' , while the inscriptional CLTpo'TTci~'TTaL8ES' to the 
'literary' 'TTa'i8ES'. The etymologies and semantic fields of the names in question point in 
the same direction. Regardless of whether Kretschmer l48 or Woodward 149 were closer to 
the truth when they suggested two equally plausible derivations for the most obscure of 
these names (i.e. c(Tpo'TTci~'TTQL8ES'), it seems that 'TTpaTo'TTci~'TTaL8ES' were to 
CLTpo'TTci~ 'TTQL8ES' in much the same relati on as were 'TTPO'TTQL8ES' to 'TTa'L8ES'. And gi ven that 
in both classifications the names which surround these pairs are identical, the 'included' 
pairs should be correspondingly identical too. Hence, the ages of the inscriptional 
~LKKL(O~EVOL, 'TTpaTo'TTci~TrQL8ES', (hpo'TTci~'TTQL8ES' and ~EAAELPllvES' were sixteen, 
seventeen, ei ghteen and nineteen years respecti vel y 150. 
As the inscriptional evidence clearly indicates, the three competitions held in 
honour of Artemis Ortheia were organised in different groups according to the age of the 
participants. However, this could not have been the case with the flagellation rite. Even at 
that later stage of its history when the rite, having lost most of its originally religious 
significance, became a competition in endurance, the few available inscriptions 
145Photius s.v. KaTa 'lTpWTElpaS' (an 'lTPWTElpEvaS'?)' oL 'lTEPl, El KOO'L 'lTapa AUKWO'L. (cr. Hesych. s.v. 
KaTQ 'lTpWTlpavaS' [Schmidt; 'lTpWTElpaS' cod.]' ~ALKlaS' ovo~a oL 'lTpWTl.pavES' [Schmidt; 'lTPWTE'lPES' 
cod.] 'lTapa AaKE8m ~OVlOLS' ) . 1461 am not convinced that the words 'lTdi8ES', 'lTm8lO'KOL and ~~WVTES' were technical terms with a fixed 
meaning as Cm·t\edge believes, Agesilaos 30. 
147Chrimes Sparta 93. 
148Kretschmer "Knabenagoninschriften" suggested that the first component of the word (hpo'ITu~'lTm8ES' 
~vas the adjective a8poS' (meaning appartently 'fully-fledged' in this context); hence, he derived 
r~O'ITU~'lTQL8ES' from a semi-hypothetical a8po'ITUl1 'lTQL8ES'. 
4 Woodward "Inscriptions" 287 n.3, thought that aTpo'ITu~'lTm8ES' could have been derived by syncope 
from aTEpO'ITUIl'ITQL8ES' (=hEpO'ITU~'lTQL8ES'). The assumed opposition is between 'lTPWTOV and ETEPOV 
WIth reference to the 'lTa'l8ES'-age-c1asses. 
1.501 have reached this conclusion independently of Den Boer Studies 248-261 who followed a similar 
!tne of argument and came, almost forty years ago, to the same final result. The conclusions of Billheimer 
"Age-Classes" are thus proven to be entirely wrong. Similarly wrong is "la synthese proposee" of Marrou 
(art. cil. and especially table p. 229). 
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commemorating its victors never mention any classification referring to age. The most 
plausible explanation for this lack of specificity is that, contrary to the real competitions, 
the flogging of the youth which was the very kernel of the cult, involved boys of a 
particular age. This age must have been determined with respect to the cult as a whole and 
ought to have been regarded as the necessary corollary of the entire ritual, since it was its 
most crucial religious aspect. I think that the nineteenth year of age serves the function of 
the flagellation-rite best. The melleirenes stood, in fact, in the very borderline between 
adolescence and adulthood and their name indicates that they were defined not by what 
they were at that time, but by what they would soon become, namely fully-fledged eirenes. 
Their existence would thus point to the future with a view to which they were actually 
perceived as a not-yet of accomplished manhood. If my interpretation of the ritual 
flagellation and its symbolic significance is correct, it then follows that the erect male 
organ prominently featuring during the flogging would be the sign which anticipated 
(hence, in a deeply religious sense, secured) their competence as brave future warriors and, 
more importantly, as prolific would-be fathers. 
An expression employed by Plutarch seems to combine perfectly these two 
aspects of the phallus. In describing the eugenic methods characteristically used by the 
Spartans with a view to improving the quality of the citizen body (thus in perfect 
accordance with their perception of virtue) Plutarch states: 151 
E:~~V IlEV yap av8pt, TTpEa~UT<:~: p41 vEaS' YUVaLKOS', EL 8~ TLva TWV 
KaAWV Kat, aya8wv aamiaaLTO VEUlV Kat, 80KLllclaELEV, ELaayaYElv TTap' 
alJT11V Kat, TTA~aaVTa YEl/l/alov mrEpfLaroS' t8LOV QlJTOlS' TTOL~aaa8aL TO 
YEVV1l8Ev. 
If it is hard to believe that the expression YEvva'iov aTTEPlla draws directly on Laconic 
usage, it seems quite certain that it very well describes the way in which the Spartans 
understood the association between virtue and procreation. Both ultimately derive from the 
phallus; therefore both are based on nature and its unsurpassable potency. Still both need 
a kind of cultivation on the part of mortals so that the best possible result be achieved. 
Here 'nature' stands for the intrinsic inclination of a being to develop the dynamism of its 
substance to the full; it is its congenital tendency to actualize its potentiality152. In that 
151Plut. Lye. 15,7(=49). 
152Nature, especially human nature, in the sense in which the word is here used, should not be confused 
with the mechanistic approach to the animal instincts which are more or less unanimously termed 
:natural' (as opposed to the 'cultural' foundation of human behaviour). The notorious impulse of the 
Introduction of purely biological methods to the study of ethical (in the most general non-moralistic 
sense) and cultural aspects of human existence which previously was the exclusive prerogative of the 
theoretical, non-scientific branches of knowledge, can only be explained with a view to the 
ov.erw.helming tendency of modern man to explain everything in 'objective', viz. quanti tative, terms. The 
sClenttfication of all domains of human expelience can be seen in the emergence of new 'sciences' such as 
E.~. Wilson's sociobiology (for the application of which see Wilson Nature). In so far as the study of 
anCient Greek religion is concerned, W. Burkert has made an interesting attempt at explaining the original 
meaning of the ancient herms with recourse to the results of ethology. The influence exerted upon him by 
thiS discipline becomes manifest when he writes on the 'puzzle' provided by cui tic phallus-shaped 
artifacts: "In fact I cannot find any real explanation before ethology observed that there are species of 
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sense it is not only a possibility, but primarily an obligation. That is why unwillingness to 
beget children in Sparta was considered to be the infringement of a serious duty and was 
consequently severely punished 153. The tangible and material sign of the natural tendency 
in so far as procreation is concerned is in fact the semen. As Den Boer acutely 
observed154, "the issue is the mysterious vital energy in the warrior's CJ1TEPlla. This 
energy must be utilized for the community, it being both a religious and a social duty". I 
think that the social dimension of the duty of bringing forth offspring was derivative and 
that it was actually based on the realization of a natural inclination which as such became 
the foundation of a religious cult. 
Be that as it may, the noble semen mentioned by Plutarch and expected by elder 
Spartans is the material substance of a twofold potency: the generative power that brings 
into being, and the formative principle that leads to perfection. Its procreative aspect is 
arrEPlla per se, while its fulfilling and accomplishing property consists in its being 
YEvva'Lov. The way in which the achievement of the latter was ideologically or historically 
designed in Sparta is provided, in addition to the reference of Plutarch, also by the first-
century B.c. historian Nicolaus of Damascus who, anachronistically speaking, renders the 
rather formulaic KaAoL Ka:ya8oL of Plutarch into the more specific 'most handsome' 
(EUELOEaTaToL): 155 
TruS' OE almDV (sc. AaKEOaLIlOVLWV) yUVaL~L rrapaKEAEUOVTaL EK TWV 
EUELOEaTClTWV KUEa8aL KaL aaTWV KaL ~EVWV. 
Aristotle, apparently expressing a common, if deontological, Greek view concerning the 
notion of nobility (the negative aspects of which were intensely exhibited in the 
outrageous verses of Theognis during the sixth-century B.c. social turmoil) pointed out 
that "the noble is what is not alienated from its nature"156. And, since nature is pre-
monkeys, living in groups, of whom the males act as guards: they sit up at the outposts, facing outside 
and presenting their erect male organ. This is an 'animal ritual' in the sense noted above: the basic 
function of sexual activity is suspended for the sake of communication; every individual approaching 
from the outside will notice that this group does not consist of helpless wives and children, but enjoys 
the full protection of masculinity. " (SITllefllre 40, (italics mine)]. If the inferences that can be drawn from 
the observance of monkeys' behaviour are based on a Darwinian evolutionary scheme, (if, that is, they are 
regarded as 'scientific'), I fail to understand how they are helpful , since man no longer remains in the 
supposed aboriginal state of animal life (nor could anyone, I think, believe that the ancients did or the so-
called contemporary savages still do) . If, on the other hand, what is ethologically observed is just a 
parallel to, and perhaps corroboration of, what we may otherwise discover 10 be, or to have been, the case, 
then I cannot see the meaning of the insistence on what is, in fact, only additional evidence. Lorenz's 
rr~ect is different and his book (Aggression) is not only thought-provoking, but also, I dare say, wise. 
, 5 The citizens who had no children were punished with (hq.1la (i.e. lack of due honour) which 
Involved banishment from attending the Gymnopaediae and absence of the respect normally exhibited to 
the elder by the younger (Plut. Lye. XV, 1-3). An anecdote reported by Plutarch is very indicative of the 
Importance attached to procreation in Sparta in relation to its strict social hierarchy: G8ElI KaL TO 'lTPOS' 
LlEPKUAAl8all P118Ev ou8ElS' E).1E).1t\JaTo, Kal'ITEp Eu8oK L).101l ollm (JTpaTllyOll. E'lTLOllTl yap almil 
:WlI, lIEWTEPWlI TlS' E8paS' oux lJ'ITE'i~ElI (aun\> del. Bryan] El'ITWlI, "Ou8E yap E).1ol au TOll 
U'lTEL~oVTa YEyElIlIllKaS'''. 
154Den Boer Sflldies 217. 
155Jacoby FGrHisl Nikolaos von Damaskos F 103z6. 
156Arist. Hisf.Allim. I, 1, 18 (=488b) . Aristotle, to be sure, juxtaposes YElIlIa'ioll with EUYEVES' in his 
classification of animals KaTa TO ~eoS', but this juxtaposition is of a very limited scope and aims 
pnmarily to distinguish the lion (EUYElI~S') from the wolf (YEvva'ioS' ). In normal speech TO E~ clya8o\) 
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eminently revealed in excellence, semen 's nobility presupposes the excellence of the 
bearer and simultaneously points to the perfection of the eventual offspring1s7. 
Thus the phallus as the symbol of potency becomes the sign of both exc(dlence 
and fertility. It is by means of the phallus that the propagation of virtuous perfection can 
be confirmed. The two main duties of the future citizens are to be manifestly found in the 
ritual erection which they ought to have whilst undergoing the religious flagellation. Such 
a symbolic significance could only be reasonably effective if the Spartan youth were 
flogged just once in their lives, precisely prior to their introduction to the citizenry; hence 
when they were no less than nineteen years old. Such precise specification of the age at 
which the ritual flagellation took place conforms with evidence for the received and 
institutionalized age-class distinction in other Greek cities1s8. Moreover, it is in perfect 
agreement with the Panhellenic classification as it is exemplarily shown in the Pindaric 
Odes: participation in any of the great Greek athletic contests was basically organised 
according to three well-defined and distinct age groups (although subdivisions and 
alterations were occasionally possible): nu18E5", ciYEVElOL and Civ8pE5" 159. The 'beardless 
ones' of this classification (once again 'negatively' defined as opposed to bearded men) 
were normally aged between sixteen and twenty. From their twentieth year onwards they 
were regarded as men. The growing of their full beard which must of course have slightly 
varied from one individual to another, was considered to be the sign that they had reached 
maturity160. And the threshold of maturity was commonly set around the nineteenth or 
twentieth year of age. Apart from the existence of exceptional local variations, the lack of 
absolute congruity can be perfectly well accounted for by the looseness provided by the 
two different ancient modes of measuring time: the 'inclusive' and the 'exclusive' 161. 
However, since the young 'men' while participating in the flagellation ceremony, 
were defined by what they were not, they were as a consequence thought of as standing on 
the very borderline between two different modes of being. And it is a by now well-known 
ethnographical fact that, instead of looking at the development of human beings in a linear 
evolutionary way, as modem man mostly does, cultures other than the Western conceive 
YEVOUe; (EuYEVT)e;) and TO Ill] E~WT(iIlEVOV Tile; uiJTOU <j>uuEwe; (YEvva'iov) were hardly distinct. Cr. 
Aeschin. 1,42 where YEvvu'ioe; is related to EAEUeEpoe;. 
157The YEvvu'iov UlTEPIlU viewed from the perspective of the as-yet unborn child may, within the 
framework of ancient semantic associations, indicate another legitimate, albeit derivative, interpretation of 
the OpeWuLe; provided by Ortheia (cr. Call. Hymn. ad Artem 128; Schol. ad Pind. 01. Ill , 54). 
ISSThe introduction in the Hellenistic era of an organised age-class called vEOL (in a rather technical 
sense as opposed to the previous unspecified use of the term) referring "to youths older than the ephebi, 
ranging from a minimum age of nineteen to an indeterminate maximum" (Forbes NEOl2 and n.6) nicely 
C~)ITesponds to the Spartan eirenia. The inscriptional evidence studied by Forbes plainly shows that the 
runeteenth year of age was an almost unanimously accepted lower limit. 
IS90ardiner Athletics 41. A different tripartite division included the senior members of the community. 
But this referred mainly to dances (Plut.lnsl.Lac. 15 (=238a-b); Pollux IV, 107). ~,60Cr. Muson. Rur. (Hense) p.114, 15: TOV 8E 1T!..Jywvu KUL uUIl~OAOV yqOVEvUL TOU appEvo5, 
WUlTEP aAEKpTVoVL AO<j>OV KUt. AEOVTL XUl.TllV. ; Clem. Alex. Paed. III 3, 19 p. 263 P. : TOUTO ouv 
TOD av8pos TO aUvellllU, TO YEVELOV, 8L ' QV KaTU<j>Ul.VETUL 6 aV11P. 
61Cf. C.M. Tazelaar "nAIt.E~" 128. The commonest example of the inclusive method is lTEVTETllPl.S to 
refer to athletic contests taking place every fourth year. 
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those bor~erline periods as intermediary states of being which consequently involve 
danger. Any transition from one mode of being to another (or to the next) is a very crucial 
point for an indi vidual's life, because the transitional period per se, since it cannot be 
determined by either the pre-existing state (which has passed by), or the coming one 
(which has not yet appeared), is assumed to be very unstable and indeterminate. The 
success of the outcome cannot be assured through human agency, hence it is thought to 
depend entirely on the benevolence or munificence of natural or supernatural forces. The 
instability of any situation and the dangers lurking underneath are usually conceived with 
reference to an external entity which, as it were, blocks the unrestrained unfolding of a 
being's power. Even if the regularity of the phenomenon has been observed and thus 
assumed to be natural , because recurrent, the supposed existence of that external entity is 
not annihilated, but, on the contrary, strengthened through its regular reappearance. For 
the Greek mind, the existence of such an entity, the consequences of its imposition on a 
body (in the broadest sense of any real thing) and the danger involved therewith are all 
interpreted with recourse to the fundamental notion of pollution. And since pollution was 
originally conceived in the very pragmatic terms of a physical intervention, it is 
understandable that it pre-eminently manifested its presence in those critical points when 
the unimpeded development of a being appeared to have been suspended. Thus pollution 
was both the cause and the effect of any discernible recalcitrance, obstruction or instability 
to be seen in the course of a being's spatial or temporal development. Ambiguity as such 
was polluted. 
Flagellation again 
To come back to the present case, if the epheboi at the end of their adolescence were seen 
to be polluted, then the ritual which ceremoniously terminated their boyhood and initiated 
them into manhood must, in addition to its other aspects, also comprise an element of 
purification. Such an element can, I think, be found in the flogging itself. An Hesychian 
gloss reads: 
Kaeape~VaL' ~a(JTL 'Yw8~VaL 162 
and a scholium on Theocritus says: 
162Hesych. s.v. Ka8ap8~vm ; cf. Hesych. s.v. Ka8a[,pwv (coni. Schmidt?; Ka8mpwv cod.)' [ ... ] ol 8E 
l1aaH),wV. (The accent given by the manusclipt is certainly corrupt, because both alternative explanations 
of the word would not fit. Ka8wTwv KaTa8lKu(wV apparently means 'restoring through judicial 
~~nviction' which can be an explanation of a particular use of 'purifying' , but hardly so of 'destroying' or 
killing'.) 
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11 Exa8T)pEV, aVTL TOU ETUTITE KUL E~E8EpE. Km ' ApwTocpaVT)S (fr. 
911b Kock Corn. alt. 111726) "lTE8OL [TIm8L Wilamowitz; Ecm68EL 
Jacobs; (JlT08wv Ahrens]163 TUS TIAEUpUS EKa8T)pEV" 164. 
The purification effected through flagellation may be perceived in a twofold manner, one 
aspect of which is rather mechanical, the other more organic. Beating, in general, and 
whipping, in particular, by powerfully shaking the person beaten or whipped are 
considered to purify him. For, by means of the physical shock which they forcefully 
cause, any alien (ergo polluting) physical entity is regarded as bound to drop. In this 
sense, the purifying method resembles the actual cleaning of a thing (say, a carpet) 
through beating it, a process which, in fact, removes all external entities which stick to it 
and thus dirty it. On the other hand, the very same shock which beating and Whipping 
provoke, seen from the perspective of the body that receives their power, induces an 
intensification of the organism in question. The body reacts to the attacking force and 
drastically brings its own energy together in order to efficiently oppose the outside power 
that challenges its integrity. Thus, the external attack causes an internal crisis, the 
successful outcome of which purifies the body. For the intensification of the body's 
power drives away or extinguishes all particles (of a more corporeal or a more spiritual 
nature, as the case might be) which inhibit its development and prevent it from fully 
realizing its potential strength. The ancient admonition offered to medical practitioners 
that, when all other methods and attempts at restoring a patient's health had failed, they 
should cause a serious shock to the sick organism (which would either be overcome and 
the disease simultaneously taken away, or prevail, inducing death) ultimately comes down 
to this primal view concerning purification 165. And, since no sharp, if any, distinction was 
drawn between the biological and the psychological planes in ancient times, both aspects 
of the purificatory method applied to the soul and its turbulences as much as they did to 
the body and its diseases. 
163The TTm8[ proposed by Wilamowitz is, I believe, entirely out of question. Ahrens's suggestion is the 
most plausi ble; cr. Hesych. s. v. OTT08El,V ' TTal.HV, OU'Y'Yl 'YvECJBm and s. v. oTTo8EOVTO' El1clXOVTO, 
ET\JTTTOVTO. If it is correct, as it seems to me to be, the passage is better equipped to display some 
characteristically Aristophanic humour; for a sexual implication (cr. Arist. Ecc!. 908; 942; 939; 1016) 
a~ears close at hand. On the other hand it best explains the ETVTTTE and E~E8EPE which precede. 
1 4Scho!. ad Theocr. V, 119. Theocritus (VII, 106-108; cr. Gow Theocritlls II, 114 and 158) seems to 
refer to ritual flogging. Interesting parallels to the present case are provided by the flagellation at the 
Roman Lupercalia (Dion. Ha!. 1,80, 1; Plut. Ant. 12; Caes. 61 ; Rom. 21; Ovid Fasti II, 19-36; cf. Ulf 
Lupercalienjest ). 
l650ne may find a few 'remnants' of those primal notions on pollution and purification that have come 
down to us and seem to have survived amidst our otherwise rational thinking which accepts pollution 
only when viruses and the like are involved. Moving the arm in front of, or in a certain angle to, the face 
In order to avert an evil, or simply torturing, thought (as if it were an embarrassing fly) may mutatis 
m~lla~ldis be an example of the mechanical mode of understanding purification; whereas, shaking one (or 
thinking that one should be dealt a blow) when one talks nonsense, or is inconsistent, or just appears to 
be too emotionally involved in one's conversational subject, may be a contemporary parallel to what I 
~alled 'organic' perception of purification. As a matter of course, the two modes are so indistinguishably 
!nterwoven with one another that determining which one prevails in each case is simply a matter of 
tnterpretation. 
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Interestingly enough, flagellation qua purification brings the inquiry back to 
pausanias and his mythological account of the cult. Viewed from the perspective of 
pollution ascribed to the intermediary and not well-defined stages of life, the legendary 
human sacrifice executed in Ortheia's festival can be seen as a kind of 'first-fruit 
offerings' which would primarily be thought to avert pollution, therefore to purify, and 
secondarily supposed to appease divine wrath. The Ortheian wrath in question is the 
archetypical aversion to the future expenditure (hence diminution) of the virginal power. 
The well-documented prenuptial offering of locks of hair to Artemis166 is merely a 
substitution of what originally was (or rather was considered to have been) a human 
sacrifice. For in the continual and autonomous growing of hair one can see the external 
manifestion of the perpetual development of a being's internal and constitutive 
dynamism 167. 
The reference to human sacrifice is still more evident in the ritual of an Athenian 
cult devoted to Artemis who, like Ortheia, legendarily derived from the land of Tauroi. The 
ritual incision of a man's neck there168 is meant to be a reminiscence of a previously 
performed sacrifice. For the precise indication of both the body part to be cut (i.e. close 
to the throat where sacrificial victims were slain) and the implement to be used plainly 
shows that the resemblances between this rite and any sacrificial ritual cannot be 
coincidental. The outflow of human blood pays due honour to Artemis Taurike in much 
the same way as the sprinkling of the Spartan altar pleases Ortheia. The religious meaning 
ofthese symbolic acts is the expiation of a deity, the transgression of the limits imposed 
by whom is imminent. 
:~6Cf. Eur. Hipp. 1423-1427; Luc. DeaSyr. 60. 
7The hair "comme symbole et siege de la pulsion sexuelle" (Ghiron-Bistagne "Phedre") is therefore 
derivative. 
I 68The reference is Eur. [ph.Tallr. 1456-1461 cited in the next chapter. 
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ORTHEIA AS ARTEMIS 
It has been argued that the association of Ortheia with Artemis is very late and that for the 
longest period of her cult in Sparta, the goddess was called simply Ortheia. To be more 
precise, this was, in fact, the view of Rose who, relying on Woodward's assertion that "the 
addition of the name of Artemis to that of Orthia [ ... ] seems unkown before the Flavian 
era, approximately" 169, thought that "the two were not always identical even in the minds 
of their worshippers in comparatively late times" 170. Chrimes took some pains to show 
that a very late identification cannot hold true, but her efforts, praiseworthy though they 
are and to a certain extent convincing, are spoiled by her attempt, based on Nilsson's work 
on the supposed origins of Greek religion, to trace Ortheia's origin back to Minoan times. 
In a more substantial way, Page argued for an earlier identification of Ortheia with 
Artemis (going presumably back to the sixth century B.C. or earlier when Alcman, on 
whosePartheneion Page's study is focused,jloruit) and rightly concluded that "there is 
little among the relics of Ortheia which might not have been expected from a shrine of 
Artemis" 171. Conclusive evidence proving that in the fifth century, if not earlier, the 
identification of Ortheia with Artemis was already firmly rooted is provided by both 
Pindar and Herodotus. The Theban poet refers to the goddess in a context which does 
more than simply imply that the process of the eventual identification of the two has 
begun: it takes the association for granted and more or less assumes that the identification 
has already taken place. Heracles offers to Artemis a female golden-horned deer which 
was previously consecrated to Orthosia by Taygete. That the daughter of Lato is identical 
with the goddess to whom the sacred deer of Artemis was dedicated is easily inferred: 
EVea AaTous L TTTroaoa 172 9uyciTllP 
OE~aT' EA90VT' , ApKaOlat;; cbra OELpdv Kat 'TTOAUyvcil1'TTTWV I1UXWV, 
dJTE I1LV <iYYEAlaLS Eupua9Eos EVTU' <ivciYKa 'TTaTpo9EV 
xpuaoKEpwv EAa<t>ov 9~AELaV a~ov9 ' , clV 'TTOTE TavYETa 
<ivn9ELa' 'Op9waLQ. Eypa4JEV LEpciv l73 . 
On the other hand, if this piece of evidence is considered to be inadequate, it is plainly 
supported by Herodotus who en passant mentions the cult of Artemis Orthosia in 
Byzantium, while referring to the two inscribed pillars which king Darius settled in 
Bosporus to proclaim his fame: 
169Woodward "Inscriptions" 293. 
170Rose "Cult" 401 (cf. n.ll). 
I7IPage Alcman 74 
I72Artemis described as the protectress of horses gives yet another trait which intimately links her with 
the Ortheia of archaeology. 
173Pind. 01. Ill, 46-53. The identity of the two is taken for granted by the ancient Scholiast. 
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TiJCJL IlEV VUV CJT~A\lCn TaUT\lCJL Bu(civTLOL KOIlLCJavTES' ~S T~V TIOALV 
UCJTEPOV TOUTWV Exp~CJaVTO TIPOS' TOV ~WIlOV T~S"OpeWCJLaS' 
, ApTE Ill8oS' 174 
It is unnecessary to repeat that Orthosia is a variant form of Ortheia. It may, however, be 
worth noting that the reference to the altar seems to indicate that the relationship between 
this 'Byzantine' Artemis and the Spartan Ortheia, at the shrine of whom the altar is the 
most prominent feature 1 75, exceeded the limits of a mere linguistic approximation. In fact, 
we may suppose (albeit without much evidence) that in all places where the cult of Artemis 
Ortheia is attested, similar attributes were ascribed to the goddess. These attributes must 
have been epitomized in her wild and hard-to-appease character. A mythological 
explanation which appears to have been very widespread in the ancient world and which 
accounts for the assumed identity of some of the various Artemises, was the legend which 
ascribed the foundation of the cult to Orestes. But since many cities claimed originality on 
the subject and not all ancients were so erudite as to be able to take sides (as was 
Pausanias who mentions four candidate cities and subscribes to the Spartan claim), a 
Roman 'historian' found an easy way out of the riddle which is, however, very 
'descriptively'indicative: 
Orestem quidem Jerunt non unum simulaerum Dianae nee uno in loco 
posuisse, sed multa in multis176 
This view may indicate that in those places where an Artemisian cult had a very cruel 
character, it was associated with the Tauric or Scythian Artemis for it was reminiscent of 
the related horrific rituals and the legendary human sacrifices practised in honour of 
Artemis at the Black Sea. The transmission of the cult was thus ascribed to Orestes who, 
according to a widespread tale in all likelihood preceding Euripides ' version (which was 
apparently strengthened all the more through its dramatization by him), together with the 
xoanon of the goddess brought her cult to the Greek land too. Or to put it more correctly, 
the transmission of a statue, as seen by the ancients, was the 'material' and external aspect 
of what was in point of fact the transmission of a cult. 
This is not the case with a cult of Artemis in Samos referred to by Herodotus in a 
very interesting context. Neither Tauric attributes were ascribed to the goddess (or rather 
we are not aware of any) nor was her cult allegedly founded by Orestes. Yet some 
resemblances with the cult of Ortheia are striking and may turn out to be illuminating for a 
better understanding of the Spartan ritual. In order to explain why the Corinthians were so 
keen to take part in the expedition against Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos, organised by 
his political adversaries with the aid of the Spartans, Herodotus uses one of his favourite 
174H erod. IV, frJ, 2. 
1 75For the monumental character of the altar, apart from its description given by Dawkins "History" 8ff., 1ee also Yavis Altars 108-110 and 235. 
76Lampridius Heliogab. 7 (cf. Plut. Mill. Virl . 247 d-f) . Cr. Graf "Gotterbild". 
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literary devices: he makes a digression (not a lengthy one this time) so as to give an 
account of what he calls an v~pwlla against Corinth committed by the Samians one 
generation before the described events. Periandrus, the tyrant of Corinth, Herodotus 
reports, sent three hundred men of the noblest families of Kerkyra to the Persian-
controlled city of Sardis in order to be castrated. Their castration, however, was never 
carried out, for when the fleet reached Samos, the inhabitants of the island as soon as they 
learnt the purpose of the trip advised the young men to become suppliants in a shrine of 
Artemis: 
TIpitlTa IlEV TOUS lTa18as E8l8a~av LPOU CitjJa0'8m' ApTEIlL80s, IlETa 8E 
ov lTEPLOpWVTES cllTEAKELV TOUS LKETas EK TOU LPOU, O'LTLUlV 8E TOUS 
lTa18as EPYOVTLt)v KOPLv8LUlV, ElTOLT)O'avTo oL ~ctIlLOL 6PTT)V, T1) Kal vuv 
ETL xpEUlvTm KaTa TavTo: VUKTOS yap E1TLYEVOIlEVllS, oO'ov Xpovov 
LKETEUOV OL lTa18ES, '(O'TaO'av xopOUS lTap8EVUlv TE Kal ~L8EUlV, 
LO'TclVTES 8E TOUS xopOUS TpUlKTa O'l)O'ctIlOU TE Kal ilEAL TOS 
ElTOLT)O'avTo VOIlOV <pEpE0'8m, '(va aplTct(ovTES oL TWV KEpKupaLUlv 
lTa18ES ExoLEv TPO<PT)V. ES TOUTO 8E To8E EYLVETO, ES 0 oL KOPlV8LOl 
TWV lTaL8UlV oL <puAaKES oL XOVTO cllTOAL1TOVTES 177. 
Let us leave the conclusion of the story in suspense since it does not concern us here. 
What does, however, concern us is, first, the reference to Artemis in this context, second, 
the dances of maidens and unmarried adolescents and, third, the ritual grabbing of the 
sacred offerings. 
As to the first, it is worth pointing out that the deity who was considered by the 
Samians to be the most appropriate to be addressed when they had to deal with the 
eventual castration of young men was Artemis. Contrary to what a superficial 
understanding of the case of Hippolytus would suggest (in either its purely mythological 
form or its dramatic version), Artemis is here addressed as the most suitable divine being 
to prevent emasculation from occurring. If she were the absolute protectress of virginity 
as such as is so often assumed, she would be rather gladdened by the necessitated, if 
compulsory, future celibacy of the Kerkyrean youth. Furthermore, had it been so, she 
would not be regarded as appropriate for, and capable of, an effective cancellation of the 
Corinthians' plan. Hera as the Panhellenically established wife ofZeus and, moreover, the 
greatest divinity worshipped on Samosl78, would be far better-equipped to take action and 
subserve the function longed-for. Even Aphrodite, the existence of whose cult in Samos 
under the for our purpose significant epitheton KOUPOTP0<P0S is a very plausible 
177H erod. Ill, 48, 2-4. 
178For the cult of Hera on Samos see Kipp "Hera-Kult". An interesting similarity between the Samian 
~era and the Spartan Ortheia arises when one considers the extensive masks discovered in both sacred 
Sites and the prominent role that agnus casflls seems to have played in both places (Paus. VIII, 23, 5 in 
connection with what has been said above). More generally, for a socio-political 'special relationship' 
between Sparta and Samos in the archaic period see the convincing Cartledge "Samos". 
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assumption179, would be in a better position to provide help. For there is nothing in the 
Herodotean passage to indicate that she was addressed so as to be appeased for the 
cancellation of an act which she favoured, as one might expect. On the contrary, 'she is 
referred to in such a way that one may easily infer how abhorrent castration would have 
been for her. And Herodotus seems to take this for granted. But if Artemis was not taken 
to be the goddess who promoted virginity qua permanent celibacy and generative 
impotency, her chastity and that which she demanded from her worshippers must be of a 
different kind. For the goddess, chastity is the state which enhances procreative power. 
Virginity is thus the prerequisite of procreation . 
• The context of the Herodotean story presents Artemis as the divine avertress of 
castration. Viewed from this perspective, the Samian Artemis is the protrectress of the 
generative power of young men, an attribute parallel to that aspect of the Spartan Ortheia 
which, in the pious ancient mind, caused erection to the flagellated adolescents. So far the 
equivalence between the two seems to be supported by the sources and the interpretation 
ofthe Spartan cult which has been advanced. I am tempted, though, to push the analogy a 
little farther. Among the archaeological finds that came to light during the extended 
excavations of the Ortheian sanctuary, there is one kind which has not been given due 
consideration, since it was taken to speak for itself: the sickles 180. As was to be expected, 
these objects, which were all found socketed in dedicatory inscriptions commemorationg 
victories in one or more contests of Ortheia's festival , were supposed to indicate the 
originally agricultural nature of the cult and to underscore the primarily pacific, or 
peaceful, character of the goddess. This view, although it may contain some truth , is, I 
think, misleading if accepted without further qualification. For all the dedications of 
sickles which have come down to us are all of a relatively late era when the cult had 
probably lost the vigour of its 'primal' meaning and had supposedly become a kind of 
bloody spectacle. What was, therefore , the symbolism of the sickles as objects of 
dedication within the context of a ritual which had long before been so alienated from any 
kind of agricultural ceremony? The answer should be sought in the function of the sickle 
and the symbolic meaning derived therefrom. 
The Sickles 
Primarily the use of the sickle as an agricultural instrument shows that the 'task' so to 
speak ascribed to it is to gather the grains of cereals when mature. To reap the fruit of 
corn which is the final product of a completed (because annual) natural process is to 
179Ps.Herod. ViI. HOln. 400-420 (Hom.Op. ed. Alien V 210-211) in conjunction with Athen. 592a and 
Athen. 572f. 
180Boardman "Sickles" and Anderson "Sickle". 
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collect the very best part of the plant. Not only the best, but the most fertile too. For it is 
by means of the grains that the plant is reproduced and the productivity of its intrinsic 
dynamism is manifested. On the cosmogonical plane of divine descent, the same function 
is effected through the sexual organs. That is why the emasculation of Ouranos by his 
son happens with the use of a sickle181 • In the Hesiodian theological, or rather theogonic, 
narrative 182 the cunning Cronus uses a very sharp-edged sickle (ap1Tllv Kupxup68oVTU) 
in order to 'reap' the genitals of his father. The use of the word llllllGE in the description 
of the castration is not just a poetic expression. It originates in (hence evokes) the 
perception of the a.ct of reaping as a castration act. And castration here need not have any 
specific Freudian or Jungian overtones183• It is neither the female 'inferiority complex' 
based on an 'experienced' lack of penis, nor a male fear of mutilation arising in copulation 
with relation toa vagina dentata. It may simply mean the taking-away of the most vital, 
and life-sustaining, power which is that of procreation. The intrinsic and indigenous 
fertility of the divine genitals is manifested in the eventual emergence of Aphrodite out of 
them184• Therefore, the sickle is an implement which acquires the full array of its 
mythico-religious symbolism with reference to the male power of procreation. When the 
young Spartans dedicated sickles to the goddess, they seem to have wanted to 
simultaneously express two concomitant feelings: first that their procreative potency 
resides entirely in her hands, and, second, that an appeasement of her wrath is required 
before the dynamic potentiality embedded in virginity can unfold into procreative actuality. 
Aphrodite who springs forth from the mutilated divine genitals and the erection of 
the young Spartans in the flagellation ritual may thus turn out to have a deeper underlying 
relationship. For semen seen as the quintessence of blood or blood's foam (in the way 
butter is the 'foam' of milk) is in both cases a central point, explicitly in Aphrodite's birth 
(who is called d.~pO)'EV~S' and ~LAOWIl1l8~S' at once185), implicitly in Ortheia's ritual, 
181The sickle of Cronus could perhaps be implied in his most characteristic adjective ci'YKVAo~fjTLS' . But 
"Kronos'sickle did not necessarily make him a vegetative god" [Versnel "Kronos" 135, following Lang's 
critique (Magic 82ff.) against Frazer]. Though hardly acceptable without modification any longer, 
Frazer's vegetation god could be applicable in Cronus's case without being incompatible with the use of 
the sickle as the castration weapon. 
182Hes. Theog. 173-200. 
183For the use of psychoanalysis in the study of especially Greek religion and mythology see the 
brilliant article by Lloyd-Jones "Psychoanalysis". 
184Rudhardt Eros 15: "D' une maniere paradoxale, la castration d'Ouranos est necessaire it la naissance 
des enfants qu ' il engendre; loin d 'equivaloir it une sterilisation, elle fait de I 'acte sexuel un acte 
veritablement fecond". cr. Caldwell Origin 149 and Rouselle Porneia 121fr. who rightly insists on the 
symbolic nature of religious (mythological or priestly-ritual) castration as a means by which sexuality is 
enhanced: the vital seed, or pneuma remains with oneself instead of being wasted away. 
185Hes. Theog . 196 and 200. Both verses are considered spurious, an assumption which is more 
reasonable for the former than it is for the latter. For it is highly improbable that the original form of the 
epltheton attributed to Aphodite was ~LAO~~EL8~S' instead of ~LAO~~1l811S' (cr. West Theogony 88). An 
Aphrodite who is pleased in, and provokes, seductive smiling and cheerful laughter (an attribute mostly 
appropriate for Charites and Peitho (cr. Hes. Theog. 64-65 and O.D. 73) who usually accompany her) 
must necessarily be the outcome of a late, and derivative, assimilation of the two adjectives caused by 
their phonetic resemblance. The primal meaning of the goddess of love should be understood in 
connection with the male genitals, one mythological expression of which is that she ~T]8EWV E~E~aciv811 . 
On the other hand, the more reasonable bracketing of v. 196 does not affect the meaning, since vv. 196-
197 clearly state (with reference to her proper name rather than an additional epitheton) that the goddess 
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where as we have seen, the sprinkling of the goddess 's altar with human blood and the 
erection simultaneously caused presuppose a firmly-rooted implicit relationship between 
blood and semen. The pouring of blood is the flow of life itself whereas the emission of 
sperm is the outflow of potential life. Neither could exist without the other. Blood brings 
forth sperm in much the same way in which sperm begets blood. The perpetuation of life 
is the desired end. But it can only happen through a transfiguration which for the eyes of 
the mortals takes the form of death. The ritual use of the masks in abundance discovered 
in Ortheia 's sanctuary could be interpreted in this light. 
Within the sphere of the masks and their significance fall also the religious dances 
of the Spartan epheboi. On the other hand, the dances performed by young men and 
maidens in honour of the goddess, a recurring feature in Artemisian festivals, should be 
discussed against the background provided by Alcman's Partheneion. Both kinds of 
religious dances constitute the second similarity between the Spartan Ortheia and the 
xopovS' nap8Evwv T E Kat. Tj"L8EWV of the Samian cult. Before we undertake the task of 
elucidating Spartan dances and masks, however, let us first complete the picture of the 
above-mentioned affinities between the Herodotean passage and the Laconian cult by 
moving to the third similarity. 
It goes without saying that the celebration in honour of Artemis in Samos was not 
inaugurated by the arrival of the Korkyrean adolescents. Such a 'historical' event could 
never result in a new cult or even change the ritual of an already established mode of 
worshipping the goddess. And Herodotus is very clear -and seems to be so certain as to 
make us believe that he probably eyewitnessed the cult- in his statement that the ritual 
was preserved down to his own days. Therefore, his account of the institutionalization of 
the cult (deriving perhaps from an informal legend narrated on the island) is apparently 
aetiological. The ritual stealing of the sesame-and-honey cakes which must have been a 
basic aspect of the cult is parallel to the snatching-away of cheeses from the altar of 
Ortheia as reported by Xenophon 186. The religious idea which underlies any ritual theft is, 
as Rose nicely pointed outl87, the appropriation of a thing without paying the amount (be 
it a sum of money, another object or any kind of labour or work) normally requested in 
exchange. Moreover, since now and again the religious mind (magically) associates the 
possession of a thing with its owner to the point of making out of the two an indissoluble 
unity, stealing an object signifies, in the framework of magical thinking, the appropriation 
of (the whole or part of) the power of its legitimate possessor. Thus the snatching-away of 
the holy cheeses which apparently belonged to Ortheia, since they were consecrated on 
her altar, meant an appropriation of divine power on the part, and for the sake, of the 
Was called Aphrodite OUVEK ' E V Q<pp0 9pE<p9T) . The foam is apparently the sperm sprung up from the 
Ouranian genitals. 
~8~he first modern scholar who compared the two rites is, if I am not mistaken, Rose "Stealing" . 
87art.cit . 5. Rose's interpretation of the ritual flagellation on the other hand, is, too rigidly Frazerian 
and stiff. 
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'thieves', who, all things considered, must have been at the same time regarded as pious 
worshippers in the performance of a sacred duty. The divine archetype of the thief par 
excellence is, no doubt, Hermes l88. The theft of Apollo's cattle most prominently fea'tures 
in the Homeric Hymn dedicated to him, and, furthermore, the god under his aspect of the 
Guide of Souls represents the archetypal image of what can be regarded as the theft par 
excellence: the taking-away of life itself. These preliminary remarks associating Hermes 
with the cult of Ortheia may be later proved to be very illuminating for tracing a 'history' 
of the goddess 's presence in Laconia. 
The Cheese-Grabbing Ritual 
If the interpretation of the magical meaning of 'stealing' be correct, the question which 
arises next concerns the symbolic function of the cheeses in this religious context and the 
particular divine power which their appropriation was supposed to procure. To put it 
differently, how can the cheeses be seen in the overall picture of the rite so as to become 
accommodated with the other aspects of the cult, and to which divine attribute, and in 
which way were they mythologically or ritually associated? Den Boer189 seems to have 
brilliantly shown the way toward a satisfactory answer of these, and similar, questions. 
A fragment of Alcman l 90, which following Den Boer I take to refer to the Spartan 
goddess, relates that during bright mountain-peak festivities a female deity draws milk 
from lionesses wherewith she prepares cheese: 
TIOAAaKl 8' EV Kopu<j>a'Ls OPEUlV, OKa 
CJloLO'l F a8lJ TIOAU<j>avoS EopTa, 
XPUO'lOV ayyoS Exowa, ~Eya O'KU<j>OV, 
ol a TE TIOl~EVES aV8PES EXOWLV, 
XE PCJl. AEovnov EV yaAa 8E'LO'a, 
TUPOV ETUPllCJaS ~Eyav ch pu<j>ov ' ApYEl<j>oVT<;C 
The fact that the person in the poem is addressed in the second singular person makes it 
highly unlikely that it refers to a mortal woman as suggested by Garzya 19 1. Moreover, the 
reference to Hermes corroborates the view which places the poem in the mythological 
context of di vine, rather than human (i.e. cultic), acts. The powerful goddess manifests her 
sovereignty over wild beasts by drawing their milk, by appropriating, that is to say, the 
substance that nurtures their offspring. Hermes at this juncture represents the divine 
Consort of Ortheia, although as is always the case in Archaic cults , he is subordinate to 
l88X en, Resp .Lac. I1, 9, 
~~~Den Boer Studies 261-274, 
19l ~~~~:~, ~~~e~,.(Page) , 
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her. The role that Hermes could have played in pre-Homeric religion as a Master of 
Animals (ITOTVlOS 81lPwv is the term coined by Nilsson by analogy with the Homeric 
TIoTvLa 81lPWV) is more than adequately studied by Chittenden l 92. She has shown that 
one of the original aspects of Hermes' s 'protectiveness' which went back to Minoan times 
was his power over wild animals, and that the god seen from the viewpoint of human 
benefits derived therefrom was transformed into the Protector of both wayfarers and 
flocks. The orator Aristeides193 who, though he apparently misunderstood the deities 
involved in the poem and ascribed the divine action to Dionysus instead, nevertheless 
stressed the 'invincible power' of the god over wild animals, bears witness to the symbolic 
meaning that the drawing of lionesses ' milk must have had. What is more , the 
transformation of the wild substance into a cheese appropriate to feed mortals may be 
seen as parallel to the necessary transition of the Spartan epheboi from the potent natural 
virginity exemplified in their erect male organs to efficient, and effective, procreation. 
Thus the cheeses consecrated on Ortheia 's altar seem to have been the cultic 
representations of a religiously speaking originally divine manifestation and must have 
been considered to be prepared by wild animal milk normally inaccessible to ordinary 
human beings. Their fermentation could then be the observable aspect of a divine activity 
(which in a secret manner transformed the intrinsic wildness of the milk into a digestible 
mild food) , and their easily assumed consumption on the part of the Spartan youth 
(following their ritual stealing) must have signified a holy partaking and strengthening of 
the properties of the goddess under whose protection they hitherto were. The Spartan 
adolescents 'eventual abandonment of Ortheia's domain of influence should have been 
accompanied by a culmination of the divine endowments which she could offer, lest their 
transition (which in a sense was a collective hybris , hence highly dangerous) be 
suspended. 
192Chi ttenden 11 Master ". 
19: Arist. Or. XLI, 7 , 11 331 (Keil): lTOAA~ TLS' KaL a llax0S' ~ 8uvallLS' TO\) eEO\), Kal 8UVaLT' av 
K~L OVOV S' lTTEpoDv, OUX 'LrrlTOVS 1l0 VOV' WCJlTEP Kal AEOVTWV YUAa UIlEAYELV dVEellKEV TLS' 
aUT0 AaKwvLKoS' lTO LllT~S' . The Laconian poet referred to must in all likelihood be Alcman. 
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ORTHEIA AND AOTIS 
It is a well-known fact established by the modern study of Greek religion and ' often 
emphatically stressed by the ancients themselves, that in Artemisian festivals dances and 
songs performed by young persons of both sexes, played an important, usually central, 
role l94. Such was, in all likelihood, the case with the cult of Ortheia too. Plutarch 195, for 
instance, in a purely mythological narrative anachronistically says that the abduction of 
Helen (not yet of Troy) by Theseus and Peirithous took place while the maiden (KOPl) 
executed a dance in the sancuary of Artemis Ortheia. This precision would of course be of 
no avail, if the dance mentioned by Plutarch were not substantiated by an earlier and more 
trustworthy (albeit by no means secure) evidence. The source of the evidence in question 
is none other than the Laconian seventh-century B.C. poet A1cman. In one of his 
Partheneia or 'songs of maidens' an otherwise unknown divinity is named ( ' AWTLS') to 
whom the young girls dedicate a garment. The passage that concerns us here runs as 
follows: 
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Tal. TIEAl)clOES' yap allLV 
'Op8L<;t <pUpoS' <pEPOL<JaLS' 
vUKTa Ol' all~po<JLav aTE <J11PlOV 
a<JTpov ciF l)POIlEVaL IlclXOVTaL. 
The condition of the papyrus which has transmitted the long fragment of the poem (and 
perhaps the most important and lengthily preserved piece of Archaic lyric poetry) down to 
us, is far from being perfect. Hence a great many interpretative problems have arisen and 
various readings have been suggested since the first publication of the Partheneion by 
Egger in 1863 196. Leaving most textual criticism difficulties aside, we shall confine 
ourselves to a brief discussion of two crucial problems caused by this passage which 
determine the possible relationship to the cult of Ortheia. In the first place, the relevance of 
the poem as a whole to the Spartan goddess Ortheia is far from being unequivocal. 197 It 
resides on the ancient interpretation of the passage which stands in blatant contradiction 
with the text itself as it is preserved in the papyrus. The Scholiast in an attempt at 
explaining v. 61 writes: 
'Op8L<;t <pQpOS' 198 
I 94See Calame Clu£llrs. passim and now Lonsdale Dance, passim. 
195Plut. Thes. 31 (cf. Paus. III, 18, 15). References to parlhenoi are also made by Pausanias (IV , 4, 2) 
and Strabo (VIII, 4, 9) . 
I 96Memoirs d' hisloire ancienne, Paris 1863, 159. 
197 Cr. Gm-vie "Note" . 
198-rhe view according to which (cf. Kukula "Partheneion" 225; Calame A/cman 128, apparently mislead 
by L.S.(l.) svv. <!JapoS' and <!JdpoS') <!JdpoS' means plough, whereas <!JapoS' robe, is not supported by the 
a~clent grammarians (cf. Herodian. below; Schol. ad Eur. Foen. 1084: <!JapoS' SE TO Lllclnov EVLOTE 
IlEv llaKpov, EVLOTE SE ~paxu) . 
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His interpretation poses several problems since it does not seem to explain what the text 
actually states. But given that the unknown ancient scholar (or the equally unknown 
compiler who drew on several commentaries ad locum written in Alexandria or under the 
influence of the scholarly spirit developed there) had more probably than not the entire 
poem in front of him, his understanding must have been better than the interpretations to 
which our very fragmentary evidence may point. In fact, this was the view of Bergk who 
two years after the poem's editio princeps proposed that the reading' Op8i.q. should be 
adopted in the text. His conjecture was elaborately supported by Davison 199 for various 
reasons, palaeographical and otherwise, but although not substantially refuted by Page, it 
is not accepted either in his Partheneion or, more importantly, in his Poetae Melici 
Graeci. Page' s hesitancy to emend the text200 may be justified, but this does not alter the 
meaning of the passage as his very interpretation plainly shows2o I. For he took Op8pLq. to 
refer to Ortheia as a particular cult-title. In so far as our present discussion is concerned, I 
have preferred to adopt Bergk's reading for two reasons. Firstly, it adequately combines 
the view expressed in the ancient scholia concerning the meaning of the passage with the 
goddess Aotis mentioned in v. 87. To be more precise, the papyrus-reading Op8PLaL 
(nominative plural) must refer to TIEA.lla8ES' in either of the following two ways: 
i) it describes the early-dawn rising of the morning stars which, be it noted, are not 
conspicuous for their brightness202, or 
ii) it refers to the chorus-maidens (or some of them, Hagesichora and Agido, for 
instance, or even a rival choir) who are poetically assimilated to those stars when they get 
up, early in the morning, to dedicate a garment to the goddess. 
In either case, the insertion of the adjective between two syntactically intimately connected 
datives (UIlLV and <VEpoi.O"aLS') is not easily accommodated with the otherwise less 
complicated syntax of the poem and what we can assume for Alcman 's style. What is 
more, the di vinity addressed in the dedication would thus be missing, an omission not to 
be easily accounted for at all. Conversely, Op8PLU (in its dative case: Op8pLq.) is an 
unknown divine appellation for any goddess whomsoever, which should, furthermore, 
stand on its own, not in explicit relationship with the goddess herself. Additional support 
for this reading is supposed to be provided by the hypothetical (yet unanimously 
accepted) derivation ofthe name' AWTLS' from ' HwS' (the Dawn)203. A different derivation 
1 99Davison "Partheneion". 
~OOPage Alcmall 19 and 78: " Op9Plal must be retained in the text, and interpreted according to 
~ndividual judgement as a plural nominative or singular dative" . 
2 0 1 Page op.cil. 82. 
202 Aratus 264: OAt yat Kat, cl<PE'YyEES'. 
03This identification has led Lypourles (" 'Op9pLa;") to interpret Orthia (qua Orthria) as "the goddess 
of the morning sun". Calame (ALcman 119fL) , on the other hand, following Davison's statement 
("Partheneion" 447) that "it is easier to accept a new cult-title than a new deity" has identified Aotis 
with Helen (Dionysus and Helen were also found in the Partheneion by Bowra Lyric 55ff). The divinity 
of Helen in Laconia is implied by Herodotus (VI, 61) and is explicitly mentioned by Isocrates 
(Laud.Hel. 63) - with a touch of rhetorical exaggeration? CL later authors like Aeneas Gazaeus 
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shall be advanced below which may support the' Op8LQ. conjecture. And secondly, the 
palaeographical explanation ofthe scribe' s probable error at this point, fully explored by 
Davison204, seems wholly convincing. . 
So far we have discussed the first point concerning the problem of the relationship 
of the Partheneion as a whole with Ortheia. We shall come back to this later. Let us, 
however, move for a moment to the second problem of textual criticism. It has been 
disputed whether the votive offering to be presented to the goddess (whoever she might 
be) was a robe or a plough. The scholium on the papyrus reads: 
LWaL<Vcl.VllS205 apoTpov 
but this precision, far from claiming that the word must thus be construed, rather indicates 
that the commonly accepted interpretation (i.e.that the offering was a garment) was not 
accepted by Sosiphanes who attributed a different meaning to the word. The etymology of 
<Vcl.pOS, transparent though it seems to be (from <VEpw, Lac. <Vcl.pW206), does not elucidate 
the particular character of the object: it simply means a thing possessed, brought or even 
worn; hence it may also unspecifically denote an 'offering'. But its use from Homer 
onwards207 (throughout the classical literature down to the late-antiquity lexicographers) 
ascribed to the word the meaning of textile (in general), and robe or garment (in 
particular)208. Even a grammatical reference by Herodianus209, which is somehow 
presented as supporting the apoTpov-view, cannot be decisive, since it does not specify in 
which of the two possible meanings the noun was used by Alcman. Hence, the 
interpretation arguing that the offering was a plough should, I think, be abandonded in 
favour of the other. For one thing, no real parallels of plough-dedications are provided in 
the extant ancient literature with the exception of a poem in Anthologia Palatina210 which 
upon closer inspection appears to be no parallel at all. For another, dedications of 
Theophr. 646 (PG), and West Helen who thinks that unmarried girls in Sparta were under the protection 
of Helen. 
204Davison "Partheneion" 448. 
205For Sosiphanes about whom we know virtually nothing it has been suggested [RE s.v. Alkman 
(Crusius) Ill , A 1167] that he is identical with the tragic poet mentioned by Suidas (s.v.) who was later 
Included in the Alexandrian canon of the seven tragic playwrights called the Pleiad. If this is right, his 
~oetic vocation may have played a role in his rather devious interpretation. 
06E1. Magnum 114. 19. 
207Cr. ego Horn. ll. II, 43 ; XVIII , 353. 
208Eust. ad Horn. Od. VII, 96: TTETTAOUS' 8E ELw8wS' yuvUlKEl.a AEYHV TTEpl~A~\l-aTa EVTau8a TO 
UTTAWS' u<!>a(J\l-a OUTW KaAEL [ ... ]' OUTW Kat TO <!>apoS' Kat TO (JTTElpov ELw80Ta ETTt L\l-aTl.WV 
AE~E<J8Ul, O\l-wS' E(JTlV oD 0 TTOlT)T~S' ETTt UTTAWS' iK\>a(J\l-aTWV Tl.811(JLV. 
20 Herodian. ITEpt \l-2.~pous- AE~EWS' 13 36, n, 942.9 (Lenz): TTapa<!>uAaKTEOV on TO <!>apoS' TUXOV 
?,U(JTEAAO\l-EVOU TOU a ava8EXETUl Ttl Tpl.a YEVTJ [ .. . ] OU8ETEPOV OTTOTE (Jll\l-aVTLKOV TOU l\l-aTl.OU 
11 TOU apOTpou, WS' TTap' 'AA\l-aVL , ciAM Kat TTap' 'AvTl\l-aX4l (fr. 119 Wyss)' cid <!>apEoS' 
~aT(OU(Jl EXOVTES' [correxi; xaTEuou(JL EXWV codd.; xaTEOU(Jl EKOVTES' Lehrs]. 
10Anth.Pal. VI , 104. Two precisions are needed in order to duly differentiate this instance from the case 
of the girls in the ParliJ.eneion: i) the donator is himself an old ploughman and ii) the dedication is 
meant to be an offering to the pre-eminently agricultural divinity, Demeter herself, for the support she had 
provided over the years. Hence, no real similarity with Alcman's poem. Even if it be proved in the future 
that <!>apoS' means apoTpov, one must see in this symbol the whole array of its sexual as well as 
agncultural connotation (cr. DuBois SOlVing 65-85). 
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garments to deities (esp. TIETIAOL to goddesses) were so widespread211 in ancient cults 
that the interpretation of <pcipos as robe becomes almost compelling212. 
Among the attested dedications of garments to female deities, one deserves 
particular reference, for it elucidates the present case more than the rest. In Elea213 the 
sixteen women (famous for their participation in a highly revealing Dionysian cult214) 
weave every four years a pep/os for Hera. At the same time they organize and preside over 
a footrace of young girls in which the parthenoi compete in three distinct groups 
according to age. 
LlL<l TIEI-lTITOV BE u<paLvovcn ETOVS TD "HpQ. TIETIAOV aL EKKaLBEKa 
yvvaLKES' aL BE alJTaL neEacn KaL aywva 'HpaLa. 6 BE aywv ECJTLV 
al-lLAAa Bp0I-l0V TIapeEVOLS' OVTL TIOV TIo.am T)ALKLas T~S mJT~S, aAAa 
TIpGha I-lEV aL vEwTaTm, I-lETa TalJTas BE aL TD ~ALKLQ. BEuTEpm, 
TEAEVTaLaL BE 8EOVcn aam TIpEa~UTEPaL TWV TIap8EVUlv ELaL. 
Leaving aside Pausanias ' details concerning the sartorial appearance of the participants, 
the length of the race, prizes and votives, the passage continues as follows: 
ELaL BE KaL aL BLaKOVOUI-lEVm TaLS EKKaL8EKa KaTa TmJTa TaLS 
aYUlvo8ETouams yvvaLKES. ETIavciyovaL BE KaL TWV TIap8EVUlv TOV 
aywva ES Ta apxaLa, 'ITITIoBciI-lELav TiJ "HpQ. TWV ycil-lUlv Tl0V ITEAOTIOS 
EKTlvovaav XciPLV, Tcis TE EKKalBEKa a8po'Lam yvvaLKas AEyovTES, 
KaL auv mJTaLS BLa8ELVaL TIPWTllV Ta ' HpaLa. 
Note the verb used by the periegetes (ETIavciyovaL) which may point to an awareness of 
the aetiology involved. More importantly, note the mythological figure that has been called 
for to account for the agon: Hippodameia, or 'She Who Tames Horses' , establishes the 
race after her marriage with Pelops in order to thank the marriage-goddess. The offering 
of a robe is a sign of matrimony, completed or anticipated.215 In his mixed (according to 
Aristotle216) theology Pherecydes217 has Zas (a variation for Zeus) present Chthonie 
211Apart from the notorious case of the Pan(Athena)ic pep/os, it is worth mentioning the dedication of a 
pep/os to Athena by Hecuba, already in Homer (I/. VI , 293-295) and the annual dedication of a chitoll to 
A~llo at Amyc1ae (Paus. Ill , 16,2). 
2 2This view has in fact been sustained by the majority of modern scholars (Kukula "Partheneion" 222ff; 
Garzya Alcmane 56ff; Chrimes Sparta 252; Davison "Partheneion" 448ff; Calame Alcman 130); against 
It were Page Alcman 78fr. (who seems to be in favour of the 'Alexandrian tradition') and Bowra 
"Partheneion" 35-44. There is also a second category of implausible suggestions: 
i) <papoS' being an error for <paFoS' = <pwS' with the meaning of a 'torch' (cr. however, TO <pWS' 
Parth. v. 40) (West "Alcmanica" 198; Griffiths "Partheneion") - imaginative but more devious than 
Sosiphanes's (ergo phantastic). 
ii) <papoS' being an unattested dialectical form for <PTlPoS' (Hesych. s. v.: ~ TWV apxa[wv eEWV 
TPO<l>i) (Wilson "Partheneion") for the improbability of which one may point out a) the assumed strange 
alteration of eta to alpha in Laconic, b) that Hesychius has something like all~pOal.a in mind; whence 
supplied could this be an offering by mot'tals?, and c) that <PTlPoS' is etymologically related to efjpa and 
~'1pl.a (cr. Hesych. svv, <pfjpa and <Pl1Pl.a) which are never rendered into *eapa and *eap[a. 
2 3Paus. VI, 16,2-8. 
214Plut. Mul. Virl. 15 (=215e); Quaest.Graec. 36(=299b); W. OUo DiollYSllS p. 80. 
2 15Cr. what is said below with reference to the krokotos ("Artemis in Attica"). 
216Arist. Metaph. 1091b8. 
17Pherek. frr. 1 and 2 (Diels-Kranz). Cr. Schibli Pherekydes 50-77. 
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(who is later to be named Ge) with a <pupOS decorated with (all the beauties of) the earth, 
including the (surrounding?) river Ocean, at their wedding. Mter the marriage, the chaotic, 
unbounded, formless primeval Chthonie becomes Ge, or the Earth which we know, replete 
with plants and animals. Pherecydes's myth amplifies to cosmic dimensions what in cult 
stands in intimate relationship with the dedicator. Or, to put it more accurately, the 
'philosopher' from Syros describes the cosmological archetype of a human matrimonial 
practice. 
In Pausanias's description of the entire ritual, the connection with Ortheia is not 
merely inferred by comparison; it is directly alluded to: 
at BE EKKalBEKa yuval KES KaL xopOUS BUo tCJTU<Jl, KaL TO I1EV 
<t>uaKoas TOV xopov TOV BE • IiTiTOBal1Elas KaAOU<Jl. TT)V <t>U<JKoav BE 
ELVaL Taunw <paaLv EK TllS "HAlBos TllS KOlAllS, T0 B~I14l BE Ev8a 
4lKll<JE Qvol1a [I1EV] ' Op8lav ELvm. TaUTfjV TT) <t>uaKoav Lllovuaov 
<JUYYEVE<J8m AEyOUaL, <t>u<JKoav BE EK LlLOvuaou TEKElV TIa'i8a 
NapKalov. 
Two choruses as in the Partheneion, a relationship to Dionysus and an explicit reference 
to a deme called Orthia may be adequate indications that the parallel of Hera ' s ritual went 
far enough in the same direction as Ortheia's. Physkoa is 'the swelling one'218 similar to 
Ortheia 'die Erigierende'. The matrimonial character of Hera may have necessitated the use 
of a gyne (instead of a parthenos) as the TIPWTOS EUPET~S of the cult. But the ritual itself 
with the strict delimitation between the maidens who partake in the race and the women 
(the EKKalBEKa and the BlaKOvOUI1Evm) who supervise it, kept the distinction well 
unblurred. 
The young maidens consider themselves to be under the protection of Ortheia. But 
in their case, at least as it is conceived by Alcman, it is not the chthonic deity that they have 
in mind. Nor is it as in Elis a divine Wife that they adore. The goddess is called ' AWTlS 
and the divine epikZesis must bear an overt relationship with the adjective au)TOS . The 
substantive noun (au)Tov) refers to the best quality of a thing and the extant use of the 
word by Homer, Pindar and later poets219 bears wi tness to the correctness of the ancient 
lexicographical explanation22o. Such qualitative extremity finds its best expression in the 
image of a flower. Thus aWTEUElV comes to mean aTIaV8L(Ea8m221 . In accordance 
with the beauty contest of the Spartan girls described in the Partheneion, the goddess 
Aotis referred to is the Most Beautiful One. This runs parallel to several Artemisian 
;18Cf. the etymologies proposed with reference to ~PIJaALxa and BpaIJPwv. 
19Cf. Horn. ll. I, 657; Pind. al. HI, 6 (where, indicati vely enough, the reference is to horses as is the 
c2o
mparison in AIcman's poem) ; Theocr. XIII, 27 ; Apoll. Rhod. Arg. IV, 176. 
20Cf H h " S 'd " 2 . esyc . s.v. aWTOV; UI . s.v. aWTOV. 
2 1Hesych. s.v. 
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appellations such as KaAALaTll , 'OpaLa and KaAALCJTW222. We may therefore infer that 
the maidens' hymn to the goddess and the votive garment mentioned there indicate a 
diffferent, albeit complementary, aspect of Ortheia: her attribute as the Flowering (hence 
Undeflowered) Most Beautiful Virgin223. It may be argued that the wild character and the 
furious rage of Ortheia were not neglected in this vision (and in fact the assumed 
dedication of the garment must have also been part of an expiatory ritual), but the focus of 
Alcman shifts to celestial beauty rather than chthonic crudeness.224 The use of horses in a 
simile illustrating arrogant exquisiteness225 is additional evidence for Alcman's 
perspecti ve. 
222Cr. Apol\' IJI, 8, 2; Paus. I, 29, 2; VIII , 35, 8; Steph. Byz. S.v. 'Apm8La; cr. 'Callisto and Kalliste' 
below. 
2230rtheia was certainly called Parthenos (Hondius and Woodward "Laconia" 89); cr. Sosibius's [Jacoby 
FGrHist. IIIb, 595, F 6 (=Athen. XIV 646a)] TO lTapECJKEuaCJf.1EVOV EYKW I1LOV TfjS- ITapeEvoU 
mentioned in his commentary on Alcman (EV T4J 'Y lTEPL 'AAKf.1aVOS-) . 
224Cr. the interpretation of the Homeric Artemis advanced below and what is said about Callisto in 
"Artemis in Attica". 
225Alcman fr. 1,50-59 (Page): ~ OUX OPl:lS; 0 f.1EV KEA1JS' 
' EVETlKOs-' cl 8E xa/ra 
TaS El1aS aVE4!LaS 
. A YTlCJL xopas ElTaveE1 
XPuCJos [t~]s aK~paTOS 
TO T' apyupLOv lTpOCJullTOV, 
8la<pav8av Tt AEYW; 
. AyaCJlxopa f.1EV aVTa' 
cl 8E 8EuTEpa lTE8' ' AYl8w TO FE180S 
t7TlTOS' ' I~Tlv4J KOAa~al,OS 8paf.1~Tal. 
Note that this passage immediately precedes the one where Orthia is mentioned. Calame in analyzing the 
sImIle (Alcmall 67-72) highlighted the interplay between beauty and swiftness which is thereby 
underscored (cr. the aywv lTapeEVWV in Elis). Cr. Devereux "Horse". 
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THE HORSE 
Both the equestrian competition held in honour of Ortheia (KEAoia) and the simile in' the 
Partheneion which compares the young maidens with beautiful horses point to a 
particular relationship of Artemis Ortheia with the equine nature226. This relationship is 
reinforced by iconographical evidence that shows the Spartan goddess together with 
horses. It seems therefore suitable to inquire into the reasons which allowed the 
association to occur. For in religious symbolism the particular properties or assumed 
qualities of the symbol must play an important part in the worshippers' understanding of 
the adored di vinity. 
The arrogance, loftiness and celestial beauty of the horse which instigated the 
comparison of Alcman, and which still appear self-evident to us, do not seem to be 
included in the primary semantic stock out of which the Greeks drew the elements which 
led them to the use of the horse as a religious symbol. What must have originally struck 
their eye in looking at a horse was its dark side. The horse was one of the most permanent 
chthonic symbols, a fact that justifies its presence in graves and cemeteries. Its association 
with Poseidon, as the god's emblem par excellence points in the same direction227. For 
Poseidon, as his very name may indicate, was an aboriginal husband (rr 0 CJLS ) of Earth 
(~a)228, and his relationship with the earthly power was never lost. His most characteristic 
epitheta EVOCJL X8wv, EVVOCJL yEWS and CJEWL X8wv describe his power over the entire 
earth as it is manifested in earthquakes, and the archaic conceptualization of the earth as 
surrounded by the river Oceanos (at(JoppooS), i.e. the watery element over which 
Poseidon unequivocally holds sway, indicates once again his sovereignty over the 
earth229. It may be objected that according to the Homeric tripartition of the universe230, 
Poseidon is assigned as a lord to the kingdom of the sea, whereas Hades rules in the 
underworld and Zeus is the supreme heavenly father; and that it is explicitly stated that the 
earth is the common property of all three deities (yaia 8' ETL ~uv~ miVTwv); but in 
226Cr. the votive bronze horse in the sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia (Paus. I, 23, 8). For a general 
account of the role of the horse in Greek religion see Bodson ZrJta 151-161. 
227Bloch "Poseidon" 127: "Puissante divine chthonienne, (sc. Poseidon) , il se trouve lie au culte des 
sources et a celui du cheval et bien des regions connaissent ce type d' union entre le monde souterrain, 
l'eau jaillissant de la terre et le cheval qui accompagne son maitre dans l 'au-dela" . Cr. Bremmer 
"Poseidon" . 
228Cr. Chantraine Dictiollllaire s.v. Poseidon; Kerenyi Zeus 64. The reservations of Ahrens (Dorica 80) 
concerning the possibility of Lla being a doric form of ffj are not very persuasive. Nor is the 
hopelessness expressed by Burkert (Religioll 136) with regard to the second component of the admittedly 
composite noun Posei-don any more convincing. 
229Sourvinou-Inwood is therefore wrong when she dismisses Poseidon's husbandhood to the Earth 
("History" 221) and the god's 'chthonicity'. That is why she is at a loss when she undertakes to account 
for the legend reported by Pausanias (X, 5, 6) according to which Poseidon and Gaia who originally 
shared a sanctuary at Delphi gave place to Themis and Apollo; or when she wants to explain another 
version of the same Succession Myth mentioned by Ephorus (FGrHisl 70 F 150) which says that Apollo 
succeeded Poseidon at Delphi ("History" 23 1-232) - where Poseidon stands of course for the Earth of the 
~aJnstream mythological tradition. 
°Hom. n. XV, 187-193. 
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this particular instance the earth is mentioned together with Olympus and it can therefore 
be assumed to refer to the divine abode and the place where the Trojan war takes place 
(over which Zeus must necessarily be the undisputed ruler), rather than the chth6nic 
element included therein. The particular relationship of Poseidon to the equine nature is 
apparent in the mythological legend according to which he be gets three exceptional 
horses231 , and it becomes even more clear in an Arcadian myth of great antiquity232 
(which may even point to an earlier zoomorphic religious stratum) in which the god 
assumes the form of a stallion in order to have sexual intercourse with Demeter who, in 
her attempt to escape his pursuit, has already been transformed into a mare. 
Once the chthonic characterization of the horse by the ancients is established as a 
historical datum, we may further ask what caused, or at least facilitated , this 
characterization. Several indications are given in the ancient sources, but we may 
reasonably feel uncertain as to which particular feature of the horse, if any, had the 
predominant part to play in the process. The rhythmic galloping of the horse must have 
been one of those features. Now and again the fields and valleys of an apparently flat and 
fertile territory are approvingly characterized in Greek literature with recourse to the 'Y~ 
itself which is called TIA~~L TITIOS'. The reason must lie in the fact that, apart from indicating 
a flat plain unobstructed by rough mountains where horses can easily run, the TIA~~L1TTIOS' 
'Y~ could also demonstrate the fertility of the soil as the result of the instigation and 
stimulation of fertility produced by the scourging of the horses' hooves. The earth is 
beaten by the horses and its productivity is thus magically enhanced (according to the in-
tensification of a thin~'s intrinsic power through beating explained above). There is, 
moreover, another aspect of the horse which may relate to fertility as well. Aristotle claims 
that from all animals it is the horse that, second only to human beings, is the lustiest233 
and also that the mares become crazy (L TITIOIlUVOUCJL) when they are sexually aroused234. 
The unlimited and even uncontrolled generativeness of the earth may have found in the 
horse an appropriate symbol from the animal kingdom. 
Theocritus235 in all likelihood assumes a popular fear which was responsible for 
the realization of a terrifying aspect of the animal when he says that the horse bites 
(8ciKVEL '( TITIOS' )236. The idea of the horse was used as a bogey to terrify children and the 
23 I Hesych. s. v. " hTTTLOS' (cf. s.v. 'lrnroSowvTELOV). "hTTTLOS' is a common epiklesis attributed to Poseidon 
~cf. ego Aristoph. Nub. 83) . 
32Paus. VIII, 25, 5 . 
. ~33Arist. H.A. VI, 575b: AayvLmaTov 8E Kat. TlDV STjAEllDV Kat. TWV a.ppEVWV llET ' avSpWTTOV 
lTTTTOS' E<JTl.V. 
234Arist. H.A. VI, 572a. The mania of the mares caused by sexual desire gave rise, according to Aristotle, 
to, the assimilation of promiscuous people with horses (OSEV Kat. ETTl TT]V ~Aa<J<!>lwl.aV TO QVOlla 
aUTWV ETTl<!>EPOU<JlV a.TTO iJ.OVOU T(DV (41WV TT]V ETTt. TWV a.KoAa.aTwv TTEpl TO a.<!>P08WlU(E<JSUl. 
cr. Hesych. S.V. mDAoS'). 
~35rheocr. XV, 40. 
36Cf. Aeschin. COlltr.Timarch. 182; Diod.Sic. VIII, 22, 1; Dio Chrys. Or. XXXII, 78. For carnivorous 
and anthropopbagous horses in Greek mythology see the interpretation (psychoanalytic as was to be 
expected) of Devereux "Chevaux". 
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reason for that must reside inter alia in snorting. Although poets and lexicographers 
thought of snorting as a sign of arrogance and haughtiness237, the original impression 
caused thereby should have been rather horrendous238 and should have indicated a 
particularly animated, pneumatic and uncanny creature, possibly haunted by an 
underworld spirit239. The notorious terror which was suddenly cast to horses and their 
unexpected shuddering and panic must have led the ancients to the same conclusion about 
the 'chthanicity' a/equine nature240. Pausanias241 describes an altar-like monument in the 
Olympia hippodrome which was called Tapci~l'TT1TOS' or horse-shatterer, and he narrates 
several aetiological legends about the ob sure mythological person of the same name. The 
underlying bizarre fact calling for some explanation was the abrupt terror that haunted the 
racing horses and resulted in the destruction of the chariots and injuries for the 
charioteers242. In this case the emphasis is put on the absence of a reasonable external 
cause for the horses ' dreadful reaction and the concomitant uncanniness of the event. 
Seen as occasionally possessed by an awe-inspiring force, the horse is thus made into a 
symbol of earthly mania broadcasting covert conceptual vibrations about the mysterious 
process of bringing-into-being and passing-away. 
In the case of Arternis Ortheia two additional remarks on equine behaviour made 
by Aristotle may have played a minor role in the approximation of the goddess to horses. 
Horses, we are told243 , enjoy being in swamps and marshes, drink always unclean water 
(for if the water is clear, they stir it with their hooves in order to make it cloudy) and are 
generally hydrophile. This may relate to the place where the sanctuary was settled which is 
particularly wet and marshy - and the ancients were fully conscious of it. On the other 
hand, mares are the only four-legged animals that deliver their young in an upright 
237Cr. Aesch. Sept. 464; Soph. El. 716-719; Et.Magn. 801. 11; Pollux I, 216; Hesych. s.v. <ppua'Yl1a. 
238Cr. Aesch. Sept. 475-476 where the bnnKcl. <ppua'Yl1aTa seen as a result of lust (l1(IP'Ya) are said to 
~rovoke terror (~p6110V <po~lleEls) . 
39VemantFigures 99. 
240In the grandiose sacrifice performed by Achilles in honour of the dead Patroclus, horses and dogs 
(another chthonic animal; cr. Mainoldi Image 37-51 with sources and bibliography - the 'chthonicity' of 
the dog is most explicitly stated by Plutarch Qllaest.Rom. 111= 290d) were slaughtered (Horn. n. XXIII, 
l71-174) . As Rohde claimed (Psyche 13 with notes) the sacrifice was meant to satisfy the 
bloodthirstiness of the dead, and it was therefore intimately related to the underworld. It is the 
'chthonicity' of the horse that accounts for the death of Hippolytus in perfect accord with his name (Eur. 
Hipp. 1218-1241 and 1355-1357) and relates the animal to the state of virginity (cr. Ghiron-Bistagne 
"cheval"). Dumezil , Centallres, has seen in the horse a mythological figure connected with the conflict 
and unification of the sexes, but this idea must be derivative. 
241paus. VI, 20,15-19. Interestingly enough, in a similar remark by Dio Chrysostomus (Or. XXXII, 78) 
the Tapael1TlTOS becomes an epiklesis of Poseidon. 
242Paus. VI, 20, 15: TO TWV 'LlTlTttlV BEl,l1a 6 Tapael1TlTOs. UX~ l1a l1Ev ~w110U lTEPL<pEPOUS EUTL, 
lTapaeEOvTas BE KaTcl. TOUTO TOUS 'l1TlTOUS <p6~os TE allTLKa LUXUPOS alT ' OVBEl1LaS lTpo<pauEWS 
<pavapas Kat. cmo TOU <p6~ou Aal1~aVEL Tapax~' Ta TE 811 apl1aTa KaTayvuouuLV WS ElTLlTaV , 
Kat. Ot ~Vf.OXOL n TPWUKOVTm. 
243A' H fiSt. .A. VIII, 605a. 
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position244. The uprightness and dynamic fertility of the goddess could thus have found 
in the horse245 an appropriate symbolic image. 
244A ' V 2 nst. H.A. I,576a. 
45It is noteworthy that the Greek substantive for horse is, in early literature, grammatically feminine. 
Thus in Homer ~ 'L1moS' describes as a generic term both the stallion and the mare without specification 
of sex. The earlier Greeks may have seen in the horse a primarily female creature. 
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THE MASKS 
The most interesting, attention-catching and puzzling category among the archaeological 
finds of the sanctuary of Artemis Ortheia is apparently the masks. Their function in the 
Ortheian ritual and the part they played in the mythological and cultic context of the 
Spartan goddess call for some elucidation. For we actually know very few things about 
them which could be unequivocally maintained, and, as a matter of fact, any interpretative 
attempt must be the result of a wider speculation about the role of masks in ancient culture 
and their meaning (or possibly ramifications of meanings) as religious symbols. 
The first archaeologist who dealt with them was Bosanquet in 1906246, but the one 
who first classified them and attempted to give an account of their role was Dickins, some 
twenty years later. In a descriptive analysis, Dickins247 distinguished seven types into 
which the masks should be divided according to their forms. These seven categories 
comprise representations of 'Old Women', 'Youths', 'Warriors', 'Satyrs', 'Gorgons' and 
what were called 'Realistic Portraits' and 'Grotesque Caricatures', The limits between some 
of these categories seem to become often blurred, mainly because of the fragmentary state 
of most of the masks. That is why the number of the forms distinguished has been 
recently reduced to four with a further strong underlying tendency of ultimately 
contrasting the ideal representations of unbearded young men and bearded warriors with 
the furrowed demon-like and the bestial figures248. Before we embark, however, upon an 
attempt at interpretation, some general preliminary remarks about masks seem to force 
their way into the discussion. 
What is a Greek mask? 
Our spontaneous and as it were 'natural' perception of the mask is of an artifact, the 
'original' function of which is to hide an entity lying underneath.249 For us the mask is an 
illusion, a covering of the real and a negation of the true. It always denotes deception and 
it truly becomes what it is with reference to the thing (be it a physical object or a 
psychological emotion) which the mask masks. Real knowledge therefore relies on (and 
coincides with the outcome of) the process of unmasking, whereas masking equals a 
purposeful or incidental attempt at deceiving and lying. 
Even when the benefits of deception are seriously considered to outnumber the 
drawbacks of resisting disillusionment, as is always the case with theatre, the conscious 
246Bosanquet "Cult" . 
247Dickins "Masks" 
248Carter "Masks" 358; cr. Carter "Poetry" . 
249Cr. Mack "Face" 12. 
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mind always, if not simultaneously, restores the distinction between the mythical and the 
historical, or the fictional and the real. Gorgias250, who claimed that in dramatic 
performances the deceived spectator benefits from the theatrical effects more than the non-
deceived one, is thus assumed to have been the first intellectual in the West who gave a 
theoretical foundation and justification of illusion in art, of Art qua illusion. And the entire 
tradition of the secular European theatre, most characteristically discernible in the various 
and complex disguises almost ad absurdum exploited in some Shakespearean comedies, 
stresses the illusionary character of the mask. One need not endorse the esthete stance of, 
say, an Oscar Wilde who subtitled his essay on The Truth of Masks with the revealingly 
noteworthy phrase 'A Note on Illusion', in order to be able to understand the duality which 
is presupposed all the time when a mask (either the thing or the name) is used. The 
approximation of the two is usually the desired end. And since the mask as an artifact is 
regarded as crudely artificial and seems not to allow for an easy confusion of 'artistic 
illusion' and reality, it is abandoned for the sake of a better means. The most perfect mask 
becomes that of an actor' s face who without wearing one manages to conceal his real (i.e. 
personal) emotional make-up. The more effective the illusion, the better the 'mask' meets 
its function and what is ascribed to it. A mask is a mask in so far as it produces an illusion 
and hides by its very presence the real thing which lies underneath. The above holds true 
for us modems. 
But what if there is nothing underneath, nothing to be covered and concealed and pushed 
to the dark? How about if the mask were not the mask of something, but itself a thing per 
se? How are we to conceive of the mask if the assumed relationship between the mask and 
what is masked is not taken for granted? What remains of a mask if its being is not based 
on the antithetical duality of reality and truth versus deception and error? Then the mask 
can, I think, be seen as a permanent presence, as a thing in itself. The polarity between 
appearance and reality turns out to be non-existent. The hidden content which has become 
mysterious or simply attractive through disguise disappears altogether. Better, it does not 
disappear for it never managed to make itself felt as such. There is no hidden content, no 
covered entity, no concealed meaning. The only 'hidden' meaning, the sole undeciphered 
reality lies in the fact that the mask has no meaning and no reality behind itself. The mask 
thus appears to be a mere surface and the truest one at that. It is not the surface (in the 
sense of the external aspect) of a phenomenon, but it is itself the phaenomenon per se. 
The lack of a hidden content and the fact that the mask is not the covering of 
something else are negative definitions of the mask which oppose the ancient thing to its 
modem (conceptual or real) counterpart. To pursue the understanding further would mean 
to come to a conclusion of what the ancient mask is. The negation of hiddenness does not 
2500org. fr. 23 (Die\s-Kranz) . 
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imply a negation of meaning. The difference between ancient and modem masks lies in 
that the meaning in the former case is not latent, but on the contrary consists precisely in 
its being manifest.251 A positive definition of the ancient mask should therefore take'into 
account, and furthermore focus on, the manifest element of the mask as its most 
characteristic property. The mask thus appears to be a true manifestation. The etymology 
of the Greek word for the mask is highly revealing at this juncture, for it indicates the way 
in which the mask was originally conceived by the ancients themselves, and it shows how 
they came to employ masks in specific rituals related to particular deities, rather than 
indiscriminately using them in connection with any divine being whomsoever. 
The Greek word for the mask is 'TTpoaumov (or 'TTPO(J(tl'TTELOV which amounts to 
the same). The word is apparently constituted by the prefix 'TTpoS' and the noun OtjJLS'. 
Difficulty, however, arises when we come to the interpretation of the second constituent of 
the word. For OtjJLS' deriving from the lexical root O'TT (whence otjJOllaL, o'TTuma etc.) can 
refer both to the active and the passive voice of the verb 'to see'. It can therefore equally 
well indicate the action of seeing and the condition or possibility of being seen. Taking as 
their point of departure the modem conception of mask qua illusion and thinking, as a 
consequence, that the most prominent feature of the mask is its wearing on the face (in 
order, of course, to cover and veil it), assuming, that is to say, a utilitarian approach which 
understands the mask only in so far as it is worn (neglecting its other usages in ancient 
times or taking them to be derivative and of secondary importance), some modem scholars 
have construed 'TTpoaumov to mean 'what is put on the face', OtjJLS' being understood in one 
of its significances, not the most pervasive, to be sure. However, far from being so, the 
'TTpoaumov is what is open to be seen, what strikes the eye, what is manifested. Instead of 
being what is worn on the face , prosopon is a face. It is what characterizes a thing, what 
provides a thing with its identity in a manifest fashion. 
At this point the ancient 'scientific' theories of vision appear to be of prime 
importance, since they cohere with what seems to have been a commonly accepted ancient 
view252 (if not always so clearly stated as by Empedocles253), according to which for 
vision to take place it is the object that must emit a resemblance of its self (following a 
process called cmoppo~) which must meet the requirements of the passages ('TTOPOL) of 
the subject. Thus a collaboration, or rather coordination, of the two is always required. If 
one contrasts the ancient view with its modem counterpart according to which vision 
derives from the subject's activity (as for instance summarized in Berkeley's theory of 
vision, or that of Schopenhauer) which produces an idea having but a slight affinity with 
the object, one may realize the immense gap which separates the two. Applying this 
difference to masks we can infer that for the ancient mind the 'object' (not so called as a 
251 er. Jenkins "Face Value". 
2520nians Origins 76ff. 
253er. PIal. Men. 76c; Aet. I, IS , 3, 
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matter of course) enjoys an ontological precedence over the viewer. The modern 
opposition between subject and object (together with the concomitant priority ascribed to 
the former) is reversed when it is not entirely non-existent. 
The first step for an understanding of the ancient mask is the realization that the 
mask is a manifestation. The second step consists in understanding that the manifestation 
effected by the mask is of that particular kind which is appropriate, and calls, for 
participation on the viewer's part.254 It invites the OtjJLS of the viewer, its eyesight, and 
ultimately absorbs his view. The mask is the most appropriate means for man's 
participation in one aspect of the divine world, because, in blatant contrast with other 
religious symbols and divine images (of the Apolline kind, as Nietzsche would say), 
identification with the divine is thereby possible. 
This was, in fact, the case with Dionysiac masks or, to be more precise, with the 
mask (in the singular) of Dionysus. As some archaic and early classical visual 
representations of the god clearly indicate, Dionysus is represented as a Mask255. The 
god's presence coincides with the immediate and unmediated presence of a mask. Thus 
the mask becomes the symbol that helps (aull~cinEL) make the god's presence felt to 
mankind. And since the suffering of the god coincides with the suffering of Becoming, 
man, being only one among the several natural participants of the world of change and 
corruption, intrinsically partakes in the Dionysian passion. This participation is facilitated 
through the immediate presence of the mask. 
A mask felt as a presence, experienced as immediacy and consisting of mere 
superficiality? What do these statements indicate, what do they mean, if they are not bare 
figures of speech, mere verbal expressions? Analytically speaking, they mean precisely 
two things: jrontality and 'surjaciality'. Both aspects become almost self-evident once one 
meditatively gazes at an archaic mask. Even without the ancient pottery illustrations which 
Vemant with the aid of Frontisi-Ducroux brilliantly explored256, one would gain not a 
worthless insight into a primal characteristic of the mask if only through looking at it. To 
the attentive observer the mask stands always face to face. Vis-a-vis mankind Dionysos, 
the mask-god, assumes a frontal position which is indicative of his calling for participation 
as much as it is terrifying257. 
254cC. Kerenyi "Mask". 
255-rhe illustrations reproduced in Kerenyi Dionysos ill. 84, 85 where the god is depicted as a mask 
receiving worship by two women (probably libations) , are among the best examples. Cr. Paus. JI , 2, 6: 
Kat t.LOVVCJOV ~oava E1TLXPVCJa 1TA~V TWV 1TPOCJW1TWV ' HI SE 1TpoCJw1Ta dAOl~ij CJ~I,CJlV EpVepq. 
KEKOCJ~llTQl It is plain that the red colour on the faces of the xoana was intended to indicate masks. 
~rom the god's temple at Icaria comes a huge mask which represents Dionysus. (Kerenyi Dionysos il. 79). 
56Yemant and Frontisi-Ducroux "Features of the Mask in Ancient Greece" in Yemant and Yidal-Naquet 
Tragedy 196-197; Frontisi-Ducroux "Miroir" (cr. Durand and Frontisi-Ducroux "Idoles"); Yernant 
F~lres 85-136 and 208-246. 
2 . !he best case of the god's frontality is to be found on the Fran\!ois vase, a krater by Ergotimos and 
Kilhas (Kerenyi Dionysos ill. 37). 
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On a par with the mask's frontality goes its essential surfaciality. By this possibly 
odd term we refer to the fact that the mask, contrary to other cultic objects, is not a three-
dimensional item. What characterizes the mask and distinguishes it from the rest of votive 
offerings which are always thought to enjoy a special relationship with the deity to whom 
they are presented, is that the mask lacks that spatial depth which features in all objects as 
such. The mask is a mere surface and the occasional, though not necessary, orifices in 
eyes and mouth illustrate its two-dimensionality most evidently. The mask is devoid of the 
third dimension and the visual perspective produced thereby, for it is a mere extension in 
surface. Herein, however, lies its strange mystery. Its particular profundity consists in its 
bringing existence to the foreground. One would even feel tempted to say that the mask is 
not an object at all. It is simply a veil that does not veil, a concealment that does not 
conceal: it alone stands as, and symbolizes, to use Platonic terminology, the World of 
Appearances in a state where Becoming without altering its nature (without, that is, 
attaining blissful eternity) is cast out as permanent.258 
The gaze of the mask is frontal, hence straightforward in its direction. It 
immediately responds to the viewer, once he has dared even for a moment to cast an eye 
upon it. It is a presence which remains stable, unperplexed and unchangeable, always 
ready to communicate the message of its being-there. Thus it is inescapable. The frontality 
of the mask turns thus out to be the external aspect of a more profound attribute: its 
proximity. The mask as a frontal presence stands in intimate proximity. It is always close 
at hand. So proximate in fact that its presence, its immediacy prominently manifested in its 
gaze, becomes terrifying. In fact what is mostly terrifying is the World of Becoming259 
which the mask crystallizes in a motionless (therefore all the more terrifying) stableness. 
This horrendous aspect of the mask is further enhanced by its surfaciality. There 
is nothing behind it, nothing to be revealed, nothing to give the impression of an eventual 
disclosure. What lurks behind is a mere void. But it is precisely this voidness, this 
absolute emptiness, this absence of a determined content which provides the mask with its 
awe-inspiring element. The mask dissects space. It is a manifestation which draws on, and 
is supported by, the eternal night which lies behind. The Dionysiac presence in the mask 
becomes thus not only immediate and proximate, but also alien and remote. At one and the 
same time, the spirit dwelling in the mask is immanent in it and transcends its limits. For 
the mask is simply the symbol of that of which the god represents the profound reality. 
And this reality is twofold, one part of which being the necessary prerequsite for the other. 
2~~Therefore the mask is not the gOllz Andere of R. Otto (used to denote the radical otherness of the 
dlvtne); but it is an AJldere nonetheless. Masks dedicated to the Olympian (as opposed to Pythian) 
Apollo would be a contradiction in terms. Masks can only be used (worn, offered as ex-votos, employed 
as symbols etc.) with reference to that aspect of the divine which can 'host' and deify humanity ; and this 
IS the Chthonic. 
259Ct· C 
. ebe "Masques". 
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We have, therefore, two so to speak external features of the mask, namely 
frontality and surfaciality, which point to, assume and summarize, a profound internal 
duality: that of simultaneous proximity and alienation, immediacy and alterity. The 
intrinsic duality of the mask is neither an essential contradiction, an unresolved tension in 
substance, nor a superficial contrariety to be ultimately cleared up in its oneness. The 
unity of mask consists precisely in its being at once familiar and alien, infinitely proximate 
and indefinitely remote. 
To prevent misunderstanding a few clarificatory remarks are here needed. First, 
frontality in the sense in which the term is used above is opposed to confrontation 
employed by others. Instead of creating a conflict between the viewer and the mask, which 
has led to the notion of mask ' s essential otherness, frontality is the formal trait of 
proximity and the visual expression of a call for participation in what the mask 
symbolizes. Confrontation assumes a notion of opposition alien to the Greek mind, 
whereas frontality is simply a sign of immediacy. Surfaciality, second, signifies spatial 
extension rather than lack of profundity. The presence of the god is presupposed in the 
mask; it is not added to it through a horror vacui complex. To say that the mask produces 
the god is to reverse the sequence of causal succession as experienced by the ancients. 
The insertion of a weird spirit from mask's nothingness amounts to the generation of 
reality out of irreality through a process of psychologization. Dionysus, the god, is co-
extensive with the mask, his symbol, he is not a derivation from it. On the contrary, 
theologically speaking it is he who produces the mask. Several myths indicating the 
mask's divine origin assume that the god is the creator of the mask. And third, the alterity 
of the mask draws merely on its stability. Although the mask represents becoming and 
change, yet by being immovable and changeless, by being as it were the clearest and 
purest sign of wordly generation and annihilation - as it is instantly experienced (to wit, in 
an Augenblick) - it shows simultaneously· with its proximity, and because of that, an 
immense alterity too. Confrontation and Otherness are anthropocentrical interpretations of 
what, in point of fact, was a divine reality. Andfourth, the intrinsic duality of the mask 
(and of the deity thereby indicated) consists of neither ambiguity norambivalence26o. It 
simply denotes the two distinct, albeit interwoven, aboriginal principles (Night and Day, 
Hiddenness and Manifestation) which have generated the mask so that the mask qua 
begotten offspring resembling its parents subsequently reveal their being. 
The mask is a revelation of hidden ness , but the hidden element far from being hidden by 
the mask, is thereby revealed. The mask is therefore a manifestation. But what does the 
mask manifest? It manifests coming-to-be and passing-away, natural productivity and 
natural destructibility. Dionysos is a multifaceted god. He occasionally appears under 
260Frontisi-Ducroux and Lissarrague "Ambiguity". 
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several disguises. He becomes water, fire, a lion, a panther, a snake, a bull and so on and 
SO forth.261 But what underlies and substantiates his metamorphoses is an essential 
duality. Dionysos is 8L~Op~0S' as Diodorus262 calls him. One aspect of the god is dark 
and cruel, destructive and bloodthirsty (W~11CJT11S', Ctv8pumoppalCJTT)S'), casts madness 
and possesses women; the other is peaceful, serene, gentle, smiling and affectionate. The 
duality of his nature is neither the result of an interpretative theory launched a posteriori, 
nor merely a mythical expression aiming to reconcile the contradictory elements in an 
aetiological manner. It was felt by the god's followers and became the core of some 
rituals held in his honour. On Naxos, Athenaeus informs us, two Dionysiac masks were 
simultaneously venerated, the one being of the god who ~aKXEUEl (or brings mania), the 
other of his mild and pleasing face (~ELA.LXLOS')263. And again at Sicyon264 Dionysos 
Baccheios and Dionysos the Saviour or Liberator (AUCJLOS') were worshipped side by side 
in a nocturnal procession during which two distinct divine d8wAa were ceremoniously 
paraded which were both understood to represent the god himself and were apparently 
conceptualized as summarizing what we non-believers would call the basic contradiction 
of Dionysos's divinity. No such contradiction was felt by the ancients to undermine or 
undercut Dionysian divinity, precisely when (and since) its opposite poles were ritually 
stressed. 
An unfragmenting Heracleitean fragment 
The best conceptual articulation of what religious practices ritually accentuated was uttered 
by the obscure Ephesian in his well-known quasi-philosophical identification of Dionysus 
and Hades265: 
El ~i) yap £novuCJ41 1TO~1Ti)V E:1TOLOUVTO Kat U~VEOV clCJ~a at80LOLCJLV, 
CtVm8E:CJTaTa E'(pyaCJT' av- WUTOS' 8E ' AL811S' Kat LlLOVUCJOS', C>TE41 
~aLVOVTm Kat AT)Vat(ouCJLv. 
This fragment I take to indicate the following points: 
i) It would be impious if the phallophoria and the sexual hymns did not exist. For 
one aspect of the totality of the World would not have found expression in a divine being. 
261Eur. Bacch. 1071; Plut. Ael.Graec 36(=299a-b); Ant.Lib. 10; Nonn. Dioll. VI, 169ff. The dynamic 
polymorphism of Dionysus is the main reason that has instigated so many, and usually mutually 
contradictory, theories about his nature. When all has been said and done, there remains an aspect of his 
divinity, gleaming in itself as non-unimportant, which seems to have escaped scrutiny and proper 
classification. See now the splendid article of Henrichs "God" . 
262Diod. IV, 5. 
263 Athen. 78c. 
~64Paus. Il, 2, 6-7 and Il , 7,6. 
65Heracl. fr. 15 (Diels-Kranz). 
-
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ii) It would be impious if the phallophoria and sexual hymns were performed for 
the sake, and in honour, of some god other than Dionysus. For the radiant Olympians 
cannot indulge in such a thing. 
iii) Dionysus represents the Will to Life in its most radical and unbridled aspect. 
Notwithstanding external semblances, the Will to Life neither resembles nor relates to, but 
rather coincides with, Death. Life and Death are the two inseparable sides of one true 
reality. Hence Dionysus is /lAOVTO - 8clTllS' since he is identical with the wealth-provider 
par excellence Pluto. To realize this (if momentarily) is to become mad (if ritually).266 
TTpoaw'ITov E'ITL SEoD ~ E'ITL<pcivEtu mhoD26"7 
The epiphany of a god is the sudden tearing of the veil of appearances by a forceful divine 
power which wants to manifest itself in a precise and crystal-clear fashion. The 
appropriate symbol of this manifestation becomes the mask conceived in its gleaming 
activity. The mask brings to light what has been previously conceived in the dark. The 
mask therefore is a manifestation which ci-Al1SEUEl in the Heideggerian etymology and 
meaning of the word ciA~SElu. It opens up the darkness of oblivion to the disclosure of 
truth.268 It is a 'petrified' illumination of Becoming. That is why masks are related to 
deities who stood in intimate proximity to the generative processes of Nature. Although 
the mask and its semantic reverberations mostly fell into the Dionysiac domain of 
influence (who was therefore the mask-god par excellence), they were by no means 
exclusi ve to it, nor restricted within its confines. A Demeter called Kidaria in the Arcadian 
Pheneos is recorded to have had a mask-ritual with important mystical overtones269, and 
excavations have brought to light a great number of masks from both the shrine of the 
Samian Hera and the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia at Sparta270. There are certain mythical 
and cultic indications which could perhaps suggest that a special relationship connected 
the two latter goddesses from the point of view of their respective cults . It seems very 
probable that all three deities were later crystallizations deriving from, and drawing on, an 
266Cf. what is said about madness in "Artemis in Homer and Beyond". 
267Suid. s.v. TTpOatllTTEloV. It is true that Suidas (or his source) could have in mind more the epiphanies 
of the Jewish god recorded in the Old Testament than the pagan equivalent. But the undercurrent (and 
unconscious, it seems) merging of the mask qlla semblance (as opposed to truth) referred to earlier 
(TTpOOXTH.La), with the divine face qlla epiphany seems to derive from the Greek conceptualization of the 
mask qlla epiphany and, at any rate, is not applicable to the essentially invisible Jahveh who forbids even 
symbolic representations of himself (cr. John I: 18: SEOV OV8ELS- Et~paKEv m~TToTE cr. John V:37; Deut. 
IV:~2) . The use of TTpOaWlTOv SEO\) in the books of the Bible is always metonymic and refers to the 
dlstmguishing glory of the truly invisible god (cL Old Testament: ISam XIII: 12; lKings XIII:6; Dan. 
IX: 13; Lam. IV: 16; Ps. XXXI: 13; XLII:6; Ex XXXIII: 14; New Testament: Matt. XVIII: 10; Heb. IX:24; 
2Cor.III'7' Rev XXlIA') 268 " . , , , 
See Heidegger "Aletheia", ~~9Paus, VIII, 14,3, 
OCr. Kipp "Hera-Kult", 
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earlier original Great Goddess Archetype. Be that as it may, there are certainly 
distinguishable affinities between Dionysos and Artemis. 
Dionysos and Artemis 
Dionysus is the vegetative spirit, the force that lurks behind, and is responsible for, the 
intrinsic generativeness of Nature.271 He is found in moisture where productivity and 
fecundity are mostly at home, and his sacred plants, the ivy and the vine, express in 
complementary ways his procreative faculty. But he is also a mad god, a deity who not 
only is himself mad, but also casts madness. Dionysiac madness is not a pathological 
aberration, but on the contrary, the enraptured condition which takes hold of a being, once 
it has, even for a moment dared to look with astonished eyes at the awesome generative 
power which the god represents. This is the reason why the god indulges in being in a 
particularly intimate relationship with women. He pre-eminently manifests himself to 
femininity, for the unlimited productivity of Nature is more intensely to be found in the 
female element. The enraptured ecstasy sent by Dionysus is the realization of the 
tremendous power of procreation. Yet, this power seen as mighty dynamism and viewed 
from the perspective of potency turns out to be the strength enclosed in the state of 
virginity. Hence Dionysus is intimately related with Artemis, the virgin goddess par 
excellence. Virginity per se is the necessary prerequisite for, and the metaphysical 
antecedent to, procreation. Virginity ontologically precedes procreation in much the same 
way as the flowering of a plant anticipates the maturation of the fruit. It is the condition 
where fertility establishes itself and enhances its effectiveness. On the other hand, this 
very virginity in actualizing itself becomes uncontrolled savagery and shows the crude 
face of pure wildness. An aspect of wildness always intrudes into natural productivity and 
it is at this point where Dionysus and Artemis meet. Their wild character not infrequently 
takes the form of crude destructibility and changes into an unopposed tendency for 
unrestrained annihilation. It is a kind of savage mania or obsessive savagery similar to 
that which haunts by divine command all impious opponents and faulty adherents. Both 
Artemis and Dionysus, their inclusion in the Olympian pantheon notwithstanding, are 
essentially chthonic powers272 which make their manifestations in distinct, yet similar, 
ways. The duality of their nature is exhibited in the form of the mask. The Hermaic stelae 
are in this sense essentially Dionysiac. They consist of a mask and a phallus which are 
2~ IThe problem that Dionysus presents cannot be easily solved. One cannot overemphasize how the 
shppery god, true to himself, always escapes, in the end, all efforts to explain him away. What is said here 
mUst be understood as just one interpretation among the many possible ones, and with no aspiration to 
~omprehensiveness. 
nCr. Cole "Dionysus". 
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the visual expression of that intimate connection of the mask with the dynamism of 
procreation273. 
It has been suggested, by Wide and Ziehen notably274, that Dionysus was not 
prevalent in Sparta. The reason for that was to be found, according to this view, in the 
Doric ideal which, vigorous and virile as it was, repelled the orgiastic excesses of 
Dionysian religion. It is now plain that K.O. Muller's idea about the Dorians, upon which 
Wide and Ziehen seem to have based their claims, does not hold entirely true. Dionysus 
was in fact present in Laconia in more than one place275, and in one particular instance he 
seems to have enjoyed exceptional hospitality. At Brasiae, Pausanias informs us276, the 
local people, in blatant opposition to the prevailing pan-Hellenic view, believed that the 
babe Dionysus safeguarded in a box was cast up by the sea-waves there , and was 
subsequently nursed by his errant aunt Ino. Pausanias's phrasing of the legend shows 
that the appropriation of the god was very vigorously upheld by the local people who 
showed the cave where he was allegedly nurtured and who also called the adjacent field 
after him: LlLOVU<JOU K~1TOS', the garden of Dionysus. 
But even if a relative neglect of Dionysus could be substantiated in Laconia, we 
could perhaps claim that, given the intrinsic relationship between Dionysus and 
Artemis277, the religious sentiments crystallized around, and the functions assumed by, 
Dionysus in other cities were undertaken by Artemis in Sparta. The most notorious 
Artemisian figure, viz. Ortheia, would then accordingly play the protagonist role in this 
truly religious drama, but other Artemises, Karyatis and Korythalia mainly, would follow 
in the cast. 
Ortheian Masks 
A passage in Pollux's Onomasticon278 reads: 
273Dionysos <l>aAA~V on Lesbos (Paus. X, 19,3) was the name given by a Delphic oracle to a mask of 
unidentified but surely divine origin which was emitted from the sea to the shore. Phallus, the symbol of 
Dionysus, need not entail an ithyphallic god. It is precisely because the divine figure of Dionysus 
presides over the ever-changing Becoming that he lies to a certain extent beyond the differentiation of 
sexes (cf. Jameson "Asexuality"). Once we understand that the god represents coming-to-be as organic 
generation, the discrepancy between his eminent symbol and himself disappears. The idea of a trung, as 
Plato realized with astonishment in the Parmellides, need not itself possess the properties of the thing of 
which it is the idea. 
274Wide Kulte 170 and Ziehen in RE s.v. Sparta (Kulte) IlIA, 1520, followed by Parker "Demeter" . 
275Paus. III , 13,7; Ill , 19, 3; III , 19, 6; Ill , 21, 8; Ill , 22, 2; Ill , 20, 3 (a temple dedicated to Dionysus 
where women only are allowed); Hesych. s.vv. 8LOvv<JLa8ES and 8oo~mvm. 
276Paus. Ill , 24, 3-4. 
277 Artemis and Dionysus had shrines very close to each other at Alagonia (Paus. Ill, 11) and Taygeta, 
the mother of the hero Lacedaemon (conceived from Zeus) (Paus. Ill, 2) and an Arterrlisian devotee (pind. 
O~. Ill, 51) was virginiblls bacc/wta Lacaenis (Verg. Georg. II, 487). Moreover, at Karyae Dionysus was 
said to be the husband of Artemis (Serv. ad Verg. Eel. VIII, 30). And Marangou Beinschitzereien 18-19 
has suggested that Dionysus could accompany Artemis even in the Ortheian sanctuary. Cf. Nilsson Feste 
297ff.; Calame CluEllrs 271ff.; Bremmer "Maenadism" 282ff. 
278pollux IV 104 , . 
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Kat ~puciALxa, TO [lEV EUpl1[la BpuaALXOU, TIpoCJWPXOUVTO BE yUVaiKES 
'ApTE:[lLBL Kat ' A TIOnWVL. 
and two Hesychian glosses explain: 
~pUAAL XWTaL' oL alCJxpa TIpoCJWTIELa TIEpL n8E:[lEVoL YUVaLKELa Kat 
UI1VOUS (;iBOVTES. 
~pUAALXLBBEL' TIPOCJWTIOV YUVaLKELOV TIEPLTL8ETaL Kat YUVaLKEla L[lcina 
EvBEBUTaL. 08EV KaL Tas t[laxpas279 ~pUnLxas KaAOUCJL AciKWVES TIapa 
TO YEAoLOV Kal alCJXpov. 6 'PLv8wv T~V 0PX11CJTpLav. 
It is plain that the word ~puciALxa, whatever its original spelling and pronounciation, 
referred to a particular Artemisian festival at Sparta and the actual description of the 
prosopa mentioned above could perfectly well refer to the masks found in the 
archaeological site of Ortheia. For the ugliness and the ridiculous element of these masks 
meet the requirements of the ancient sources. 
Numerous similar instances of ritual masquerade and dances during Artemisian 
festivals are abundantly attested in the literary evidence. The case of Artemis Korythalia 
needs particular mention. Her cult is attested in Sparta and her name indicates, as S. Wide 
nicely observed28o, that she was a kourotrophos deity. In this sense her cult in Italy would 
run parallel to that of Artemis Ortheia in Sparta, and the testimony according to which 
wooden masks were used in her cult by people called YEAOLaCJTaL poses once again the 
serious problem about the possible relationships of masking of a particular (grotesque, 
hilarious or terrifying) kind with puberty. To put the question directly: why were puberty 
rites related to TIpoCJwTIa YEAoLa Kat alCJXPci and what is the foundation of the 
connection between the chthonic aspect manifested by the mask and the critical period of 
adolescence281 ? 
Before we embark upon these questions, let us first see what the etymology of the 
words ~puciALxa and ~pUAALXLB8w may afford. The verb ~puw from which the first part 
of these compound words derives means 'to swell', hence 'to abound with', 'to be full 
of282. As to the second part, I take it to derive from ALXW which means 'to desire' 'to have 
279yhe codex on this gloss as a whole is apparently corrupt, but the word l1uxpaS' does not seem to me 
corrupt as Schmidt suggests with the cross, because the same ancient lexicographer s.v. l1uXAaouS' 
explains nopvuS'; the use of an adjective instead of the corresponding noun, esp. in rather rare and 
~dlomatic words, was not an uncommon practice and the liquid consonants A and p were occasionally 
Interchangeable. The Homellc (//. XXIV, 30) l1uXAoauvll, or lasciviousness (cf. Schol. ad loc. and Herod. 
IV, 154), the Hesiodic I1UXAOTaTaS' (O.D. 586) and the later uses of l1aXAOS' (cf. Aesch. Slippl. 635 ; 
Athen. 335c; Luc. Alex. 11 = 219 Reitz.) explain the obscene character assumed in the dances mentioned 
~~oLucian (Sail. 2 = 266 Reitz.) and Pollux. (IV, 101: I1UKTPWI10S' etc.). 
Wide Kulte 124. Dickins' ("Masks" 173) hesitant suggestion that Kopu8aALU could be a corruption ~7{ KUTQ • haALuv is out of the question. 
E IThe connection has been established for fact by anthropology and accepted in most cases (cf. e.g. 
2~lade Initiatiolls 83) . 
2pollux I , 230; Suid. S.V . ~pUEL . cf. Horn. 11. XVII , 56; Soph. Oed.Col. 16-17. 
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an extreme appetite for'. BpUaALKTaL , Hesychius informs us, means 'dancing warriors'283 
and another gloss reads: 
~pUAALXL(E LV' CtKTULVELV. 
The meaning of CtKTULVELV is clarified by a gloss in AnecdotaBekkeri284: 
CtKTULVWO'UL' O'Tl\lULVEL f1EV TO uq;WO'aL KuL EmlpaL KuL I-lETEWPLO'aL 
and becomes more apparent in Etymologicum Magnum285: 
CtKTULVW' ETTL '(TTTTWV CtKTULVELV TO f1ETEwpL(E0'8aL KuL ETTULpE0'8m KaL 
yUUpLUV [ ... ] KuL CtKTULVOV f1EVOS' TO Ctvciyov KuL OUVcif1EVOV Ctvop80uv. 
The desire to become full of strength, arrogance and bravery and the actual fulfilment 
thereof must reside in the very core of ~pUciALXU. However, the word should, in my 
opinion, be seen to have originally had a more down-to-earth meaning. Instead of 
boldness, the 'swelling' must rather have implied arousal of the genitals or pregnancy. The 
op8oS' EO'<pUOWI-lEVOS' Dionysus286 may be a parallel to the former, whereas the 
YUVaLKELU tf1ciTLa an indication for the latter. At any rate, a sexual significance must be 
found in the word to account for the particular function of the 'ugly masks' in Artemisian 
festivals.287 Additional evidence for the sexual implications of masks and the related 
dances in Laconia is supplied by Athenaeus and Pollux. The Laconian OELKllALO'TUL288 
were mimes so-called in Sparta, whereas they were elsewhere named <paAAO<pOPOL and 
aUToKci.j30aAOL289. Some dances in honour of Dionysus and Artemis seem to bear similar 
sexual traits29o. 
To come back to the archaeological finds, the terrific and/or grotesque element 
seems to underscore the totality of the masks. The type called 'Youths' is of a relatively 
late date and "in all probability it made its appearance not long before 550"291, whereas 
the rest come mainly from the seventh century. On the other hand, the title of the Warrior-
type masks is not only "hardly justified by the evidence"292, as Dickins was ready to 
accept, but also misleading. For the fragmentary state of the evidence does not preclude 
283Hesych. s.v. = Ibyc. fr. 54 = Stesich. fr. 81 (Page). 
284Anecd. Bekk. I, 23 .7 (cL 23.12; 373.18). 
285Et.Magnum 54.34. 
286Athen. XlV 622a. 
287The strong association of brother and sister in the Pan-Hellenic figures of Apollo and Artemis may 
have caused the addition of Apollo in the gloss cited above to what were in fact only Artemisian 
festivals. The god's musical and choric pre-eminence may have facilitated such an incorporation. 
288Athen. XlV, 621 d-f : ExaAoDvTo 8E ol f.lETlOVTES' Ti]V TOLauTTjV lTUl8LCtV lTapa TOtS AUKWUL 
8LKllALUTal [ .... ] hLKVWVLOL IlEV yap <j>aAAo<j>6povS' aUTOUS' KaAoDUL, anOL 8' aVToKa8u~AouS', oL 
8E <j>AuaKaS' wS" ITaAol, uo<j>LUTaS' 8E ol lTOnol, ell~al.OL 8E [ ... ] E8EAOVTUS', 
2891 can smell a sexual connotation in this term too. For its obsure etymology see Pickard-Camblidge 
Dithyramb 232. 
290pollux IV, 104: ~v 8E Tlva Kat. AaKWVLKCt oPXT]llam, 8La MaMaS" hELAllVOt. 8 ~(Jav UlT ' 
,avTolS' hUT VPOL Um)TpOf.la 0PXOU IlEVOL. Kat. r:eUIl~OL ElTt. boLOVUU4l Kat. Kapuun8ES' ElT ' 
ApTEf.lL8L. The connection between masking and phallus seems to be age-old, as can be seen from 
prehistoric masks adorned with phallic symbols (see Gimbutas "Mask") . Dietrich (Tradition 62) 
exc~llently grasps the relationship of the two when he writes: "Both mask and phallus belonged to the 
~aslc chthonic cults of fertility in which the generative powers of Nature were invoked and celebrated." 
91Dickins "Masks" 167. 292/ . OC.clt. 
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the possibility that the so-called bearded 'Warriors' too exhibited grotesque features 
similar to those of other categories293. Given the insistence of the literary sources on the 
hilarity and ugliness of the masks (TIapa TO YEAOLOV KaL aLaxpov cited above), 'this 
comes as no surprise indeed. There are no ideal warrior-citizen types of masks which 
could, as Vemant wants it,294 strengthen the identity of the Spartan ephebes. On the 
contrary, repUlsive faces furrowed with wrinkles and accompanied with pointed ears, 
stubbed noses and protruding tongues indicate the awesome fecundity of the earth, and 
become thus symbols of the goddess who presides thereover. 
Most of the masks which have come down to us are votive offerings. The material 
of which they are made, their size and the occasional lack of orifices in mouth and eyes 
prevents them from having been wom295. Of course, it may be argued that the existing 
masks are replicas of wooden or linen-and-plaster originals. But this argument, correct 
though it may be logically, presupposes a utilitarian approach to the mask regarding it as 
an object primarily to be worn by human beings. And I would like to test the validity of 
this assumption. 
The actor, who is originally a religious worshipper, sinks into the power of the 
mask and becomes, as it were, absorbed by it. His physical facial countenance is reduced 
to the state of a persona, the counterfeit existence of which must be unmasked through 
masking. Far from being the mover of an inanimate object, the actor or ritual dancer is 
rather moved by it.296 The practice, still alive today in some traditional theatrical 
companies of the Far East, clearly illustrates the precedence of the mask over the actor. 
Before formally appearing on stage or playing his role in rehearsals, the actor is 
traditionally compelled to contemplate in the mask for quite a long time in advance. He 
ceremoniously places the mask in front of him and concentrates in order to listen to its 
voice. A direct communication is thus established whereby the actor becomes the recipient 
of what the mask wants to announce. He is not supposed to play the role as he likes or 
suits him, but he is obliged to be guided by, and obey the instructions of, the mask 
itself.297 
A similar conceptualization of the precedence of the mask over the playwright is 
attested in the ancient world. Iconographical evidence suggests that dramatic poets were 
not only metaphorically speaking inspired by masks, but they were in fact regarded as 
composing their plays with a look at a mask298. Given the insistence of iconography on 
~~3Cf. for instance, AO pI. LIV, 1 classified as "Warrior" . 
294See "Epilegomena I: Marginal Artemis". 
295DICkInS op.cil. 174-175 . 
. 6Green "Masks" 247: "Once a performer dons his mask, he starts to perform, and the vase-painter sees 
hll~ as the character he represents, not as an actor playing a part". On the emancipation of actors and 
actIng not only from the original religious framework that gave rise to dramatic performances, but also 
¥~m the already self-sufficient and emancipated drama of the middle-fifth c. B.C. see Slater "Actor". 
2 7Cf. Irvine "Masks". 98Cf. Webster "Poet" . 
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that theme and the existence of some ancient literary passages which corroborate this view, 
we may believe that the practice might have some bearing on historical truth. At any rate, it 
plainly shows that the mask was not construed, at least primarily, as an artifact made by 
human hands, and the aetiological myths which narrate how such-and-such a mask fell 
from heaven or was ejected by sea-waves point in the same direction. It may be objected 
that the occasional adoration of masks as idols and cult-objects should not be confused 
with their actual use in ceremonial dances and theatrical performances. But the gap which 
separates the two seems to be more narrow than is usually supposed. I am tempted to say 
that in some cases the gap was entirely non-existent. And sixth-century Sparta, whence the 
abundance of the Ortheian masks comes, seems to fall into that category. Masks receiving 
specific worship, masks worn in religious festivals and votive masks are different aspects 
of the same reality which is originally recognized as divine. In this sense the appearance 
of the Mask must be placed in an age immediately following the birth of mythology. For 
if by mythology we understand, even more than an articulated narrative about fantastic 
deeds, the first expressi ve concretization of Man's being-in-the-World, the Mask must 
have appeared soon afterwards, since it most suitably combines the antithetical elements 
resulting from such an awareness. The use of masks in theatrical performances should, 
therefore, not perplex and confuse us at all. It is derivative and, although not of secondary 
importance once it has emerged, remains estranged a bit from the original religious 
experience.299 
299Cr. Ebong "Masks". 
; ~ 1\ 
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TRACING A 'HISTORY' OF THE GODDESS 
So far we have engaged in offering a so to speak structural picture of the cult of Artemis 
Ortheia, the multifariousness of its possible semantic fields and the hypothetical 
ahistorical origins of their symbolic functions. It is high time to make an attempt at 
drawing an equally hypothetical stem of the goddess's historical development. If cults and 
deities evolve in an organic fashion (as I take it to be), notwithstanding occasional external 
influences which may interfere with their outgrowth, it follows that most (if not all) 
features which are apparent at a later stage have been potentially included in the original 
germination. However, this realization does not exhaust the subject, nor does it defy a 
description of the historical process. What one should always bear in mind is that a 
historical analysis does not necessarily assume that the final result is a more or less 
accidental accumulation of various irrelevant facts and a more or less haphazard outcome 
of unrelated causes and factors. 
The historical development of the deity that was eventually to be worshipped as 
Artemis Ortheia could for the sake of clarity be divided into four stages or rather phases. 
The distinction between them is too blurred to allow for strict chronological precision, but 
we could perhaps distinguish the first stage which heavily draws on, and is the direct 
legacy of, Achaean (so-called Mycenaean) religion from the purely Dorian subsequent 
phases. 
In the first phase we have a Great Goddess in alllikelihooci accompanied by a 
male deity of surely minor importance who represents, and is thus identified with, the 
unswerving productivity of the earth. This chthonic productivity is conceived as unlimited 
and uncontrollable; ergo chaotic. The goddess together with normal offspring of whatever 
kind brings forth monsters too. But teratogenesis is the wild aspect of general procreation. 
The wildness of Nature in general coincides in this 'primitive' outlook with the wildness of 
the earthly womb which is regarded as self-sufficient and omnipotent. No principle of 
order is needed, or conversely, when its role is acknowledged, a minor god is offered a 
place next to that of the Great Mother. The power which underlies such tremendous 
productivity in accordance with the abnormal offspring derived therefrom is seen as the 
potency of virginity. Thus virginity becomes the essential prerequisite of procreation. 
What characterizes this virginal state is its intrinsic wildness. Therefore the Great 
Goddess becomes a TIOTvLU 811PWV in the sense that in wild non-domesticated animals is 
her power better revealed. Being a Mistress of Animals does not mean that she resides in 
the animal kingdom or that she is a hunting deity. The wildness intrinsic in carnivorous 
predators is a concrete manifestation of natural savagery. Thus lions, panthers and the like 
become symbols of the divine activity of the goddess whose powerful supremacy is 
pointedly exhibited in yoking them. To appease, or, in unperplexed situations, to pay due 
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honour to, her involves, and culminates in, blood-shedding. Human victims are thus 
(legendarily or actually) presented as expiatory (or dedicatory) offerings. Sprinkling her 
altar with blood lies at the very core of her cult, thus indicating her intrinsic blood-
thirstiness. She is also winged300 andlor accompanied by birds301 . This shows the 
extensive field of her sovereignty, for the air and sky (together with all creatures living 
high above human heads) do not fall outside the limits of her sway302. The function of the 
goddess's male consort could be well served by Hermes or his Mycenaean predecessor. 
For he was a Master of Animals303 and a phallic304 and chthonic305 deity too. 
Human sacrifices are not transformed, as one would expect, into animal surrogate 
sacrifices. The attested mitigation of the original cult ascribed to Lycourgos results into a 
specific ritual at the kernel of which lies the flagellation of young men. It is now the 
scourging of Spartan youth that sprinkles the goddess's altar with human blood. 
Moreover, flagellation causes erection which is a sign of divine presence with the double 
meaning of unrestricted potency (possibly declining into unlimited aggression) and 
powerful fertility. The Great Goddess becomes now the Ortheia of the archaeological 
finds306. Most of the attributes of her previous phase are retained, but she is incorporated 
into what we sometimes call state-religion307 and some social obligations are brought 
under her protection. No secularization or functional transformation is involved. On the 
contrary, the slighter or sturdier delimitation of her domain increases the specificity of her 
nature as a chthonic wild force. 
Ortheia becomes then associated with Artemis who on the broader plane of Pan-
Hellenism contains very similar features of wildness and virginity. When the Homeric 
pantheon establishes itself firmly and is acknowledged as the as it were theological 
codification common to all Greek cities308, the association of Ortheia with Artemis 
becomes almost unavoidable. The Taurike Artemis in particular who more that any other 
local deity of the same name stresses the bloodthirsty side of wildness, appropriates best 
300Marangou Beinschnitzereien pI. 1-2 = AD pI. XCI-XCII. Cr. Thomson "Artemis" and Gerald 
"Persische" . Pausanias saw a winged Artemis depicted on the chest of the Corinthian tyrrant Cypselus 
a!ld he expressed his ignorance concerning the function of the wings (Paus. V, 19, 5):" ApTqUS- 8E OUK 
ot8a EQ> ' <snp AOY4l iTTEpuyas- EXOU(Hl Ecrn ETTL n;)v w~wv, KaL TB ~EV 8E~ l('J. KUTEXU 
mlp8aALV, Ti:j 8E hEP<;t TWV xupwv AEOVTU. The ignorance of the learned traveller indicates the 
remote archaism of that symbolism. The winged Victory could be more digestible, it seems, although she 
too pointed to a very early origin (Paus. V, 17,3). 
301 Marangou Beinschllitzereien 15ff. 
302Nilsson rightly observed (Milloan-Mycenaean 496) that "the wings are not only due to the 
Orientalizing fashion of the time, but are a reminiscence of the old bird epiphany". However, rather than 
accepting his 'simple conjecture' about the association of the Mycenaean goddess (esp. Athena) with 
birds, we should emphasize the sovereign freedom exemplified in flying. 
303Chi ttenden "Master". 
304Murray Religion 76: "Originally, outside Homer, Hermes was simply an old upright stone, a pillar 
furnished with the regular Pelasgian sex-symbol of procreation" . Cr. Kerenyi Hermes 29. 
305Harrison Themis 294-297. An interesting suggestion that may relate Hermes to ritual flagellation has 
been propounded by Baudy "Fesselung?" . 
~06Cr. the iconographical analysis by Pipili Iconography 41-44 and 97-98. 
07Sourvinou-Inwood "Polis Religion?" and "Further Aspects" . 
308According to Herod. H, 53. 
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the association. However, the identification ofOrthia with Artemis need not have involved 
the mythological pedigree of the latter. Although recognized as Artemis, Ortheia could 
have retained a different mythological tradition from the Pan-Hellenic goddess. After all, 
Artemis was not unanimously believed to be the daughter of Leto and the sister of Apollo. 
Aeschylus presented her as the daughter of Demeter,309 and the 'chthonicity' of her 
character can be found elsewhere too in the local cults. At this stage the Spartan Ortheia 
becomes in the mind of her worshippers the notorious Artemis Ortheia. 
Her cult was disseminated in other Greek places and cities. Though always most 
prominent in Sparta, her distinctive features can be found elsewhere too310. As time 
passes by, the goddess and her rituals lose part of their original symbolism, even though 
their particular ruthlessness is still, albeit differently, felt down to the very extinction of her 
divine presence some time or other after Christianity became the dominant and sole carrier 
of authoritative religious credo. 
Could we possibly say that the Olympian Artemis smoothed the way for the final 
execution of Ortheia? 
309Herod. JI , 156. 
310Farnell Cults II, 571-572. Imhoof-Blumer and Gardner ("Commentary" 61) have recognized Ortheia 
on the coins of Laodicea in Syria. 
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APPENDIX 
Rites of Passage 
I have purposefully refrained from employing too often the terms 'rites of passage' and 
'initiation-rites' in the above analysis of the cult of Artemis Ortheia. It is high time for 
some reasons to be given for that hesitancy. A brief analysis of the semantic field of these 
termS, their historical development in modem historiography and the general way in which 
they applied to ancient institutions may indicate that in particular cases they may be 
somewhat misleading. For the rather high degree of necessary formal generality of these 
terms seems to neglect one aspect which has enjoyed unanimity in the ancient discussion 
on puberty, adolescence and the rites involved therein. The (presumed or real) natural 
foundation of all puberty rites is the distinctive mark which separates the ancient discourse 
based on nature from its modem 'artificial' counterpart. 
When in 1909 the renowned French ethnologist Van Gennep published his study on The 
Rites of Pas!)age, the notion and various practices of initiation among the so-called 
'uncivilized' or 'primitive' people had already been noticed by ethnographers and had 
become the subject of some very important works. That the life of tribal communities and 
savage clans was not conceived in terms of a unilinear evolution and that the various 
stages of their life were so separated (and the distinction between them so clear-cut) as to 
be thought of as entirely different, were facts already well-established in the 
anthropological discourse of the time. It had widely been acknowledged that, contrary to 
the civilized Western world, people standing at the threshold of civilization regarded the 
totality of life as being divided into several phases, different in men and women, the gaps 
between which were so immense that they needed a particular ceremonial rite in each case 
for the passage from one phase to the next to become possible. It had also been noticed 
that the ritual practices varied from one people to another. What had not, however, been 
stressed was the fundamentally cultural determination of those rites. People were reluctant 
to admit that the character which a rite assumed in a given society was entirely conditioned 
by the structure and modes of thought of the society in question. They must have thought, 
and quite rightly so, that by founding a rite on a natural basis they would diminish its 
otherwise arbitrary character. This was to a certain degree justified, but occasionally led to 
an unconscious distortion ofthe available material which was to be explored, analysed and 
codified. These unprevented distortions provoked the reaction of Van Gennep. From a 
methodological point of view, what was primarily new in his analysis was that he claimed 
that the study of initiation ceremonies should take as its starting point their social (one 
would nowadays say more generally: cultural), as opposed to natural, foundation. With 
respect to puberty rites Van Gennep emphatically writes: 
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[ ... ] la puberte physiologique et la «puberte sociale» sont deux choses 
essentiellement dif.ferentes, et qui ne convergent que rarement.3 11 • 
The impact of Van Gennep's work especially in the study of the ancient world 
which concerns us here, was huge. Could it be a coincidence that less than five years after 
its appearance, Jeanmaire published an article in which he argued that a Laconian 
institution should be interpreted as a rite of passage?312 Since then a great many works 
have been inspired or directly influenced by Van Gennep's book, among which the later 
studies of Jeanmaire and the work of Brelich313, Calame314 and Vidal-Naquet315 feature 
most promisingly. The search for more rites of passage and rituals which could perhaps 
exhibit an initiation-rite character in the Graeco-Roman antiquity has lately become an 
obsession among ancient historians. A recent handbook on Greek religion includes 
among its chapters one exclusively dedicated to ancient rites of passage on a par with 
chapters devoted to, say, the religious personnel and the Panhellenic cults.316 More 
tellingly, the 'discovery' of another rite of passage based on supposedly indicative 
differences of hair styles depicted on highly controversial (if not unintelligible) Minoan 
iconographical evidence (which has received as many interpretations as the scholars who 
have tried to render it meaningful) shows how fashionable this tendency has lately 
become.3 17 The focus has shifted from debates on whether the iconographical scenes 
studied are of a secular or of a sacred character, to discussions which attempt to reconcile 
the two (or rather to avoid the posing of the question) on the basis of social practices and, 
in particular, social techniques of soothing age-grade struggles. 
The reason for the immense influence which Van Gennep's study has exerted 
over other disciplines must reside in the fact that, apart from vigorously demonstrating an 
almost universal expansion of rites of passage (from the most primitive and remote 
Australian aborigines to Islam and Christianity), Van Gennep also managed to give a 
formal description of the basic structure which is supposed to generically underlie the 
diverse (in time and place) manifestations of the phenomenon. According to his 
scheme318, every rite of passage includes three stages: 
i) a preliminary stage or phase of separation 
ii) a lirninary stage or phase of marginality, and 
iii) a postliminary stage or phase of aggregation. 
~ llYan GennepRites 94 (emphasis mine). 
12Jeanmaire "Cryptie". ~ 13Brelich Paides and "Development" . 
3 :4C~ame CllOellrs and "Prairies". 
315Yldal-Naquet (2nd part: "Les jeunes, les guerriers") Chasseltr 124-207. 
31~Bruit Zaidman and Schmitt Pantel Religion 63-79. 
Koehl "Cup" . 
318Yan Gennep Riles 14. 
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For each stage particular rites are accordingly developed in any given society, the sum 
total of which produces what we might call a fully-fledged, complete and integrated rite of 
passage. The tripartite division of Van Gennep's analysis was meant, and is usually taken, 
to have a universal value. However, upon closer investigation it seems to be dominated by 
a kind of formalism. Not all rites of passage contain the three prescribed stages, or at least 
oot in all of them are the three stages equally well developed (as the author himself 
admitted). Moreover, the notion of marginality, evident though it is in some cases, seems 
to derive more from a logical exigency for symmetry than from the analysis of the rites 
themselves. The distinction between a stage of separation (which is primarily meant to be 
a segregation from a social group) and a liminary stage (which is supposed to be a 
condition of neither - nor) is very often indistinguishably blurred. In the active sense of 
the word, separation produces, and therefore coincides with, marginality, and there appears 
to be no particular reason to separate the two. 
However, it is precisely this notion of marginality which has exerted in the last few 
decades the greatest appeal over contemporary thinking and what can roughly be 
described as intellectual historiography. Among other reasons a decisive role for the 
present emphasis on marginality (which by becoming an emancipated notion currently 
used in academic discussions achieved a status of independence - through a rite of 
passage en-gender-ed in, and by, postmodernism?) was in all likelihood played by the 
emergence of an emancipated and self-assuring literary theory. The pre-eminent role 
ascribed to irony and the emphasis put on the concomitant ambiguity produced thereby in 
the study ofliterary texts gave rise to an ongoing academic discourse which considered as 
its principal duty to stress the twilight zones where contours are faint. The focus has 
emphatically shifted to ambivalence. To show that a thing (a literary device, a social 
institution, a religious symbol etc.3 19) is ambiguous, therefore fitted for repeated 
interpretations and susceptible to multifarious manipulation, became almost an end in 
itself. Ambiguity was offered a sovereign position which would entitle it to almost 
inexhaustible applications of its power. 
Yet, in the mind of the ancients ambiguity is polluted. Far from being accorded a 
privileged state which would in principle facilitate the promotion of various and often 
antithetical interpretations on matters of social practices, ethical obligations and the like, 
ambiguity was almost unanimously regarded as dangerous. Just one indicative example. A 
dead body which, instead of being either extinguished through cremation or become 
indiscernible through inhumation, lies in the battlefield is a source of pollution. Why? The 
319ro restrict ourselves to the study of the ancient world, it has been suggested that Artemis is 
ambiguous qua marginal , (see below "Epilegomena: Marginal Artemis") that Dionysus is ambiguous qua 
ambIValent, (see above "Dionysian Masks"); that the ancient image of woman is ambiguous qua marginal 
?gam (cf. Gallo "Donna") ; that Cronus is ambiguous qua both cruel and peaceful (Versnel "Kronos" and 
Transition 122-135 and Vidal-Naquet Chassellr 363ff.); that Cheiron is ambiguous qua in-between 
arumality and humanity (Versnel "Kronos" 133). 
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answer should be sought in the ambiguous place between the luminous terrestrial world 
and the dark subterranean dwelling of Hades which the dead body now occupies. A 
corpse, deprived of life and vitality which normally provide it with its bodiness, bereft of 
the full-bloodiedness which made it what it previously was and reduced to the shadowy 
existence of non-being, lies on the face of earth where light reigns. The eye of the 
luminous daily star can still take notice of its presence, although with no real presence is it 
any longer endowed. That the dead body has not left the cosmos of the living, has not 
embarked upon his journey toward the nether world, has not sunk into the domain of 
darkness, yet by no means belongs to where it lies, turns it into a source of pollution.32o 
By and large, ambiguity calls for purification. That is why a symbolic action such as that 
daringly undertaken by Antigone, manages to avert divine wrath by suspending the 
ambiguity of pollution. On the concrete and empirically identifiable level of individual 
cases, Socrates' execution could be seen as the exemplification of the collective outrage 
induced by the ambiguous behaviour of a highly controversial person. 
Since the second (liminal) stage of the rites of passage in Van Gennep's scheme is in fact 
confounded with the previous stage of separation, his tripartite arrangement should be 
abandonded in so far as Sparta and the cult of Artemis are concerned. For it does not 
seem to apply well to the image of the ephebic initiation which we formulate from the 
existing evidence. I would therefore like to advance another scheme applicable to the 
Spartan 'rites of passage' instead. A threefold scheme is again required, but contrary to 
Van Gennep's conviction about the social foundation of initiation practices, the first stage 
of this scheme must reside on the natural (i.e. biological) maturation of the adolescents. 
Precisely because the rites of passage do not coincide with the first signs of puberty, their 
natural basis is emphasized. The beginning of Ephebeia, which in accordance with 
biological puberty, was in Sparta placed on the fourteenth year of age, is thus the first 
stage. The entire period of maturation until the eighteenth year (the ephebeia proper) is the 
second stage. And the religious ceremonies held under the aegis of Ortheia together with 
other ordeals of a more 'secular' character (such as the crypteia) are included in the third 
and final stage. Temporary exc1usionfrom the community (the best example is the Cretan 
segregation for two (?) months) does not result in, but presupposes, maturation. The 
Athenian registration of the adolescents in the tribal archives which occurred at 
approximately the same age as the Ortheian flagellation runs parallel to the Spartan 
practices and may be thus point to the natural foundation of puberty rites. At any rate, it 
was the biological crisis manifested in puberty that led to the institutionalization of these 
320Cf. Douglas Purity 5: " [ ... ] reaction to dirt is continuous with other reactions to ambiguity or 
anomaly" and 41: " [ .. . ] if uncleanness is matter out of place, we must approach it through order. 
Uncleanness or dirt is that which must not be included if a pattern is to be maintained. To recognise this 
IS the first step towards insight into pollution". 
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rites. In this sense, the rites of passage were not social practices which happened to 
coincide in one way or another with that biological change of assuredly tremendous 
importance and far-reaching consequences for the entire life of the individual. Rather; they 
emerged because of, and due to the impact made by, physiological pUberty. 
Artemis in Attica 
lTaCH<\>aES', 8q.8oDXE, SEa Ll(KTuvva, AOXElTj 
w8(vwv ElTapWYE Kat. w8(vwv UI1UTjTE. 
Orph. Hymn. XXXVI (ad Artemidem) , 3-4 
When St. Paul came to preach the cult of what would simply be for the Athenians yet 
another god to be worshipped, he intuitively enough decided to introduce his sermon on 
the Areopagus by praising the fear of gods exceptionally exhibited by the population of 
Attica l . The motives of his enterprise and the flattering tone of his propagandistic 
undertaking may undermine the historical value of the assertion. But he was not alone in 
perceiving the remarkable religiosity of the Athenians. Almost a century after him, an 
adherent of what would be in the ensuing dramatic centuries the opposite side in the great 
spiritual conflict of late antiquity, in the 'Age of Anxiety' in Dodds's phrase, a man 
permeated with paganism to the point of nai vete, while exploring the sacred altars raised in 
the centre of Athens, came to the same conclusion ws 'A8'lvaLOLS TIEplCJO"OTEPOV n 11 
TOLS CiAAOLS ES TCl 8ELa fO"n o"TIou8i)s2. It is not therefore surprising that the 
Athenians had at least three places to honour what was concocted by the more 
parsimonious3 Spartiates under the single name of the great Artemis Ortheia - plus a tiny 
shrine on the hill of their Periclean imperial pride. 
The cults of Artemis Tauropolos at Halae Araphenides and Artemis Brauronia at 
Brauron were affiliated cults, separated by a distance of less than four miles, both situated 
on the east coast of Attica and, more importantly, related to one another by a mythological 
tradition the best ancient witness of which is Euripides in a passage that is worth quoting 
at some length. The goddess Athena appears on stage, or rather higher up (ex machina) to 
supply verbally the solution of a drama that, as is often the case with the 'most tragic' 
playwright of classical Greece, cannot be restored internally by means of its own plot: 
Ma8wv 8' 'OpEO"Ta, Tas E\las EmO"ToAcis -
KAUELS yap av8~v KaL TIEp ov TIapwv 8EaS -
XWPEL Aa~wv ayaA.\la O"vyyovov TE O"~v. 
<hav 8' 'A8itvas Tas 8E08\l11TOUS \lOA.t\s, 
xwpos ns EO"TLV' AT8L80s TIPOS EO"XciTOLS 
OPOLO"L, YEL TWV 8ELpci80s KapuO"TLas, 
tEPOS, 'AAoS VLV OU\lOS ovo\la(EL AEWS' 
1 Act. XVII:23. 
1450 
;Paus. I, 24, 3; cf. I, 17, 1. 
Of course the statement is meant ironically: the Spartans were parsimonious only in the material 
expression of their religiosity; otherwise, they were deeply religious, almost superstitious (cr. Herod. VI, 
63,2 and IX, 7, 1). 
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EVTaD8a TEV~aS' vaov 'LopUO"aL ~PETUS' , 
ElTWVUjlOV '111S' TaupLK11S' lTOVWV TE o"WV, 
OUS' E~EjlOX8ELS' lTEpL lTOAWV Ku8' t EAAaou 
O'LO"TPOLS' , EpLVVWV. "APTEjlLV OE VLV ~pOTOL 
TO AOLlTOV UjlVr)O"OUo"L TUUPOlTOAOV 8EaV. 
VOjlOV TE 8ES' Tov8 " (hUV EOpTa(1J AEWS', 
TfjS' 0"11S' O"<pU'1~S' cllTOLV' E1TLO"XETW ~l<POS' 
OEP1J lTPOS' avopoS' aLjlU T' E~UVLETW, 
oO"LaS' EKUTL 8Ea 8 ' OlTwS' TLjluS' EX1J. 
O"E 0' Ujl<pL O"EjlvaS',' I<pL'1EVELa, KALjlaKuS' 
BpaupwvluS' OEl TiJOE KA1JOOUXElV 8EQ.· 
ov KUL TE8atj;EL KUT8uvouO"u, KUt, lTElT AWV 
cl'1aAjla O"OL 8r)0"0u(JL ElJ1T~VOUS' u<paS', 
as' QV '1vvalKES' EV TOKOLS' tj;uXOPPU'1ElS' 
AL lTwO"' EV O'LKOLS'. 4 
1455 
1460 
1465 
The intimation of human sacrifice symbolized by the incision of the neck of the 'victim' 
has already been mentioned. What is of importance for the time being is the assumed 
relationship of the two cults, both of them deriving mythologically from the cruel Artemis 
Taurike. The other two places of worship alluded to earlier, the shrine of Mounychia in 
Piraeus and the Brauronion on the Athenian Acropolis, were even more readily related to 
Brauron. The sole name of the small precinct situated west of the Parthenon and southeast 
of the Propyl aea, together with the inscriptions found in situ which have proven to be 
copies of Brauronian originals may suffice to establish the connection, whereas the most 
celebrated ritual of Brauron, the arkteia, repeated as it seems to have been at Mounychia, 
settles the relationship of these two cults on unambiguously firm ground. All four cults 
can therefore be said to find their mythological raison d' etre in the distant Black Sea. 
The same holds true for the Spartan Ortheia. Pausanias made a strong case in 
favour of the local claim in Laconia affirming that it was the Lacedaemonians who 
possessed the original xoanon of the barbaric goddess5, but it is evident from his 
exposition that the Athenians were by no means willing to abandon their own right to 
'authenticity'in view of the Periegete's, or of anyone else's for that matter, rational 
refutation of their conviction. They were so positive in believing that Artemis Brauronia 
was the genuine Artemis of the Tauroi, and Iphigeneia the initiator and first priestess of 
her cult on Attic soil, that it is hard to think of the Euripidean testimony as not echoing 
some official foundation myth. 
~Eur. [ph.Tallr. 1446-1467. 
Paus. III , 16, 7-9 and 1,33, 1. 
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Unlike the worship of Ortheia, however, the uninterrupted continuity of which 
goes down to at least the fourth century A.D., the cult of Brauronia has proved to be less 
longeval. In the second century of our era, a traveller interested in religious matters 'could 
scarcely find more things to say about it than mention the place and refer to the 
mythological tradition of old6 . And according to the archaeologist J. Papadirnitriou who 
intermittently dug the site from 1948 to 1962 and whose premature death in the following 
year deprived the students of the shrine of a consistent account of the excavations 
undertaken and the finds discovered (most of which remain officially unpublished to the 
present date), the cult of Brauronia was already in decline in the early post-classical era 
when an overflow of the nearby river Erasinos severely damaged the n -shaped stoa of the 
sanctuary which, contrary to an initiative attested epigraphically, was never reconstructed; 
the shrine, it is generally believed, would have been abandoned by the late third century 
B.C.7 
The relationship between the Tauropolos and the Brauronia Artemis8 is further 
supported by an additional architectural element. Their temples, in common with that of 
Artemis Aulidia, have, instead of the expected opisthodomos, an adyton which is 
convincingly taken by Travlos9 to point to the chthonic character of the three cults. A 
similar feature would probably also be found in the temple of Artemis Mounychia at 
Piraeus (if indeed there ever were a temple there, which is very plausible but far from 
certain), had the archaeological remnants been less spoiled by the passage of time1 0. The 
chthonic character of these three, or perhaps four (if one includes Aulidia), cults is what 
one would reasonably anticipate in encountering rituals where girls' initiation into the 
marriageable estate and parturition aspects feature prominently. For it has now been 
established that birth and death rites closely resemble one another and that a radical 
inhibition of the elan vital is almost universally assumed to be at stake in such critical 
moments of existence as puberty .11 The ancient literary testimonies for these three cults 
may support and perhaps corroborate what would otherwise be a likely conjecture. 
6The brevity of the reference to Brauron by Pausaruas (I, 33, 1) is very characteristic. After indicating the 
location of the place and touching upon the legend of Iphigeneia, he pushes his narrative to Rhamnous 
where he has more interesting things to describe, like the statue of Nemesis allegedly made by Pheidias 
(1,33, 2-8). The Brauronion on the Athenian Acropolis (for which see Rhodes-Dobbins "Sanctuary") , 
however, deserved a little longer mention because it contained fine sculpture including a statue of Artemis 
by Praxiteles (I, 23, 7-8). The claim that Pausanias did not visit the place cannot be substantiated. 
7Papadimitriou "Sanctuary" and "Bpaupwv". Cr. the reports in BCH 1949-51 , 1956-58, 1960-62, in 
Ergon and PAH intermittently 1949-1962 and now Antoniou BPA }P{}N 169-171. 
8Cr. Strabo 399: Bpaupwv OTIOU TO T~S' BpaupwvLaS' ' Apn~ \.u80S' lEPOV, ' AAal ' Apa<?llVl.8ES' 
OTIOU TO T~S' TaUpOTIOAOU. 
9Travlos" aol". Against this view see Hollinshead "Adyton" . 
1 Orhrepsiadis "Kaon§AAQ,". Cr. Palaiokrassa 'kpo49. 
11 In accordance with the ancient classification of life-phases as hebdomads er. the general remark by 
Censorinus Die Nat. 14, 9: praelerea multa sun 1 de his hebdomadiblls quae medici ac philosophi libris 
"~alldaverulll, Ilnde apparel, III ill morbis dies seplimi sllspecli sunt et crisimoe dicuntllr, ita per omnem 
VUam septimulII quemqlle annuli! periculosll1ll et velut crisimoll esse et climactericllm vocitari. 
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THEARKTEIA 
The most important feature of the cult at Brauron (and possibly also at Mounychia, if we 
consider the Mounychian myth to be reflecting an underlying cult) was, no doubt, the 
arkteia or bear-ritual. As soon as we pronounce the name of the ritual, however, a question, 
similar in nature to the famous and much ink- (and intellect-) consuming riddle 
concerning the origin and etymology of tragedy, suggests itself: was the arkteia the rite of 
the bears, or was it conversely the ceremony performed in honour of the Bear? In other 
words, did the ritual derive its name from the divine, perhaps zoomorphic, figure that 
presided thereover, or was it named after the main participants? It is plain that the 
opposition is not a polarity, but rather one of emphasis. An examination of the available 
evidence about the ritual itself and the myths to which the entire cui tic practices are closely 
related may provide us with some 'keys' and thus enable us to give a more unambiguous, 
though by no means less controversial, answer to the above question, than those proposed 
so far. 
The Arktoi: Age and Representative Pal"ticipation 
The often-quoted passage of Aristophanes' Lysistrata (vv. 641-647) which is the oldest 
evidence concerning the arkteia-ritual and the age at which young Athenian girls 
participated therein, runs as follows: 
E:1TTCl ~E:V ET11 'YE'ywa ' Eu8uS' r1PPll<P0POUV.} 2 
EL T' aAETpiS ~ 8EKETLS' ouaa TCipXTl'YETL ·13 
KClT' Exouaa TOV KPOKWTOV apKToS' ~ BpaupWVLoLS' 
KctKaVll<P0pouv 1TOT ' ouaa 1TaLS' KaA11 'xoua' 
laxvci8wv . 6p~a8ov . 
It is apparent from this passage that the female speaker refers to the most noteworthy 
religious rituals of which she partook as a young girl in their chronological sequence 
(E:1TTU ETll - ELTa 8EKETLS' - KaT ' Exouaa [coni. Bentley KaTExouaa codd. 14]).15It 
therefore follows that she underwent initiation at Brauron when she was ten years of age 
12The arrhephoria was a festival with important mystical overtones (it revolved around the ceremonial 
caITying away of secret objects) dedicated to Athena, the three daughters of Kekrops being also greatly 
Involved (cr. Paus. I, 27, 3). For apPll<P0pW as an initiation ceremony see Burkert "Kekropidensage" 
a§ainst whose interpretation see Robertson "AIThephoria" . 
1 "Here Athena is meant" (Henderson Lysistrata 156 with citations of evidence). 
14For the Ravenna manuscript (R) which gives the reading KaTaXEovaa see Appendix and note below. 
15Cantarella Daughters 22, infers from the passage the existence of an ancient initiation system; but such 
a claim cannot be substantiated from the existing evidence on Athenian religion. The arrhephoria, for 
Instance, as described by Pausanias, were of greater import for the community than their reduction to a 
pubescent initiation would entail, and the existence of a systematic initiatory pattern for female 
youngsters in which religious phases dedicated to different deities were parts of an overall stucture, 
though plausible in view of comparative evidence, cannot be supported in our case. 
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or soon afterwards. A much-disputed problem, however, arises when one also takes into 
account what the ancient Scholiast felt himself obliged to say in order to 'clarify' (a wholly 
inappropriate word to use, as will be shown below) the content of the passage to his 
apparently later-age and non-Athenian (Alexandrian in all likelihood) audience: 
apKTov ~L~oU~EvaL TO ~uaT~pLov E~ETEAOUV. aL apKTEu6~EvaL 8E TD 
8E41 KPOKLI.lTOV r)~<PLE:VVUVTO , Kat. aUVETEAouv T~V 8uaLav TiJ BpaupwVLc;t 
, APTE~L8L Kat. TiJ MOUVUXLc;t, E1TLAE'y6~EVaL TIap8EVOL, OUTE TIpEa~UTEPaL 
8EKa ETWV OUTE EAaTTou~ TIEVTE. 
The discrepancy between the comic poet and his 'erudite' commentator may not be 
striking, since there is room for the liminal age of ten years (especially if we reject 
Bentley ' s emendation as we should not) for the two views to hold good, but it is no less 
of a discrepancy for that. A. Brelich16 tried, unsuccessfully in my opinion, to resolve the 
tension between the two testimonies with recourse to a historicist hypothesis. He claimed 
that the time that elapsed between the staging of the technically most elaborate surviving 
Aristophanic play 17 and the period in which the Scholiast lived and wrote brought a 
change in the prescribed age for participation in the arkteia, and that, as a consequence, the 
two statements need not be inconsistent, but may both be true once taken to refer to two 
different periods in the history of the cult. An objection to such a claim immediately 
suggests itself: if the arkteia was still a current practice when the Scholiast wrote his 
commentary, why did he bother to explain what everyone should know? or else, granted 
that such was the case, why did he fail to notice the difference? or again, how does his 
'explanation'illuminate the Aristophanic passage? The last question of course is not 
restricted to Brelich's assumption; it is also valid irrespective of whether one accepts or 
rejects his hypothesis. But it is perhaps important to note that his solution does not in fact 
eliminate it. 
Unless new evidence be brought to light, to enter the ongoing discussion about the 
precise age of the arktoi would be not only repetitive but also gratuitous. Both camps have 
some non-negligible arguments on their side, but none can at present be conclusive. The 
least fortunate among them is based on the sculpted iconography of the Brauronian 
precinct. Given that not only representations of young girls (interpreted as arktoi 18) but 
also representations of boys were found in the sanctuary, it is immaterial to derive 
therefrom arguments in favour of the less advanced age-span (between five and ten). By 
contrast, the iconographical evidence depicted on the small vases peculiar to the 
Brauronian cult that have been called KpaTllPlaKoL by their main explorer, L. Kahil, may 
I6Brelich Paides, 266ff. 
17 According to T. Gelzer s.Y. Aristophanes RE Suppl. 12, 1971 , 1475.37ff. 
I8Cf. e.g. Daux "fouilles 1959",664-6, figg. 5-7; id. "fouilles 1960", 640, figg. 4-5; Papaspyridi-
Karouzou "apKTos" ; Ergoll 1958, 36-37 and 1959, 16-l7. 
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help in determining the age of the arktoi, altough not in a very precise way19. One point 
can thus be secured: participation in the arkteia-ritual should precede menarche. All the 
existing testimonies while focusing upon the mandatory character of the rite for all girls 
coming of age, stress that the ritual must be performed prior to marriage. And we know 
that menarche was in ancient Greece (as in many other cultures as we1l20) considered to 
be the hallmark of marriageability21. It is with menstruation that female productivity 
manifests itself and the first onset of menstrual blood is reasonably enough regarded as 
the sign par excellence of maturation. Before the classical elimination of the feminine role 
in procreation or rather its diminution to an inferior status of receptivity (receptacle, nurse) 
necessary for the nutrition of the by now exclusively masculine seed (a process of 
intellectual one-sidedness initiated in the fifth century RC., seriously undertaken by Plato 
and accomplished by his most promising disciple), a female seed contributing equally, if 
not indeed more substantially, to the creation of the foetus was widely acknowledged.22 
The Corpus Hippocraticum bears ample witness to that effect. But even before the 
emergence of ancient medicine as a science (which not infrequently opposed superstition 
and ritual practices that were supposed to cure various illnesses - and the notable case of 
the author of On the Sacred Disease springs readily to mind) the religious mind identified 
in the menses the physical aspect of the female procreative power. 
The observed variations and fluctuations in the age at which menarche occurs (and 
especially the striking decrease thereof among Norwegian girls in the relatively short span 
of a century) have enticed two modern researchers to inquire into the ancient evidence with 
the explicit aim of establishing the age of menarche in classical Greece23. Predictably 
enough, their results conform to the best-known ancient statement on the age when the 
menses normally 'are broken': 
<pEpnv 8E TO aTIEp~a TIPWTOV apXETm TO appEV W<; ETIt TO TIOAU EV 
TOts ETEal TOts 8t<; ETITa TETEAEa~EvOL<;. [ ... ] TIEpt 8E TOV alJTOV 
Xp6vov Kat Tol<; 8~AEal 1) T' ETIapO"L<; YLvETm TWV ~aaTWV Kat Ta 
KaTa~~VLa KaAOUI1EVa Karapp!jYl/VraL 24 
Menarche occurs at the age of fourteen when in most cases the breasts have already 
swollen by almost one-and-a-half inches (two Greek 'fingers')25. The precise expression 
employed to denote the commencement of the menses (KaTapPr1yvuTm) is very indicati ve 
at this juncture. For it shows that menarche was not in fact the beginning of maturation, 
l%::ahil "Rites", 86: "il ne s'ag1't point de femmes mais de fillets , dont l'age est difficile a determiner 
~entre 8 et 13 ans peut-etre)". 
OCr. e.g. Lincoln Emerging. 
21Cf. Plut. Praec.Conj. 138e. 
22Pierris "Hellenistic", 147ff.; Lloyd Science, 86-94; Sissa "Philosophies" . 
23 Amundsen and Diers "Menarche" . 
24Arist. Hist.Al/im. 581a; er. Solon fr. 27 (West) 3-4; Gal. Sal/it. Tllel/. VI, 2 (VI 387 Kuhn) ; Soranus 
Gyn. I, 20; Rufus ap. Orib. Lib.lnc. 18 (IV 106-109 Raeder) 
25A . t l . ' 8' " ~ \ ' "8 ~ ~, , 8 ' 8 ' \ ns. oc. cll.: Ta E KaTallllvla yWETQl TQlS' TII\EWTalS' 11 11 TWV llaoTwv ETIl vo aKTVI\OUS' 
DPIlEVWV . 
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but rather its culmination, its TEAOS', goal and end at once. And it was at this end that the 
initiation at Brauron must have ritually aimed. The definite terminus ante quem for 
participation in the arkteia would therefore be the fourteenth year of age, but, since the 'rite 
should ritually anticipate the ensuing passage to majority, or in more religious language, 
induce it, we may lower it to below the twelfth year which is in fact the lowest age of 
legally accepted marriage attested in classical Greece (in the Cretan Gortyn)26. For at least 
when Artemis the Maiden came to preside over the entire ceremony it would presumably 
be an abomination for a girl with experience of menstrual blood to partake of a rite 
enacted under her auspices.27 
From Hesiod onwards the age considered best for girls to get married28 and the 
age of menarche, when they did not actually coincide, were very close to each other 
(separated by one or at the most two years). Individual differences aside (which are 
justified in view of the philosophical-political considerations involved)29 there is a 
conspicuous convergence among Greek authors as to the advantages incurred when a girl 
marries neither earlier nor later than the prescribed age around the fourteenth year30. And 
we may reasonably suppose that to a considerable extent the received opinion could 
somehow reflect common practice31 , with the notable exception of the rather untypical 
Sparta32. 
Whether or not there was a prescribed terminus post quem for participation in the 
arkteia, it is redundant to ask (and, in any case, we cannot be sure about it). I believe that 
the fifth year given by the Aristophanic Scholiast is no more than a commonsensical 
inference: under that age girls would be less liable to be controlled, and the efficacy of the 
ritual which resided in its meticulous observance could thus be jeopardized33. By and 
large, the evidence suggests that the tenth year was generally regarded as perhaps the best 
261.C. IV, 72, xii, 17-19 (cr. Dio LIV, 16). The twelfth year was also in Rome the minimum legally 
accepted age for girls: Macrob.lll SOlnfl. Scip. I, 17; Sal. 7, 7, 6. How far this agreed with actual practice 
we do not really know, but we can infer from the very existence of laws and from other ancient evidence 
that it did not. Cr. Hopkins "Girls"; Shaw "Girls" . 
27Cr. Kontis "Bpaupwvta". 182: "TTPETTEL 8E ~ Evap~LS' T~S' apKTELaS' va aUIl- TTt TTTU lTpoS' T~V 
o/O'p{tf/ Tl75" !j13'75" TWV Kopaat8wv." (italics mine). 
28Hes. OD 697-698: yal1oS' BE TOL wpwS' oDTOS' . ~ 8E yuv~ TETOP ' ~~WOL . TTEI1TTTtp 8E yall-OLTo. 
The difficult expression used by Hesiod is explained by Pollux (I, 58): OTaV dTTU o· HaL08oS' «~ 8E 
iuv~ TETOP ' ~~WOL» . TETTUpaKaL8EKa ETT) AEYEL. TTpOaapL81l-0UIlEVWV TWV 8EKa. 
9Cr. Plat. Resp. 460e; Leg. 785b; 833c; Alist. Pol. 1335a 11-35. 
30the Corplls HippocraficlIlII invigorated the traditional Greek view with 'scientific' authority. Cr. e.g. 
Hipp. Virgo (VIII 466 Littre): aL 8E TTap8EvOL oKoauaLv WPll yall-OU, lTapaV8pOUIl-EVaL , Toiho 
Il-OAAov TTaaxoUO'L all-a TD Ka808tp TWV ETTLIlT)Vtwv, TTPC>TEPOV ov Il-GAa TaUTa KaKoTTa8EOUaaL [ ... ] 
(468) KEAEUW 8' EYluYE TaS' TTup8EVOVS'. OKOTav TO TOLolhov lTaaxwaw, cDS' TaxwTa ~UVOLK~aaL 
~v8paaL' ~V yap Kv~awaL . VYLEES' YLVOVTaL' EL 8E 11~ , ~ aVTLKa all-a TU ~~1l ~ OAt yov vaTEpov 
UAW?,ETaL. ELTTEP 11~ ETEPU vouatp. On the other hand, against the Roman practice of too early marriage 
of girls see Plut. Num. 77c-d. Hopkins (arl. cif . 315) implies that the Greeks may have had a higher age 
~f female marriage than the Romans, which is what P1utarch also had in mind. 
IThat is what Aristotle implies when he argues against an early age for marriage, giving the case of the 
jroezenians as an example to be avoided (Pal. 1355a 15-22). 
32Cr. Plut. Lye. XV, 4; Cart/edge "Wives" 94 and Hodkinson "Inheritance" 90. 
3The parallel with the Christian baptism when the christening of infants was eventually endorsed, could 
pOSSibly be made: there was no set upper age limit, but fear of an immature death of the child acted as a 
sufficient regulation in itself for the almost general adoption of an early-age rite. 
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age for participation in the arkteia, and Aristophanes may be seen to have that optimum in 
mind when he enumerates the rites that must be undergone before puberty by a 
prospective decent34 Athenian matron. A false etymology attested both by Hesychius' and 
Harpokration (s.vv. BEKaTEUELv) points in the same direction: 
[ ... ] EAE'YOV BE KaL TO apKTEUELV BEKaTEUELV, E'TTEL E'TTpao'(Jov mho at 
'TTap8EVOL 'TTEPL TOV BEKaETil Xp6vov ouaaL. 
[ ... ] 'Laws BE TO apKTEUaaL BEKaTEUaaL E'LPllKEv 6 ~)llTWP , E'TTELB~ al 
BEKETLBES ~PKTEUOV. 
It is evident that BEKaTEUELV must have originally referred either to the tithe to be 
consecrated for the preservation of the rest of the yield (as the grammarian Didymus 
explained35 ), or, in a more profane context, to the tax to be paid (as Hesychius himself 
admits36). If BEKaTEUELV were used to refer to participation in the arkteia, it must have 
initially related to an assumed, perhaps later-stage, development of the cult, in which the 
original mandatory character of the rite for the entire population of unmaried girls was 
replaced by representative participation. The representatives could then be regarded as 
serving a function identical to that of the sacred tithe; hence BEKaTEUELV became a 
synonym of apKTEUELV. What is of importance, however, is that when the original content 
of the term fell into oblivion, it was the most characteristic age of the arktoi that came to 
supply it, in the minds of the Alexandrian scholars, with new, although inadequate, 
meamng. 
The relatively large allowance of a span offive years for participation in the arkteia 
and the complications regarding the precise age of the girls may have been in part due to 
the quadrennial quaracter of the rite as Nilsson suggested37. From the [pseudo-] 
Aristotelian Atheniensium Respublica we know that the festival at Brauron was a 
'TTEVTET1\pIS38, and it is reasonable (but by no means certain) to assume that its most 
important attested rite, the arkteia, was part of the festival meant by the name of 
BpaupuJvLa, and was thus also held only once every four years. A safe but imprecise 
conclusion could be that the arkteia took place when its protagonists, the female initiands, 
were in the middle of their second hebdomad (in the traditional reckoning accepted by 
'Hippocrates'39). 
34rhat failure to participate in the arkteia was a sign of indecency, or irresponsibility vis-it-vis the 
customs of the polis, is indicated by the fact that in forensic speeches such failure was used as a 
testimonium against the defender (Harp. s.v. BE KUTEUElV' [ ... ] b.THlOCJSEVOVS B' El' Tl~ KUTcl 
MEBoVTOS TIEPL TLVOS TIUpSEVOV AE)'OVTOS o ihws «ov BEKUTEUCJQl TUUTTJV OVBE llufpQl» ... ). 
3~Cf. Harp. s. v. 8EKUTEUElV ' [ ... ] b.L8vlloS 6 )'pullllunKos TIEP!, TOUTOV ~l~AlOV )'pchjms <PT]CJ!' on 
TO 8EKUTEUCJUl AVCJlUS El' T4J TIEP!, Tlls <l>PUVLXOU SU)'UTPOS ~PKTEUCJQl dpT]KEV. BEKUTEUCJQl 
IlEVTOl, <pTPL, KUPLWS EAE)'ETO TO KUSlEPWCJQl, ETIElBllTIEP ESOS liv EnT]VlKOV TclS BEKciTUS TWV 
~EPl)'l)'VOIlEVWV TOLS SEOLS KUSlEpOUV. 
36Hesych. s. v. 8EKUTEUE lV ' TEAwvELv, BEKUTT]V EtCJTIpUTTECJSQl . 
37Nilsson Geschichte I, 485. 8A' 39 ~st. Ath. Rep. LIV, 7 ; Pollux VIII, 107. 
Hlpp. de heM. 5 (VIII 636 Littre). Cr. Garland Greek Way 2ff. 
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Moving from the age of the arktoi to the arkteia itself we realize that very few 
things are known about what was actually done there. In a post-Rankean era the problem 
may seem trivial and be dismissed out of hand. But it is only with reference to the practice 
itself, to the 'thing done', that almost any question in the field of ancient religion can be 
justified in looking for an answer. Two interrelated phenomena are beyond doubt in the 
arkteia-ritual at Brauron: the use of a saffron-coloured robe, the krokotos, which should 
have indicated the culmination of the rite (since it is the only thing mentioned in the 
Aristophanic passage and the post-classical literature) and the pre-eminent role of the bear 
which the girls were meant to imitate. 
The krokotos 
The saffron robe related to the arkteia has a history of its own. In Homer KPOK01TE1TAOS 
is an adjective that characterizes Eos as she smoothly brings daylight to the world4o, 
although it is disputed whether the dye produced from the crocus vernus was already 
known in the Homeric Age41 . In the classical era, as is amply shown from various 
Aristophanic passages42 the krokotos was a garment worn by licentious women (or 
women having sexual seduction at the back -better: at the front- of their minds, though 
not necessarily prostitutes and hetaerae) and was therefore a sign of debauchery. Its use 
in, and relationship to, Dionysian festivals, on the other hand, are beyond doubt. Pollux 
describes it as an himation used by Dionysus43 , and the iconographical evidence 
demonstrates that if not by the god himself44 the krokotos was at least worn by the female 
members of the divine thiasus, by dancing women and maenads.45 The exclusively 
feminine function of the krokotos is also clearly attested. When in another passage of his 
Onomasticon the same ancient grammarian presents a list of the names of tainted 
garments, he emphatically asserts that the krokotos and the krokotion (its diminutive) are 
40Hom. Il. VIII, l;XJX, 1-2. 
41Cf. LSf S.V . KpOKOS' . In Aesch. Agam. 239 the KPOKOV ~a<l>aS' refers to the dyed robe (cr. Alistoph. 
Lys. 51) worn by Iphigeneia before her sacrifice. 
42Aristoph. Lys. 42-48; 219-220; Eec!. 878-879; Nub. 51; Thesm. 138; 939-945. 
43pollux IV, 116: 6 8E KPOKWTl)S' l~aTwv' Lu ovvCJoS' 8' a1JT4J EXPllTo. 
44rhat the krokotos was worn by Dionysus is shown in Aristoph. Rail. 46; Athen. 198c and Cratinus 
Dionysalexandrus 1 (Meineke II 37) [where in all likelihood the effeminate Alexander was presented on 
sl,age with Dionysian attire (cL Pollux VII, 56: T01JTlll T4J xpw~aTl Kat. ' AAE~av8pov li8ECJ9m 
AEYOVCJL which I take to refer to krokotos rather than the immediately preceding omphakilloll; given the 
~atter's name (from 6~<l>a~ being the unripe grapes), the two may, nonetheless, be chromatically similar)]. 
SUre "Krokotos" . The Dionysian character of almost all the scenes where a krokotos is depicted is 
unmistakable: whenever the god is physically absent, a symbol such as the vine and/or a figure such as a 
s~tyr point to his vitrual presence. The date of the kylikes and skyphoi of what has in awkward, art-
hIstorical terms been called 'the Krokotos Period' is the last quarter of the fifth century B.c. (p. 102). 
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intended to be worn by women only46, a statement which is corroborated by a fragment of 
the comic poet Araros (mid-fourth c. B.c.) that apparently refers to a man who 
1Tap8EvoS' EtVaL 80KEL 
<j:>opwv KPOKWTOUS' KaL YUVaLKELaV CJTOA11V.47 
It is plain that the robe under discussion was considered to be erotically alluring and fitted 
for those occasions, ceremonial or otherwise, where the sexual appetite was to 
preponderate. But then how did it come about that this garment overburdened with erotic 
connotations was the solemn dress of the arkteia to be borne by young girls of 
approximately ten years of age? Was the ritual meant to serve as a moralistic imperative of 
precisely what should be avoided by the girls in their future matrimonial life, as 
Sourvinou-Inwood seems to imply48 by maintaining, against all existing evidence49, that 
46pollux VII , 55: al 8' alTO XPWllaTWV Eae~TES KaAOVIlEVaL aAovPyl.$', lTOP<!>VPLS, <!>mvLKlS KaL 
<!>OLVLKODs XLTWV, ~aTpax[s, aihaL Il EV civ8pwv, yvvaLKwv 8E KPOKWTOS KpoKwnov, 
1TapaAovpy~S , 01l<j>aKLVov. 
47 Arari Kaelleus 1 (Meineke III 273). The comic effect of the passage must have related to the legend 
according to which Kaeneus was a woman before being transformed into an invulnerable man by 
Poseidon (Scho!. ad Horn. /I. I, 274; Apol!.Rhod. Argon. 1,57-64; Apol!. Epit. I, 22). The symbolic 
function of the krokotos is nicely captured by Sourvinou-Inwood when she states that "it is an emblem of 
femininity" (Studies 127). 
48Sourvinou-Inwood op.cit. 127-134. 
49Since the reading of the most numerous manuscripts of the Aristophanic passage concerned (Lys. 645) 
is KaTExovaa (duly emended for pragmatic and metrical reasons into KqT' Exovaa by Bentley) 
Sourvinou already in 1971 ("Lysistrata") had to adopt the less well documented· KaTaXEovaa (insisting 
on the strength of a lectio difficilior argument) in order to support her interpretation. All the ancient 
commentators understood the passage in its traditional sense (Scho!. ad Aristopli. Lys. 645 Leyden MS: 
~1l<!>LEVVVVTO; Ravennas MS: TT EPLETTELV <j>opoDaav; Suid . s. v. a pKTos ~ Bpavpwvlms: 
~1l<!>LEaIlEVUL), nor is there any ancient testimony mentioning a ritual throwing off of the ceremonial 
dress of the arktoi. Stinton ("Iphigeneia") joined the discussion with a more elegant suggestion, Kal 
xEovaa. which is accepted by Henderson (Lysistrata 35, but cf. also 157). This conjecture, or its 
manuscript-attested predecessor, was accepted by Walbank ("Artemis") in his unconvincing interpretation 
of the entire Aristophanic passage (Lys. 641-647) as referring exclusively to different Artemisian rites, 
not to rituals performed in honour of other goddesses too, as the standard exegesis suggests. 
In order to substantiate her interpretation and provide it with parallels Sourvinou maintains 
(Studies, 127) that "the rite of undressing, throwing off the special garment characterizing the status of 
the initiand [ ... ] is frequently associated with, and is an important ritual act in, initiations and initiatory 
type institutions in Greece and elsewhere". About elsewhere I have no idea (and the mere numerical 
abundance of cultures would make, statistically speaking, the opposite claim almost impossible), but as to 
Greece all the secondary literature that Sourvinou cites as evidence refers to male initiation with special 
emp~asis on the Cretan EK8vaw and the Spartan YVIlVOTTUL8LUL. By way of conclusion to the case-
studies he examined, Lincoln says (Emerging 103): "In the female rites we have studied [ ... ] the 
symbolism of clothing is entirely different [viz. from male initiation or puberty rites]. Instead of the 
removal of clothing, we find the addition of new clothing or bodily adornment-- a marriage token, a 
feather headdress, elaborate jewelry, or a set of scars. Attendants deck the initiand in ceremonial finery, 
often piling layer upon layer, as among the Tukuna or the Navajo. The general tendency in women's rites 
se~ms to be toward an additive process (clothes pllt 011) rather than a sublractive one (clothes taken oul). 
Thl.s serves to express another contrast with male initiations: whereas men (who have status) must lose 
their status in order to assume another, women (who have no status) need not do so. For them there is no 
tru~ liminality, no stress on nudity, no "being ground down to nothing". Their initiation proceeds along 
qUite different lines." (emphasis mine) . Studying the iconographical evidence of the Artemisian 
krateriskoi Kahil ("Attique" 30) (not cited by Sourvinou at this juncture) says, it is true, that the 
~sumed arktoi "gardent parfois une nudite qui doit etre rituelle", but she immediately goes on to add 
mms qui n' esl aneste sallf dons certains cas toul a fail exceptionne/s pOllr des persollnages feminins" 
(emphasis mine). Which these cases are we are not told. At the religious race in Olympia the maidens 
Wor~ a short tunic, their right shoulder down to the breast only being bare (Paus. V, 16,2). The athletic 
nudity of Spartan girls, on the other hand, was exceptional and thus became notorious in ancient times as 
a sign of libertinism and indecency. 
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the central act of the rite was the shedding (i.e. undressing as opposed to wearing) of the 
krokotos? 
As early as the end of the last century, students of Greek religion suggested that 
the ceremonial garment worn during the arkteia stood for the skin of the bear which the 
girls were said to imitate5o. At first sight this seems to be a reasonable assumption to 
make (for the krokotos and the 'bear' are very close to each other in the evidence), but 
upon closer inspection the 'solution' presents various difficulties. The afore-mentioned use 
ofthe krokotos in secular instances (and, at any rate in cases where a wild animal, let alone 
a bear specifically, would be the last thing involved) is one of them. Even more noteworthy 
is the objection according to which one does not see how the bright colour of the robe 
resembled in any way the dark bear-skin. Religious symbolism, it is true, does not always 
pay attention to realistic affinities, but in our case the difference is striking and hard to 
'bear'. How then did it come about that the saffron-robe and the 'bear' became part and 
parcel of the same ritual? I suggest that the link should be sought in the symbolism of the 
Bear. Schematically speaking, if in the early history of the cult the Bear represented the 
symbol of a Great Mother, as I take it to be, the introduction of the krokotos in the 
ceremony at a later stage would be effected in order to put more emphasis on the core of 
the rite: namely that the young girls ritually anticipate their eventual coming of age in its 
most important function. They ritually become mothers so that they may also in reality 
attain motherhood. Let us therefore turn to the foundation myth of the arkteia. 
In the exegetical works of the Hellenistic epoch we find two versions of the myth that was 
narrated to account for the ritual in question. Both versions conform to the well-known 
and widespread pattern for the institution of Artemisian cults: act of devotion - human 
failure - pestilence or famine cast by the goddess - expiation of her wrath, hence finally: 
ritual repetition of the mythical archetypal act51 . The difference between them lies 
primarily in the introduction in one of them of a mythical figure who took the initiative in 
appeasing the offended goddess by deception with a view to keeping henceforward the 
priesthood of the cult. This mythical figure seems to be more related to the Mounychian 
cult than to the cult at Brauron, and later became a paradigmatic instance of prudence (or 
of folly). Reduced to its essential components the foundation myth narrates that a she-
bear appeared in Athens and was later killed. Artemis became outraged at the murder of 
her beloved animal and in order to punish the transgression she inflicted a devastating 
pestilence (or a famine) across the Attic territory. The Athenians realized (through a 
Delphic oracle or by themselves) that expiation was urgently needed and to that end they 
50 51 Cr. Farnell CIIlls II, 436 and n. c. 
Cr. Calame Clu£ltrs 190. 
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decreed that no girl should marry before having imitated the bear in advance. The arkteia 
was thus instituted.52 
Such a schematic reduction of the myth may be useful for instructing us on what 
the worshippers unanimously said about the ritual which they performed, but can hardly 
shed more light on the issue. Similarly, the state of our sources prevents a rigid taxonomic 
classification. Any attempt to move from the existing mythical variations up to an assumed 
Ur-mythologeme is bound to be highly speculative. By contrast, a selective use of the 
existing accounts, arbitrary though it may appear at first sight, could perhaps provide 
some insights into the meaning of the cult. 
At the kernel of the myth stood the sacrifice of a maiden. The sacrifice is meant to 
atone for the wrath of the goddess. But why is Artemis angry? She is angry because the 
Athenians killed a she-bear. But again, why? Evidently because the bear is an animal 
sacred to the goddess. More than that, the bear is a manifestation of the goddess. This 
may have originated in an early religious stage when anthropomorphism had not as yet 
prevailed. Theriomorphic representations of gods are spread thoughout Greece53 , and 
some Homeric epithets can be seen as being relics of a previous stratum of religious 
consciousness. When theriomorphic representations of deities withdraw into the 
background of religious imagery, the animals become symbols of divine presence. The 
presence in question is Artemisian. The she-bear is in this sense an epiphany of the 
goddess herself. If Artemis originally was a bear, she is now represented by the bear.54 
In our context, the killing of the bear is in a way the killing of Artemis. And the killing of 
Artemis is the divine paradigm for the killing of the maiden. However, the latter is also a 
propitiatory killing in honour of Artemis, an appeasement of her wrath. How are we to 
combine the two diametrically opposed features of the myth? 
A. Brelich55 in a very convincing article focusing primarily upon the cults of the 
Ortheian and Brauronian Artemises argued that "the complex of myth and ritual [viz. of 
these cults] did not aim to give a symbolic equivalent of the human sacrifice, but rather of 
that symbolic killing which is characteristic of the procedures of initiation." The initiatory 
character of the arkteia is beyond dispute. But what precise experience the symbolic 
equivalent of a symbolic human sacrifice, the "symbol of a symbol", is meant to disclose 
is rather harder to find. Any interpretation reduced to its fundamental notions hinges upon 
the way in which we understand the role and function of Artemis in the ritual enactment. 
I think that the Homeric image of Artemis as the Beautiful Virgin par excellence is 
rather misleading if brought without modification into the arena of the Brauronian cult. 
~iFor a collection of the relevant sources see Appendix. 
5~oOk "Animal". This article, though in many respects antiquated, retains still some referential value . 
. . 1 he difference between the two is one of emphasis, not of quality. Never is a theriomorphic deity 
Id~ntified with the animal through, or in, which (s)he appears; for, had it been so, (s)he would be an 
anImal, not a deity. This is not playing with words: we cannot emphasize too much the hOlllilIis religiosi 
senousness. 
55Brelich "Symbol" 207. 
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For this image stresses luminous maidenhood in extremis, le. at the expense of the 
potential procreative power that is the most essential content of virginity. If Artemis 
presided over the ritual at Brauron, it was under a different aspect of her divinity that she 
did so. And this other aspect may perhaps be found more openly in the role of the initiator 
and first priestess of the cult, in the role of Iphigeneia. 
Iphigeneia 
As her very name plainly shows, Iphigeneia is "She who gives strong offspring". Even if 
other etymologies be possible (such as "She of the strong descent" or "She of the 
powerful birth"), the connection of the heroine with childbirth and with power (L<pL)56 in 
securing or attaining birth, is unmistakable. But is she, or rather was she a heroine from 
the beginning of her career in Greek mythology? By simply posing the question, the 
expected answer is implied. In my view, she was not. Ever since the publication of an 
excellent article by Clement57 the divinity of Iphigeneia scarcely comes as a surprise. 
Originally Iphigeneia was an independent goddess. Hesiod58 and Stesichorus59 
generously testify to her divinity by identifying her with Hecate. Their accounts bear, no 
doubt, the stamp of her subordination to Artemis. Her deification is supposed to be an act 
of benevolence on the part of the Olympian goddess. But we can readily see the influence 
of the epic tradition here. "Homer", the chief supplier of Greek mythology (in the pointed 
Herodotean statement), exerted such an appeal to the formation of gods, demi-gods and 
56It has been claimed that the Mycenaean name lpemedeja should be etymologicaIly connected with 
I1TTa~QL (Ventris and Chadwick Documellfs, 288: "lphemedeiii = ' I<pl~EBEla, the mother of Otus and 
Ephialtes by Poseidon, Od. XI, 305. The absence of initial W- and the spelling -pe- show that this name 
does not contain l<pl; [ ... ] Almost certainly a pre-Greek deity, whose name has been modified by popular 
etymology; the confusion of e and i seems to be confined to non-Greek words." and Keams Heroes 32, n. 
114). Without claiming any special knowledge of Mycenaean Greek, I find that the banishment of l<Pl 
from the name on the basis of the inscriptional lack of the later entirely extinct digamma is a rather 
exaggerated conclusion, and that the popular-etymology explanation sounds rather unlikely. On the basis 
of parallels like Diogelles and ellgelles (in which the second part of the admittedly compound word refers 
10 the birth of the person that has the name, as opposed to the birth of his offspring) and an Hesychian 
gloss (s.v. t<pLV' KaAi]v) Dowden (Death, 46) suggested that lphigelleia = Kalligelleia. He seems to 
have silenced another gloss (Hesych. s. v. l<plS" TaxuS') that proves once again that iph- is a root 
denoting strength and power; hence perhaps also beauty qua enchantment and beguilemept. At any rate, 
that the name was regarded as composite and that its prefix was considered to be l<Pl are beyond 
dIspute. 
57Clement "Evidence". On this seminal article much of the later work on the issue is based (with or 
without acknowledgement). Clement was not the first to claim that Iphigeneia originally was a goddess. 
Her divinity had been suggested before (cr. e.g. Gregoire Ellripide, 85-111; Sechan "Sacrifice") , but 
nowhere was it so convincingly argued as by him. Iphigeneia's divinity is not, of course, unanimously 
~~cepted (cr. e.g. Rose Handbook 119). 
Hes. fr. 23(a) (Merkelbach-West) 15-25. That Jphimedia is a variant of Iphigeneia (or that it was taken 
so) is proved by the next fragment (23 (b) (Merkelbach-West) = Palls. J, 43, 1: olBa BE ' HaLoBov 
~oLi]aavTa EV KaTaA0Y41 rVVUlKWV ' I<pl YEVElaV OUK a:TTo8avElv, YVW~\l BE ' APTE~lBoS' ' EKUTT)V 
ELVaL.); Einodia is an epithet of Hecate who was, among other things, a childbirth goddess (esp. when 
~~sociated with Artemis as in Aesch. SIlPPI. 647-677). 
, Stes. fr. 2 15 (Page): ~TlJa(xopoS' B ' EV 'OPWTElq. KaTaKOAou8rjaas 'HaL0841 T~V 
Aya~E~vovos ' [<pLYEVElaV EtVQL TT]V 'EKUTT)V vvv oVO~a(O~EVlJV . 
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heroes that, we may reasonably suppose, whenever Iphigeneia was subsequently spoken 
of, she was immediately recognized as the daughter of Agamemnon. I wrote "Homer" 
because in Homer Iphigeneia does not appear6o. Among the daughters of the chief 
commander of the Achaean camp is, not Iphigeneia proper, but a semblance of hers: 
Iphianassa61 . Perhaps this is not without significance. "She who powerfully reigns", "The 
Mighty Queen" is a 'title' more befitting the royal maiden than would be a name alluding 
to female fecundity. In the diptych of epic 'twin sisters'62, Iphianassa seems to keep the 
aetherian pole, whereas Iphigeneia dwells more down to earth. The Iphigeneia of the 
Cyclic Epics63 (for the ancients) and of Euripides (for us), the Iphigeneia who was 
sacrificed at Aulis to liberate the power of Aeolus and to permit the setting out of the 
Greek vessels was, however, not the sole heroic figure under that name. Other Iphigeneias 
of different pedigrees and with different legends existed too. In one of these (explicitly of 
Argive origin, but also perhaps prominent in Athens) she was a daughter of Theseus64. 
Iphigeneia relates to the life-cycle. She relates to birth - and consequently also to 
death65. Her name alone would be proof enough. But we have more indications. It is to 
her, not to Arternis, that, in the Euripidean aetion (vv. 1464-67 quoted above), the garments 
ofthe women who have died in labour are dedicated. The third-century-B.c. dramatic poet 
Euphorion, following perhaps a passage of the most beloved (in the Hellenistic era as 
opposed to his own) classical tragedian (v. 1464), mentioned the grave oflphigeneia at 
Brauron66. And the excavator of the site using a traditional method of archaeological 
identification, the validity of which has recently been seriously challenged67, recognized 
that cenotaph in the shape of a small building situated south of the main temple of 
Artemis. 
6_0Schol. ad Horn It. I, 106 (quoted by Clement art. cif. 394, n. 2): TO yap , I<pLYEvElas 0V0l1a ou8E 
oiBEV 6 1TOL TjT~S . . 
61 Horn. Il IX, 144-45: TPE1S 8E 1101. ElUL 9uyaTpES EVt. l1Eyap41 EV1T~KT41, XPVU09El1LS Kat. 
L\uoBLKll Kat. ' I<pLavauua. 
620r course, I mean this metaphorically, but cf. Cypria p. 123 (Alien), XV. 
63proc. Chryst. p. 104 (Alien): Kat. TC) 8EUTEPOV ~9pOLUl1E VOV TOU UTOAOV El' AUAL8L 
, AyajJ.El1vLllV E1Tl 9~pas ~aAwv EAa<pov i)1TEp~ciAAELV E<PllUE Kal T~V "APTEjJ.LV. jJ.llVI.UaUa 8E Tj 
9EOS E1TEUXEV aliTovs TOU 1TAOU XELl1wvaS E1TL1TEjJ.1Tovua. KaAxavToS" 8E El1TOVTOS T~V T~S" 
SEOU jJ.f\VLv Kal ' I<pLYEvELav KEAElJUaVToS" SUELV T~ , APTEl1L8L, wS" E1Tl yajJ.ov aUT~v ' AXLAAEl. 
l1ETa1TEl1tVa l1EVOL SUELV E1TLXELPOUULV. "APTEl1LS" 8E alh~v E~ap1Tauaua Eis TaupovS" 
I1ETaKol1l.(EL Kal aSavaTov 1TOLEL, E>..a<pov 8E aVTl T~S KOPllS 1TapLaTTjUL T4l ~WW~. (cf.Cypria fr. 
XV, p. 123 Alien). Cf. Schol. A ad Hom ll. 1, 108 (vol. I, p. 22 Dindort); Apoll. Epit. Ill , 21-22; Hyg. 
~ab. 98; Ovid Met. XII, 24-38. 
4Paus. II, 22, 7.= Stes. fr. 191 (Page): TIPOTEPOV 8E EH L;TllULXOPOS 6 . IjJ.Epal.oS", KaTa TalJTa 
*gULV ' ApYELOlS" 811UELllS" Elvm SvyaTEpa ' I<pL yEVELav. 
5Gregoire is both right and wrong when he writes (Euripide 92): "La «mort» d'Iphigenie est la 
consequence naturelle de la disparition de son culte, de la fusion de sa personnalite avec celle d' Artemis". 
Right, because he sees Iphigeneia as a pre-existing goddess; and wrong, because he thinks that a chthonic 
cult centred in a tomb could be caused by divine succession in the history of a precinct. Iphigeneia's 
subordinate position at Brauron is of course an indication of the glory that she must once have had, but 
~er relation to death and the underworld are relics thereof, mther than subsequent changes in status. 6~Appendix . I, II, A, 1: KEV~PWV 'I<pLYEvELaS". (cf. Nonnus Dioll. XIII, 186). 
Cr. Snodgrass Archaeology 38fr. 
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The cruelty and bloodthirstiness (ergo, the 'chthonicity') of the daemon Iphigeneia 
is most conspicuously revealed by a passage in Herodotus in which the 'father of 
historiography' points out that the Virgin to whom human sacrifices were offered in the 
Black Sea is identical , so the barbarian performers claimed, with the daughter of 
Agamemnon68. The usual 'looking-glass' device of Herodotus may, of course , be 
intensively at play in this instance69. But it is interesting that neither the divinity nor the 
mercilessness of the daemon seem to have lacked verisimilitude for the Halikarnassian. 
These traits were, no doubt, noteworthy, and pehaps even striking. No attempt, however, 
was made to refute a claim which struck at the heart of classical Greek self-consciousness 
as displayed in the re-interpretation of the Homeric Trojan War, then seen as the 
exemplification of the conflict between the Civilized and the Brute: the daughter of the 
chief commander of the Greeks asking for human sacrifices? How could such an 
allegation be accepted, if Iphigeneia had not already been something similar (perhaps 
milder) in speech (mythology) and/or in deed (cult)? So much for Herodotus. On our 
part, we may ask whether it was really the barbarians themselves (as opposed to Greek 
inhabitants of the Tauric peninsula) that made the mythological claim to the legend of 
Homer - of all poets. 
That as late as the fifth century, and presumably later, Iphigeneia was worshipped 
at Brauron should be taken for certain. Euripides would not have included what is 
obviously an aetiology, if it did not add to the verisimilitude of his play. That by that time 
she was anything but a goddess is, nonetheless, also certain. But that she probably was 
there before Artemis, could be inferred from some very indicative parallels. Hesychius 
glosses Iphigeneia to mean Artemis7o; at Hermione there was a shrine of Artemis where 
the goddess was worshipped under the epiklesis of Iphigeneia7 1 (which is in itself proof 
enough that the Olympian took over a pre-existing cult); and, more interestingly, at 
Aegeira the ancient Baedeker saw an Artemisian temple about which he reported72: 
, Apn~ \lL86S' TE vaoS' KaL ayaA\.w TEXVllS' T~S' E<p ' ~\lwv' LEpdTaL 8E 
lTap8EvoS', Ecn' QV ES' wpav c1.<plKllTaL ya \lou' ECJTllKE 8E KaL ayaA\la 
EVTau8a a pxffiov, , I<pLYEvELa 11 ' Aya \lE\lvOvOS' wS' oL AlYElpdTal <paCJL' 
El 8E ci.A1l8~ AEYOUCJL OUTOL, 8flAoS' ECJTLV E~ c1.PXllS' ' I<pLYEvE LQ. lTOL1l8ELS' 
6 vaoS' . 
Not only is the conclusion drawn by Pausanias indicative of ancient alertness to the 
(possible) divinity of Iphigeneia, but also the priesthood by a virgin there, held until 
marriageability , comes very close to the Brauronian state of affairs. In these and similar 
68Herod. IV, 103: T01ITWV TavpoL IlEV VOIlOLaL TOLOWL8E XPEWVTaL' 8UOUUL IlEV Ti;j TI ap8Evc.p 
TOUS' TE VaVll'YOuS' KaL TOUS' av Aci.~lllUL . EAAl)VWV ETravax8EvTES' Tp6Trl~ TOL08E ' [ .. . ] T11V 8E 
~~tllova TauTTjV TD 8UOUUL AE)'OUUL WhOL TavpOL ' I<pL )'EvELav T~V ' A )'aIlEllvovOS' EtVaL. 
7 
Hartog Mirror. 
OH h ' lA-- ' . "A 7 esyc .s.v. 'VL)'EvELa' 11 pTEllLS'. 
7IPaus. U, 35, 1: KaL ' APTE IlL8oS' ETrLKA11aLV ' I<pL)'EvEtaS' EUTLV LEpov. 
2Paus. VII , 26, 5. 
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cultic contexts, and also in legends, folklore tales and even myths proper, Iphigeneia, 
Artemis and Hecate73 have become so intermingled that endeavouring to clarify the 
situation once for all, and to assign a fixed place to each one of them, is not only a'futile 
attempt, but perhaps a pointless effort too. For reasons of analysis, however, such an 
enterprise may yield some results, if not with reference to the historic reality, at least with a 
view to an understanding of the symbolic meaning involved. 
The Beal' 
At the end of the first quarter of the century when anthropology was already an 
established independent discipline Hallowell published a book-length article under the 
modest title "Bear Ceremonialism" .74 As is evident from the acute and sensitive 
Introduction, the universalizing fallacies of Frazer and the Frazerians have been 
ingeniously spotted and an increasing awareness of the methodological problems that 
would thereafter preoccupy the discipline has already appeared. In the same decade 
Malinowski publishes most of his seminal studies. 
Because Hallowell is extremely alert to the pitfalls of gross simplification he 
strenuously dismisses the then prevailing interpretative method which he disparagingly 
calls "the psychological hypothesis"75. Facts, however, are facts, and a mere glance at the 
available ethnographical evidence suggests that "no other animal was found to attain such 
universal prominence as the bear, nor to have associated with it, over such a wide 
geographical area, such a large series of customs. "76 Hallowell understands that to state 
this is to raise a question which can only be answered with reference to the context of a 
culture. However, it would be unwise to deprive of all explanatory strength a reason that 
immediately suggests itself:77 
[ ... ] the ursine species are distinguished by characteristics which lend themselves 
more readily to anthropomorphization than those of other animals. 
Some sixty years before the appearance of Hall ow ell 's article, the jurist who 
would remain known in the intellectual history of the West as the initiator (or the 
mythologist?, as the modern perspective wants it78) of Matriarchy (or, to be precise, of 
'Motherright') published a study about 'the Bear in the Religions of Antiquity'79. 
73It may be worth mentioning that a small statue of Hecate (Tpi,\lOP<P0s-) was also found at Brauron 
~BCH, 73, 1949, p. 527). 
4Hallowell "Bear". 
75arl.cil. 148-152. 
76art.cil . 148. Cr. Kitagawa"Bear"; Paulson "Barenschodels"; Praneuf Ollrs. 
77Zoc.cil. 
78Georgoudi "Matriarchy". 
79Bachofen Biir. 
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Expectably enough, the bear was seen as a symbol of femininity in its most valuable 
function, ergo as a symbol of motherhood par excellence. Was he wrong, or at least so 
wrong, as we would be all too ready to assert? 
Several years would pass by until the city that welcomed Bachofen's publication 
should greet another, still more thought-provoking, work (and better-known, at least 
among classicists), composed by the editor of the Corpus of the Swiss matriarch: Karl 
Meuli's Griechische Opjerbraucheso. As the title indicates, the essay deals with sacrifice; 
with ancient Greek sacrificial customs, to be precise. Yet, the bear which is our theme and 
whichprimajacie would look very unlikely to find a place within such a (con)text seems 
then to have emerged from hibernation. Bears, Meuli argues, were the most important 
game of prehistoric hunters; (he means: of those prehistoric hunters to whom his 
sacrificial theory had recourse in order to explain historic sacrifice as a 'comedy of 
innocence'). Hence, continues Meuli, faithful to himself and his method of arguing, the 
eminent role of bears in later myths and cults should be seen as a relic of the (distant) past 
when people depended entirely on hunting in order to subsist themselves. Could the new 
utilitarianism of Meuli' s serve as the basis for an explanation of the presence of arkteia at 
Brauron? 
The reply of Lloyd-JonesS1 seems to be in the positive. Meuli's theory is certainly 
attractive, and so is Lloyd-Jones' adaptation, but as against the latter's justified fury at the 
structuralists' neglect of the historical dimension, a more synchronic approach could also 
deserve a place in a discussion on the ancient Bear. Thus, we are back with Hollowell and 
his contextualizing point of view. 
With the notable exception of PerlmanS2, the modern accounts of the Brauronian 
rite seem to have bypassed the problem presented by the bear, its meaning and function in 
the collective representations of the ancients and the position it occupied in what we would 
now call imaginary Greece - or, la Grece imaginaire. 
The following features stand out in the ancient Greek descriptions of the bear: 
(i) ability to stand upright 
(ii) susceptibility to only relative domestication 
(iii) licentiousness and sexual excess 
(iv) maternal affection toward the cubs 
(v) fierceness and aggressiveness after parturition 
(vi) formation of the formless offspring 
(vii) subversion of the rule that wants male animals to be stronger than female 
(viii) hibernation. 
SOMeuli "Opferbrauche" . 
81Uoyd-Jones "Artemis" 89-90 and 100ff 
82Perlman "She-Bear". . 
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The first trait is a confirmation of Hallowell ' s canon and has in many instances been 
noted by Hellenists. The last will be discussed presently. All the other features (ii-vii) 
converge in one point: the emphasis seems to be on femininity and motherhood. In 
reversing the historical order, let us then present some crucial sources whence the above 
deductions are derived. In his insightful treatise on the Interpretation of Dreams 
Artemidorus writes83: 
"APKTOS' 8E yuvaLKa cnwaLVEL (<j:>aaL yap EK Ka)..ALaTOUS' T~S' ' ApKa8LK~S' 
IlETa~aAEiv TO ( c{lOV oL ITEPL IlETallop<j:>waEwv llu8oAoYllaaVTES') KaL 
voaov 8La TO 8'lPLW8ES' KaL KLV'laLV KaL aIT081WLav, EITEL8i) 0llulVUIl0S' 
Ean Tc{l aEL KLVOUIlEV41 aaTP41 ' mi ALV 8E T~V EITL TOU mh ou TOITOU 
aTpo<j:>i)v llaVTEUETaL' KaL yap TO aaTpov aEL EV Tc{l alJTc{l KLvoullEVOV 
ou KaTa8uETaL. 
There is much aetiology and much Hellenistic constellation speculation in this passage. 
Yet the first four words remain valid irrespective of what explanations one adduces to 
substantiate their content: in prophetic dreams (for not all dreams reveal the future; many 
are irelevent to the 'science' of dream-interpretation) the bear stands for a woman. And we 
know what to be a woman means: to give birth - the most essential function of all.84 
Aristotle noticed (in a verbally ironical way) the exceptional strength and bravery 
of the female bears, especially after parturition:85 
a8uIloTEpa 8E Ta 8~AEa mivTa TWV appEvwv, ITA11v apKTou KaL 
ITap8ciAEwS'. TOUTWV 8' ~ e~AELa 80KEL EtVaL av8pELoTEpa. 
xaAEITaL 8E aL 8~AELaL apKToL alTo TWV aKullvwv WaITEp KaL oL KUVES' 
alTo TWV aKuAaKLwv. 
He also emphasized the maternal care which the she-bears show to their cubs:86 
aL 8E apKToL <STav <j:>EuyouaL, Ta aKullvLa ITpOW80UaL KaL aVaAa~ouaaL 
<j:>EpOUaL. 
What is most worthy of mention, however, is the ancient observation attested in several 
ancient authors that the she-bear not only gives birth but also in a way imparts form to her 
otherwise amorphous and shapeless young. Aelian describes this curious feature in 
language that betrays bewilderment and admiration:87 
83Artem. Oneir. n, 12. 
8~Callaway "Birth". 
:.)Arist. HislAnim. 607a; 571b. 
6Arist. Hisl.Anim. 611 a.; cL Ael. Nal.Anim. VI , 9: CJo<\>a 8E a pKTou ~v a pa EKELVa. Eav 8ll6KllTUl 
~ETa TtDV alJT~S' CJKuAa KLwv, TT pow9El alJTa ES oCJov 8uvaTal. OTaV 8E: CJwl811 OTL a TTElTTE, TO 
~~V KaTa VWTOU <\>EPEl, TO 8E KaTa TOU CJTOfl aTOS', Kat 8EV8pov Aa~O flEVT] avaTTT]8q.. Kat TO 
~EV EXETUl TOU VWTOU TOlS' QVuEL, TO 8E: El' TOlS' 680uCJL <\>EPETUl a va9EOuCJT]S' a iJTi']S'. 
: Ael. Nal.Anim. 11, 19; cL Pollux V, 80: ~ 8 ' a pKToS' TlKTEl flEV CJapKa, TTAa TTEL 8E Kat ap9poL 
TO 'YEvvllfla Tt;) CJTOflaTL. Kat TTPOS' E180S' (00u Ta I1EAll TUTTol. 
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Kat. To8E TO 8aUIla Tou8E TOU (4l0U '(8LOV. TEKELV ~PE<POS' OUK Ot8EV 
apKTOS', OU8E 61l0AOY~o"EL TLS' E~ u'J8lVUlV l8wv TO EKYOVOV (410YOVOV 
EtVaL aUT11V, aAAa ~ IlEV EAoXEu811, TO 8E ELKD KpEaS' Kat. aCJ11110v TE 
Kat. CLTUlTUlTOV Kat. allop<p0v. ~ 8E <PLAEL Kat. YVUlpl(EL TO TE:KVOV, Kat. 
lmo TOLS' IllKpOlS 8ciAlTEL, Kat. AEaLVEL TD YAWO"O"lJ, Kat. EKTUlToL ES' 
ap8pa, Kat. IlEVTOL Kat. KaTa IlLKpa EKIlOP<POL, Kat. l8wv EPELS' TOUTO 
apKTou O"KUActKLOV. 
Plutarch while combining the bear's fierceness with her peculiar trait of imparting form 
goes a step farther to claim that the she-bear seems to create her cub:88 
11 8E apKToS' ayplWTaTOV Kat. O"Ku8pUllTOTaTOV 81(pLOV, allop<pa Kat. 
avap8pa TLKTEL, TD 8E YAWO"O"lJ Ka8ctlTEp EPYaAEL41 8LaTUlTOUaa TOUS' 
ullEvaS' ou 80KEL 1l0VOV YEVVq.V, aAAa Kat. 81111LOUPYELV TO TEKVOV. 
Parturition is the end-result of pregnancy; what causes pregnancy is conception which is 
in turn caused by sexual intercourse. Oppian insisted on this aspect.89 
On the basis of such evidence it seems safe to conclude that, if in religious 
symbolism the she-bear played a major part, it must have been for reasons similar to those 
that led ancient biologists (and biologisers) to express their wonder at the bear's particular 
characteristics as a mother. As is shown from various anthropological reports, the 
observations of so-called primitive people about the physical world that surrounds them 
are often very acute. And they usually exhibit a sensitivity in observing details in 'wild life', 
which would pass unnoticed to a Western eye, that has frequently struck the observers of 
their life and customs - both biologists and anthropologists. 
Among the voti ve offerings that have been released from the dark earthly recesses 
back to daylight through the spade of archaeology, there are several artefacts depicting 
animals. Among them there are also some images of bears. Their distribution is indicative 
of the nature of the dedication. To the present knowledge, dedications of bears are 
confined to five sanctuaries only90. These are the Acropolis of Athens, the Heraion at 
Argos, the Artemision on Thasos, the sanctuary of Ortheia at Sparta and the precinct of 
Athena Alea in Tegea. We can assume that those of the Athenian Acropolis derive from 
the Brauronion. Could it be a coincidence that all the sanctuaries that have produced 
images of bears were dedicated to the cult of a Great Goddess? 
The bear is an image of the Mother. The big belly of this animal, like that of the 
swine91 (for the chthonic and motherly character of which the Thesmophoria would be 
sufficient indication92), recalls pregnancy. Unlike what a superficial reading of the 
foundation myths of the arkteia would show the she-bear represents motherhood. 
88pl 89 ut. Amor.Prol. 494c. 
900PP. Cyn. Ill, 139-182. 
Bevan "Artemis". :~cr. Arist. Hisl.Anim. 507b. 
Cr. Harrison Prolegomena 124fr. 
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That the bear symbolizes virginity, by contrast, is what readily comes to mind 
when one is accustomed to think by means of structuralist logic. In such a framework of 
meaning the wildness of the animal is the symbolic equivalent of the wildness Of the 
maiden, and the mythological domestication of the bear is the imminent domestication 
(literal93 as well as metaphorical-representationaI94) of the maiden attained through 
marriage. Furthermore, the killing of the bear is the consumption of virginity; hence it 
causes Artemis' s wrath. The entire bear-ritual is then seen as a propitiatory / placatory 
ceremony which aims at appeasing the Virgin goddess for the imminent loss of virginity 
on the part of the girls to be married.95 
Now, the sources emphatically stress that the arkteia is not only as its very name 
indicates, a bear-ritual but moreover an imitation o/the bear.This fact seems to have been 
denied due attention in the relevent recent studies96, since it was taken simply to indicate 
the interplay between cultic activity and a posteriori mythological narrative. But perhaps 
the affirmation that the ritual consisted primarily of an imitation of an archetypal act 
performed in the remote, yet ever-present, time of mythology should be taken more 
seriously into consideration. 
93In the sense of bride's moving away from her paternal oikos to the household of the groom which will 
be her real domus for the rest of her lire. cr. Vernant "Hestia - Hermes" [1963] in Pensee (a brilliant 
~aper - perhaps his best). 
4In the sense of the ancient taming of the 8ullap. 
95So, more or less, Montepaone "Mito" [since the article is concerned with an analysis of the 
Munychian, as distinct from the Brauronian , legend (cr. Montepaone "Arkteia")- a distinction which, if 
drawn too sharply, may lead to odd results- the polarity between the bear and maternity assumes a more 
sophisticated fOIm , inscribed as it is in the context of both myth and ritual practice (74): "Orsa-capra, 
polaritii. sacrificali, presenti nel mito; espIimono la dialettica interna ad esso, di cui Embaros segna il 
momento di sintesi e mediazione: (natura-orsa-fanciulla-capra)-(sacrificio-Embaros)-(cultura-donna). "; 
Osborne Demos 167rr. ; Brule Fille 179-283; id. "Pattes"; id. "Retour"; Kearns Heroes 21-36; Dowden 
"Myth"; Sourvinou-Inwood "Lire" . The primary instigator of these thoughts was Vidal-Naquet ("The 
rlllest analysis to date [viz. 1985] is Vidal-Naquet (1974) [= "Ies jeunes: le cru, I' enrant grec et le cuit" 
III 1. Le Goff and P. Nora (edd.) Faire de l'histoire. vol. Ill , pp. 137-168] who perhaps puts too heavy a 
stress on the 'wildness '" Os borne Demos 251, n. 30). But ir one lets him speak for himselr, one realizes 
that his interpretation is even more of an artificial construction a posteriori - a fully-fledged aetiology: 
"Variants or no, the myth is not difricult to explain: in exchange for the very advance of culture implied 
by the killing or wild animals, an advance for which men are responsible, the girls are obliged before 
maniage - indeed before pubeI1y - to undergo a period of ritual 'wildness'. Study of the pottery evidence 
rrom Brauron reveals that the rituals in honour of the goddess involved (sequentially?) nakedness and the 
wearing of a special form of clothing (the 'crocus' is a sarfron-robe) - perhaps a means or dramatizing the 
transition between savagery and civilization" ("Recipes for Greek Adolescence" [revised version of the 
above] in GOI'don Myth. 163--185 (179) cl'. Vidal-Naquet "Revisited"). A mixture of Meuli and Levi-
Strauss with a hint or leanmaire: the final flavour may be pleasant (and indeed it is) , but does it hold 
good? The historiographical introduction to the subject (163-174 to which I am much indebted) is 
splendid, but the explication of the following case-studies does not seem inter alia to conform to the 
~ethodological principle, emphatically pointed out (177), on the necessity of distinguishing between 
hIstOrical OIigins and synchronic functions. The repeated versions of the essay (1974, 1979, 1981 , 1991) 
~ay indicate the author's unsatisfiedness with the handling of those case-studies. 
Agalll with the exception of Perlman "She-Bear". 
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potshel'ds, Masks and the Beal' 
The task of publishing the pottery found at Brauron was accorded by the excavator of the 
site to L.G. Kahil. In a series of articles that have appeared during the last thirty years97 
Kahil gave a fair picture of the Brauronian ritual as it emerges from the study of 
iconography. The most conspicuous trait of the Brauronian pottery is a particular sort of 
vase baptized krateriskos because of its relatively small size, representatives of which, the 
christener informs us, were found , apart from Brauron, at: 
(i) the Agora of Athens 
(ii) the Brauronion on the Athenian Acropolis 
(iii) the sanctuary of Artemis Mounychia 
(iv) the sanctuary of Artemis Aristoboule 
(v) the cave of Pan at Eleusis 
(vi) the shrine of Artemis at Halae Araphenides. 
The cases of the Agora and the cave of Pan should not cause us to panic: the Athenian 
market-place apart from being a site in which, because of the intense trading activities, all 
sorts of objects could be, and have been, found without prompting much surprise, was 
also a place where Artemis received under the epiklesis Boulaia an epigraphically attested 
cult98, whereas for the the cave of Pan, Kahil's explanation99 that Artemis was intimately 
related to the Nymphs, hence also to Pan, is plausible. It seems therefore safe to conclude 
that the krateriskoi and the scenes depicted on them are exlusive to Artemis and her 
festivities 100 (and, moreover, I-think, they relate to the Taurike Artemis in particular). In 
the same spirit, it has been argued that these scenes represent ritual phases of the arkteia 
with special emphasis on girls ' footraces and singing. The very rare representations of 
female nudity on ancient vases (except when prostitutes and hetairai are shown) have been 
considered to indicate that the nakedness of girls on these pots is of a ritual character. The 
literary description of Pausanias of footraces of maidens performed among three distinct 
age-groups in Elis has been taken to be a parallel case in point. Although the similarity 
cannot go very far, it may be certain that most, if not all , scenes depicted on the krateriskoi 
are representations of some ceremonial act or other. But do they display the kernel of the 
arkteia? 
Apart from the krateriskoi found through digging in Artemisian precincts, Kahil 
brought into the discussion on the meaning of Brauronian iconography three more vases 
of unknown provenance, larger in size than, but of identical shape to, the usual type of 
~~Kahil "Attique"; ead. "Rite" ; ear/. "Deesse"; ead. "«Craterisque»"; ead. "Repertoire". 
9<h~/'ycherley Agora, 56fr. and Long Gods 18Ur. 
- l\..ahil "Rite" 88. 
IOOrhis view is strengthened by the important semantic di scovery of Sourvinou-Inwood "Altars", 
according to which 'altar + palm-tree' denotes a sanctuary and cult of Artemis. Many krateri skoi exhibit 
thiS 'sign'. For a 'reading' of the Artemisian 'palm-tree' based on the Vernantian Artemisian marginality see 
Monbrun "Artemis". 
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krateriskoi. Her assumption that they too depict scenes pertaining to the Brauronian ritual, 
though not unequivocal, is very plausible. In these vases, two very important (for our 
purpose) scenes appear. First, there is a representation of a bear (to judge from the skin, 
since the head of the animal is missing)lOI. And, secondly and more interestingly, there 
appear two human beings, one male, the other female , wearing masks which in all 
likelihood represent bears I 02. Here then is the missing link between the literary testimonia 
and the iconographical evidence. 
The 'bears' at Brauron imitated the Bear in more than a merely figurative sense of 
the word: they were to ritually act as bears by wearing appropriate masks and perhaps also 
by putting on, in conjunction with the masks, the celebrated krokotos. If such were the 
case, then the assumed relation of the krokotos to the bear-skin would be easily 
explicable: it would be a relation that was fixed, not prior to, but after the two elements, i.e. 
the symbolic function of the animal in question and the ritual use of a secular robe , had 
come together and had thus become associated with each other in, and by means of, the 
same cultic practice. As to which one came first, we cannot be entirely sure, but in view of 
the predominance of animals in Artemisian cults (and the world-wide reported cases of 
bear-worship) we may assume that the bear was the more original emblem. Be that as it 
may , it seems reasonable to believe that 'bear' and 'krokotos' represent (albeit not 
necessarily in that order) two distinct successive stages in the cult at Brauron; although it 
sounds equally plausible that the introduction of each element followed a similar, or even 
selfsame, pattern: it was made possible because of a pre-existing connection of each 
emblem with motherly femininity. 
Two principal objections will be raised. To anticipate them does not mean to 
render them ineffective; nor to inoculate my argument against their stings. The first will 
dwell persistently upon a detail mentioned above: the two sole persons that wear masks on 
the krateriskoi -iconography belong to both sexes, and , to judge from the size of the 
breasts, the female one is more feminine , i.e. more advanced in age, than we would like her 
to be. That is true: the masked woman is not an arktos. But is she not an Arktos at all? 
The second objection will run as follows: given the quantity of the surviving fragments of 
krateriskoi , a great many of which are painted, is it not unwise to lay too much stress, 
indeed to base an entire theory , on two of them at the expense of the rest that show no 
comparable scenes? I shall try to reply to both in conjunction. 
As Osborne nicely observed I 03, the literary sources relate that the arkteia was not 
only a TEAET~104 (which alone would be very indicative) but moreover a l1u(JT~PLovI05 . 
The mystery character of the rite would include, among other things, a vow or injunction 
101Kahil "Rite" 91, fi g. 4 and fi g. B. 
102"Rite" 92-93 , fi gg. 6-8 and fig. C. 
1030sborne Demos 165, following, and elaborating on, an allusion by Jeanmaire COllroi 261. 104H h ' , . ~ , , e ' \ ' esyc . S.V. apKTELa' 11 TWV a pKTEu0 \-lEVWV TTa p EVWV TEAETll . 
105e.g. Schol. ad Arisloph. Lys. 645 (Leyden MS): apKTov \-lL \-lOU \-lEVm TO \-lUOT11PLOV E~ETEAouv. 
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of secrecy. Several anthropological parallels pertaining to rites of initiation can be 
adduced 1 06. As a mystery rite, the culmination of the initiation at Brauron, the imitation of 
the Bear, should be prevented from profanation; it should be kept in secret. Therefore, as 
Cole noticed in support of the ritual , as distinct from the mystical, character of the 
iconographical scenes107, "it is unlikely that any secret ceremony would be represented on 
a vase". That we do not possess such scenes would hardly come as a surprise. But why 
the existing ones then? An examination of the iconography of the vase as a whole may 
give us some clue. On the left of the scene, Artemis holding a bow side by side with her 
brother Apollo are seen ; at the centre there is a deer which is in fact the target of the 
Artemisian arrow; next to it there is a laurel, and, further to the right, the masked man; next 
to the man the frontal figure of the masked woman appears, and the scene is brought to an 
end with the depiction of another deer which, given the circularity of the painting, runs 
towards the goddess. The presence of the laurel , as opposed to the expected palm-tree, 
cannot be without significance: the scene as a whole is not placed in an Artemisian 
sanctuary. The laurel may indicate an Apollonian sanctury instead, but I would be tempted 
to make the hypothesis that the setting is rather a figurative Olympus. If that is so, then the 
divine persons on the left would have their equivalent on the right. The further 
consequence would be that profanation of the mystery scene was prevented by means of it 
being located in a divine setting. If no humans appear 'on stage' then no sacrilege is 
committed. Thus, this scene could be the prototypical act, of which the imitation formed 
the secret core of the arkteia-ritual. Purely tentative though this 'reading' is, it seems to 
conform with the ancient notion of what the profanation of a mystery consists. The 
revelation of the secret, hence non-theatrical , appearance of a Kore in the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, according to Kerenyi ' s interpretation 1 08, would be regarded as a sacrilege 
deserving capital punishment, but both poets (like the author of the Homeric Hymn) and 
vase-painters alike would be allowed to describe the anodos of the divine Maiden. Or, 
according to a complementary interpretation of the same ceremony109, the ceremonial 
exhibition of an ear of grain should be kept in utmost secrecy, but the prohibition did not 
equally apply to the sculptor of the grand votive relief of Eleusis where the local hero 
Neoptolemos receives the gift of agriculture, in the form of 'the miraculous seeds', from 
Demeter herself11 o. 
106Cf. Van Gennep Rites; Eliade Initiations. Cr. also the interesting, but not very convincing, view of 
Lincoln "Persephone" , who discerns a female rile de passage at the bottom of the Eleusinian Mysteries. 
107Cole "Maturation" 241. 
108Kerenyi Elellsis 95fr. 
1090tto "Mysteries" . 
I IOCr. Mylonas Elellsis 192- 193 and fi g. 68. 
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Brauron: An Etymology 
Brauron is a toponym. And Artemis Brauronia is commonly assumed to derive her 
epiklesis from the place in Attica where her cult was predominant. This is certainly so, 
verified, in addition , by inscriptional evidence which reads " APTE\.lLS' ~ EV 
BpaupWVL 111 , and by a lemma in Photius where a certain hero with the same name is also 
mentioned to account for the divine epitheton 112. But is this the whole story, or merely its 
prelude? Why Brauron the place, and why Brauron the name? 
As to the place, its appropriateness for an Artemisian cult is as indisputable as is 
its inaptness for conducting archaeological excavations. Overflows of the nearby river 
Erasinos occasionally made the site suitable for rice-cultivation , rather than ritual 
celebration, and, when the blessing was not so great, incessant underground currents of 
water kept it fairly moist anyway. Not only are the modem participants in the digging well 
aware thereof, but the ancient architects must have faced similar difficulties - which may 
perhaps explain the relatively early abandonment of the sanctuary buildings. Technical 
human inadequacy aside (or should we rather say: notwithstanding it ?), the place was 
chosen as suitable for divine veneration. In such an 'environmental' context, what sort of 
divinity would readily fall into place is quite easy to see: a deity whose main function was 
manifested as Generative Power; Iphigeneia-Artemis. Once again 113, moisture and 
wetness are physical manifestations of coming-into-being, or procreation. 
Now, before attaining 'visibility' (i.e. before reaching a stage in which it is easily 
perceptible) any process of coming-into-being is preceded by a phase of preparation. 
Expressed in organic terms, the procedure of preparation is a kind of pregnancy. And of 
pregnancy the salient external feature is amorphous physical augmentation or expansion; 
it is swelling. Such was the place at Brauron, and the deity presiding thereover. 
Except wherever nominal transparency predominates, to discover the origin of a 
word is not an easy enterprise. This holds true for both endo-linguistic (i.e. confined 
within the language under investigation) and comparative attempts. But to have recourse to 
lost or hypothetical languages (to Pelasgians of some sort or other I 14) may sometimes be 
equivalent to begging the question of etymon. The most recently proposed etymology 
LIlCr. Daux "Fouilles 1961" 679 and n. l. 
112Photius Lex. (Theodoridis) s.v. BpaupwvLa' ' A6~vllo"LV oihws ~ "APTEIJ.LS EKaAELTo cbro 
Bpaupwvos Torrou, EV l~ IHiAwTa aUTll ETLIJ.UTO· E KA~611 8E 6 xwpos urro TLVOS f\pwos ounu 
KaAOUIJ.EVOU· Kat, ~V LEPOV rrpos T4l 'Epao"lV4l rroTalJ.4l KaTaO"KEua0"6Ev ~rro TIEwwTpaTou . 
• Steph. Byz. s.v.Bpaupwv· 8fjIJ.os TfjS ' ATTLKfjS urro Bpaup(;)vos f\pwos. u<j> ' ov Ka\. BpaupwvLa ~ 
APTEIJ.LS. Ta T01TLKa Bpcwpwvo6EV, Bpauplllva8E, BpaupwvL, ws Maea6(;)VL. Anecd. Bekk. 1,220: 
~paupwvla ' "APTEIJ.LS oihw KaAOU IJ.EV 'l urro Bpaupwvos Torrou, EV l\l IJ.clAWTa ~ 6EOS TLIJ.UTaL. 
TKA~61l 8E 6 Torros urro Bpaupwvos f\PlllOS TLVOS. 
13Cr. what is said about Ortheia. 
114~r. e.g. Popov "Brauro", where Brauro is supposed to be the Greek translation (meaning what?) of the 
on~Inal name of the goddess. It is certain that Artemi s Brauronia was (con)fused with Bendis (about 
which see below 'Bendis and Oupis'), but nothing proves that the approximation of the two left its marks 
on the linguistic plane too (which, in principle, sounds very probable). 
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sees a bear in 'Brauron'115, but, much as this would fit in the picture of the cult that has 
been presented above, the process which leads to such result leaves, both semantically and 
grammatically, something to be desired. 
The etymology which I would like to advance connects the name with the several 
Greeks words that have as their main lexical component the biliteral root hr-. The most 
salient representative of this group of words is the verb ~puw, meaning 'to be full of, to 
abound with, hence to thrive in, to swell'. Pollux writes l16: 
EITL <j>UTWV KaL 8EV8pwv KapITo<j>opwv EPELS' aX\lci(EL, opyq., (mapyq., 
~pUEL - IIMLCJTa 8E Toiho ElT' EAaLWV -, avBEl, KapITo<j>opEL, ~AaCJTaVEL, 
BMAEL. 
and Hesychius (s.v.) explains: 
~pUEL' pEEL, IT llY ci(EL , ava~AU(EL, IT1l8q., avBEL, aV\.T\CJL, aU~ETaL. 
The element of thriving fertility is unmistakable in all related words (e.g. ~pua(w [= be 
pregnant], ~puov [= moss], ~pihoS' [= a fermented beverage made of barley, a kind of 
beer] and also our embryo [which is TO EV yaCJTpL ~puov, according to EustathiusD.117 
An Orphic Hymn to Dionysus118 stressing the god's chthonic aspect says: 
ana, \laKap, XAOOl<apITE, KEpaCJ<j>0pE, Kapm\lE BaKXE, 
~aLV' EITL ITavBELov TEAET~V yavOWVTL ITPOCJWIT41 
EULEPOLS' KapITOlCJL TEAECJCJL YOVOLCJL ~pua(wv. 
and a fragment from the lost tragedy Athamas by Aeschylus (or by Sophocles) reads: 
~pua( OUCJ11S' AEa\. vllS' 
which Hesychius glosses as: 
[ ... ] aK\la(ouCJ11S' 11 EYKU\lOVOS'. 
This may be particularly relevant here, because it relates the word to the acme of a 
pregnant lioness, like the lioness that Artemis was to women 119. 
That the derivatives of~puw had strong sexual overtones, and that the verb itself 
may have been originally meant to denote sexual flowering 120 are shown from the 
following fragment of Hipponax: 121 
TOV BEOLCJL EXBpov Toihov, oS' KaTEu8ouCJllS' 
T11S' \IT\TPOS' ECJKUAEUCJE TOV ~puCJCJov 
where ~puCJCJoS' stands for the female pudenda. 122 
115Antoniou " EpEvva". 
I 16poll ux I 230 
: I7 Cr. Curti us Grundziige 531. 
I 180rph. Hymn. LIII, 8-10 (Abel) . 
19Hom. ll. XXI, 483. 
12?Even in later ages the genitals were approximated to blooms.; cr. Arist. HA 581a: alla BE Kat 
,TPLxwaLS' TflS' il~TjS' apXETaL, Ka8urrEp Kat Ta <pUTtt IlEAAOVTa arrEPIla <pEPELl! uv8Elv rrpWTOV 
f2\Kllalwv <pTjat 6 KPOTWIILUTTjS'. 
I 22Hlppon. fr. 70,7-8 (West). 
Masson "Fragments" 72. Cr. Hesych. s.v. ~Pl!TTOS" YVVaLKO:; aLBolov. 
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There is, however, another group of semantically different words that derive from 
the same, or a similar, lexical root. These words revolving around ~pUXUl, ~pUXciO~aL,123 
are used to denote the roar of wild animals 124. Such noise, especially when artificially 
produced by men (called 'bull' s roar' in anthropological jargon), is intimately related to 
rituals purporting to promote fertility. The orgiastic deities of the ancient world almost 
invariably rejoiced in such noise and the Homeric epithet that usually accompanies 
Artemis (and once125 is even substantivized - so characteristic of her is it), KEAa8ELVll, or 
the noisy one, may be a case in point. Another Hesychian gloss seems to bring this latter 
meaning into closer contact with 'Brauron': 
~paUt;)(Ja' KEKpayula. 
Appropriate to the actual setting as one can experience it even today, the name Brauron 
implies unconstrained vegetation and generative growth. The fecundity involved, however, 
is of an earthly order: it is matter to be moulded, formless material to be bestowed with 
form, indeterminate power to be endowed with purpose. 
The phallic connotations of the verb ~pUUl and of its derivatives are shown in the 
names of the Artemisian masks discussed earlier. In Brauron, it seems, 'the reign of the 
phallus'126 was less dominant than elsewhere. The feminine side of existence must have 
here taken the upper hand, in myth and ritual alike. 
Callisto and Kalliste 
The feminine side of existence: where did it manifest itself more pointedly and pervasively 
than in the workings of myth? And the workings of myth are its constant alterations and 
changes in the passage of time. Often, but not always, alterations affected not only 
genealogies and personal interrelationships, but also the actual heroes involved. These, 
from a later poet, we have come to know as Metamorphoses. 
There was a place in Greece, Arcadia, in which Change took some pains to 
invade. 127 Its inhabitants believed that they were the first persons to see the morning star, 
123Cf. Chantraine Dictioll1laire. s.v . ~puxciollm : "Terme expressif, reposant sur une onomatopee 
s'appliquant proprement au rugissement, mais susceptible d'autres emplois des les premiers example. Se 
croise et se confond souvent, surtout dans les derives avec ~PUKW . ~puxw. Les deux series ont-elles une 
commune origine? C'est possible". Chantraine does not connect this series of words with ~puw for which 
)s.v.) he gives no etymology. But there are some indications that the two are etymologically related. 
24Cf. Pollux V, 88. 
125HomIl. XXI , 51l. The scene is the notorious instance in which Artemis, like a little girl , tearfully 
complains to her father about the humiliating treatment she received from Hera. The use of the adjective as 
the proper name of the goddess may have been intended to be ironical. Nevertheless, its use shows the 
yrominence it had in describing I denoting Artemis. 
26Keuls Phallus 310ff. misses, as usual, the religious point by speaking persisently about the 
oppression of women (320: [the Brauronian] repertoire covers the full span of tales and symbols that 
spelled subordination [viz. to male chauvinism]"). Of what use such commonsensical analyses are, I 
cannot see. 127 Cr. Borgeaud Pall 1-22. 
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or more poetically expressed, the first upon whose ancient city, Lycosoura, the sun 
shone. 128 Before becoming paradigmatic cases of idleness and idyU,129 they were not 
rarely ridiculed for feeding on acorns, like pigs, or for being older (and more antiquated) 
than the moon. 130 Two classical authors (the one, exact and serious in what he says; the 
other, exact and serious in what he means) testify to that effect. 131 Their backward 
manners can be inferred from their institutions. 132 But in the sphere of piety, 
backwardness means an Hesiodic stage before, therefore a life closer to the gods, to the 
original disclosure of the divine. 
Among them is set the myth of Callisto. 133 Or rather, not among them, but at the 
very top of them, for Arkas, their eponymous hero, was the son of Callisto. Her myth was 
therefore central in their local legends. Callisto, the Most Beautiful One, as K.O. MUller 
early in the last century noticed 134, was a hypostasis of Artemis. Though the identification 
has been seriously challenged in recent years l35 and the current tendency is to avoid the 
Teutonic reversed Euhemerism which in attested heroes discerns faded gods of 01d136, 
such outmoded approach may in fact be closer to what has pejoratively been termed as 
'religious syncretism' which is, indeed, the hallmark of a religious feeling kept alive. If not 
to identity, alertness of the indigenous population to at least intimate resemblance and 
close relation between the Arkadian heroine and the Panhellenic goddess is indicated by 
the cultic monuments dedicated to them as reported by Pausanias137: 
oTa8(ouS' 8E wS' TPLclKovTa KaTa~clVTL El< Kpouvwv, Tcl<pOS' ECJTt 
KaAAL0TOUS', xw~a yilS' l)(jJllA.OV, 8Ev8pa EXOV TIOAAa ~Ev TWV CtKclpmuv, 
TIOAAa 8E Kat ii~Epa. ETIt 8E aKp41 T<{l xw~aTL LEp6v ECJTLV ' ApTE[u80S' 
, 
ETI lKAl1CJLV KaAAiCJTllS'· 
The Arkadian origin of the cultic epitheton of Artemis is demonstrated by the subsequent 
remark of Pausanias according to which the epic poet Pamphos who first gave this 
epiclesis to Artemis was so instructed by the Arkadians (~aewv TL TIapa 'ApKcl8wv). 
There is an unmistakable allusion to a local mystical legend here. The tomb of Callisto 
1 28Cf. Paus. VIII, 38, 1. 
1290n the mythicopoetical spiritualization of the Arcadian landscape see Snell Discovery 281-309 and 
Sichterman "Mythology". 
l30Cf. Herod. Il, 66; Schol. ad Aristoph. Nub. 397; St. Byz. S.Y. 'ApKcls; Suid. s.y. rrpooEATlVOL; Plut. 
Mar. 282a; Paus. VIII, 42, 6. 
131Thuc. 1,2; Aristoph. Nub . 397: ~EKKEGEAT]VOL: the word being a combination of ~EKOS (cf. Herod. Il, 
2) and OEA~IJll is an allusion to the claim of the Arkadians that they were rrpOOEAllIJOL. Cf. Arist. fr. 
549, 1549a2. 
132Cr. Rose Primitive 65fr. 
133See Fontenrose Orioll 69-85. 
134Mtiller Dorier 1,372: "Denn KaIlisto nur del' wenig ungewandelte Name der Artemis Kalliste ist, geht 
daraus herYor, daB del' Heroine Grab im Tempel der Gottin gezeigt wurde, und daraus daB Kallisto in eine 
Barin yefwandelt sein sollte, die Symbol del' Arkadischen Artemis war. Es ist leicht zu begreifen, daB, wie 
man Apollo zu Delphi in der Gestalt eines Wolfes darstellte: so Artemis unter den Arkadem als Barin 
symbolisiert wurde; hemach aber sollte es bloss durch den Zom der Gottin geschehen sein, daB ihre 
y~hebte Nymphe diese Gestalt annehmen muBte" Cr. Id. Prolegomena 73ff. 
135Jost Cuiles 406ff. 
13~DoWden Death, 44fr. and 182ff. 
Paus. VIII , 35, 8. 
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would perfectly well fit in such context. Moreover, the reference to the fruitless and the 
tame trees that grow on the earthly hill considered worthy of mention by the Periegete, 
cannot be without significance. It must have been regarded as indicative of the twofold 
nature of the venerated heroine. Which twofold nature? Let us see the myth in the 
variations that the later literary sources ascribed to it. 138 
According to a lost Hesiodic poem, Callisto, daughter of Lykaon, chose to devote 
herself to Artemis and remain a virgin huntress for life. She was one of the close 
adherents of the goddess that went under the generic name of Nymphs. However, she did 
not manage to keep her vow of chastity, because Zeus desired to rape her-and so he did. 
On realizing the resulting pregnancy, Artemis transformed her into a she-bear in which 
form Callisto gave birth to Arkas. 139 Others related that not Artemis but Hera, out of 
jealousy at her husband ' s infidelity, was responsible for the metamorphosis, and they 
added that later Artemis shot the arktos dead. 140 The salvation of the offspring is a 
recurrent feature of the myth. 141 Either through the intervention of Hermes, or, less 
miraculously, through the humane compassion of some encountering goat-herds is Arkas 
in all accounts saved. His name indicates his origin: he is the son of the bear1 42. And the 
A rcadians, being his descendants, all derive from the same wild beast. Is this not 
demonstration enough for the symbolic motherhood in which the ancient bear indulged? 
138For the variants of the Callisto myth admirably and meticulously arranged according to what Henrichs 
calls 'applied mythography' see his "Approaches", 254-267. . 
139Hes. fr. 163 (Merkelbach-West) (= Ps. Eratosth. Catast. 1 = Comment. in Aratum reliqu. p. 181 
Maass) : "ApKToS' ~ I1Q clATl' TauTTjV ' H<JlOBoS' Q>ll<Jl AUKaovoS' 8uyaTEpa EV ' Apl<aBl <;t OLKELV, 
EAE<J8m BE I1ETa 'APTEl1lBoS' TT]V fTEPL TaS' 8~paS' aYlLlY~v EV TOLS' OpE<Jl fTOlELa8al' Q>8apELaav 
BE UfTO D. lOS' El1l1ELVm Aav8avou<Jav T~V 8EOV, Q>wpa8~vm BE U<JTEPOV EfT ( TOKOV ~Bll ovaav, 
oQ>8E1<Jav UfT ' Qlh~S' AOUOI1EVllV' EQ> ' 4i opyw8EL<Jav TT]V 8EOV afT081lPll';)<Jm aUT~v, Kal oihwS' 
TEKELV, apKTov YEVOI1EVllV, T OV KAlleEvTa 'ApKaBa. oV<Jav B' EV T<1J OPEl 811PEUe~vm UfTO 
al1roAwv TlVWV Kal fTapaBo8~vm I1ETa T OV ~PEQ>OUS' T<1J AUKaovl. 
140Schol. A ad Horn It. XVIII , 478 (= Call. fr. 632 Pfeiffer) : ZEVS' KaAAWTOVS' T ~S' AUKaovoS' 
Epa<J8ELS' El1laYETo aUTD Aav8avwv "Hpav ' Emyvov<Ja BE ~ 8EOS' I1ETE ~aAE aUTT]V ELS' apKTov, 
Kal wS' ellPlov ' APTE l1lBl fTpo<JETa~E TO~Ev<Jm. ZEVS' BE ELS' oupavov aUTT]V avayaywv fTPWT11V 
KaTll<JTEpwEv. ~ imopla fTapa KaAALf.l.CiX4l. 
Certamell Hom. et Hes. 111-112 (Alien) : 'H<JlOBoS': aUTap EfTEL BI1~811 YUI1£P "APTEl1lS' LOXEmpa 
"0I111POS': KaAAWTW KaTEfTEQ>vEV afT ' apyupEoLO ~lOLO . 
Paus. VIII , 3, 6: EfTL BE Tl~ YEVEl fTaVTl Tl~ ap<JEvl 8uyaTllP AUKaovl EyE VETO KaAAlaTw. TaUTlJ 
TD KaAAWTOL, AEYW BE Ta AQOI1EVa UfTO 'EAA11VlLlV, <Jw qEvETO Epa<J9El S' ZEuS' . "Hpa BE wS' 
E<pwpa<JEv, EfTolll<JEV apKTov TT]V KaAAwTw. "APTE illS' BE ES' xaplv T~S' "HpaS' KaTETo~Eu<JEV 
aUT~V. Kat 6 ZEi!S' ' Epl1~v fTEl1fTEl <JW<JaL TOV fTaLBa oL fTpo<JTa~ aS'. QV EV TD ya<JTpl EtXEv 
KaAAwTw. 
Apoll. Bib!. Ill , 8, 2: EUiJ.11AOS' BE Kal nVES' ETEpOl AEyOU<Jl AUKaovl Kal 8uyaTEpa KaAAWTl0 
YEvE<J9m' ' H<JlOBoS' I1EV aUTT]V iJ.l aV Elvm Tl';) V VUI1Q>wv AEYEl, "A<JLOS' BE UKTEWS', <PEPEKuBllS' 
BE KllTEWS'. aUTll (JI)v811POS' 'APTEiJ.lBoS' oV<Ja, TT] V aUT11V EKElVl) <JTOAT]V Q>opov<Ja, WI1O<JEV 
ayTD I1ELvm fTapeEVOS'. ZEUS' BE Epa<JeEl S' axou<JlJ <JuvEuva(ETal , EL l<a<J8ElS', wS' I1EV EVLOl 
AqOU<JLV, ' APTEl1lBl , wS' BE EVlOl, ' AfTOAAWVl. ~ouA6 I1EVOS' BE "Hpav Aa8ELv ELS' apl<TOV 
I1~TaiJ.oPQ>w<JEv aUTT]v. "Hpa BE EfTEl<JEV "APTEiJ.lV wS' aypLOv 8TlPLov l<aTaTo~ED<Jal. EL<JL BE ol 
A~YOVTES' wS' "APTEl1lS' aUT11V KUTUTO~EU<JEV on T11V fTUpeEV(UV OUK E Q>UAU~EV. afTOAOI1EVllS' 
BE T~S' KaAAl<JTovS' ZEUS' TO ~PEQ>OS' apfTu<JuS' EV ' ApKaBL<;t B(Bw<Jl V avuTpEQ>ElV MUl<;t. 
fTpO<JuyopEuaaS' ' ApKuBa' TT]V BE KaAAwTw KUTa<JTEpLauS' El<aAE<JEV apKTov. ff. the eleborated stories of Ovid. Met. I1, 407-507; Fasti I1 , 153-192. 
,41Cf. the extreme case of [Eratosth.] Catast . fr. Vat. p. 2 (Rehm): T OV BE ' Apl<aBu fTUALV 
~~afTM<JuS' [sc. ZEUS'] E811KE apnov. 
: Cf. Hesych. S.v. apl<oS" [ .. . ] KUt TO (l~OV. ; Eust. 1535. 20: EL BE TOV apKTou UfTE~aLPEeE VTOS' 
TOU T, wS' ElPllTm. ou YEyOVE <YTJ I1U<JlUS' EVaAAaY1l, KTA. 
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The original divinity of Callisto is indicated by the two other names under which 
she was also known: MEYWTW,143 or the Greatest One, and eE~LaTw,144 or She Who 
Dispenses Justice. Better than the widespread versions of her myth, these names account 
for the pre-eminent role she played in Arcadian mythology. From such a great deity the 
Arcadians were descended. 145 The original theriomorphic appearance of Callisto, on the 
other hand, is intimated in a corrupt Euripidean passage for which various emendations 
have been proposed 146. The exact wording may still escape us, but it is plain that, in this 
version, Callisto is already in animal form when she jumps onto Zeus's bed: 
cil ~ciKap 'ApKa8L<;l TIOTE TIap8EVE KaAALO"Tol, LlLOS' 
a AEXEUlV ETIE~aS' TETpa~ci~oaL YULOLS'. 
Once pregnancy appears, a woman is no longer a virgin. She becomes a mother, hence a 
bear. 147 In the surviving versions of the myth of Callisto, the animal transformation, the 
apotheriosis, is a punishment. One of the best iconographical depictions of the scene, an 
Apulian vase of high-quality painting148, captures the transformational sentence while in 
process of being executed. Viewed from the perspective of Homeric Maidenhood, of 
Artemisian Dynamism, the apotheriosis is certainly a punishment for lost virginity. But an 
Aristotelianfragment149 reveals a possible original meaning of the symbolic process: 
KE4>aAov KaTCt. xpl1a~ov apKT4l aUYYEvEa8m, T1lv 8E EYKu~ova 
YEVO~EVl1V ~ETa~aAElv ELS' yuvalKa KaL TEKElv TIa18a ' ApKELaLov. 
We could infer, therefore, that Callisto was originally a bear. She was beautiful because 
she was a mother. The eponymous hero of the Arcadians was her son and proof of her 
maternity. The Arcadians descended from a bear. That fitted well in the context of the 
mountainous place which they inhabited, and was moreover, in conformity with the pre-
Homeric outlook. The distinction between the animal kingdom and the sphere of 
humankind was not yet sharply drawn. The animals were, rather, venerated, because of the 
awe-inspiring properties and capacities lying beyond human reach. They were therefore 
seen as disclosing aspects of divinity. In the present case, the supernatural power in 
143H yg. Aslr. Il, l. 
144Steph. Byz. S.V. ' ApKas. 
I 45For a remarkable opposite view see Sale "Virginity". Sale denies that the mythology of Callisto can 
be athibuted to Artemis and he has very strong arguments to make the claim. More importantly, he argues 
a~amst the theories that assume an early stage of maternity for Artemis, because, so he claims, her 
virginity is conspicuous and essential in all ancient accounts. This is certainly so for the Homeric 
Artemis. But does it also apply to locaL cults (where, I would think, virginity is not incompatible with 
motherhood)? 
I 46Eur. He/. 375-380; cf. Diggle "He/ell". For an interesting emendation of the Euripidean passage based 
?n the Apulian vase-painting discussed below, see Musso "Callisto" . 
47Cf. Henrichs "Approaches" 261: "The original story pattern will have comprised, at the very least, the 
two elements which appear consistently in the written sources, the loss of virginity and the bear 
transformation" 
148Trendall "Callisto". 
149 Arist. fr. 462, 1554a13. 
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question is *Artemis, or Callisto which amounts to the same. The killing of the bear (a 
killing which the goddess herself performs in one version of the existing mythologemes) 
is the appropriation of her procreative power. 
We may, therefore, claim that it was only later that the beauty of Callisto 
underwent a change. Artemis took over her cult and subordinated the heroine. But the 
Artemisian beauty was the beauty of the dynamic potency of motherhood, rather than the 
beauty of maternal accomplished actuality. Hence in the mind of worshippers the 
sequence was reversed. The aboriginal symbol of maternity lost its prior primal position; 
it became a secondary stage, and a punishment. Being no longer specific about its content, 
the bear-symbol was included in the broader generic category of 'animality'150. Artemis 
usually punished human transgression with the sentence of apotheriosis, and the 
particularity of each animal form in which her victims were enveloped no longer counted 
for much 151 . The myth of Callisto could now be recounted as a variation of the broader 
motif which also comprised the transformation of Atalante into a lionness and all the other 
similar stories. However, even though the myth related the story in a way suggesting that 
Callisto deserved anything but admiration, the cult preserved her previous glory alluded to 
in the worship which her tomb, a chthonic sign of motherhood, received. Arcadian coins 
dating to the fourth century RC. show Artemis and Callisto respectively on their two 
sides152. The two sides of the coins are the two sides of the female identity: virginity and 
motherhood. The by now fully anthropomorphic Callisto is depicted at the precise 
moment of death, the Artemisian arrow striking her breast, the goddess, kneeling, having 
just discharged the lethal blow. The infant Arkas is beside the dying heroine: regeneration. 
The closing of the procreative circle is effected at the exact time when the mother re-
assumes the form of a maiden. In myth this is signalled as a death: it is the moment of 
Artemisian victory. 
Artemis under the epiklesis Kalliste was not confined to Arcadia. Her presence in 
Attica,just outside the city walls on the road to the Academy (all along which there were 
public tombs 1 53) is attested by Pausanias: 154 
KanouO'L 8' ES aUT1lv (sc. T~V 'AKa81WLav) 'TTEPL~OA6s EO'TLv 
'APTE~u8os Kat ~6ava ' APLO'T11S Kat KaAALO'TllS' WS ~EV EYW 80KW KaL 
150Cf. Anecd.Bekk. 1, 444: Kat (hra T01JTOV aL I<opm TTpa TOU yci~ov apKTEVELV OUK WKVOVV, 
WOlTEP a<!>oaLOV~EVaL Ta TllS' elWLaS. That the e1lPLaS is an aTTa~ AEy6~Evov (Montepaone "Milo" 
69) is an overstatement: it is simply a misspelled and substantivized form of e~pELOS' (cf. Plat. Phaedr. 
248d: e~pELOV <!>vaLv) . 
151Cf. Eur. Hel. 379 where Callisto, if the text does not need emendation which is far from certain, is 
transformed into a lionness, like Atalante. 
152Cook ZeIlS 11 , part 1,229 and fig. 158. 
153Papachatzis Ucptlf'YlJms: I., 383f. Somewhere along this road which at its start near the Dipylon was 
as wide as 40 m., Pericles delivered his famous Funeral)l Speech. The chthonic character of the site cannot 
be overemphasized. 
154Paus. 1, 29, 2. 
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OfloAoYEl Ta E1Tll Ta ncifl~Ul Ti1S' ' ApTEflL8oS' dCYLV E1TLKAllCJELS' alJTaL, 
AEYOf1EVOV 8E: Kat anov ES' atml.S' AOYOV d8wS' i;1TEP~~CJOflaL. 
As is not seldom the case, the expressed and purposeful silence of Pausaruas regarding a 
mythological variant which he decides not to relate indicates the mystical overtones of the 
}..oyoS' in question. 155 If not the secret myth, the archaeological spade revealed at least 
artefacts pertaining to it. The tangible confirmation of the Pausanias report came in the 
1920's when the sanctuary of Artemis Kalliste was discovered. 156 Inscriptions verified 
the identification and, more importantly, ex-votos revealed the content of the cult. One of 
them depicts two female breasts, whereas the other two are dedications of female genitals 
to the goddess. 157 To judge from the inscribed letters, they date from the third century 
B.C., but similar offerings are elsewhere found dating from the previous centuries. 158 The 
beauty and 'bestness' of this Artemis, no doubt, referred to the female reproductive cycle. 
Keeping the above in mind, if we ask once again about the appropriateness of the 
bear-symbol to signify motherhood, we shall touch upon the last feature of the ancient 
accounts of the bear mentioned earlier (viii). Aristotle is our main informant. 159 The bears 
are the only quadruped mammal of considerable size that hibernates, the other being the 
relatively small hedgehog. The minimum period of hibernation is forty days during which 
the she-bear gives birth to her cubs. When the appropriate time for them to face the world 
comes, then hibernation is brought to an end. This happens in the third month after the 
winter solstice, i.e. in March. To translate our calendar into the complex and far from 
uniform Athenian calendar is an arduous process. 160 However, a general agreement has 
been reached according to which our March would fall between the Athenian 
Elaphebolion and Mounychion. Both months are dedicated to Artemis, from whose 
festivals, the Elaphebolia and the Mounychia, they derive their names respecti vely .161 This 
can hardly be a sheer coincidence. 
The period of hibernation is a period of preparation. Moreover, it coincides with 
gestation. When hibernation terminates, new life is brought forth. The she-bear disappears 
155Cr. Paus. 1,38,7; VIII, 37, 9; VIII, 38, 7; 
156Philadelpheus "Sanctuaire" and Roussel "Bas-relief". 
I 57Philadelpheus art. cit. figg. 3 and 4. 
158Van Straten "Gifts". 
159Arist. Hist.Anim. VIII, 17, 600a28-b17: TWV 8E (410TOKWV KaL TETpalTo8wv <j>wAouaLV 0'( TE 
uaTplXES" KaL al apKTOl. OTl ~Ev ouv <j>wAoualv aL apKTOl, <j>avEpov EaTl, lTOTEPOV 8E 8la 
tVUxoS" 1] 8la MAllI' aLTLav, a~<j>l(J~llTEhaL. yLvOVTaL yap lTEPL TOV xpovov TOUTOV oL appEvES" 
KaL aL 81lAElaL mOTaTol, waTE ~~ El1KLvllTOl ELVaL . Tj 8E S~AEla Km TLKTEl TTEPL TOUTOV TOV 
l\alPOV. Kat <j>WAEl EWS" QV EEaYElv wpa ~ TOUS" aKu~vouS"' TOliTO 8E lTolEl TOU EapoS" lTEPl 
TPlTOV ~ilva alTO Tpom;)v. TO 8E EAaXlaTOV <j>WAEl lTEPl TETTapaKOv8 ' Tj~EpaS"' TOUTWV 8E 8lS' 
ETTTa AEyouaLV EV atS' ou8EV KlVELTaL, El' 8E TalS' TTAELoal TalS" ~ETa Talha <j>WAEl ~Ev 
KLVELTaL 8E Kal EyElPETaL. Kuouaa 8' apKToS" ~ {)TT' OU8EVOS' ~ mivu oAt ywv ElAT]lTTaL. El' 8E 
T4J XPOV41 TOUT41 <j>avEpov EaTLV on ouSEI' EaSlouaw oihE yap EEEPXOVTaL, oTav TE All<j>Swal, 
~Eva <j>aLVETaL ~ TE KOlAla Kal Ta EVTEpa. AEYETaL 8E Kal 8la TO ~118EV lTpoa<j>EpEaSaL TO 
~I)TEPOV OAl you au~<j>uEa8aL aUT~, Kal 8la ToilTo lTPWTOV EElOuaav YEUEa8aL TOU apou lTPOS' TO 
~~lGTaVaL TO EVTEPOV KaL 8lEUpUVElV. Cf. 611b34; Mir. 835a30. 
I OCr. what is said later in connection with Artemis Mounychia. 61Cf Ph Le M " 8 ' , " AS ' , , 8 ' ' A ' 8 
" . ot. x. S.V. OUVUXlWV' 0 EKaTOS' ~T]v lTapa T]valOlS" EV TOUT41 E pTE~l l 
ESuov MOUVUXlr,r. Cr. Parke Festivals 137-145. 
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from the face of the earth, she as it were dies, like Callisto the Bear, in order to produce 
her offspring, her Arkades, the little cubs, and in order to reappear in the world in a 
postpartum state, revirginated in a sense, like Hera, after her bath in the spring Kamithos 
near Argosl62. The broad cosmic cycle of life and death finds, in the symbol of the bear, a 
more specific content meant to illuminate the two recurrent phases in feminine existence: 
virginity and maternity. Between these two states women's life always oscillates. And the 
she-bear becomes their archetypal image. By imitating the bear the young Athenian girls 
participate for the first time in their life in the duality which is their portion and their fate. 
Such duality, which is wrongly taken to be an ambiguity, is intrinsic in the feminine 
nature, so the ancients thought. That there is neither ambiguity nor ambivalence here is 
proven by the fact that there is an end, namely procreation, and that the two phases of 
maternity and virginity are accordingly, and in that order, subordinated to that end. For 
ambiguity implies hesitation and uncertainty and ambivalence denotes an intrinsic 
contradiction. With reference to the end of procreation Virginity and Motherhood become 
meaningful as being the two sides of the same coin. 
The krokotos should, I think, be seen in the same light. In Cyrene inscriptional 
evidence shows that the priestess of Artemis was called apKos ,163 which is , as we have 
seen, a variant of apKTOS. In the same place, the name of a ceremonial garment164 is 
testified: KUTUYWyLS. The name itself indicates the chthonic character of the item. Using 
this as a paralleP65, we could assume that the 'descent' of wearing the krokotos is the 
hibernation of the bear. In both cases, a phase of preparation precedes manifestation. The 
imitation of the bear was thus the anticipation (and magical induction166) of actual 
manifested fertility, i.e. of maternity. 
Relying on the Euripidean passage quoted above (vv. 1465-67), Kontis 
suggested167 that the arkteia was perfomed in honour of Artemis, whereas the dedication 
of garments known also from the Brauronian inscriptions168 was made to Iphigeneia. By 
the time the /phigeneia in Tauris was staged (in 414 B.c. according to the most plausible 
date, and at any rate, between 421 and 408 B.c.) the subordination of Iphigeneia to the 
162Cf. Devereux Femme 67-94. 
163Sokolowsky SlIppl. 115 B16. 
1641 follow Perlman ("She-Bear" 127) in identifying KaTa),w),is as a robe (in accordance with Hesych. 
s.v. KaTa)'w)'LS' and Pollux VII , 49). 
165Cf. also the Grizzly Bear dance of the North American Indians where a robe plays a prominent role in 
a ceremony held in spring to celebrate the end of bear-hibernation described in Harrison Them is, 112-113 
and 328 (cf. 450). 
166rhe induction was certainly of a magical character, but, as Osborne suggested without sufficiently 
elaborating (it is interesting to note that two most important and acute observations are made by Osborne 
In the same page (Demos, 165), but neither is driven to its consequences; thereafter structuralism 
predominates; but Osborne's perspective is, of course, different, not directed to religious symbolism as 
Such] it may also have been something more: special conditions have been scientifically proven to 
Illstigate the onset of the menses. If that were the case, then the efficacy of the ritual in granting to 
~ortals the consent of the divine would be inferred from the ensuing menstruation. 
7Kontis "Bpaupwvla". 
168See Linders Studies ; Peppas-Delmousou "Inventaires" ; Treheux "Inventaires". 
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Olympian spell of Artemis was certainly complete; if Iphigeneia played any role in the 
cult, it was definitely a secondary one, for instance that of the first mythical priestess. But 
if the distinction is of any value, I would think that the opposite claim is more plausible. 
Dedications of clothes to goddesses abound in Greek religion. Artemis in particular, who 
was held responsible for the death of parturients would be in need of placation, angry as 
she would manifest herself to be through the fatality she sent. Iphigeneia, by contrast, was 
more of a feminine deity, a feature that would make her more suitable to preside over the 
bear-ritual. At the time of her sacrificial death at Aulis she was substituted for a deer, the 
emblematic animal of Artemis who saves her; at Brauron, however, some local (?) legend 
had it that the surrogate was a bear. 169 
,169Et. Magn. s.y. TavporrOAov· [ .. . ] Ot BE AEYOV(YL OTL TWV 'EAA~VWV ~OVAOIlE VWV CtvEAElv T~V 
I<j>lYEvnav EV AUAlBL, 1') "ApTElllS' CtVTEBwKE EAa<j>ov· KaTu BE <Pav6BT)llov, apKTov (= FGrHisl. 
,325 F 14) ; Schol. ad Aristoph. Lys. 645 (Leyden MS): BOKEl BE ' AyallEllvwv a<j>aYLCtO"UL T11V 
I<j>LYEvnav EV Bpaupwvl , OUK EV AUAlBl , Kat apKTov CtVT' aUTT]S', OUK €Aa<j>ov, Bo6f)val. 
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ARTEMIS MOUNYCHIA 
Following the testimony of epigraphical evidence modern scholars have claimed that the 
correct spelling of the word 'Mounychia' and its derivatives must be with an iota instead of 
an ypsilon, as the literary texts have transmitted the name to us. The etymology of the 
word is still highly debatable. Expectedly enough, the difficulty has given rise to 
etymological attempts arguing for a foreign origin, mainly Semitic. 170 Leaving these aside, 
the remaining etymologies can be di vided into two groups. The principium differentiae 
between them is the presence or absence of 'night' (vu~). Those following the obvious 
etymology would interpret the divine epiklesis as 'She Who Alone Rules at Night' , 'The 
Sovereign of the Night' (1l0UVll + vu~).171 The others would insist on 'loneliness' 
adding the suffix -( xos, characteristic of locality, in the sense of territorial origin, with an 
implicit meaning like "the only, absolute, ruler of this (unnamed) place".l72 The structure 
of the word seems to be Greek; it sounds Greek and is, in all likelihood, composite. 
Hesychius can, once again, provide the solution to the riddle. He glosses 
UXLOs as vu~ 
and thus eliminates the difficulty envisaged by the adherents of the first etymological 
group, namely that originally the epitheton should have been *Mounonychia, rather than 
Mounychia. The existence of a sacred month under the same name ( 'YXalOS) at 
Delphi 173 testifies to such a possibly religious and antiquated naming of night. For 
olherwise even this month's etymon will remain irretrievably obscure, whereas now a 
nocturnal festival (' YXala?) may be supposed to have baptized it. Thus, if from a different 
path, we are back to the traditional spelling. For when vulgate manuscript transmission 
persistently spelled the divine name with an )'Psilon, apparently the reason was that the 
authors recognized the presence of 'night' which must, in their view , have well accorded 
with the other known aspects of the ritual. 
But who is the sole and undisputed Queen of the Night? The festival Mounychia 
was celebrated on the sixteenth day of the homonymous month. Ideally,174 this day 
l70CL Wachsmuth Stadt. 138; AL 11.2,3227 s.v. Mounichia (TUmpel) ; RE XVI, 1, 569 s.v. Mounichion 
(Sontheimer) 
171Cf. Ahrens "Monatskunde" 362. 
172Cf. Ahrens art .cit. 364; Kiessling and Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Kydathell, 296ff. 
I 73LSJ ' y ~ . s.v. l XmoS" . 
I 74For the immense difficulties in combining the solar year with the irregular lunar months even after the 
rectification effected by Meton's cycle in 432B.C. (the actual dismissal of which in conservative Athens 
can be inferred from the ancient evidence) ; for the leap months variously intercalcated in different cities of 
the ancient world; and for the other adjusting practices, sometimes of a sheer nominal nature and not 
seldom of arbitrary, legalistic character, see Bickerman Chronology 16ff. The situation is placed in high 
comic relief by Aristophanes when the chorus of the Clouds. having bumped into Selene, or the Moon, 
announce to the audience that, although she always proves her benevolence to the Athenians by saving 
them money at nights which otherwise would be spent on torches, they nonetheless honour her not (vv. 
615-619): 
MAa T ' Ell 8pdv <\>T]CJw. u~dS" 8 ' OVK a:YElv HIS" ~~Epas 
OV8EV OpBl;)S, an ' clVW TE Kat, KCLTW Kv8OL801Tdv' 
wen ' Ci1TElAE'I.V a VTTl TOUS" BEOUS EKclCJTOTE. 
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situated at the very middle of the ancient month, coincided with the fullmoon. 175 The 
correlation seems scarcely haphazard. The choice of this precise date must, therefore, have 
been highly indicative. On that night an epiphany would crown the festival and fill the 
worshippers with religious awe. Artemis, who, contrary to modern scepticism that 
attributes her lunar aspect to Hellenistic syncretism, was already in the classical era 
identified with the Moon 176, must have been also visually present in the enactment of the 
sacred ceremony. 
The Moon 
The moon comes into being, grows, becomes full and then steadily declines. Its cycle is 
completed in twenty nine days. Of the same duration is the cycle of the female period. By 
a process which we would be inclined to place under the generic rubric of an outlook 
permeated by sympathetic magic an assimilation between the two occurred. The moon was 
believed to cause and control the recurring feature of female existence. Anthropological 
parallels abound to the point of universality. We could even suspect, as a modern scholar 
has hesitantly done l77, thatthe correlation went farther than we would readily accept. In a 
traditional pre-industrial society with a characteristically agrarian economy where the daily 
patterns of human life were not only likely, but also to a certain extent compelled, to 
follow the natural alternation of day and night, and where extreme attention to natural 
phenomena and strict adherence to received methods of interpreting the signs of the 
natural environment (and particularly those of a meteorological order) were necessitated 
by the fundamental drive of survival (which would be jeopardized if the appropriate 
precautions, measures and calculations were not made), we may expect that some faculties 
of human sensitivity had been developed to a degree superior to ours. If such were the 
case in ancient Greece, the waxing and waning of the moon may indeed have had a greater 
part to play in regulating the periods of women and in making them aware of its influence 
than in our rather disenchanted lives. At any rate, Ovid' s proclamation 178 that 
i]VLK ' liv tjJEVOeWUL 8ELTIVOV KaTIlWOW O'(Ka8E 
TT)S' EOPTT)S' ~T] TUXOVTES' KaTU AOYOV TWV li~EpWV. 
The moral to be drawn is (v. 626) KaTu OEAllVTjV wS' aYELv XPT] TOU ~LOU TUS' li~EpaS'. 
~ 75Plut. Glor. Atl!ell. 349f: TT]V 8E EKTT)V ETIl 8EKa TOl! MOVVuXlt;)VOS' ' APTE~l8l KaelEpwoav, EV 
n TOts"EAAT)Ol TIEpl ~aAa~tl,Va VlKWOl ETIEAa~tjJEv li eEOS' TIaVOEAT)VOS'. The statement of Plutarch 
concerning the battle of Salamis may be mistaken, for he himself elsewhere (Plut. Kam. 19) states that the 
battle was fought on the twentieth of Boedromion (cf. Hammond "Salamis", 43; Munro in CAH, IV, 313 
and Badian and Buckler "Salamis?" 226ff.) Nor is the reason given for the consecration of the day very 
plausible. The sixth day of the month was the YEVEeAla of Artemis and, given the tripartition of ancient 
months, the sixteenth could also be reminiscent of the event. The connection with the moon, however, in 
Plutarch's report is unmistakable. Cf. Deubner Feste 204. 
176Cf the famous aOTEpWTIOV 6~~a AT)Tt~as KOPT)S' in Aesch. fr. 169 (Dindorf); for the use of 6~~a 
to refer to the sun or the moon cf. Aesch. Pers. 428; Soph. Tracl!. 102; Aristoph. Nub. 285; Eur. 
?-,h.Tallr. 110. 
177Kerenyi Zells 131ff. (cf. Adkins "Review"). 
780vid Fasti III, 883. 
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Luna regit menses 
was, in the domain of at least the ancient perception of the world, as true of months as it 
was of menstruation. And since the civic calendars were anything but consistently 
adjusted to the lunar months, the relationship between the moon and menstruation should 
be granted similar allowance too: a binding mechanistic necessity must, of course, be 
precluded. Aristotle, for whom, be it noted, the orbit of the moon divided the universe 
between the sublunary sphere of decay and corruption and the truly heavenly sphere of 
ethereal , unimpeded and regulated existence, put a strong emphasis on the moon ' s 
influence upon women ' s lives. In the Enquiry into Animals he writes: 179 
' H oE TWV YUVaLKElWV 6p~11 YLVETaL TTEPl <p8lvovTaS' TOUS' ~f\vaS" OL<) 
<paCJl TWES' TWV CJO<PL(O~EVWV Kal T1lv CJEA~vr]V ELVaL 8~AU, OTL a~a 
CJu~~alVEL TalS ~Ev 11 Kci8apCJLS' Tt 0' ~ <p8lCJLS' Kal ~ETa TllV Kci8apCJw 
Kal TllV <p8LCJLV ~ TTA11pwCJLS' a~<poLv. 
Citing a couple of scientific authorities to support their rather superfluous claim, Aubert 
and Wimmer, in their annotated edition of the Aristotelian text already in the previous 
century, bluntly proclaimed that "die Sache is unrichtig; die Menstruation ist an keine 
bestimmteZeit gebunden" 180. But it is precisely the ease with which such a thing can be 
checked through personal observation (against the factual menses of one's wife, for 
example), that would tempt me to see more in the Aristotelian statement than a blatant 
mistake. The blatant mistake that immediately follows in Aristotle's account, viz. that 
menstruation occurs either monthly (more rarely) or three-monthly (more commonly),181 
can be accommodated, in view of the early marriage age in Greece, as an error caused by 
undetected pregnancies; the third month is indeed the month when most miscarriages 
occur, which may in turn have been taken as more or less normal menstrual blood. In the 
quoted passage, rather than the correlation itself, what Aristotle is skeptical about is the 
opinion of those 'sophists' who from the existing correlation between the phases of the 
moon and menstruation infer the moon ' s female sex. However, to Aristotle's 
astonishment, both grammar and religion had already granted that too. 
Already in the Hesiodic Theogony Selene is a goddess on a par with her siblings 
Helios and Eos. Their remote antiquity in the formation of the universe is indicated by 
their descent: they are children of Theia, or the Divine One, and Hyperion who both are 
products deriving from the amorous embrace of the primordial couple of Heaven and 
Earth. 182 The parents of Selene belong, therefore, to that aboriginal race of divine beings 
Who later, when the Olympians established their undisputed authority under the 
fatherhood of Zeus, were, rather pejoratively, best known as the Titans- a title that they 
: 79 Arist. Hist.Anim. VII, 1, 2 (581a31-582b2). 
l~OAubert and Wimmer Thierkllnde Il , 340. 
18 1Cf. Pliny VII , 13,66 . 
. 2Hes. Theog. 371-374 and 126-135; cr. Hom. Hymn XXXI , 3-6. A different origin is asclibed to Selene 
In the comparatively late Homeric Hymn to Hermes (vv. 99-100): she is the daughter of Pallas. 
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bear, if with different implications, in Hesiod as well. The properties and functions of the 
Moon were then absorbed by Hecate, but Artemis had a share in them too. In the same 
theogonic account Hecate enjoyed among the Titans a privileged status. She is described 
as plenipotentiary, her power being extended to the entire world. Hesiod's exceptionally 
lengthy disquisition on her attributes 183 is suggestive of a great goddess. Her 
endowments are, it is true, by now subordinated to the potency of Zeus. They are seen as 
distinctions which the father of gods has generously bestowed in order to exalt her. 
Nonetheless, her original independent grandeur can be glimpsed, on the one hand, from 
the way in which she is presented and, on the other, from the variegated application of her 
power over animate and inanimate nature alike. Of all the progeny of Earth and Heaven 
she is the most honoured: 
aaaoL yap raL1ls TE Kal Oupavou E~EYEVOVTO 
Kal TL\.lllv EAaxov, TOlm.llV EXEL alaav amlvTC.uv· 
OU8E TL ~LV KPOVL811S E~L ~aaTo OU8E T' a:TTllUpa 
aaa' EA aXE V TLT~aL ~ETa lTPOTEPOLaL SEolaLV, 
419 
aAA' EXEL WS TO lTPWTOV alT' aPXT)S ElTAETO 8aa~6s' 425 
ou8 " OTL ~OUVOYEV~S, ~aaov SEa E~~OPE TL~T)S, 
Kal YEpas EV yaL 1J TE Kal oupav0 i)8E SaAaaal] , 184 
aAA' ETL Kat lTOAU ~aAAov, E:lTEl ZEUS TLETm aUT~v. 
Two points are striking in this account. First, the admission on the part of Zeus of 
Hecate's prerogative to power since she belongs to the previous generation of gods (v. 
424), a prerogative which Zeus is unwilling to violate. He, instead, lets things be as they 
were at the very beginning, at the time when the division of honours was originally made 
(v. 425). And second, the fact that Hecate is the only daughter, in fact the only begotten, of 
her mother's (v. 426).185 The significance of this last point is brought into high relief by 
a consideration of the mother's name: Asteria, or She of the Stars. Could we have a better 
indication of Hecate ' s lunar character than that inferred from her being the sole offspring 
of a starry mother, if taken in conjunction with her ruling over the starry sky l86? 
The Amphiphontes 
Among the few things that we know about the ritual of Artemis Mounychia are the 
a~~L~WVTES . These were round cakes encircled with lit candles and consecrated to 
Artemis and/or Hecate. Five antiquarian lexicographers mention them with reports only 
~83Hes . Theog . 404-452. Cf. Sittl BEoYOf/(a 128ff. 
l~~he verse is suspected as spurious by Heyne (app. cril. ad loc. Merkelbach-West) butcf. VV. 413-4. 
18~Cf. Hes. Theog. 448. 
Hes. Theog. 416. 
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partially overlapping, hence complementary. Athenaeus is our sixth, and perhaps most 
precious and earliest, source: 187 
, AIl<?L<?WV 'TTAaKouS' ' ApTEIlL8L aVaKElIlEvoS', EXEL 8' EV KUKA41 
KaL0IlEva 8q.8w. <l>LA~llLuv EV TITwXD ~ ' P08Lq. (= fro 67 Kock) «" ApTEIlL, 
<?LAY) 8EO"'TTOLVa, TOUTOV O"OL <?EPW, W 'TTOTV ' , all<?L<?wVTa KaL 
0"'TTov8110"Llla». IlVY)110VEUEL 8E mhou Kat. LlL<?LAOS' EV 'EKclT\l (= fr. 28 
Kock). <l>LAOXOP0S' (cf. FGrHist Ill, 328 F 86a) 8' clll<?L<?wVTa mhov 
KA118~VaL Kat. ELS' Ta T~S" ApTEIlL8oS' LEpa <?EPE0"8aL ETL TE KaL ELS' Ta 
TPL08ouS', E'TTEL EV EI<ELV1] Tfl llllEPq. Eml<aTaAall~clVETaL T) O"EA11V11 E'TTt. 
TillS' 8UO"llaLS' imo T~S' TOU liHou avaToAilS', KaL 6 oupavoS' clll<?L<?wS' 
yLVETaL . 
Among the Artemisian cults it was that of Mounychia in which the amphiphontes seem to 
have featured most prominently l88, whereas in the case of Hecate, her capacity of 
protecting crossroads seems to have particularly favoured such offerings 189. Whenever an 
etymologizing explanation is attempted, the name of the cakes which literarily means "[the 
cake] that shines in both sides" is brought into relation to the two most conspicuous 
heavenly bodies. The surrounding candles are thus understood to imitate the sun and the 
moon, especially when they simultaneously brighten the sky early in the morning. This 
reference is not without significance. The coincidence of the two heavenly bodies in the 
sky happens at particular times in the year, primarily at spring, the sources imply, and 
could have been welcome as a divine sign. But even more than this coincidence, the 
symbolism of the moon, especially when full , cannot be missed. We know of sacred 
cakes that were called o"EA~VaL 190 and the precision of the date in which the clll<?L<?WVTES' 
were dedicated to Artemis, the sixteenth of Mounychion, points again to the fullmoon 191. 
Crossroads are dangerous places. The straight course of the normal route is there 
arrested. A decision must be made. But any decision-making is the balancing of equal 
possibilities. A dilemma is posed. The mythologeme of Heracles when he met Arete and 
187 Athen. 645a. 
188pollux VI , 75: a llqn<\>t;]vTES' IlEV oDs E'<\>EPOV ELs Movvuxl.aS' 'A PTE' lll8os, 8q8as 
lTEPl lT~~avTES'. 
Suid. s.v. aVaCJTaTOl' [ ... ] oL 8E clllQn<\>wvTES Y(.VOVTal MOUVUXlWVOS' IlTjVOS c;' ElTl. 8EKa, O'L Ka\. 
ELs TO MouvuXlaS' LEPOV T~S 'APTElll80s KOIli.(OVTal. ovolla(oVTal 8E clll<\>l<\>WVTES, WS IlEV 
nVES on yl.yvovTm <'hE ~AlOS TE Kal. OEArlVTj lTPWI. tJ'ITEP y~S <\>ai.voVTaL' t~S 8E 
'AlTOAA08wpos, on KOlll(OUOl aliTOUS 8Q.8(.a ~IlIlEva lTapalTTjyvuvTES' ElT' atJTwv. (cf. Suid. S.V . 
U(.1<Dl<\>WVTES'; Hes. s.v a ll<\>l<\>(;]V; Eust. ad Horn If. XVIII, 575). 
189Phot. s. v. all<\>l<\>6wv (Theodoridis)' lTAaKOUS ns ' EKclTl] Kat. 'APTElll8l <\>EPOIlEVOS' 8Q.8(.a EV 
KUKAtll lTEPlKElllEva EXtllV. <t>lAO XOPOS' EV Tfj ITEPI. ' HIlEPWV (FGrHisl Ill , 328 F 86a) «E~ ElTt 
8EKa' Kat TO US' KaAOUIlEVOUS' vuv a ll<\>l<\>WVTaS' TaUTl] TD ~IlEpQ. rrpWTOV EVOllwav oL apxaLOl 
<!>EPElV ElS' TtI tEpa T1J 'APTE lll8l Kat Errt TclS TPl080uS'. Tath\l yap oUIl~ai.VEl 
lTEplKaTaAall~clVEOem T~V oEA~vrlV rrpOs- TalS 8UOWllS' imo T~S' avaToA~S' TOU ~AI.OU». 
190Hes. s.v. oEMvaS" rrorrava, T4l aOTpt~ ollola rrEllllaTa. 
191Cf. Et. Magnum s.v. clll<\> l<!>WV ' Et80s rrAaKouvToS' TEAOUIlEVOS' Tfj ' APTElll8l' oLov «llamoUs-, 
[vuJg.; vaoToVs- COIT. SyJburg] Tpo<\>a.\('8aS', clll<\>l<\>WVTaS', LTp(.a». [= Meineke IV, 621] 8la TO KUKA(~ 
<!>WT(.(E09m imo TWV 8i8wv ' ~ 8la TO rraVOEA~VOU O-UO TjS' rrEIllTE09m T1J 'EKclTl]. OU Ttll 
ME908l0S'. 
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Kakia at such a crossroads presents the dilemma invested with moral value. 192 Morality, 
however, can hardly belong to the original problem raised when one encounters a 
crossroads. What afflicts the traveller when faced with the possibility, or rather the 
practical obligation, of choosing is a crisis, and a concomitant confusion. But confusion is 
a state of mind that seems to inhibit the mind's normal functioning. Hence it is justifiably 
regarded as sent by a divine agent. The Homeric heroes realized and accepted what is at 
stake in confusion. Their demeanour testifies to the effect that such wholehearted 
acknowledgment of divine intervention is not incompatible with human agency. For only 
when one realizes that the crisis is real , can one find its source, appease its divine cause, 
and, perhaps, overcome it. (This seems to me to be the most important lesson to be learnt 
from the re-discovery of the psyche this century.) No wonder, therefore, that a particular 
divine power manifested itself at crossroads. The most famous name of that power was 
Hecate, or "She from Afar", the moon-goddess. 
The crisis envisaged at and by the arkteia was puberty. In cult, to transcend a crisis 
is to perform the appropriate ritual. The ritual is directed to the divinity who is held 
responsible for the crisis in question. Appropriation of power and placation are, in 
religious symbolic language, equivalent expressions pointing to the hidden common 
origin of opposites. But for a crisis to be brought to the fore, two conditions must be 
fulfilled. The realization that two conflicting principles are involved, is the first. And the 
second, and most crucial, consists in an understanding that the two principles are only 
seemingly opposed to one another. The round 'doubly-shining' holy cakes offered to 
Artemis Mounychia could therefore be seen as the symbols that 'materialized' the 
underlying duality of femininity: virginity as the presupposition of procreation; and 
procreation per se, ergo motherhood. 
A relief from Brauron, now at the local museum,I93 may support the lunar aspect 
of the goddess. It represents Artemis , Apollo and Leto, all three holding long double 
torches. Artemis ' s is the most prominent. I94 Now , torch-carrying processions are 
characteristic of chthonic deities and the association of them with the light-bearing aspect 
of the moon is a far from negligible element. 195 Artemis Phosphoros whose cult is 
attested at several places196 was in fact very close to being identical with the moon, and a 
passage in Aeschylus' Suppliants l97 , granted that Hecate is primarily a divinization of the 
moon, may be taken to support the claim that such a connection had already gained firm 
ground in the classical authors. 
192Prodikos fr. 2 (Diels-Kranz). 
I93No 1152; cr. Antoniou BPA ,PON 307, fig. 8. 
194Cr. Kahil "Artemis" (UMe) 749. 
195Cr. L. Kahil "Deesse" 77fr. The association is attested by Aesch. EIIIIl. 102lfr. 
196paus. IV, 31 , 10. Cr. Oraf Nordiollisclte. 228fr. and RE s.v. Artemis 11 , 1401 , 40fr. 
197 Aesch, Suppl. 576: "APTE \l.LV 8 ' ' EK(lTaV yvva~Kwv AOXOUS E<P0PEUElV. 
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The relationship of Artemis Mounychia and Hecate must, therefore, have been 
based inter alia on their common relationship to the moon. The amalgamation of the two 
deities was completed in the Hellenistic era when the interchangeability of divine attributes 
became a more widespread practice among religious thinkers (poets and philosophers) 
than had previously been, although, in most cases, allowance for such liberty was given by, 
and founded upon, pre-existing acknowledged similarities. Thus in the Orphic 
Argonautica the epiklesis Mounychia of the Taurike Artemis characterizes Hecate too.198 
198 Cr. Orph. Arg. 935 and 1075-6. 
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A NOTE ON TAUROPOLOS 
Few things are known about the cult of Tauropolos at Halae Araphenides. The Euripidean 
passage mentioning what is apparently a religious act that aims to simulate human 
sacrifice is one of them. Menander's Epitrepontes is our main source of information to be 
discussed presently. Archaeology has provided the third feature to be taken into account, 
consisting primarily of the foundation of a classical temple. What remains to be examined 
is the epiklesis of the goddess. 
It goes without saying that the bull is a symbol of male sexual potency;199 maybe 
one of the most evident and easily-recognizable among such sexual symbols, as well as 
one of the most impervious to the corruption of time. No less a skilful mythologist of 
modernity than Pablo Picasso ingeniously captured and brilliantly visually expressed the 
symbolism of the bull. His numerous drawings depicting scenes of bullfights where the 
phallic horns penetrate the horse's belly that is so portrayed as unmistakably to evoke the 
female sexual parts, bear ample witness to that. The bull's connection with Dionysus is 
well known. In one of the most famous instances of his cult, the women of Elis 
summoned up the god in the form of a bull.2oO What were they invoking, Dionysus the 
god or Dionysus the phallus? Both at once. 
Taupos was used to designate a part of the male sexual organs, just behind the 
testicles, where all sexual potency seems to be grounded.2ol Iphigeneia is called 
cnaupuHos in Aeschylus' Agamemnon, because she has not experienced copulation.202 
With a similar meaning the word is used in Aristophanes's Lysistrata to refer to the 
future sexual abstinence that the women have decided to maintain in order to force their 
husbands to end the devastating war.203 Moreover, Hesychius explains that TavpLv8a 
denotes a phallic game (<paAALK111TaL8ui).204 We can, therefore, conclude that more than 
a deity who rides on bull back, who has bulls harnessed to her chariot, or who comes from 
the land of Tauroi, Tauropolos is the goddess who controls erections.205 
199Cr. Bodson ZrJta l44-151 and Berard "TAYPE" 68fr. 
200Plut. Qllest.Graec. 299b and Mul. Vir!. 215e. 
20lpollux Il, 173: {JTTO 8E TOV KavAov 8ux TOU OCJXEOV IlECJOU {JTTO TOV ovo lla(ollEvoV Taupov 
KAn., and more generally Galen XIV , 706: TO ai,8ol,ov TOU av8poS' . Cf. Erotianus Lex. Hippocr. s.v. 
TPclllLV (85, 7 Nachmanson)' TOV oppov. ovnEp Kat {JTTOTaUpWV KaAOUIlEV . 
202Aesch. Agam. 244. The connotations are quite different from the more frequentl y used a8 Ill1S', 
<i8IlTjTOS' etc. Cr. Suid. s.v. TaUPOS" TO ai,8ol,ov TOU av8pOs-. Ka!' chaupwTTj, ~ alllKToS', o:yvi]. 
203Aristoph. Lys. 215-218. and schol. ad lac. Cr. Henderson Lysistrata 95-96. 
~04HesYChius s.v. Tauplv8a. 
05Cf. Suid. s.v. TauponoAa' ~ "APTElllS' ~ EV TaupOLS' T~S' ~Ku8laS' TlIlWIlEVTj. ~ ano IlEPOUS', 
TWV nOlllvLwV ETrlCJTaTlS'. ~ OTl ~ ath~ Tl] CJEA~V\I ECJT!, Kat EnOXEl,Tal TaupolS" 1iv Ka!, 
Taupwnov oVO IlQ(OUCJl. ~ pa CJE TauponoAoS' WPIlTjCJEV En!, ~ouS' arEAaLaS'. This last statement 
whi~h is, in fact, a shortened and smoothed quotation from Sophocles' Ajax 172-175, may derive from an 
ongmal mythologeme that indicated lustfulness and was subsequently adjusted to the needs of the play: 
the tragic hero has already butchered a cowherd, thinking that he was slaughtering the Achaeans. Cr. Suid. 
s.v. TavponoAov and Apollod. FGrHist 244 F 11lb. 
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Lloyd-Jones suggested that an equivalence between Brauron and Halae 
Araphenides could be discerned so far as the Artemisian cults are concerned.206 What 
would hold in Brauron for girls, he argued, would hold at Halae for boys: different but 
complementary rites of passage could have been performed in both places. The available 
evidence is too scarce to demonstrate the claim positively, and may be undercut by 
Menander's testimony. His Epitrepontes allows for the following inferences about the 
cult of Tauropolos: 
i) Women (alone?) did take part in the rite. 
ii) There was a rravvuXlS, or all-night festival for women only.207 
iii) Choruses of virgins performed dances.208 
What is more, there are some allusions to the effect that maidens with no previous carnal 
knowledge (virgins like herself not knowing what a man is, as Habrotonon, the slave 
singer, comically put it209) were not only among the participants (which must be taken for 
certain), but perhaps formed the very nucleus of the entire ceremony. Irrespective of that, 
Artemis Tauropolos seems to be the closest Attic equivalent to the Spartan Ortheia. Divine 
guarantee for the efficiency of male procreative power can be of variable concern to either 
males or females. Male sexuality is relevant to both sexes. Hence, the Artemisian 
supervision over erections may have, accordingly, been directed to either gender, 
depending on the specific character of each particular ritual. 
;~~LlOYd-Jones "Artemis" 97. 
208Men. Epitr. 451-452; 474 
209 Men. Epitr. 1118-1120. 
Men. Epitr. 477-479; cL 517-518. 
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BENDIS AND OUPIS 
For reasons to be intimated below, another great goddess enters the scene of the theatre 
where the parts of Brauronia, Mounychia and Tauropolos are successively played by the 
same divine actress in her interaction with the deuteragonist Hecate: the Thracian goddess 
Bendis. The particulars of her entry to Athens remain unknown. Political considerations 
may well have been involved in the acknowledgement and sponsoring of her cult by the 
state authorities around the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war,21 ° but can hardly account 
for her initial introduction to Athens which must have happened earlier on. The comic poet 
Cratinus wrote a drama called Thrattae in which Thracian women formed the chorus and 
in which in all likelihood the chastisement of the cult of the barbaric Bendis was among 
the purposes (or the purpose) of its staging. From a remark by Plutarch211 who quotes a 
few lines from the drama, it can be inferred that the play was staged shortly after 444/3 
RC. when Pericles who is satirically presented as recovering from the menace of exile 
was last threatened by ostracism. On the other hand, not so early a date can be accepted 
for the banquet during which the discussion on the Platonic Republic is assumed to take 
place. The opening monologue of Socrates indicates that he descended to Piraeus in order 
to attend the first state celebration of the Bendidia.212 On meeting Polemarchos the once 
again (but now justifiably so) ignorant Socrates learns that an equestrian torch-race and an 
all-night festival are among the agenda of the new cult.213 Granted that the Platonic 
reference has any bearing to the historical situation which it describes, we should 
distinguish the introduction of Bendis into Attica (which Cratinus seems to have had in 
mind) from the first public celebration of the cult (which, in view of the inscriptional 
evidence now available214, must have happened before 429/8).215 Another comic poet, 
best-known to posterity unlike his predecessor, also commented critically on the cult of 
Bendis. A great deal of the information that we possess about the goddess in question 
seems to derive from commentaries on this lost Aristophanic play, the Lemniae, produced 
perhaps around the time of the Sicilian expedition when Athenian superstition, invigorated 
by the instability of the war, reached new heights.216 
The passage from Harpocration's Lexicon of Ten Orators where apKTEuCJaL is 
explained shows that the word was used by Euripides in HypsipyZe and by Aristophanes 
210Cf. Garland Introducing lllff. (cf., however, id. "Priests" 85, n.28) ; Dodds "Maenadism" 171ff. 
211 plut. Perid. 13. 
212p lat. Rep. 327a. 213p lat. Rep. 328a. 
214IG I , 3, 383,143. 
215Contrary to Garland's claim, loc.cif., which identifies the two by an argument that derives its power 
m~inly ex silenfio. By contrast, Ferguson "Orgeones" 97ff. seems to be right as he supports his claim 
~Vllh much evidence, inscriptional and otherwise. 
16Cf. Meineke CGF 11 , 1097: "At Aristophanis aetate videtur subito ilia superstitio aucta et firmata 
esse, quod quidem accidisse puto eo tempore, in quod Siciliensis expeditio cadit: nullum enim unquam 
fUlt tempus quo et impietas et superstitio vehementius Atheniensium perturbaverint animos.". 
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in Lemniae.217 Contrary to what one would expect, the plot of the Euripidean tragedy is 
situated in Argos and relates the myth of Hypsipyle after she was expelled from the island 
of Lemnos. By contrast, Aeschylus and Sophocles in their homonymous plays must have 
dramatized the arrival of the Argonauts.218 Because the female popUlation of Lemnos, 
several ancient sources inform us,219 paid no due honour to Aphrodite, the goddess of 
love punished them by inflicting bad odour on the Lemnian women. Their husbands 
stopped having sex with them, as a result of their 8uO"oO"IlLa. Dishonoured, the women 
decided to kill all the men on the island, husbands and fathers alike.22o And so they did, 
except for Hypsipyle who spared her father. When later the Argonauts reached the island 
ofgynaecocracy,221 they were forced to promise sex before they were allowed to cast 
anchor. Hypsipyle got married to Iason222 and a happy end ensued. Another version had 
it that she was banned together with her father from Lemnos once her perjury became 
known. 
As is evident, the myth is very favourable for comic handling, because female 
sexual desire, a constant Aristophanic (p)reference, dominates and directs its course. But 
Aristophanes seems to have involved Bendis also in the plot (in Aphrodite's stead?), a 
foreign deity that he perhaps felt the need to differentiate from the received Artemis of old. 
Now, Lemnos is adjacent to Thrace to which it geographically belongs and from 
where the cult of Bendis seems to have been disseminated223 all over the Greek world as 
far away as South Italy.224 In Lemnos Bendis was venerated as a Great Goddess.225 
MEYclAll 8EOS' is the title under which Aristophanes referred to (or perhaps ridiculed) the 
goddess.226 Her cult in Piraeus, situated as it was very close to the precinct of Artemis 
(showing the assumed affinity of the two) on the Mounychian hill, must have included a 
Aa~l1Ta81l<popLa227 in the context of a rravvuxlS'. Both features seem to point to the 
connection of the goddess with the moon to which some later sources identify her. In fact, 
the association of Bendis with Selene, Hecate and Artemis is a persistent and salient trait 
of almost all ancient references to her. When Herodotus undertook the task of describing 
the religion of the Thracians, he reported that they worshipped three deities only, namely 
217 Appendix I, 2. 
218For all three plays see the testimonia in Dindorf PSG and Nauck. TGF. 
219Herod. VI, 138; Apoll. Rh. Argon. I, 609fT.; Hyg. Fah. 15; Apoll. Bibl. I, 9,17; Schol. ad Apoll. Rh. 
ArRon. 609 et 615. 
220For a structuralist analysis of the myth see Detienne Jardins 173fr. (cr. Dumezil Limniennes) . 
221Lemnos is a place where matriarchy has supposedly been detected from Bachofen Myth 173ff onwards 
~cr. Thomson Studies 172ff). 
22For a 'ritual' reading of the myth in conjunction with the extinction of all fires for nine days see 
Burkert "Jason" (cr. Versnel Transition 74fr. and Burkert Necans 190-196) . 
2~3Cf. Steph.Byz. s.Y. A~\J.vos" V~(JOS' TIpoS' TD epaKl~ [ .. ] aTIo T~S' \J.EyaAllS' AqO\J.EV11S' SEOU, ~v 
AT)\J.vOv <j>aaL. 
~24pOpOY "Bendis" 297. 
225For a recent general discussion see Simms "Bendis". 
226Aristoph. fr. 332 (Dindorf) (= II , 1100 Lelllll. VIII Meineke = Pho!. and Hesych. S.YY. MEyaAllv 
SEOV). 
~27Cf. Schol. ad Aristoph, Lys. 308: <j>avQv \J.EV TTrrv TO <\>aLVO\J.EVOV EK<lAOUV. EK 8E n0V 
Q\J.1TEAlVWV Tas Aa\J.TIa8aS' KaTEaKEua(ov EIS E~ml)Lv , WS' Kat. EV All\J.VlaLS 'ApwTO<j><lVllS. 
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situated in Argos and relates the myth of Hypsipyle after she was expelled from the island 
of Lemnos. By contrast, Aeschylus and Sophocles in their homonymous plays must have 
dramatized the arrival of the Argonauts.218 Because the female population of Lemnos, 
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love punished them by inflicting bad odour on the Lemnian women. Their husbands 
stopped having sex with them, as a result of their 8ueJoeJl-lLa. Dishonoured, the women 
decided to kill all the men on the island, husbands and fathers alike.22o And so they did, 
except for Hypsipyle who spared her father. When later the Argonauts reached the island 
ofgynaecocracy,221 they were forced to promise sex before they were allowed to cast 
anchor. Hypsipyle got married to Iason222 and a happy end ensued. Another version had 
it that she was banned together with her father from Lemnos once her perjury became 
known. 
As is evident, the myth is very favourable for comic handling, because female 
sexual desire, a constant Aristophanic (p)reference, dominates and directs its course. But 
Aristophanes seems to have involved Bendis also in the plot (in Aphrodite's stead?), a 
foreign deity that he perhaps felt the need to differentiate from the received Artemis of old. 
Now, Lemnos is adjacent to Thrace to which it geographically belongs and from 
where the cult of Bendis seems to have been disseminated223 all over the Greek world as 
far away as South ltaly.224 In Lemnos Bendis was venerated as a Great Goddess.225 
MEyaAll 8EOS' is the title under which Aristophanes referred to (or perhaps ridiculed) the 
goddess.226 Her cult in Piraeus, situated as it was very close to the precinct of Artemis 
(showing the assumed affinity of the two) on the Mounychian hill, must have included a 
Aa~1:ITa811<popLa227 in the context of a TIaVVuxlS'. Both features seem to point to the 
connection of the goddess with the moon to which some later sources identify her. In fact, 
the association of Bendis with Selene, Hecate and Artemis is a persistent and salient trait 
of almost all ancient references to her. When Herodotus undertook the task of describing 
the religion of the Thracians, he reported that they worshipped three deities only, namely 
217Appendix I, 2. 
218For all three plays see the testimollia in Dindorf PSG and Nauck. TGF. 
219Herod. VI , 138; Apoll. Rh. Argoll. I, 609ff.; Hyg. Fob. 15; Apoll. Bibl. I, 9,17; Schol. ad Apoll. Rh. 
Ar/?Oll. 609 et 615. 
220For a structuralist analysis of the myth see Detienne Jardills 173ff. (cf. Dumezil Lill1l1ielllles). 
22 1 Lemnos is a place where matriarchy has supposedly been detected from Bachofen Myth 173ff onwards 
~cf. Thomson Studies 172ff). 
22For a 'ritual' reading of the myth in conjunction with the extinction of all fires for nine days see 
Burkert "Jason" (cf. Versnel Transitioll74ff. and BurkertNecalls 190-196) . 
22~3Cf. Steph.Byz. s. v. A~I-lvos" v~O'oS' TTPOS' Tl;l epaKl~ [ .. ] aTTo T~S' I-lEyctA11S' Aq0I-lEVllS' SEOU, ~v 
AmlVOV <!>aCYL. 
224popov "Bendis" 297. 
225For a recent general discussion see Simms "Bendis". 
226Aristoph. fr. 332 (Dindorf) (= II, 1100 Lemn. VIII Meineke = Pho!. and Hesych. s.vv. MEyaAllv 
SEOV). 
227Cf. Schol. ad Aristoph, Lys. 308: <!>avov I-lEV TTaV TO <!>mV0I-lEVOV EKaAouv. EK BE nDV 
QI-lTTEAl,VWV TUS' Aal-lTTaBaS' KaTEO'KEUa(OV ElS' E~mjnv, WS' Kat. EV AllllVl,ULS' ' ApwTO<!>aVllS'. 
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Ares, Dionysus and Artemis.228 Apparently by referring to Artemis the father of 
historiography was translating the Thacian Bendis into her closest Greek equivalent. The 
earliest mention of her name in the sources goes back to the sixth century and the lyric 
poet Hipponax of Ephesos.229 The surviving fragment consists of a single line and 
prevents a definite conclusion. It seems, though, that she was identified with Kybebe (a 
variant form of Kybele), the mother of gods as Hesychius explains, and she was 
considered to be a daughter of Zeus. In religious symbolic thinking the two are not 
mutually exclusive, nor are they even contradictory. 
We reach firmer ground if we make the allowance of trusting the later evidence. 
Hesychius glosses Bendis to denote the goddess Artemis in the Thracian language and 
elsewhere identifies her with Hecate.230 A great deal of controversy seems to have taken 
place in the Hellenistic period over the precise identity of the barbaric deity, but again the 
Herodotean statement shows that the problems involved were not of an antiquarian nature: 
if the Alexandrian scholars debated over which Greek divinity the Thracian goddess 
resembled the most, it is precisely because the question was already rigorously raised in 
the classical, or even perhaps the Archaic, era. An Hesychian gloss aiming at shedding 
light on the Cratinian Thrattae seems to summarize the entire controversy: 
BLAOYXOV' T~V BEVOiv OUTtu KpaTLvos EV 8piTTaLS EKaAEO"Ev, l1TOL on 
Buo TlIlUS EKATjpwO"aTo, oupavLav TE Kat x80vLav (Aoyxas yap EKaA.OUV 
TOUS KA11POUS) 11 on Buo Aoyxas <pEPEl KUVT]YETlK~ ouO"a. oL BE on 
Buo <pCna EXEl, TO 'LBlOV Kat TOU ~A.LOU. T11V yap o"EA11vT]V BEVOLV Kat 
"APTElllV VOIlL(OUO"W. 
The wild nature of the Thracian goddess, exemplified in her hunting activity,231 IS 
corroborated by an Aristophanic fragment in which the altar of "the most powerful deity" 
is described as being still hot with the blood of the victims:232 
Kat T~V KpaTLO"TllV BalIlOV' ~S VUV 8EPllOS E0"8' 6 ~WIlOS. 
What is most important is the lunar aspect of the goddess and her assumed dual nature 
pointing in the direction of the already discussed clll<Pl<pWVTES. It seems that Bendis too 
manifested herself in the moon (the horn-shaped crescent is among her iconographical 
228Herod. V, 7: SEOUS' BE aE~OVTal, llouvovS' TouaBE, "ApEa Kat. ~I,ovvaov Kat. "ApTEIlW' oL BE 
~aalAEEs mJTwv, ITclPE~ TWV aAAwv ITO!..I, llTEWV aE~OVTQI, . EpllEllV IlclhaTa SEW V KArr . Cf., 
however, Herod. IV, 94 where only one god is supposed to be acknowledged by the Thracians. In view of 
the context, the divergence can, I think, be easily accommodated. 
229Hippon. fr. 127 West (=Hesych. s.v. KV~~~Tr) Tj IlT]TllP TWV SEW V Kat. 'A<ppoBlTT) [00'] ITap ' 0 
Kat. • IITITWVcl~ <Pllal' 
Kat. b,I,OS KOUpT) KV~lWT) Kal E>PELKl.ll BEv81S. 
dAAOl BE "ApTEIlI,V. 
230Hesych. s.v. BEVOLS" i) "ApTEIlI,S' Spt;lKWTl' ITapa BE ' A8T)valOlS EOPT~ BEVBlBEla; S.v. 
'ABIl~TOV KOPTl' . EKclTT) ' TlVES' BE T~V BEVOLV. 
231Cf. Goceva and Popov "Bendis" (UMe) and fig. 3,7,9. 
232Aristoph. fr. 332 (Dindorf) (=II, 1100 Lenin. VII Meineke = Suid. S.v. 4i [Iunius; w vulg. et Adler] 
vuv SEPIlOl ~Wp.Ol· [00 '] llT)vUaEl, <hI, ad TlVES napa TOlS 'AST)ValOlS ~EVOl SEol ETl IlWVTO); cf. 
Bekk. Anecd. I, 29: ~WIlOS SEWOS' AE'YETaL IlEV EITL TWV SEPp.t;)S EuBoKI,1l0UVTWV EV nvl" 
IJ.ETElAT)ITTaL BE ano TWV LEpwv, wv Bl,a TO 8pT)aKEum8m nEpl,TTWS 8EWOl Etal, oL ~wIJ.oL 
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characteristics) during the all -night festival held in her honour and, although the 'scientific' 
interpretation of the Hesychian passage is apparently a later aetiological account, the fact 
remains that in her divinity the earthly and the heavenly merged. Or rather, since the 
aoddess was primarily referred to as a Mother, the chthonic element must have originally 
t:> 
been her due to which Olympianism later accrued to denote her Sovereignty. 
The sovereignty of Bendis may be glimpsed in another Herodotean statement. 
When the Halikarnassian historian describes a sacrifice performed by Thracian and 
Paeonian women on the island of Delos in which fertile chthonicity symbolized by the 
indispensable stalks of corn ranks high, he claims that the ritual is enacted in honour of 
the Royal Artemis, or Artemis the Queen. In doing so, he seems to have rendered the 
Thracian goddess into a more familiar Greek divinity with the addition of a special 
epitheton (~ao"LA.El T)) to distinguish roughly between the two. The passage is followed by 
the Herodotean description of the cult of the Hyperborean Maidens on Delos233 where 
the chthonic cycle of life and death features prominently. The entire report is very 
illuminating a propos the earthly aspect of Artemis.234 Two couples of Hyperborean 
Maidens can be discerned in this passage. As Herodotus himself seems to recognize, that 
of Arge and Opis is the more ancient and more divine. To the former couple (Hyperoche 
and Laodike) the dedication of locks of hair is made (prenuptial in the case of girls , at 
puberty in the case of boys). Their connection with Eileithyia is explicit, and their names 
transparent in their Greekness. The latter couple is more puzzling and their cult has an 
unmistakably mystical character. The Delian women celebrants call them by their names. 
Opis and Arge are summoned from death. When the prescribed sacrifices are over, the 
remaining ashes are ceremonially scattered on their tomb which faces, indicatively enough, 
the east. From Callimachus we know that Oupis is an epiklesis of Artemis with lunar 
content: 23 5 
Oum uvaO"O" ' Euwm <paEO"<poPE, 
and in Troezen oum 1'yo<; was the name of an hymn dedicated to Artemis.236 But even 
without these clarifications the Artemisian character of all four maidens is unmistakable. 
Their cult is situated inside, or next to, the sanctuary of the Delian Artemis; sacrifice of 
hair prior to marriage is performed to them by young girls; the protectress of childbirth, 
Eileithyia, is also involved. What is more, according to a different tradition237, Arge was 
233Cr. Guthrie Gods 76ff. ; Nilsson Feste 207ff. ; BregJia PuIci Doria "Demetra" 80ff. 
234Herod. IV, 33-35. 
235Call. Hymn ad Artem. (=III Pfeiffer) 204; sehol. ad loco : OU1HS" Err l.eETOV ' ApTE I1LSOS". ~ rrapa 
TO orrl.(meaL TaS" HKTOUaaS" mJT~V li rra pa Tl]V epE tjJ aaav mhljv OU1TLV ~ SLa TaS" 
'YrrEp~opEOUS" KopaS", OU1HV, . EKaEP),llV, Ao~w, US" ETl. I111aEV ' AnOAAltlV Kat. "APTEI1LS"' Kat. clrro 
T~S" I1LaS" Oum S" ~ "APTE I1LS", A~l.aS" SE Kat. 'EKclEP),OS" EK TWV AOLTTWV 0 ' A rrOn ltlv. Cr. Cie. 
Nat.Deor.III , 58 and Et. Magnum s.y. OU1TLS". 
236Athen. 6 19b and Sehol. ad Apoll. Rhod. Argon. 1, 972: Ul1voS" ElS" Do~I111Tpa [se. 6 LOUAOS"]. cDS" 6 
OVTTL)')'oS" n a p a TpOL(11Vl.OLS" ElS" "APTE I1LV. 
237Paus. 1, 43 , 4: clnOeaVElv SE aUT~v Q:>aaL [se. ' \Q:>L vollV] EH napeEVOV. KaeEaTllKE SE TalS" 
KOPaLS" xoaS" npoS" TO T~S" ' IQ:> LV011S" I1vTjl1a rrpoaQ:>EpELV rrpo ')'cl IlOU Kat. clmipXmeaL TWV 
TPLXWV, Kaea Kat. Tfl . EKaEP)'\l Kat. "Om SL al eU),aTEpES" nOTE clrrEKEl.paVTO al Do llAl.WV. 
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replaced by Hekaerge as the receiver of the prenuptial 'first-fruit' hair dedication (or else, 
Arge and Opis take the place of the Herodotean Hyperoche and Laodike). This name 
comes very close to many well-known traditional Artemisian epitheta238 and is, in fact, 
identical with one of them239. Loxo, a female figure who in another mythological variant 
is included among the Hyperborean Maidens240 is not "of obscure origin"241, but readily 
relates to AOXEla, or delivery and parturition. 
It is futile to seek the original core of divine personages and rituals. The 
complexity of the mythological figures involved a priori defies such an analysis. It is 
safer to infer that the chthonic character of all the persons mentioned is beyond doubt. 
The two graves (a~lla, 8~Kll), one for each Hyperborean couple, unambiguously testify 
to that.242 
How does all this relate to Bendis? Indirectly. Oupis or Opis is not a Greek 
name,243 and, given the supra-northern244 aspect ofthe Hyperborean maidens, a Thracian 
linguistic and cultic origin cannot be excluded. The supervising presence of Artemis on 
Delos is indisputable. And if my interpretation of the Herodotean passage on the Royal 
Artemis be correct, if, that is to say, Herodotus in accordance with his usual practice 
translated the Thracian Bendis into her Greek equivalent, or, even more significantly, if the 
Delian priests had already done so, then we may assume that the sovereign Thracian 
goddess had been fused into the Hellenic pantheon perhaps prior to the introduction of 
her cult in Attica. This, in turn, would explain the ease with which she was incorporated 
into public religion in spite of the opposing views of conservative poets. Before the 
outbreak of the Peloponnesian War political considerations are likely to have been 
involved with reference to Thrace, with which Periclean policy wanted to strengthen 
Athenian ties. Yet, Delos (from where the Athenians in 454 B.c. removed the treasury of 
their alliance) may have played a mediating role in the initial introduction of the cult of 
Bendis before her incorporation by the state. 
238E.g. EKll~6AOS', EKaTll~6AoS', tOXEmpa etc. Cf. Miroux "Epithetes". 
239Clem. Alex. Strom. V, 8 refers to the divine siblings Apollo and Artemis: IlEATIETE W TIa'L8ES' 
EKUEPYOV Kat, EI<aEpyav. 
240Call. Hymn ad Delon (=IV Pfeiffer), 292. 
241Sale "Maidens" 86, n. 22. 
242Cf. the archaeological evidence gathered in Long "Greeks". 
243Willamowitz Glaube I, 103. 
244By contrast, Picard "Crete" seems to disregard the northern aspect altogether (which, although it does 
not necessarily indicate an origin, at least points in a certain direction; cf. the implication ~r Boreas, or 
the North wind, in the myth) when he assumes Crete to have been the birth-place of the Hyperborean 
legends. 
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TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS 
The virginity of Artemis is not asexual. It refers to the potency that is necessary for, and 
precedes, procreation. The mystery rites performed in the shrines of Artemis on Attic soil 
relate to the fertility cycle. The specific content which they had referred to the pre-puberty 
stages of being when the generative faculty has not yet been developed. The rites aimed at 
inducing the first signs of puberty which were regarded as the first manifestations of 
effective sexuality. 
The imitation of the bear was a symbolic anticipation of maternity. In the eyes of 
the religious participants, the efficacy of the rite consisted in inducing maternity, by 
bringing about the first pre-pubertal indication of maturation which must have been seen 
as the result of the benevolent influence of the goddess. This explains why the 
compulsory character of the rite is so pronounced in the relevant ancient sources. Unless 
the rite was duly performed, marriage was bound to remain fruitless and incomplete: no 
issue in the form of the children would ensue. That was apparently a great threat, which 
found mythological expression in the presumed wrath of Artemis. 
Artemis, the virgin goddess, who supervises all spheres of wild, because 
uncontrolled, Becoming, wants the power of virginity to be enhanced. There her influence 
stops. Intensified virginity would bring about strong offspring. But Artemis is not 
preoccupied so much with the final outcome. Her divinity presents her as the power that 
secures the dynamism of fertility as distinct from, but not opposed to, actualized fertility 
itself. The mythological offence against the Bear is also the offence against the prolific 
potency that resides in the virginal state of being. Any maiden who refuses to see the 
potential maternity which her virginal state highlights, and with reference to which it finds 
its raison d'etre, commits the same outrage against the goddess. But on equal footing, 
any maiden who consumes her virginity before it reaches the state of utmost 
powerfulness- before, that is, her biological and psychological constitution reaches its 
apex- similarly commits an offence against the deity whose main function is to promote 
chastity, i.e to increase the inner might of an organism, intensify its cohesion, raise its 
tonality and finally enhance the dynamism grounded in sexuality. 
On the one hand, virginity is a mode of being that will be irretrievably lost with the 
first sexual intercourse (to be normally experienced on the first nuptial night). But on the 
other hand, virginity is also enhanced potentiality and as such it represents the prerequisite 
state for any coitus that is to be fertile and result in childbirth. The idea of irreparable 
virginity (the loss of which is touchingly deplored in poetry from Sappho onwards) lay at 
the core of the initiation of the maidens. The secret of the initiation must have drawn on 
the realization that puberty is the first manifestation of fertility. In the ordinary process 
which leads (in a rather linear way for us) from infancy to puberty, the ancients saw an 
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extra-ordinary miracle and assigned a divine power to the task of maturation. The 
operation of that deity alone, her 'ordinary' intervention, would bring about what we call 
natural development. Such a sense of the miraculous aspect of the ordinary process must 
have led to the establishment of a TEAETT] in which rituals were symbolic acts imitating, 
and repeating in standardized form, the prototypical personality of the goddess. 
The idea of virginity as the foundation of fecundity and the necessary precondition 
of effective procreation facilitated the introduction of the otherwise widespread symbolic 
assimilation of the menstrual cycle with the cycle of the moon into cults performed under 
the auspices of the Virgin goddess. The waning and waxing moon, more than archetypal 
symbols of women's lives in general, were, in the case of the Artemisian cults in Attica, 
the symbolic images of menstrual periodicity. The full moon was the manifestation of the 
deity in concrete, this-worldly form, and, at the same time, the swelling preceding 
menstruation (seen as the dynamism that causes, and results in, giving-birth) augmented in 
cosmic proportions. 
The Homeric representation of Artemis is an idealized Olympian figure.245 What 
characterizes her is Olympianism, i.e. the endowment of the terrific power as manifested 
in local cults, with the attribute of Beauty qua Form. The beauty of Callisto and Kalliste 
are of a different order than their Homeric counterparts. They express the dark feminine 
potency of increased dynamism, whereas the Olympian goddess emphasizes the celestial 
beauty as exemplified in superlative maidenly form. This is the distinctive trait of the by 
now notorious Homeric anthropomorphism. And it is this pan-Hellenic image of the 
goddess that in a way impedes our understanding of what was at stake in local cults. 
For the young initiands the key-words are ritual anticipation and ritual imitation. 
For the community as a whole, the emphasis was on securing the transition of the 
initiands from infancy to puberty which alone could guarantee the perpetuation of society. 
On the divine level, the figure of Artemis was a frozen type of what can exist in this world 
only in perpetual flux. The clear-cut articulation of Artemisian divine prerogatives 
summarized in Celibacy qua Independence and Virginity qua Dynamism, is typical of an 
outlook that discerns the permanent in the ever-changing realities of life. 
245Cf. "Artemis in Homer and Beyond" . 
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APPENDIX 
Ancient Sources for the Al'kteia 
le General 
1. Aristoph. Lys. 645: Kq.T' Exou(Ja [Bentley; KaTExou(Ja eodd.; KaTaXEou(Ja 
Sourvinou-Inwood; Kat XEoU(Ja Stinton] TOV KPOKWTOV apKTO<) ~ BpaupwvLOL<). 
2. Harpoer. s.v. apKTEu(JQl (50,4 Dindorf)' AU(Jla<) EV T0 imEp <I>puvlXou, El 
YVr)(JLO<), TO Ka8LEpw811VQl Ta<) TIap8EVou<) TD ' APTE~.uOL T1J MOUVUXLQ. ~ TD 
BpaupwvLQ.. Ta OE (JUVTELvoVTa El<) TO TIpOKEL~EVOV E'CpT)TQl TIapa TE anOL<) 
KaL KpaTEp0 EV TOlS *ll~L(J~a(JLV (=FGrHist. 342 F 9). OTL oE al apKTEUO~EVQl 
TIap8EVOL apKToL KaAOUVTQl, EUPLITLOT)<) 'Y\jH TIUA 1J (=fr. 767 Nauek), 
'ApL(JTo~aVT)<) All~VlQl<) (=fr. 337 Dindorf = 11, 1102 Meineke) Kat AU(JL(JTpaTlJ (v. 
643). 
3. Aneedota Bekkeri I, 206, 4: apKTEu(JQl' T1J 'APTE~LOL Kat T1J "APKT4J 
a<po(Ju~(Ja(J8Ql Kat 8U(JQl, OTIEP ETIdouv TIPO TWV ya~wv aL Kopm OLa TOV Tll<) 
8u(Jla<) XP1)CJ~OV. 
4. Suidas s.v. apKTEu(JQl (a 3959, I, 391,16-18 Adler)' AU(Jla<) TO Ka8LEpw811VQl 
TIPO 'yallwv Ta<) TIap8Evou<) T1J 'APTE~LOL apKTEunv EAEYE. KaL yap aL 
apKTEUOIlEVQl TIap8EVOL <iiPKTOL> [addidi] KaAOUVTQl, W<) EUPLITlOll<) Kat 
'ApL(JTO~aVll<) 011AOL. 
5. Hesyeh. (Sehmidt) s.v. aPKO<)' apKE(Jlla, ~0118ELa 11 TO TIQlOVLOV. KaL TO 
(QOV. Kat lEpna Tll<) , APTE~LOo<). 
6. Hesyeh. (Sehmidt) s.v. apKTEla' Tt TWV ciPKTEUO~EVWV TIap8EVWv TEAHr). 
apKTEunv OE TO Ka8LEpoUv. 
7. Pollux V, 81 (Bethe): KaL aPKTOU IlEv Opo<) TO ciPKT00v ETIWVUIlOV, 
apKTEUE(J8Ql OE Ta<) TIap8EVOU<) EAEYOV 6 011 ~O<) 6 ciTTLKO<). 
8. Sehol. ad Lue. Katapl. p. 52 (Rabe): [ ... ] Xpovcp oE U(JTEPOV cmo TaUTT)<) Tll<) 
UlTLa<) EX8pwow<) oLaKEl~EvOL [se. TUPP1lvoi.] TOIS ' A811vaLoL<) wp~T)(Jav El<) 
TIAoLa KaL KaTa(JX0vTE<) Bpaupwva T11<) , ATTLKll<) 11 pTIa(Jav TIap8Evou<) 
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apKTEUO\lEVas TiJ 8HI) TOtS BpaUpWVLOLS' ats O'UV0KllO'av. [cf. Herod. VI, 138; 
Plut. Mol'. 247b; 296b; Schol. A and B ad Horn ll. I, 594 (Dindorf) (=FGrHist. 328 F 
101); Zenob. 111,85]. 
11. The Foundation Myth of the Arkteia. 
A. The Brauronian Version 
1. Schol. ad Arist. Lys. 645 (Leyden MS): "APKTOV \lL\lOU\lEVaL TO \lUO'TTtPLOV 
E~ETEAOUV. at ciPKTEUO\lEVaL 8E T11 8EQ KPOKWTOV ~\l<PLEVVUVTO KaL 
O'UVETEAOUV T11V 8UO'lav Tfj Baupwvlq 'APTE\lL8L KaL Tij MouvuXlq, 
E1fLAEYO\lEVaL TIap8EVOL OUTE TIPEO'~UTEpOL 8EKa ETWV oihE EAelTTOUS TIEVTE. 
ETIETEAOUV 8E: Tll 8UO'Lav at KOPaL EK\lELALCYO'O\lEVaL T~V 8EOV, ETIEL811 AL\l4l 
TIEPL'TTETITWKaO'LV ot 'A811vaLOL, apKTOV ~\lEpaV civtlPllKOTES TiJ 8Eq.. oL 8E: Ta 
TIEPl 'I<pLYEvELav EV BpaupwvL <paO'L, OUK EV AUAL8L. EU<pOPLWV «aYXlaAOV 
Bpaupwva KEV~PLOV 'I<pLYEvElas», 80KEL 8E: ' Aya\lE\lVWV O'<PaYLelO'aL TT)V 
' I<pLYEvELav EV BpaupWVL, OUK EV AUAl8L, Kal apKTOV aVT' aUTllS, OUK na<pov, 
B08~VaL. 08EV \lUO'T~PLOV ayouCYLV whD. "AnwS. apKTOS TLS E80811 ELS TO 
LEPOV TllS ' APTE\lLBos Kal 1;\lEpw811. TIOTE: ouv \lLa TLS TIap8EVOS ETIaL~E TIPOS 
aUT~v KaL E~uO'811 1; OtjJLS aUTllS lmo T~S apKTou. Kal AUTI118Els 0 ci8EA<pOS 
aUTllS ciVELAE T~V apKTov. ~ 8E "APTE\lLS 0PYLCY8ELO'a EKEAEUO'E TIuO'av 
TIap8EVOv \lL\lTtO'aO'8aL T~V "APKTOV TIPO TOU Yel\lOU, Kal TIEPLETIELV TO LEPOV 
KPOKWTOV L\lelTLOV <popouO'av, Kal TOUTO apKTEuEO'8aL EAEYETO. 
2. Schol. ad Aristoph. Lys. 645 (Ravennas MS): apKTos TLS 808ELO'a ELS TO 
LEPOV TllS 'APTE\lLBoS 1;\lEpW811. TIOTE ouv \lLa TLS TIap8EVOS ETIaL~E TIPOS 
aUT~V Kal E~uO'811 T) OtjJLS aUT~S lmo TllS apKTOU. Kal AUTI118ElS 0 ci8EA<pOS 
aUT11S aVELAE T~V apKTOV. 1; BE: "APTE\lLS 0PYLCY8ELO'a EKE AEUO'E TIuO'av 
TIap8EVOV \lL\l~O'aO'8aL T11V apKTOV TIPO TOU Yel\lOU, Kal TIEPLETIELV TO LEPOV 
KPOKWTOV L\lelTLOV <popouO'av, Kal Toiho apKTEUEO'8aL EAEYETO. oL BE Kal 
AOL\lw811 voO'ov TOLS 'A811vaLOLS E\lTIEO'ElV. Kal 0 8EOS ELTIEV AUO'LV TWV KaKWV 
EO'EO'8aL, EelV TllS TEAEUT11O'elO'11S apKTou TIOLVclS apKTEUELV TclS EauTwv 
yuvalKas civaYKelO'WCYL . B11Aw8EvTos 8E TOU XPllO'\lOU TOtS 'A811vaLOLS 
EtjJll<PlO'avTo \l~ TIPOTEPOV O'UVOLKl(EO'8m av8pl TIap8EVOV, EL \l11 apKTEUO'ELE TiJ 
8E0· 
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3. Suid. S.Y. apKTOS ~ [ego; 11 codd.] BpaupwvLOLS (a 3958, I, 361, 4-16 Adler)' 
apKTEU6 ~EVaL yuvaL KES Tfj , APTE~ ~l8l EOPT11v ETE AOUV, KPOKWTOV 
~1l<\>lEO'~EVaL, OUTE TTPEO'~uTl8ES l EH0V, OUTE EAaTTous E 
aTToIlElAlO'O'o~EVaL T~V 8EOV' ETTEl8~ apKTOS aypLa ETTl<\>OLTwO'a 8lETPl~EV EV 
T£]) 8~W.p <f>AaUl8t0V ["sic MSS, sed in [onte Sudae <f>lAaL8wv cum Meursio legendum" 
Sale "Temple-Legends" 266], Kal 11~Epw8ELO'av aUT11v TOLS av8pwTTOLS O'UVTPO<\>OV 
YEVE0'8aL. TTap8Evov 8E Tlva TTp0O'TTa(ElV aUTlJ Kat dO'EAYaLVOU0'11S T11S 
TTaL8LO'KllS TTapo~uv8fjvaL T1lv apKTOV Kat KaTa~EO'aL TfjS TTap8EVOU [T11V OtjJLV 
addendum?], E<\>' ~ 0PYlO'8EVTas TOUS d8EA<\>OUS aUTfjs KaTaKovTLO'aL T~V 
apKTOV, Kat 8Ul Toiho AOl~w811 vOO'ov TOLS 'A811va(olS E~TTEO'ELV . 
XPllO'TllPW(O~Evols 8E TOlS 'A811vaLolS ELTTE AUaLV TWV KaKWV EO'E0'8aL, EL 
TfjS TEAEUT11O'cl0'11S apKTOu TTOlVaS dPKTEUElV TaS Eaunov TTap8EvouS 
avayKClO'OuO'l. Kal EtjJ11<\>LO'avTo oL ' A811vaLOL ~11 TTPOTEPOV O'UVOLKL(E0'8aL dv8pl 
TTap8Evov, EL ~~ apKTEuO'ElE TiJ 8E£]). 
B. The Mounychian Vel'sion 
1. Anecdota Bekkeri 1,444: apKTEuO'aL ' AUO'Las TO Ka8lEpw8fjVaL TTPO ycl~WV 
TCtS TTap8EVOUS TlJ 'APTE~l8l apKTEUELV EAEYEV. Kat yap aL apKTEUO~EVaL 
TTap8EVOl apKTOl KaAOUVTaL, WS EUPl TTL811s Kal ' ApwTO<\>civllS. Kat aAAWS 
apKTEUO'aL AEYETaL TO WO'TTEP aplO'TOV a<\>oaLwO'a0'8aL TlJ 'APTE~l8l Kat 8UO'aL . 
Epp~811 8E EK TOU apKTov TTOTE <\>avfjvaL, wS AOYOS, EV ITElPaLEL Kal TTOAAOUS 
aOlKELv, ELTa UTTO VEWV TlVWV aUT~v avmpE8fjvaL, Kat AOl~OV ETTl YEVE0'8m, 
xpfjO'aL TE TOV 8EOV Tl~QV T11V "APTE~LV Kal 8uO'aL KOPllV TlJ "APKT'-V. TWV 
~EV ouv 'A811vaLWV TTpclTTELV TOV XPllO'~OV ~EAETWVTWV, ELS TlS aV11P OUK 
E'ea, aUTOS ELTTWV KaTa8uO'ELV. EXWV ouv aLya Kal 6vo~ci(wv TauT11v 8uyaTEpa 
E8uO'E Aa8pq: Kal ETTauO'aTO TO TTa8os. ELTa TWV TTOAlTWV OlaTTlO'TOUVTWV E<\>11 0 
av~p ETTEPWTQ.V TOV 8EOV. TOV OE QV ELTTOVTa 8UO'aL Kat TO AOlTTOV oihws 
TTOlELV <\>~O'avTos, E~ELTTE TO Acl8pq. YEYOVOS. Kal aTTO TOUTOU at Kopm TTPO 
TOU ycl~OU apKTEUElV OUK WKVOUV, WO'TTEP a<\>OO'LOU~EVaL Ta TfjS 811pLas. 
2. Suid. S.Y. "E~~apos EL~l (E 937,11,252, 19-28 Adler)' VOUVEX~S, <\>pOVl~OS. 
1iv TTPOTEPOV 6 ITElpmEUS vijO'os' 08EV Kat Touvo~a E'L All<\>EV aTTo TOU 
olaTTEpdv' OV Ta aKpa Mouvuxos KaTaO'xwv MouvuXLas 'APTE~lOOS tEPOV 
lopuO'aTo. apKTou 8E YEVO~EvllS EV avnQ Kat UTTO n0V ' A811vaLwv 
aVaLpE8ELO'l1S Al~OS ETTEYEVETO' OV T~V aTTaAAay~v 0 8EOS EXPllO'EV, av TlS 
T~V 8uyaTEpa 8uO'l] T~ 8E0. Bapos OE ~OVOS iJTTOO'XO~EVOS ETTt T0 T11V 
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LEpwavv11V whou TO YEVO:; 8ur ~LOU ExnV, 8LaKOa~~aUS' whou T11V 8UyUTEPU 
allT11V ~EV a:ITEKpuljJEV EV TLil ci8UT4-l [correxi; whLil codd.], ut yu 8E EaSilTL 
Koa~~auS' w:; T~V 8UyUTEPU E8uaEV. 08EV KUt ElS' TrUpOL~LUV TrEpLEaTil-
niTTETm 8E ETrL TWV TrupUTrmOVTWV KUL ~E~llVOTWV. 
3. Eust. ad Horn. Il. 11, 732 (331. 25 Weigel): 6 8' who:; ITuuauvLu:; LaTopEL 
KaL TLVU " E~~upov ETrt EUX1J ao<pLaua8m. L8pvauTo yap, <P11aL, MOUVUXLUS' 
, ApTE~L8oS' lEpOV· apKTou 8E YEvo~EV11:; EV uUT0 KUt UTrO ' A811vULWV 
civmpE8ELO"llS', AOL~O:; ETrEYEVETO, ov aTrUAAuy~v 6 8EOS' Explla~0811aEv, EL TL:; 
T11v 8UyUTEpU 8van TU ' APTE~L8L. BapoS' f\ "E~~upoS' uTrOax6~EvoS' oihw 
1ToL~aELv ETrl T0 T11v LEpwauv11v TO YEVO:; mhoD 8LCt ~(ou EXELV, 
8LaKOa~~auS' T~V 8UyUTEPU, aUTT)v ~Ev ci1TEKPUljJEV EV TLil ci8vT4-l, utya 8E 
Ea811TL Koa~~auS' w:; T1lv 8UyUTEPU E8uaEv. CS8EV ELS' 1TUpOL~LUV, <PllO"L, 
1TEPLEaTll, " E~~upo:; Et, TOUTEaTL VOUVEX~S', <ppOVL~O:;. 
4. Append. Prov. 2, 54 (Leutsch-Schneidewin Paroem. Gr. 402): "E ~~upoS' El~L · 
E1Tl TWV TrupUTrmOVTWV KUl ~E~l1vonuv. AL~OU yap 1TOTE KUTuax6vTOS' TOUS' 
'AS11VULOU:; 1TPOELTrEV UUTOL:; 6 SEOS' EaEa8m TOVTOU Avaw, El Em80L 11 TLS' ElS' 
a<puy~v T~V EUUTOU 8UyUTEPU TU MOUVUxLq. , APTE~L8L . 6 "E~~upo:; TOlVUV 
El:; ci~OL~T)V TT)V LEpWaVvllv TilS' SEoD EUUTLil KUl TOLS' Eyy6voLS' ul T~auS', 
lmEaXETo 8waELv T11v 8UYUTEpU. ljJll<pLau~Evwv 8E TWV ' A81lvUlWV TOUTO, ut yu 
QVTl TllS' 8UyUTPOS' Koa~~au:; ElS' 8ualav TUVTllV T0 ~w~Lil TrpOa~yuYEv. 
Exp~auvTo youv TU TrapOL~Lq. oL ' A81lvULOL E1TL TWV TrUpU1TmovTwv. 
Artemis in Homer and Beyond 
Xa'i:PE, Xa'i:PE 110l, W Kopa 
AaToDs v APTEI1L Kat. aLOS 
KaU(UTa lTOAU rrap9EVWV 
Eur. Hipp. 64-66 
The female divinities of the Greek religion have so much of common character 
as to suggest the belief that they are all different forms under different names of 
the same divine personage. Such a theory can only be criticized a posteriori, 
after a minute examination of the various cults and the various ideas attaching to 
those cults. And it is at any rate convenient to study side by side such cognate 
forms as Artemis, Hekate, Demeter, Persephone, and Aphrodite. Of these the 
most prominent among the scattered tribes and communities of the Greek world 
was Artemis. Perhaps no other figure in the Greek Pantheon is so difficult to 
understand and explain, not because the conceptions that grew up in her worship 
are mystic and profound, but because they are, or at first sight appear, confusing 
and contradictory. 
Thus Farnell a hundred years ago: the long section of his Cults of the Greek States 
devoted to Artemis is introduced with the above words. l The publications that appeared in 
the intervening period have seriously shaken the foundation of the belief that all ancient 
Greek goddesses stem from a prehistoric (Aegean, Minoan, Mycenaean or Near-Eastern) 
Great Goddess,2 but have not managed to clarify the 'confusing and contradictory' 
character of the supposedly hunting-deity. 
The confusion caused by encountering Artemis in all her mythical and cultic 
manifestations was already felt in ancient times as when for instance Plato said that she, a 
virgin with no experience of parturition, was assigned the task of presiding over child-
birth: aAOXoS' ouau T11V AOXELUV E'lAT)XE.3 There is a sense of ironical alienation in the 
passage (intimated also by the peculiar consonance of lamda and chi), because aAOX0S' 
means both 'wife' and 'childless'. Moreover, the midwives that present the prototype of the 
Socratic method of presumed ignorance4 are sterile because they are past their prime, 
whereas Artemis, (by imitating whom Socrates has the old women admitted to the 
1 Famell Cults II, 425. 
2Cf. now the article of Dickinson "Comments" which elegantly explores and reasonably refutes the 
assumptions of the Evans-Nilsson theory (or rather the interpretations offered to this theory by its lesser 
recipients) regarding the almost monotheistic worship of the Great Goddess in Minoan religion. Cr. , 
however, Kahil"Deesse" 84 and, more generally, Dietrich Origins 128-190. 
3Plat. Thaet. 149b. 
4Cf. Bumyeat "Midwifery". 
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profession) is not sterile but simply celibate. Nevertheless, it is plain that, at least in 
philosophic rationalism, the virginity of Artemis presented a problem of incompatibility 
with her function as a child-birth deity, which was understood to call for an argument of 
explanation. 
Halfway through the imaginary temporal line that separates the appearance of the 
second volume of Farnell's magnum opus from the present, a study was published in 
Zurich that, unpublished dissertations asides, is, to my knowledge, the sole book that has 
been exclusively dedicated to an inquiry into the goddess in question.6 But it is by no 
means the most important contribution to the field. The best accounts of Artemis are to be 
found in the comprehensive works on, or the general histories of, Greek religion of the 
most distinguished scholars of this and the last centuries 7 , Nilsson' s in particularS, who, 
for some, monopolized the study of Greek religion for more than fifty years. Recently, 
Artemis has attracted the scholarly attention of the so-called Paris School revolving 
around the leading figure of J.-P. Vernant who, as is shown from the notes of his lectures 
at the College de France in the late 1970's and early 1980's9, was driven to an 
investigation of the deity that concerns us here by means of an increased interest in the 
ways in which the gods were represented in ancient Greece. Part of the fascination was 
due to the unintelligibly but intriguingly weird masks of the Spartan Ortheia which 
brought Artemis into contact with Dionysus, the indisputable mask-god that of all ancient 
deities has exerted by far the most absorbing enthralment in modem times. IO Another 
factor that facilitated the flourishing of Artemisian studies has been 'the awakened (and 
constantly awakening) realization of the irrational element in Greek religion that has 
steadily captivated the imagination of some scholars since the publication in 1951 of the 
seminal Sather Lectures deli vered by Dodds two years earlier. I I The creati vely mystifying 
(as distinct from scholarly) small book on Artemis l2 (that was first published in 1956, 
reappeared in a second edition in 1972 and was exuberantly praised by no less a 
perceptive critic than M. Foucault l3) of the then much-admired in France P. Klossowski 
may have propelled the fascination exercised by the goddess. But as Wittgenstein 
succintly remarked in one of his notebooks, "religion as madness is a madness springing 
SCf. e.g. ElIinger Recherclzes. 
6Hoenn Artemis. 
7 Apart from the articles in AL (Th. Schreiber) and RE (K. Wernicke) cited above, see also Preller -Robert 
Mythologie 296-336; Farnell Clllts II, 426-607; Gruppe Mytlwlogie 1265-1304; Picard Ephese; passilll 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff Glaube, passim (esp. I, 177-185; II, 147-150); Otto Gods 61-90; Guthrie Gods 
99-106; Uveque and Sechan Divinites 353-365; Kahil s.v, Artemis in LIMC. 
8Nilsson Feste 179-258; id. Geschichte 1,481-500. 
9Yernant Figllres. 
IOCr. Henrichs "Loss", 
llDodds Irrational. Cr. Lloyd-Jones Blood 292: "Many readers have found it the most illuminating 
Contribution to classical studies in our time, and it will be long before it loses its power over its readers", 
12K1ossowski Bain , 
13Foucault "Acteon", 
-
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from irreligiousness" ,1 4 Since we cannot escape our inner impulses we would rather spell 
them out. 
14Wittgenstein Culture 13. 
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ARTEMIS THROUGH HOMER 
or, the Homeric Obsession with Form 
The divine figure that through her archaic statue inflicted madness on those who first cast 
an eye upon it or the same supernatural being that in another of her cultic manifestations 
was explicitly to come very close to the god of frenzied insanity is not absent from the 
Homeric epics. But as Homer's treatment of Dionysus, we can now affirm with certainty, 
does not reflect any reality of worship, nor does it indicate any abatement of Dionysian 
religion in the early Archaic Age, but is, rather, emblematic of the repulsiveness that the 
epic clarity feels when confronted with any deeply mystical kind of religious experience 
(which profoundly offends ethereal Olympianism); likewise, the treatment of Artemis in 
the 'Hellenic Bible', binding in many respects, like everything Homeric, though it was, 
neither represented nor deeply affected the cultic practices of the Greek cities. Homer 
received the mould of Artemis from the collective imagination of the Greek world, but 
before casting his words into it in order to form his poetic ideal (as later sculptors would 
cast bronze following his image of the goddess), he had to modify the mould to permit the 
artistic result to meet his Olympian demands. 
In studying those local cults which resisting the innovating temptation of time 
stressed the chthonic aspect of divinity, here in its crudest form, there embellished with 
reluctant flashes of celestial light, to bear the plastic forms of the gods continually at the 
back of our minds and semi-consciously take them to be the ideal types against which 
local divinities must be measured or to which they must conform, can not only be 
unhelpful, but also misleading. The serene divine figures carved out of marble and cast in 
bronze, which since the discovery of Greece in Renaissance Europe have become the 
trademark of ancient culture as a whole, are all expressions of the Olympian ideal, of the 
Homeric gods. And just as heroic epic poetry by its very nature abhors the drunken 
frenzy of a Dionysus and rejects the possibility of describing the coiled mystery of a 
snake-god like (Zeus) Meilichios or the arcane knowledge revealed at Eleusis, so the 
plastic arts are incapable of presenting the dark and earthly side of existence, the telluric 
deities. For the plastic work of art, the relief and mostly the statue, derive their existence 
from the sharpness of edges and contours, from the clearness of the outline which is the 
immediate and ultimate product of light and its form-imposing principle. The plastic arts 
cannot impart form to the chthonic divinities, because the latter lean towards the sphere of 
the indeterminate apeiron. On the level of the fine arts , the statue is the symbolic 
expression of Olympian luminosity, whereas music, i.e. the 'Oriental' kind of music 
performed by the Greeks - an approximation of which may be caught in the ney-and-
tambour music of dervishes and the vocal music of traditionalist Orthodox Churches- is 
the expression of chthonic darkness. 
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The name of Artemis and, in all likelihood her divinity as well, are surely pre-Homeric. 
Less unexpectedly than Dionysus, but no less ambiguously for the devout (i.e. 
unsceptical) sceptic, she too manifested herself in the Linear-B tablets from Pylos.1 5 But 
the earliest account that we are still left with about her is to be found in the Iliad. The 
handling that Artemis receives from Homer in the famous battle of the gods is very 
indicative of the entire Homeric attitude towards powers of darkness. Artemis is ridiculed 
as a helpless girl who weepingly complains to her sovereign father about the patronizing 
and contemptuous way in which she has been humiliated by Hera. Zeus is amused to see 
his little daughter in such a hilariously bad state which cannot but prompt his ambrosial 
laughter. 16 The goddess of Independence that most forcefully rejects any kind of 
subjugation is reduced to a pitiful being needing assistance, consolation and sympathy. 
Hera, the legitimate spouse of the father of men and gods and the protectress of civil 
marriage,17 Hera who secures that kind of orderliness that is not entirely devoid of a 
certain artificiality, is a more suitable divinity for the orderly world of the Homeric epics 
and the style of heroic poetry. To this extent the confrontation of Hera with Artemis in the 
twenty-first book of the Iliad, rather than bringing 'nature' in opposition to 'culture' as the 
new allegoresis of structuralist analysis would suggest, may be emblematic of the overall 
Homeric outlook. 
Recognition of that for which Artemis must have stood in the mind of the people 
who venerated her mighty presence is, of course, absent in neither the Iliad nor the 
Odyssey. What seems to be, however, the specific contribution of Homeric poetry to the 
Greek conception of the gods is to be found in what could be called 'the extreme adoration 
of Form' , or Olympianism. The much-discussed Homeric anthropomorphism 18 can be 
seen as the culmination of a long process that aimed at endowing divine Powers with 
Forms. Such a process could be traced back to the circles or groups of Ionian rhapsodes 
which, long before Homer' s time, established the epic tradition. The elaborate artificiality 
but, at the same time, integrity of the Homeric 'dialect', which are worked out in such a 
sophisticated fashion that it attains a high degree of naturalness, are an indication of, and, 
on the linguistic level , a phenomenon parallel to, the treatment of the divine in the Ionian 
epic tradition. 
Ironically, it is in the same passage of the Homeric divine battle that Artemis 
receives her due. In the speech of Hera that precedes the practical humiliation of Artemis, 
15py Es 650 and PY Un 11 . See Ventris and Chadwick Documents, 127; but also the reservations 
expressed in Gerard-Rousseau Mentions 46 and Sourvinou [-Inwood] "A-TE-MJ-TO" . Cr. Chadwick 
World 99. 
16Hom. Il. XXI, 479-513. 
17The goddess of malTiage was on the Greek side, in the ancient allegorical reading, because an offence 
against marriage had caused the Trojan war. Cr. Schol. B ad Horn . 11. XX, 67: "Hpa IIEV "EAAllaL 
~OllHEL OTl yall~ALOS' ~ HEOS' . 
8Cr. Kem Religion I, 49-73; Nilsson History ch. 5; Burkert Religion 182-189; Vemant Mortals ch. 1. 
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and so that the eventual derision has an object not too weak to deal with, Hera reveals the 
Artemisian prerogatives of power: 19 
TTWS 8E O"U VUV ~EllOvas, KUOV a8EES, aVTL E ~OLO 
o"T~o"EO"Sm ; XaAETT~ TOl EYW ~EVOS aVTl<pEpEO"Sm 
TO~O<pOP41 TTEp EOUO"lJ , ETTEL O"E AEOVTa yuvm~L 
ZEDS S~KEV , KaL E8wKE KaTaKTCt~EV ~v K' ESD.l1CJSa. 
~TOl ~EATEPOV EO"n KaT ' oupEa S~pas Evai.pELV 
aypOTEpas T' EACt<pOUS ~ KPELO"O"OO"lV l<Pl ~CtXEO"Sm. 
Artemis is 'a lioness to women'.20 She can kill whichever woman she pleases and this 
represents a function of her divinity sanctioned and legitimated by the sovereignty of 
Zeus. The application of her power is intimated in several Homeric passages. 
When Penelope full of despair about the situation in the palace of Ithaca and 
having lost all hope regarding Odysseus ' s return prefers death to the life that she has 
been forced to live, she wishes to be mildly killed by Artemis:21 
~ ~E IlaA' alvoTTaS~ ~aAaKOV TTEPL KW~ ' EKaAU4JEv. 
a'(SE 1l0l WS llaAaKOV SCtVaTov TTOPOl "ApTElllS clYVll 
alJTl.Ka vuv , '(va Il11KET ' o8uPOllEVll KaTCt SUIlOV 
alwva <pSlVUSW. 
And again, later in the Odyssey, the same wish is expressed in a more straightforward 
way, since Artemis is herself addressed in a prayer:22 
"ApTElll, TTOTva SECt, SuyaTEp LllOS, a'L8E 1l0l 11811 
lov EVL o"T118EO"O"l ~aAOUo"' EK SUIlOV EAOlO 
alJT l.Ka vuv, ~ ETTElTCt 11 ' avapTTCt~aO"a SUEAAa 
OLXOlTO TTpO<pEpouO"a KaT' ~EpOEVTa KEAEuSa, 
EV TTpoxoiJS 8E ~aAOl atIJoppoou ' OKEavoLo . 
The prayer does not precisely follow the usual pattem.23 There is no mention of the gifts 
offered and the honours paid to the goddess on the part of Penelope previously, but this is 
easily explicable in view of the fact that more than anything else the present prayer is a 
subjective description of a hopeless situation. Nevertheless, Penelope refers to the 
mythical past which would invest her wish with effectiveness. She mentions the daughters 
of Pandareos who through Zeus ' s will were given by Harpiae to Erinyes; or else they 
suddenly died. Penelope is not preoccupied with the divine agent of her killing, but she 
wishes to depart from the world of the living suddenly and unexpectedly, i.e. painlessly. 
In the symbolic imagery of Archaic Greece such an abrupt death can be effected only by 
~9Hom. ll. XXI, 481-486. 
°Schol. ad loco : TO AEOVTa clVTl TaU AEaLVa XEYH 8E miT~v AEawav 8la TO ciVaLPETlKOV. Cr. 
Artem. Olleir. II , 12. 
~~Hom . Od. XVIII , 201-204. 
23Hom. Od. XX, 61-65. . , . ., 
Versnel "Mentality" ; Aubnot-SevlO Przere. 
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means of an arrow. And the divine figure who is most suitable for the purpose is , 
Pene10pe reminds us, Artemis:24 
WC; E~ ' dX,O"TwO"ELav 'OAu~ma 8w~aT' EXOVTEC;, 
T]E ~ ' EtmA.6Ka~oc; ~aAOL "ApTE~LC;. 
The disjunction (T]E) is not meant disjunctively as if it referred to two alternatives. 
Penelope simply passes from the general domain of power (the Olympian gods) to the 
particular divine executive (Artemis). 
The mildness of the sudden death brought by Artemis is made even more explicit 
when it is polarized to a chronic disease by Odysseus addressing his mother whom he 
unanticipatedly finds dead in the dark recesses of Hades: 25 
TLC; vu O"E K11P E8a~ao"o"E TavllAEYEOC; 8avaToLO ; 
11 8oALX11 VOUO"OC;, ~ "APTE~LS LOXEaLpa 
ots ayavolS ~EAEEo"o"LV E'TTOL XO~Evll KaTE'TTE~VEV; 
The alternative to a death coming as the unavoidable culmination of a lingering ailment is 
the sudden death brought about by means of the sweet arrows of the daughter of Zeus. 
The salient characteristic of the Artemisian death is that it is imminent. In the scene of 
reconciliation between Achilles and Agamemnon, 'the best of the Achaeans' wishes that the 
object of their dispute, the beautiful daughter of Briseus, had been killed by Artemis, thus 
preventing many an Achaean from prematurely meeting death: 26 
T11v O~EA' EV vr)Eo"o"L KaTaKTa~Ev "APTE~LS iQ, 
~~aTL TQ OT ' EYWV EA.6~llv AupvllO"O"ov oAEO"O"ac; . 
In Homer the Artemisian deaths are not only inferred post eventum and longed for 
a priori, but also known from the (mythological or familial) past to which the heroes of 
the epics refer in order, by drawing parallels, to establish their claims and to explain the 
situations which they face. Thus Glaucus in his speech to Diomedes mentions 
Laodameia: 2 7 
TT)V 8E XOAwO"a~Evll XPUO"~VLOC; "APTE~LS EKTa. 
Andromache knows of the Artemisian death through a first-hand experience: 28 
~llTEpa 8' ~ ~ao"LAEuE U'TTO IIAaK41 UA1!E0"0"U 
[ ... ] 
'TTaTpOC; 8' EV ~EyapOLO"l ~ciA.' " APTE~LS iOxEaLpa. 
In the face of Hermes who brings the bad news of the decision of Zeus to liberate 
Odysseus from her embrace, the divine Calypso, being angry at the envy shown by the 
gods when they happen to encounter a 'female of their species' being delighted by a 
24H om. Od. XX, 79-80. 
25H 26 om. Od. Xl, 171- 173, 
2 Horn, Il. XIX, 59-60. 
7Hom, Il. VI, 205, 
28Hom. Il. VI, 425-428. 
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wretched mortal , reproaches the resentful immortals by referring, inter alia, to the case of 
Eos:29 
WC:; ~EV cST ' ' OPLWV ' EAETO p0808clKTUAOC:; ' Hwc:;, 
To<vpa oL ~YclaCJ8m 8EoL pELa (WOVTEC:;, 
~oc:; EV ' OpTUYlQ- XpuCJo8povoc:; "APTE~lC:; ayvll 
oLC:; ciyavoLC:; ~EAEECJCJL E1TOLXO~EVll KaTE1TE<VvEV. 
In all these cases, Artemis is a power that unerringly brings death: she is a butcher 
or in Greek she is apTa~oc:; .30 In later times a composite adjective was invented to 
indicate the people who suffered an unexpected death: they were called 
' APTE~l8o~AllTOl31, and the ancients were well aware of the meaning attached to it. Strabo 
explicitly says that:32 
Kat Ta AOl~lKa 1Tcl811 Kat TOUC:; alho~(iTouc:; 8uvciTouc:; TOllTOlC:; [sc. 
, A 1TOnWVl KUL ' APTE~l8l] ciVcl1TTOUCJl TOLC:; 8EoLc:;. 
Artemis was definitely less involved in casting plagues than her brother Apollo, but she 
did show her devastating wrath at a community of men if she were denied honours and 
sacrifices. The myth of Oeneus mentioned in the speech of Phoenix to Achilles in the 
Iliad is a case in point.33 
The adjective that, in the Homeric formulaic manner, pre-eminently characterizes 
the goddess brings her death-sending aspect into a prominence almost indicative of her 
'real nature'. Artemis pleases herself in discharging arrows (loXEmpu), the target of which 
is mainly represented by female victims , and she can be described as the goddess of the 
golden bow (XpuCJllAclKllToc:;). Although never called EKUEPYll in Homer, the later poets 
who added this epithet to the variegated nomenclature of her appellations were not 
alienated in spirit from Homer who now and again gave to her brother Apollo the titles of 
EKUTll~OAoc:;, EKll~OAOC:; and EKclEPY0C:; ,34 and who in two instances brought, from more 
than a functional point of view, the two siblings together. On the other hand, Apollo's 
sublime detachment from the grievous sphere of mortal affairs is magnificently shown in 
his speech to Poseidon, at the Homeric battle of the gods, which was followed by a 
castigation on the part of his sister.35 At this instance we can glimpse the elements that 
differentiate the twin siblings of Leto who otherwise look so similar to one another, their 
mainstream difference being that of sex: Apollo ' s detachment is more sublime and fully-
fledged, it is more celestial than its Artemisian counterpart. The similarity of the two 
29H om. Od. V, 121 -124. 
30See below. 
3 1 Macrob. 1, 27 (273) . 
32Slrabo XlV, 6 (=635) . 
33Hom. Il. IX, 529-599. Cr. Kakridis Researches 11-42 and 127-148. 
34Miroux "Epithetes". 
35H om. Il. XXI , 461-477. 
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deities is nonetheless striking. In begging Priamus to put an end to his funereal fasting 
and allow himself the taste of some food, the appeased Achilles appeals to the miserable 
case of Niobe who saw her twelve children shot dead, after she committed the hybris of 
boasting that she surpassed the goddess Leto in prolific fecundity:36 
Kat yap T ' llDKO~OS' I LO~ll E~V~CJaTo CJLTOU, 
Tl] 'TTEP 8w8EKa 'TTaL8ES' EVt ~EyapoLO O}..OVTO, 
E~ ~E:V 8uyaTEpES', E~ 8' ULEES' ~~OWVTES'. 
TO US' ~E:V ' A'TToHwv 'TTE<PVEV a'TT ' apyupEOlO ~LOLO 
XWO~EVOS' NLO~D, TaS' 8' "APTE~LS' LOXEaLpa, 
OUVEK' apa AllTOL LCJaCJKETo Ka}..}..L'TTap1]4l· 
<Pll 80lW TEKEELV, ~ 8 ' alJT11 YELVaTO 'TTOHODS'· 
TW 8 ' apa Kat 80LW 'TTEP EOVT ' a'TTo 'TTaVTaS' o}..ECJCJav. 
An act of divine retribution to punish the arrogant mortal mother, the killing of the twelve 
children is not marked by agonizing torture: once the arrows are discharged, the transition 
from life to death occurs automatically, in no lapse of time. Similarly, in the blessed island 
of Syrie where wealth abounds (the swineherd Eumaeus relates to the disguised 
Odysseus), there are no tyrannizing diseases, but, in the happiest possible way, when men 
and women reach the dreadful perplexities naturally accompanying old age, Artemis and 
Apollo redeem them from the life that henceforward becomes irksome:37 
'TTELV1l 8' OU 'TTOTE 811~OV ELCJEPXETaL, OU8E TlS' aHl1 
vouCJoS' E'TTt CJTUYEP11 'TTEAETaL 8ELAOLCJL ~pOTOLCJW· 
aH ' OTE YllpaCJKwCJL 'TTo}..w KaTa <pu}..a av8pw'TTwv, 
EA8wv apyupoTO~OS' ' A'TToHwv ' Apn~ ~L8L ~uv 
oLS' ayavolS' ~E}"EECJCJW E'TTOl XO~EVOS' KaTE'TTE<pvEV. 
Both the son and the daughter of Leto act from afar. In contradistinction to Athena who 
carries the spear and who is always close at hand ready to help the favoured heroes, 
Apollo and Artemis manifest themselves as powers of the far-away. The aloofness and 
remoteness of these deities, which are not devoid of a certain frigidity, find symbolic 
expression in the weapons with which they are provided. Mythologically speaking, the 
weapons which, upon becoming self-conscious soon after their birth, Apollo and Artemis 
themselves immediately chose,38 indicate their field of power. In contrast to swords, 
daggers and spears, arrows have power over distance.39 And the deities who pre-
eminently carry them show their adherence to Detachedness and Independence. This is a 
distinctive trait of their celestial character as it is conceived and formulated by Homer. To 
36H 37 om. Il.XXIV , 602-609. 
Horn. Od. XV , 407-41l. 
38Hom. Hymn. ad Apoll. (= III Allen)127-131; Call. Hymn. ad Artem. (Ill preirfer) 8. 
39Javelins and lances which were also used in Homeric times as missile weapons could be attached to 
Apollo and Artemis, but their symbolism would be ambiguous, since the distinction between a spear and 
a Javelin (or, throwing and thrusting a spear) was never clear-cut, and in Homer is not made at all. cr. 
Anderson "Weapon" . 
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this extent, and in the context of the naturalistic approach prevalent in the previous century, 
Ph. Buttmann4o, drawing on the interpretation of Creuzer, was right to see Apollo as the 
personification of the Sun and Artemis of the Moon, their heavenly association being 
mythologically expressed in the image of their fraternity. Both are offspring of the same 
mother (Leto) who, according to this view, was the anthropomorphic incarnation of the 
Night. But, as has been previously argued, the natural objects through which the gods 
make their epiphanies should not be confused with the deities themselves. 
That Artemis kills in an unexpected and highly surprising way; that she is 
responsible for those sudden deaths that were occasionally regarded as a sign of divine 
benevolence deriving from love and resulting in a favour which heaven could blissfully 
grant to some chosen mortals, thus preventing their being implicated in tedious corruption; 
that the ancients saw a divine agent as being operative precisely where we would assume 
only a physical cause and label it a stroke or heart-attack; that the Artemisian potency 
shows a preference for, and is mainly manifested in, women; but also that the association 
of Artemis with killing shows that she is a horrific and cruel deity, her wrath inescapable 
and her revenge fatal; there are several Homeric passages to prove.41 But the wildness of 
Artemis is not a Homeric construction. It must almost certainly have antedated Homer and 
it certainly outlived his spell. The local cults of the Greek cities bear ample witness to this 
effect. But post-Homeric poetry too emphasized that aspect of the goddess. To quote only 
three examples from the numerous available would suffice for our purpose. The iambic 
sixth-century- B.C. poet Hipponax, being presumably outraged at somebody or other, 
furiously curses:42 
a:ITO a' oAEaElEv " ApTqUS' 
whereas his approximately contemporary Theognis invokes the goddess with a view to 
protect him from death:43 
"APTElll Sl)po<t>OVl), SvyaTEp ~lOS', ~v 'AyallEllvwv 
E'laa8' , C:lT' ES · TpOLl)V ETTAEE vllual SO~S' 
EUXOIlEVc.v IlOl KAuSl, KaKuS' 8' aTTO KfjpaS' CiAaAKE 
aOl IlEV TOUTO, SECt, alllKpov, EIlOl 8E IlEyU. 
In relating the sacred myth of the birth of Apollo's eventually divinized son Asclepius, the 
most sublime lyric poet of antiquity had recourse to the traditional motif of Artemisian 
killing in its special, and most frequent, application to women in labour:44 
TOV IlEV [sc. ' AaKAumov] EUL TTTTOU <PAEYUU SUyciTl)P 
TTPLV TEAEaam IlUTPOTTOA(p oVv 'EAElSULQ., 8uIlElau xpuaEOlS' 
;OButtmann D ellfllllg 3-17. Cr. Sallust. De dear. ef Inlllldo VI, 5: 'ArroA>..wva yap Kat "APTEf1.LV ave' t LOU Kat aEA~VTJS' Allrrn~ov. 
lIn addition to those quoted above cr. also Horn. Od. XI, 321-325; XV, 478-479. 
42Hippon. fr. 25 (West) . 
43Theogn. 11-14 (West). 
44Pind. Pyfh. Ill, 14-20 cllm scILo'. 
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TO~OLCJLV tl1T' , APTE\1LBoS' 
EV 8aACtW.p, BO\1ov ELS' ' ALBa KaTE~a 
TEXVaLS' ' A'TTOAAWVOS'. 
It is well known that a certain functional coincidentia oppositorum is usually 
discernible in ancient gods without generating a sense of logical contradiction in the mind 
of the worshippers. The god who sends the plague, for instance, is identical with the one 
who cures people of it. And indeed there is no contradiction in such a notion. For, what is 
implied, among other things, in, say, the divine person of Apollo is the science (in the 
ancient sense of E'TTLCJT~\111) of health: only he who knows exactly what health is can 
provide remedy and restore to health; but, by the same token, he alone, too, can destabilize 
a healthy constitution. This is an acute observation of utmost psychological import. The 
same holds true with the (Homeric) Artemis. She is an atrocious murderer of women. But 
despite, or rather because of, that she is also the deity who provides growth and, to a 
limited degree, maturation too. In the prayer of Penelope to Artemis mentioned above, the 
myth of the daughters of Pandareos is related as a reminder of the destructive power of 
the gods for which the despairing wife of Odysseus, with noble resignation, longs. Prior 
to their extinction, the mythological maidens were endowed with divine gifts: 
"HPll B' WJTQCJLV 'TTEPl 'TTaCJEwv BWKE YUVaLKWV 
EtBoS' Kal 'TTLVUT~V , \1 ij KOS' B' E'TTOP ' "APTE\1LS' ayv~, 
Epya B' , A811valll BEBaE KAUTCt Epyci(ECJ8aL. 
EUT' , A<ppoBLTll 8La 'TTPOCJECJTLXE \1aKpOv "OAU\1'TTOV, 
KOUP1:1S' al T~CJouCJa TEAOS' 8aAEpolo yci\10LO, 
ES' b-La TEpmKEpauvov ... 
High stature, it is true, was considered to be a sign of noble birth and a greatly respected 
(haU)mark of beauteous dignity in ancient Greece, as much as it is still so regarded in its 
modern counterpart. Although never augmented to gigantic disproportion, the ancient 
gods were taller than mortals (and so they were depicted in votive reliefs to differentiate 
them from humans whom they otherwise resembled), their stature being an indication of 
their excellence. But behind the Homeric attribute of Artemisian beauty, to which we shall 
presently return, we should perhaps discern a more elementary function of Artemis at 
work here, albeit obscured by the Homeric, in fact the Greek, obsession with (in our 
terms) physical and aesthetic excellence (apET~). Hera adorned the girls with beauty and 
prudence, Athena instructed them in the handicrafts proper for the noble women that they 
would be, and Aphrodite asked Zeus to supply the consummation of their nature in the 
form of marriage. In view of the essential (and essentially feminine) qualities which the 
other deities procure, how can the divinity of Artemis be summoned to furnish simply 
tallness? In fact, the introduction of Artemis in this passage may be seen as the Homeric 
transformation and 'celestial' re-interpretation of that aspect of the goddess , the 
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prominence of which in actual cult made possible the veneration of Artemis as a 
Kourotrophos deity45 and which allowed for the rites of perfection, neutrally called rites 
de passage (such as those in Sparta for youths and in Attica for maidens) to' be 
supervised by her. Artemis represents the power that operates in the organism while still 
immature and growing, that enhances and maximizes potency (physical and, primarily, 
sexual), and that brings generative potentiality very close to, but not into, fruition. If this 
interpretation be correct, then it would follow that the Homeric treatment of the goddess 
definitely modified, but also reflected, the commonly assumed divine attributes as we can 
perceive them in the local Artemisian cults. The same could be said for the Artemisian 
beauty in which the stamp of Olympianism is vivid and the spell of Homer rather binding 
for later artistic representations of the goddess. 
The distinctive trait of the Homeric gods is that they are all young and beautiful. Old age 
never approches them, and their complexion together with the eyes radiate that glamorous 
brilliance which is the salient feature of heathy corporeal youthfulness. Of all the beautiful 
goddesses Artemis is the most beautiful. Her physical excellence, as distinct from 
Aphrodite's, is maidenly. The gorgeous Helen of Troy, for whose capturing physical 
exquisiteness so many men lost their lives and households were deserted, is compared to 
her:46 
EK 'EAEVIl 8aAall-O'LO' 8uw8EO'S' Uq;O'PO<POLO' 
~Au8EV 'APTEIl-L8L XpuCJllAUKaT0 E'l.KULU. 
but a similar simile is used twice to flatter the more mature, and presumably older, 
PenelO'pe:47 
'H 8' '(EV EK 8aAall-O'LO TIEPL<PPWV TIllVEA.OTIELU, 
' APTEIl-L8L LKEA11 ~E XPUCJED 'A<PPO'8LTD · 
When Odysseus finally decides that it is preferable to address from a distance the bright-
eyed Nausikaa, rather than to touch her knees as a suppliant in the traditional manner, 
ravished as he is in front of a beauty that blurs the normal distinction between the mortals 
and the gods, the spontaneous divine image that occurs to' him is Artemis's:48 
fO'UVO'UIl-UL CJE, CLVUCJCJU' 8EOS' vu TLS' ~ ~PO'TOS' ECJCJL; 
45Cf. Hatzisteliou-Price Kourolrophos 189-190. Reflective intellectual awareness of the kourotrophic 
function of Artemi s is expressed by Diodorus of Sicily when he says (V, 73, 5): "APTEI-UV <j>acJLv 
EUPElV T~V TWV VT)iTLWV lTaL8wv 8EpalTELaV Kal, TpO<j>clS nvas clPlJ,o(ouCJas Tij <j>uCJEL TWV 
~PE<j>WV, cl<j> ' ~s at TLas Kat KOVPOTPO<j>OV aUT~V QVOI1ci( Weal. The age of the young to be protected 
by Artemis seems, in this account, to be limited within infancy, but the extensive (in all senses) use of 
the terms KOPOS I KOPT], applicable in a wide spectrum of semantic fields ranging from the embryonic 
state up to late adolescence (cf. LSJ s.vv.), shows that upper ages could also fall within the domain of 
power of Kourotrophos (cr. e.g. the more telling Artemis <j>LAOI1ELpa~ in Paus. VI, 23, 8 and op.cil. p. 2: 
"Kourotrophos is a multi-faced deity, with the predominant element of nursing-upbringing" (emphasis 
mine)) . The common denominator in all these instances is the (divine) principle of growth as it manifests 
Itself in Izllmanlife. 
46Hom. Od. IV, 121-122. :7Hom. Od. XVII, 36-37 = XIX, 53-.54. 
8Hom. Od. VI, 149-152. 
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El 1l<:~: V TLS' 8EOS' ECJCJL, TOL oupavov EUpVV EXOUCJW, 
' APTE ~u8L CJE EYW YE, .0..LOS' KOUplJ \-1EyciAOLO, 
EL8oS' TE \-1EYESOS' TE <pU~V T' aYXLCJTa E"L(JI(U}. 
The poet himself had previously described Nausikaa in similar terms. In the scene of the 
playing Phaeacian maidens that has captured (or should we say: unharnessed?) the 
imagination of many a reader since ancient times, the royal daughter is depicted as by far 
excelling all the surrounding girls:49 
0111 8' "APTE \-1LS' ELm KaT ' oupEa LOXEaLpa, 
11 KaTa T11UYETOV ITEPL\-111KETOV 11 'Epup.avSov, 
TE PITO\-1EVll KCmpOLCJL KaL WKEL 1JS' EAa<pOLCJL' 
TlJ 8E 8 ' alIa NU\-1<paL , KOUPaL .0..LOS' aL YLOXOLO, 
aYPoV0 \-10L ITaL(ouCJL' YEY118E 8E TE <ppEva AllTW ' 
ITaCJawv 8' imEpil yE Kapll EXEL ~8E \-1ETWITa, 
pELa T' apL YVWTll ITEAETaL, KaAaL 8E TE ITQCJaL ' 
wS' 11 Y' a\-1<pL1TOAOLCJL IIETEITPEITE ITapSEvoS' a8\-1~S' . 
It is in the middle of beauty that Artemis excels. But before we proceed to the particularly 
virginal-maidenly character of Artemisian beauty, let us first dwell upon the words of 
Odysseus which seem to be very instructive for an understanding of the peculiar kind of 
emotion which must have first given birth to the attribution of beauty to Artemis. Above 
and beyond the generic doctrine according to which divinities, at least Olympian divinities, 
are by definition beautiful , there may be specific reasons for each deity to be thus 
manifested, hence represented. Allowing for the conventional verbal exaggeration which 
the situation in which Odysseus finds himself may have prompted, and the flattering tone 
of his enunciation (ou yap ITW TOLOUTOV EYW ,(8ov O<p8aA\-10LCJW, oih ' av8p' OUTE 
yuvaLKa50), it is worth stressing the word which he uses: 5 1 
CJE ~aS' \-1 ' EXEL ELCJopowVTa. 
At the sight of Nausikaa Odysseus is possessed by awe. u~aS' refers to the mixed 
feelings of fear and love, dreadful veneration and cheerful adoration that spontaneously 
spring to the heart when one is confronted with an object replete with power. When 
Metaneira suddenly catches sight of Demeter at the very threshold of her house, the 
expressions used by the poet to denote the fearful astonishment of the mortal woman are 
similar, but more explicit.52 The beauty of the 'fair' Phaeacian royal maiden that results, 
not in eros, but in sebas is dark. The expressions which the hero employs to describe his 
49H om. Od. VI, 102- 109. 
50Hom. Od. VI , 160-16 1. 
5lHom. Od. VI , 16 1. The expression is, of course, fonnulai c (cL e.g. Od. Ill , 123), but in this instance 
~vhat foll ows suggests that its use here is intended and that we should , therefore, take it rather literally . 
.)2Hom. Hymn. ad Dem. 190: T~V 8' al8wS' T E (JE~aS' TE t8E XAWPOV 8EOS' ELAEV. CL Richardson 
Hymn 210L 
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inner state are indeed very revealing. Immediately after the above quotation Odysseus 
carries on as follows: 53 
~N\41 8~ 'TTOTE TOLOV ' A'TTOAAWVOS' 'TTapa ~w~0 
<pOLVlKOS' VEOV EPVOS' aVEpxo~EVOV EVOT)CJa' 
[ ... ] 
OJS' 8' aihwS' Kat KELVO l8wv ETE81i'TTEa 8u~0 
81i V, E'TTEl ov 'TTW TOLOV ciV~AU8EV EK 80pu yaL11S', 
wS' CJE , yuvm, aya~u( TE TE8T)'TTa TE 8d8la T' ULVWS' 
youvwv U4JuCJ8m. 
The awe-inspiring spectacle of the miraculously growing offshoot of the palm-tree which 
the hero saw on the sacred island of Delos (the 'manifest') near the altar of Apollo is 
compared to the impression that Nausikaa prompts. In both cases Odysseus is petrified. 
He is astounded to the point of losing his speech and his being dumbfounded leads to 
prolonged terror. The Artemis to whom Odysseus instinctively compared the daughter of 
Alcinoos is a deity that fosters awe; her beauty is that of the frightening night when 
shadows assume an existence of their own. 
Of all the Olympian goddesses Artemis is the only one whom Homer calls 
ayv~.54 This epithet denotes holiness and purity. It refers to that particular kind of the 
sacred in which the quality of untaintedness, of being uncontaminated, predominates. It 
describes a (divine) 'nature' which is not only clean and faultless, but also free of any 
contact that might endanger its divine integrity. 1. Rudhardt pointedly concludes his 
investigation of the term with the following words:55 
ayvoS' signifie une qualite venerable, sensible chez le dieu dans la mesure OU if se 
maintient au-dessus de l'humanite, 011 il ne se confond pas avec l'evenement, 
correlative pourrions-nous dire de sa transcendance; une qualite que I 'homme 
possede ou qu'il peut momentanement retrouver dans la mesure ou if evite de 
s 'engager dans un acte de generation ou de mort: dans la mesure par consequent, 
011 il s'abstrait de la vie effective; une qualite qU'une protection attentive contre les 
souillures conserve aux sanctuaires et aux lieux sacres; en bref, une purete 
extratemporelle que doivent posseder les lEPELS' et les tEpa, les etres et les choses 
appeles a porter une charge elevee de puissance. 
For a celestial deity the contamination par excellence is caused by involvement in 
the sphere of Becoming where nothing stands still, but all things flow as if they were in 
the middle of an impetuous stream. The pollution caused by intimacy with death is too 
53Hom. Od. VI, 162-169. 
54C f. Horn. Od. V, 123; XVIII, 202. 
55Rudhardt Notions 41 (italics mine). 
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well known to need any further comment. And it is in death that mortals prove their 
mortality, which is in fact their essential adherence to, or inescapable embeddedness in, the 
world of Becoming. It is because she is ayv~ that Artemis is compelled to abandon' her 
protege and run away at the moment of his death, in the concluding scene of the famous 
Euripidean drama.56 In authors later than Homer, the word ayv6s will come to mean 
sexual purity, hence also chastity and virginity.57 But its primal use stressed the holy 
property of untainted integrity. The Artemisian integrity is, as W. Otto perceptively 
observed, that of "the ever-distant wilderness".58 It is in this way that the attribution of 
virginity to Artemis is to be understood. 
In the Homeric hymn to Aphrodite, which is one of the earliest hymns ascribed by 
antiquity to Homer, being, so the linguistic analysis seems to infer,59 composed in the 
early (?) seventh century B.C., the goddess of instinctive sexuality (hence by implication 
of love) who has power over animals and men, mortals and immortals alike, is unable to 
exercise her influence on three female deities alone who have been granted the privilege of 
remaining chaste for life-in their case, endlessly:6o 
TPWCJCtS B' ou BUVUTaL rrE'TTL8ELV <pPEVUS ouB' arrUTT)CJaL. 
The conception of erotic impulse and of sexual stimulation as originating in a goddess-
sent deceit is very important for an understanding of the self-sufficient integrity and 
independence which are the hallmark of virginity when applied to divinities, and which the 
three goddesses that manage to avoid Aphrodite's spell concretize, each for different 
reasons, in well-defined, hence divine, forms. Athena,61 the daughter of her father par 
excellence, who spings in full armour from the head of Zeus, after he swallowed Metis or 
the Cunning(?) Intelligence, is the most masculine goddess of the Greeks. Her virginity 
(which could be mistaken for an absolute lack of sexuality, were it not for a cult in Elis in 
which she was worshipped as a mother) is the prerequisite of the intensity and rigour with 
which she rejoices in characteristically male activities like warfare and forethought. As a 
contemporary historian of religion emphatically described her,62 she represents "practical 
and organizational intelligence", or else, "the force of civilization" conceived as a 
masculine task to which femininity must succumb. (The practicality of her character-in 
Homer she manifests herself as always very proximate and ready to help in a concrete 
56Eur. Hipp. 1437-1438: EIlOL yap OV 8EIlLS' ~8LTOiJs' 0puv 
ov8 ' olllla xpatvELv 8avaatllOLaLV EK'ITVOaLS" 
opw 8E a ' fl8Tj Tou8E 'ITATjatov KaKou. 
Ban'ett (Hippo/ylos 414) seems to understand the passage as implying no more than the general rule that 
the gods should not come into contact with death. This is surely so, but the emphatic use of EIlOI. may be 
~ken to mean that what is the case with the other gods a fortiori applies to Artemis. 
57Cf. e.g. Aesch. Agam. 244; Pind. Pyllt IV , 183; Plat. Leg. 840d. 
580tto Gods 82. 
69CL Alien and Halliday Hymns 360; Heitsch Aphroditenhymlllls 19ff. 
60Hom Hymll. ad Aphr. 7 (cl'. v. 33). 
IFor the cases in which Athena and Artemis interpenetrate one another and are, therefore, to a certain 
extent, confused see Robert "Artemis". 
62Burkert Religion 150 and 141. 
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fashion - deri ves from, and is symbolized by, her feminini ty, whereas the organizational-
leading, in late re-interpretations, to no less a virtue than Wisdom-is the result of her 
depreciation of the former). The chastity of Athena is sexuality devoted to a higher end; ,in 
psychoanalytic terminology, it is ideation grounded in libido and expressed in the vivid 
language of religious imagery. 
Hestia, on the other hand, never attained a first-rank status in the Greek pantheon; 
she was never embellished with an elaborate mythological repertoire and she never entirely 
detached herself from the hearth which, from Mycenaean times already, 63 was her specific 
cult-place. Her virginity represents the untainted holiness of the domestic fire64 which 
could, as time passed by and social conditions changed, be invested easily with a more 
wideranging (collectivistic and/or moralistic) message. She could, for instance, become the 
focus of the public space as it was religiously determined and secularly used.65 The 
religious austerity imposed upon the Vestal Virgins in Rome and the meaning attached to 
the cult which they ministered sufficiently testify to the centrality of virginity in Hestia and 
in late derivations of, or parallels to, her cult.66 
Halfway between these two goddesses who despise the Aphroditeanjoke stands, 
in the Homeric narrative, Artemis. The account which the poet gives for her virginity is the 
shortest among the three, perhaps because it is the best-known and most evident. It 
consists offive verses in which the hunting and dancing activities of Artemis are resumed 
in a way implying that their sole enumeration suffices to give the reasons of her 
virginity: 67 
OUBE lTOT" ApTEl-uBa xpumlAaKaTov KEAaBELV~v 
Ba\lVaTill EV 4>lAOTT)TL 4>lAO\l\lElB~S' ' A4>poBL TT)' 
Kat, yap Tt) CiBE To~a Kat, OUPE<Jl 8~paS' EVaLpElV, 
4>0P\ll yYES' TE XOPOl TE BlalTpU<JLOl T' oAoAuyat, 
aA<JEa TE <JKloEVTa BlKaLwv TE lTOAlS' avBpwv. 
In the two hymns to Artemis (of uncertain date, like all the minor hymns gathered under, 
and legitimated by, the authority of Homer) the virginity of the goddess is spelled out 
mostexplicitly:68 
" APTE \lLV U\lVEl Mou<Ja Ka(Jl YV~Tl1V t EKaTolo, 
lTap8EVOv LOXEaLpaV, O\lOTpo4>ov ' AlTOAAWVOS' 
63Cf. Deroy "foyer" who makes the very interesting suggestion that the word TTap9EvoS' may be 
e~mologically connected with TTt.~TTPll~L, to set fire. 
6 Cr. Hom. Hymn. ad Aphr. 30: Kat. TE ~Ea41 OLK41 KaT' up ' E(ETO lTLap EAouaa. 
65Cr. Vemant "Hestia-Hermes" in Pellsee 155-201; Gemet Allthropologie 382-402. 
66Cf. Altheim History 140-143 and 356-358; Beard "Virgins"; Scheid "Women" 381-384. 
67Hom. Hymll. ad Aphr. 18-22. 
68Hom. Hymn IX, 1-2 and XVII , 1-2 (Alien). 
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'TTap8EVOV aL8o!' 11v EAa<p11~oAov LOXEQLpaV 
The account that follows the naming of the deity to be honoured and the enumeration of 
her most noteworthy epithets focuses on her murderous bow, the resounding mountai'ns 
which she frequents, the wild beasts which she kills: 
aYPD TEP'TTOIlEV11 'TTayxpuCJEa To~a TLTaLVEL 
'TTEIl'TTOuCJa CJTovoEvTa ~EAl1' TPOIlEEL 8E KciPl1va 
UtV11AWV 0PEUlV, LaXEl 8' E'TTL 8ciCJKlOS' UA 11 
8ElvOV U'TTO KAayy~S' 811pwv, <pPLCJCJEl 8E TE yala 
'TTOVTOS' T ' LX8uOElS" 11 8' aAKlllOV liTOP ExouCJa 
'TTC1VTD E'TTLCJTPE<pETaL 811PWV OAEKouCJa YEvE8Al1v. 
Artemis is the goddess of Wild Nature. Her virginity is the anthropomorphic 
representation of her intrinsic wildness. By rejecting marriage Artemis avoids being 
harnessed and subordinated to the power of somebody other than herself and retains the 
integrity of her being expressed as sovereignty over all the domains of the world 
(including, it is worth emphasizing, the turbulent sea) where wildness is the distinctive 
feature. For an understanding of the anthropomorphism of ancient deities, the ending of 
the modem terminus technicus should be constantly brought to mind. -ism, deriving from 
the verbal ending -izo, denotes likeness and a certain similarity. Gods are represented in 
the likeness of human beings, but they are not humans. Their human-like attributes and 
functions are in their case symbolic representations of a higher order, expressed by means 
of similar, but in no way identical, qualities to be found in human beings (as the latter are 
perceived in the context of the entire culture). As a result, the divine and the human levels 
of analysis should be kept distinct. The indisputable relationship between the two levels 
was regarded by the ancients themselves as asymmetrical. The two contracting parties (to 
use a legal analogy) that occasionally come into contact with one another are not equal , 
therefore their relation is not based on commensurabilty and reciprocity. The relation of 
the divine and the human is hierarchical; it is a relation between the greater (more 
powerful, more enduring, hence abiding) and the lesser (less powerful, less enduring, 
hence fleeting) , and, as such, it presupposes, but also bestows a higher and denser degree 
of being to the former than to the latter. Once again, the channel of communication is 
conceived in terms of imitation. When [Plato],69 for instance, stresses the ontological 
priority of the fertility of the Earth as against the fertility of the woman and states that 
women become mothers by imitating the Mother par excellence (which is the earth) rather 
than the other way round, and when Diodorus Siculus70 tries to explain this commonly-
accepted priority as it was exemplified in the divine personality of Ge-Meter (Demeter) , 
69[Plat.] Menex. 238a: OV yap y~ yvval.Ka j.l.Ej.l.Lj.l.llTaL Kvijon Kat YEvijon, aAAa yvv~ yfjv. 
70Diod. Sic. I, 12, 4: T~V BE yfjv WalTEP aY'YEl.OV TL n;)v <pVOj.l.EV(uV VlTOAaj.l.~aVovTaS' j.l.TjTEpa 
lTpooayopEDoav Kat. TOUS " EAATjVas BE TauTllV lTapalTATjOlwS llt)j.l.TjTpav KaAElV, ~paxu 
11ETaTEeELOT]S 8La TOV Xpovov Tils AE~EWS' TO yap lTaAaLOV OVOj.l.ci(meaL yfjv j.l.llTEpa, KaealTEp 
Kat TOV ' OP<PEa lTpOOj.l.apTUpEI.V AEYOVTa: rfj j.l.l'jTEP lTaVTWV, llTjj.l.i]TTjP lTAOVTOBoTELpa. 
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the point which they wish to make is that the unchangeable permanence of the natural 
entity deserves, in mythico-religious thinking and philosophic speculation alike, to be 
conceived as antedating (hence also causing) the fleeting transitoriness of the human. 
Likewise, the virginity or chastity of Artemis, as an anthropomorphic trait of the goddess, 
could be traced back to its source in natural wilderness. Artemis is a virgin because she 
has been assigned to mountain-peaks and forests, untilled lands and virgin soil (the 
modem expression, in both its literal and metaphorical senses, retains to some extent the 
ancient symbolism) where and where alone she feels at home. In the hymn to Artemis 
composed by the erudite Alexandrine scholar Callimachus (which, as will be indirectly 
shown later, reproduces, in general outline, the Homeric image of the goddess but 
embellishes it, in a baroque manner, with details drawn from her major local cults), it is 
bluntly stated that only very rarely does Artemis visit a city:71 
cmapvQv yap ch' "ApTEIlLS' clCJTU KaTELCJL. 
However, although the virginity of Artemis should not be interpreted in terms of its human 
counterpart, but should, rather, be seen as an indication of the Independence of Nature and 
an attribute of the Wild Mistress of the Independent Nature, an elucidation of the 
conceptualization of virginity in ancient Greece may help us perceive more deeply this 
divine prerogative. 
71Call. Hymn. III , 19 (Pfeiffer). With reference to the 8lKalwv 1TOAlS' civ8pwv (Horn. Hymn. ad Aphr. 
22 cited above) which Artemis does like, the emphasis should be put to justice qua purity (in 
conjunction with the forests of the same verse), rather than to urban organization as such. 
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GREEK VIRGINITY 
The interest shown in recent years in the exploration of the ancient notions related to 
gender and sexuality has enabled us to better understand the meaning attached to the 
corresponding Greek words. In so far as the Greek parthenos is concerned, two recent 
'discoveries' seem to be of some relevance to our subject. The first shows the holistic, as 
opposed to the merely physical/biological, way in which virginity was understood. In all 
surviving medical literature down to the second century A.D., there is not the least mention 
of the virginal hymen.72 The earliest reference that shows awareness of the existence of 
that small tissue (which, of all mammals, for God knows what reason, human females 
share with female elephants, and which was to be invested with paramount moral 
importance in later Western history) is to be found in the physician Soranus (his floruit 
was in the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian), who mentions it only to refute the claim of those 
who believe in its existence.73 Virginity is a state of the psyche as much as it is a state of 
the body: it is that particular state which indicates that the psycho-biological unity of a 
woman is ready for impregnation.74 Thus virginity is not absense of 'experience', but the 
pre-requisite of such an experience seen in the 'natural' , as opposed to hedonistic and 
pleasure-providing, light of procreation. Related to this is the 'discovery' of the social as 
opposed to the biological, meaning of the word parthenos.75 Originally, in Greek 
'TTap8EvoS' did not mean virgo intacta; it referred to an unmarried girl, to a maiden who 
had not yet suffered the yoke of wedlock. But the inferences to be drawn from this 
clarification would best not be pressed too far. 
The term parthenos could be used , it is true, to refer to a woman with a child 
issued from an extramarital relation and the products of such illicit relations were called, 
from Homer onwards76, 'TTap8EVlaL.77 But in most of these cases the male progenitor was 
nCf. Sissa "Virginite" [=ead. "Maidenhood"]; ead. Virginity 105-123. 
73Soran. Gyn. I, 17 (IJberg CMG IV): TO yap 0'Lw9m BW1TE<pUKEVaL AE1TTOV Vj.1EVa Bw<ppao'O'ovTQ 
TOV Kohov, T01!TOV BE ~)1lYVuCJem KaTa TaS' BLaKOp~CJELS' Kat 6BuVTJV E1Tl<pEPElV ~ 9aTTOV 
Ka9cipCJEwS' YEVOj.1EVllS', Ej.1j.1ElVaVTa BE Kat oW j.1aTo1TOl1l9EvTa TO chpTlTov AQOj.1EVOV 1TcieoS' 
a1ToTEAE'iv, 4;EUBoS' ECJn. 1TPl;'lTOV j.1Ev yap Bla TllS' civaToj.111S' OUX EuplOKETm ' BEUTEPOV 8E 
E1Tt TWV 1Tap9EVWV EXPllV ciVTlK01TTElV Tl TD 11llAWOEl (vuvt BE j.1EXPl ~aeouS' U1TEWLV 11 j.1~Al1)· 
TpLTOV BE EL KaTa TaS' BLaKOp~OELS' pT)yvUj.1EVOS' 6 iJj.1~V 6BuVllS' 'YlvETm 1TapaL noS', EXPllv E~ 
civaYKllS' E1Tt n;)v 1TapeEVWV EIl1TpOCJeEv TllS' BWKOPl]OEWS' E1Tl<paVEI,ollS' Ka9apoEwS' 1TEplwBuvLav 
napaKoAoueElv, Kanl. BE T~V BlaKoPllollV 11 T)KEn. Kat dAAWS' EL oWllaTo1TOllleEtS' 6 UIl~V TO 
UTPllTOV 1TOlEl naeoS', EBEL KaTa TOV whov T01TOV EVPlCJKECJ9al BlT)VEKWS' alJTOV, 0V TP01TOV Kat. 
Ent TWV dAAWV IlEPWV EKaCJTOV E1Tt. TOU lBlOU 1TaVTOTE T01TOU eEwpOUIlEv j.1ovov· VUvt. BE E1Tt 
TWV (iTp11Twv 6 BLa<ppaTTwv VIl~V alJTOV TOV 1TOPOV nOTE IlEV KaTa Ta 1TpOXELpa j.1EP11 TWV 
nTEpuyollaTwv EiJplCJKETm, 1ToTE BE KaTa IlEOOU TOU a18olou, dnOTE BE KaTa j.l.ECJOV TO 
CJTOj.l.LOV TllS' VCJTEpaS'. 
74Cf. the excellent remarks, etymological and otherwise, made by Klingenschmitt "1TapeEVOS'''. 
75Cf. Calame C/uEurs I, 65; Loraux En/allls 75-117; Devereux Femme 166. 
76Cf. Horn. Il. XVI, 179-180: TllS' B ' ETEPT)S' EiJBwpoS' ciPl]'LOS' ~YEIlOVEUE, 
1TapeEVLOS', TOV TlKTE XOP4> KaA~ TIOAUj.l.l]AT). 
Cr. Sehol. A ad Horn. ll. IV, 499: voeov' ou TOV yV~CJLOV ulov, cin ' EK 1TaAAaKL8oS' oVTa. al yap 
nmBo1TOllm 1Tapa Tl~ 1TOllFD AEyovTm TETpaxwS" 6 j.l.Ev yV~CJLOS', 6 BE voeoS' KaAE1TaL 1TruS, 
Kat dAAWS' OKonoS', Kat UAAWS' 1Tap9EVLOS" yV~CJLOS' j.l.EV OUV KaAELTm 6 EK VOj.l.lj.l.uJV yaj.l.wv, 
vo60S' BE 6 EK 1Tanw<llS" Kal <PT)CJl "ELv EVt. B~<pp4l EOVTE voeOV Kat yvljOLOV UIl<Plll" [Horn. ll. 
XI, 102] . oKonoS' Bi:: 6 EK AaepalaS' j.1L~EWS' , O\'OV "CJKono]J BE E YElvaTo j.1~TllP" [Horn. 11. VI, 
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generally thought to be a god, and one may, not without reason, suspect that, as a rule, the 
introduction of a god as the hidden father is a later addition to births originally conceived 
as parthenogenic,78 although, in established mythological terms, the divine father is a 
necessary factor to account for the glorious pedigree of such heroic or (serni-)divine 
children, as Telephus, Asclepius and the most telling Parthenopaeus. Kreousa, the mother 
of Ion by Apollo is persistently called parthenos in the Euripidean drama 79, and if, in the 
well-known story of the Spartan partheniai, mentioned by Aristotle8o and related in detail 
by Strabo (who draws on Ephorus),81 the children issued from copulation outside 
wedlock could bear the title of partheniai, it was, as Hesychius explains,82 because either 
they too were considered to have a divine ancestor, or because they were born to girls that 
were erroneously considered to be virgins. 
The unmarried girl in ancient Greece was expected, and compelled, not to have 
experienced sex before marriage. A law of, or ascribed to, Solon83, according to which a 
maiden who was discovered to have been seduced would lose her freedom and cease to 
belong to her family, must have been the judicial legitimation of a much older practice 
perpetuated in accordance with the miTpLOL VOIl0L. Some recent accounts give the 
impression either that a liberal and emancipated outlook on sexual matters had once 
prevailed in ancient Greece, or that the restriction put on the maidens was simply a matter 
of social order, unrelated or of little relation to physical love. This does not seem to have 
been the case. Now and again, the symbolic meaning which the ancients saw in copulation 
was that of an act of taming, hence also of domestication (in the literal and the 
metaphorical senses). It is with copUlation, rather than with the 'social contract' of marriage 
that a maiden is tamed. And if a childless married girl could be given the ambivalent 
24]. TTap8EvLOS BE 6 EK T~S TTap8Evou En VOIH(Oj1.EVllS YEVVWj1.EVOS, WS TO "TTap8EVLOS TOV 
ETKTE XOP4> KaAll IToAUiJ.i)All". 
nCf. Vidal-Naquet "Esclavage et gynecocratie dans la tradition, le my the, I'utopie" in Chassellr 267-288. 
78Cf. Leach "Births". 
79Cf. Loraux "Kreousa". 
80Arist. Pol. 1306b 29-3l. 
81Strabo VI, 3, 3 (=279): "E<popos B ' oihw AEYEl TTEPt. T~S KTLoEWS' ETTOAEj1.0UV AaKEBaqlovLOL 
MmollVLOLs aTToKTELvaOL TO ~aOLAEa T~AEKAOV ELs Mma11vLav a<pLKOiJ.EVOV ETTt. 8uoLav, 
Oj1.00aVTES iJ.ll TTPOTEPOV ETTavi)~ElV OlKaBE TTPt.V ~ Mmoi)vllv aVEAEl,V ~ TTaVTas aTTo8aVEl,v· 
<puAaKas BE T~S TTOAEWS KaTEALTTOV oTpaTEuovTES TOUS TE VEWTaTOUS Kat. TTpEO~UTaTOUS Tt'0v 
TTOAL TWV. BEKaT41 B ' UOTEPOV ETEL TOU TTOAE j1.ou HIS yuval,Kas TWV AaKEBaLj1.0VlWV 
OUVEA8ouoas E~ mJTwv TTEj1.(jJaL nvas TTapa TOUS MmollvlouS (ol j1.E v yap j1.E VOVTES 
TEKVOTTOLOUVTaL oL BE X1lpas a<pEvTES TaS yuval,Kas EV Tfj TTOAEj1.Lc;t EOTpaToTTEuBEuov), Kat. 
Ki.vBuvos Elll ALTTavBp~oaL T~V TTaTpi.Ba. ol BE uj1.a Kat. TOV OPKOV <puAciTTovTES Kat. TOV TWV 
YUVaLKWV AOYOV EV V4> 9Ej1.EVOL TTEj1.TTOUOL TTlS oTpanu" TOUS EUPPwoToTaTous a[la Kat 
VEWTaTOUS, OVS DBEoav ov j1.ETaOxOVTas TWV OPKWV BLa TO TTal,Bas ETL OVTas ouvEA8ELv TOLS 
EV ~ALKi.c;t· TTpooETa~av BE oUYYlvm8aL TalS TTap9EvoLS UTTUOaLS uTTavTas, ~yOV[lEVOL 
TTOAUTEKVi)OELV [lUAAOV· YEVO[lEVWV BE TOlhwv oL [lEV TTaL8ES wvo[luo8110av ITap8Evi.aL. 
82Hesych. s.v. TTap8EvLOv Ot KaTa TOV MmollVWKOV TTOAEj1.0V YEVO[lEVOL EK TWV 8EWv. Kat. ot 
E~ aVEKB6TOU Aa8pa YEVVW[lEVOL TT al,BES, aTTo TOU BOKEl,V En TTap8EvouS ELVaL TaS 
YEvvlloa[lEvas aUTous. Cf. Pollux Ill , 21: TTap8Evi.as BE AEYETaL, 0v TLS EK T~S BOKOVOlls ElvaL 
n:,.ap8Evou, ou V0iJ.41 OUVOLKT)Oas ETToLTjoaTo. Suid. s. v. TTap8EVElOS' 6 EK TTap9Evou En 8oKOVOllS 
ELvav YEVVal,OS. 
83Plut. Sol. 23 (=91a): En 8 ' OUTE 8uyaTEpas TTWAEl.V oih ' u8EA<pas Bi.BwOL, TTA~V uv KaTaA~l] 
[coni. van Herwerden; j1.~ Aci~1] codd.; [l~ del. Hartman] TTap8Evov avBpl oUYYEYEVll[lEVllv. Harrison 
Law J, 73, n.2 believes in the historicity of the law. 
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appellation of Vu 1l<P 11 (meaning both maiden and bride), it is because 'social' marriage did 
not automatically turn her into a respected matron: she could not be regarded as a fully-
fledged yuv~ before she had given valid proof of sexual experience which was normally 
supposed to result in conception! pregnancy/ delivery, i.e. in giving-birth and thereby to 
become legitimated. 
The vexed problem presented by the Greek notion of virginity, once all the ancient 
testimonies have been gathered together and the (seemingly) divergent use of the term 
parthenos become apparent, is grasped by G. Sissa who pointedly writes that 
the Greek concept seems strange to us because it encompassed two possibilities 
that we regard as contradictory: a child could be born to a parthenos, yet 
penetration of her body by a male member was incompatible with parthenia.84 
This shows that virginity was regarded as the precondition of motherhood, indeed as 
motherhood in the making, but also that it was sexual intercourse qua subordination, not 
giving-birth, that was incompatible with such a state of being.85 But if copUlation is 
incompatible with virginity, whereas motherhood is not, then parthenia primarily refers to 
the higher order of gods amongst whom what is impossible for human beings becomes a 
prerogative of divinity which once again highlights the gap that separates mortals from 
immortals. In Elis the Virgin Athena, Pausanias informs us, was worshipped as a Mother, 
and in Argos Hera annually regained her virginity after having a bath in the spring 
Kanathos.86 These two cases are very instructive and we should perhaps dwell on them a 
bit longer. 
The report of the Periegete runs as follows:87 
.. . Kat rr11Y~ Kciva8oS' KaAouIlEV1r EVTau8a T1lv "Hpav <paCJtv 'ApYELOL 
KaTCt EToS' AOUIlEV11V rrap8Evov yLvECJ8m. OUTOS' IlEV 8~ CJ<pLCJLV EK 
TEAET~S' , ~V dyouCJL Tl;l . "HpQ., AOyOS' T WV arropp~Tu)V ECJTLV. 
Once again, the pious traveller refuses to reveal the mystical myth concerning the rite and 
to gi ve details of the ritual itself, because both myth and cult are, he understands, of secret 
nature. Nilsson88 suggested that what was there at stake was a ritual bathing of the statue 
of the goddess which was invested with the symbolism of revirgination, and Fehrle89 
84Sissa Virginity 76. 
8.'Yrhus we are better equipped to understand the inclusion of Artemis among the deities of marriage in 
the very telling passage of Plutarch, Qllaest.Rom. 264b: nEvTE 8El<J9al 9EWV TOUS yalloDVTas 
OIOVTal , boLOS TEAEI,OU Ka\. " I-lpas T EAEl.as Ka\. ' A<\>po8I.Tl]S Kat n ElSoDs. Ent. na<Jl 8 • 
.' ApTElll8os. Beyond and above all other divinities, married people are in need of Artemis, i.e. , in my 
Interpretation, of the dynamism of chastity. 
86It is more than a coincidence that the spring "stands today in the garden of a nunnery", as Dodds was 
astonished to notice ["The Religion of the Ordinary Man in Classical Greece" in Progress 140-155 
k~45)] . 
Paus. Il , 38, 2-3. 
88Nilsson FeSle 45ff. 
89Fehrle Kellschheit 171-177. 
-
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found a parallel in the Athenian Plynteria where, he concluded, a sacred marriage of 
Athena was at the centre of the rite. In terms of 'historical theology', as distinct from 
descriptive analysis, we should be allowed perhaps to proceed a step farther.9o The 
renewable virginity of Hera could be seen as an annual restoration of her, in mythological 
thought, primeval independence and a reaffirmation of her sovereignty, as much as the 
necessary intensification of energy for the successful carrying out of her next pregnancy. 
The commonly-accepted figure of Hera places her, as a wife and mother, next to, or below, 
that of the husband Zeus and it is the restoration of her virginal wildness that a secret 
TEAET~ and the corresponding mythic narration wanted to stress. Contrariwise, the 
indisputable virginity of Athena was considered to be in need of a due emphasis, in a 
similar secret context, of her fertility, since the independence presupposed in her celibacy 
was widely and openly acknowledged. This brings us to the sanctuary of Mother Athena 
in Elis. The evidence is again to be found in Pausanias:91 
Twv 8E ' HAElWV uL YUVUlKES, aTE TWV EV ~AlKLc;t CJ<plO"lV liPT)IlWIlEVT)S 
Tils xwpUS, Eu~uCJ8aL Tl:1 ' A81lvt7- )...EYOVTaL KuilCJaL lTUPUUTlKU, ElTEl8av 
III X8WCJl TolS av8pam' KUt ~ TE EVX~ CJ<plCJLV ETEAECJ811, KUt ' A811VUS 
LEPOV ElTLKAllCJlV MT)TPOS L8puCJUVTO. 
True, in the above passage it is not Athena that gives birth, but it is, indicatively enough, to 
her, rather than to any other goddess, that the women of Elis addressed their prayers when 
they felt desperate because all men of appropriate age had left the country. The virgin 
goddess turned an attentive ear to their appeal so that upon their being sexually united 
with their husbands they immediately conceived and without lapse of time carried children 
in their bellies. The procreative side of virginity is here once again pronounced and the 
celibate goddess becomes, or is adored as, a mother. That no physical issue (in the form 
of a divine child) testified, in the existing accounts, to the motherhood of Athena is a 
confirmation of the aforementioned purely spiritual character of the goddess. It is, 
however, plain that the virginity of Athena was not in any way incompatible with 
procreation. What seems to have been incompatible with virginity was the subordination 
implied in the 'taming' act of sexual intercourse. The motherhood of Athena, moreover, 
was not confined to Elis. In the city that, of all Greek cities, venerated the celibate goddess 
above all other divinities to whom, in mythology at least, she owed her very name, Athena, 
there too, was called a Mother. The chorus of the Euripidean Heracleidae addressed the 
goddess with the words:92 
an " W lTOTVlU, CJOV yap oU8us 
YUS CJov KUt lTO)...lS, US oiJ WlTT)P 
8ECJlTOLVa TE <pu)...u~ .. . 
90Cf. Devereux "La revirginisalion d'Hera" in Femme 67-94. 
91 Paus. V, 3,2. 
92Eur. Hemel. 770-772. 
-
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and, if we tend to interpret this invocation as a merely metaphorical expression, we, for one 
thing, ignore the blurring of the metaphorical and the literal which is omnipresent in 
ancient literature and, for another, fall victims to the modern categorization of concepts 
pointed out by Sissa in the quotation above.93 
In the order which the reign of Zeus establishes according to the Hesiodic theogonic 
account shared in content, if not in exact (mythological) wording, by all the Greeks, or else 
in the alarmingly shaky new kingdom of the arrogant, because young, male deity, as the 
bound Aeschylean Prometheus would put it, Artemis, like all other gods, is in fact 
subordinate to her father. It is not therefore surprising that the permanent, life-long 
chastity, which is the distinctive anthropomorphic feature of her wildness, becomes in 
early lyric poetry the gift which the father of gods presents to her daughter. The Lesbian 
poet Alcaeus has Artemis swear an oath of chastity before Zeus who is subsequently 
asked to grant her the favour of never allowing her to become subdued to the limb-
dissolving power of Eros. Then Zeus consents. The restoration of the fragmentary 
second-century A.D. papyrus cannot, of course, be definitive,94 but the context makes it 
clear that the scene refers to Artemis and Zeus:95 
"ApTElllS 8E 8EWV] IlEYuv OPKOV a:rrollwCYE' 
v11 TCtV CYCtV KE<pcl] Aav oX mip8EvoS ECYCYOllaL 
a8 1l1lS , OLO'TTO] AWV OPEWV KOpU<paLCY ' Em 
81lPEUOlCY" aYl KUt, Tcl] 8E VEUCYOV EIlUV XclpLV. 
WS EL TT '. alJTCtp EVEu] CYE 8EWV IlUKclPWV TTclTllP' 
TTap8Evov 8' EJU<pcl~] OAOV aYPoTEpUV 8EOl 
av8pwTToL TE KMEl] CYl V ETTWVUlllOV IlEYu' 
K11VaL AUCYlIlEAllS] "Epos ou8cllla TTLAVUTUL. 
In similar spirit, Callimachus at the beginning of the hymn to the goddess presents 
Artemis begging her father for eternal virginity:96 
"ApTEIlLV [ ... ] 
UIlVEOIlEV, [ ... ] 
apXIlEvol WS OTE TTaTpos E<Pl(OIlEVll YOVclTECYCYl 
TTUlS ETl KOUpL(OUCYU Tcl8E TTpOCYEElTTE yov~u' 
«80S 1l0l TTup8EVLllV aLwvLOv, aTTTTa, <puAclCYCYELV ... 
The scene is both moving and entertaining, because the goddess is as yet too little to be 
able to reach the beard of her father in the recei ved gesture of supplication. Zeus, amused 
by the clumsiness of his daughter's movement (which parallels his laughter after 
93The virginity of Athena was openly challenged in ancient (cr. also Lactan. Div.Inst. I, 17) as much as 
In modem times. Cr. Kerenyi Athene (reviewed by Rose "Maiden") and Keary " ' Ae1lvfr". 
94Cr. Lobel and Page "Fragment". 
95AIcaeus fr. 304, col. i, 4-11 (Lobel-Page) . 
96Call. Hymn. ad Ar/em. 1-6. 
-~ 
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Artemis's humiliation by Hera in the Homeric battle of the gods), grants the favour at 
once and in the speech that immediately follows his gestural consent the father of gods 
glorifies the young Artemis with more honours than she asked or would expect.97 The 
virginity of Artemis is intimated again, later in the hymn,98 when Dictynna (originally an 
independent, perhaps Cretan, deity that shared so many common traits with Artemis that 
she was easily from a relatively early time assimilated to her) is said to hate a particular 
plant, the myrtle. Although she does accept wreaths made of other plants she repudiates 
myrtle-made ones. The explanation provided by Callimachus is apparently aetiological. If 
Dictynna, and by implication Artemis too, hate the myrtle, it must have been because the 
plant was connected with the female pudenda, the clitoris in particular. Aristophanes99 is 
clear about that and the explanation of Pollux loO could not be more explicit. If the 
Callimachean passage reflects a cultic prohibition, then we may assume that in this 
instance too the virginity of Artemis-Dictynna was not only mythological but of 
significance in ritual as well. 
Zeus honours his daughter with unexpected prerogatives. Among the honours that 
the young Artemis did ask, however, apart from the mentioned eternal virginity and the 
bows and arrows that were to become her principal symbols, there is also another 
prerogative of power which is worth commenting upon: 1TOAUWVUIlLQ or a multitude of 
divine appellations. All deities receive in different cults different epitheta (and in some 
instances are also named differently at different stages of the same cult) and all gods and 
goddesses are praised by the mortal worshippers with a great variety of (functional, cultic 
or otherwise) epikleses. But none other than Artemis and Dionysus, from among the 
established Olympians at least, receive 1TOAUWVUIlLQ as a salient characteristic of their 
being,lOl and it is Artemis in particular who actually asks for it. The multitude of 
Artemisian appellations must therefore, draw directly on what Artemis represented for the 
Greeks and it cannot be without significance if the goddess herself longs for such a 
distinction. But before we raise the question of the Artemisian 1TOAUWVUIlLQ, let us first 
recapitulate, in a way different from the one followed so far, what can be inferred from the 
traits of the goddess that have already been discussed. Let us focus for a while on Artemis 
the name. 
97op. cif. 26-40. 
98Call. Hymn ad Arlem. 200-203: TO 8E aTE<pOS' Tlllan KElVljl 
Tl 1fl TVS Tl ax1voS'. IlVPTOLO 8E xE1PES' c'i8LKTOL" 
8~ TOTE yap 1fE1fAOWL EVEOXETO IlUpaLVOS o(OS 
TTlS KOUPllS'. cST' EYEL YEV· 08EV IlEya x.waaTO IlVPTl~. 
99 Arist. Lys. 1004 CUIIl scJwl. ad loco (cr. Arist. Equit. 964 where TO jlUPLVOV means the lower part of 
the male genitals). See Henderson Maculate 134-135. 
IOOpollux Il, 174: TO 8E EV jlEat~ aKa~pov aapKlOV VVIl<Pll ~ jlUPTOV ~ Em 8Epj11s ~ KAELTOplS'. 
IOICr. Montepaone "Divinita", where the 1fOAVWVVI1LU is explored as a distinctive feature of the so-called 
Taurike Artemis. 
-
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ON THE NAME 'ARTEMIS' 
The problem concerning the etymology of the names of the ancient Greek gods arises in 
the most acute fashion when we move away from the primal beings of a Hesiodic 
Theogony (such as Chaos, Night, Earth and the like) to the more concrete gods of Pan-
Hellenic mythology. There are several names which we would classify under the category 
of 'abstract nouns' which in early epic and lyric poetry attain a purely divine status. Long 
before the Heracleitan Logos and the Empedoclean Love and Hatred, even before the 
Pherecydean 'holy trinity' of Zeus, Cronus and Chthonie, did Homer and Hesiod speak of 
Sleep, Dreams, Victory and the Dawn as divinities. However, although the names of these 
lesser deities are transparent, fully-fledged gods' are not. Why is this so? In all likelihood, 
because the major deities of Hellenic religion, before appearing in Mycenaean documents 
(those at least that do appear-but the argument can equally hold for those that do not 
appear there), had a long pre-history of their own. The case of Zeus is very instructive. 
Modern linguistic study has managed, with the aid of the comparative method, to 
dismantle the original form of the name and to account for the seemingly divergent 
grammatical forms in which it has been attested. Thus from the unattested *Dyeus pater, 
can be deri ved the best explanatory model of linguistic relationships which alone, although 
hypothetical (yet rigorously supported by the evidence), can bring together the Latin 
Juppiter, the Greek Zeus and the Indian Dyaus pitar, to mention only the names of the 
same god in three ancient cultures. However, what the name of Zeus was unable to reveal 
to the ears of the Greeks of the Archaic age, and presumably of earlier periods too, 
obscure as it had been through its continual transformations and adaptations from one 
linguistic and social context to another, the mythic conscience kept alive: in the first piece 
of Greek literary evidence which we possess, to wit in Homer, Zeus is unambiguously the 
father KaT' E~OX~V. This may serve as an indication that the search for the etymon of a 
divine name need not necessarily be confined within the field of linguistics proper, but 
may be facilitated by the known verbal and mythical associations which the living 
religious conscience spontaneously made, or meditatively suggested, with respect to a 
divine name. If the obscurity of a divine name is a sympton of the long pre-history of the 
deity in question, on the other hand, we may perhaps assume that this very temporal 
longitude that has caused confusion on the linguistic plane may have found ways to 
express what the name no longer conveyed, on a level of reference different from the 
linguistic, for instance in mythology. 
No agreement has been reached regarding the etymology of Artemis. Wilamowitz, 
faithful to himself in his conviction that historical truth can be found mainly by means of 
the most unexpected (and perhaps complicated) argument and only where no one before 
had suspected its presence, argued for a foreign origin, in accordance with a practice that 
--
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is no longer surprising, recurrent as it is in his writings. Lydian inscriptions attesting the 
form Artimus suggested to him that Lydia was the birth-place of the goddess where 
Artemis was subsequently baptized. 102 Van Windekens, by contrast, proposed an 
etymology according to which the name ofthe goddess should derive from the lexical root 
art- which, in some Northern languages (in Thracian for instance) was used to signify 
water or any liquid substance. I 03 Artemis would then be a spirit of moisture. A different 
interpretation has been advanced by Pisani I 04 and corroborated by Ruiperez l05. The 
Arcadian legend of Callisto and the arkteia in Attica provided these two scholars with the 
idea that the name ofthe goddess might have been etymologically related to arktos. As a 
result, the name of Artemis is seen as originally signifying the bear. 
The Wilamowitzian etymology seems to be the least convincing. There is a great 
variety of nouns and verbs in Greek which could account for the name of the deity in 
question. I 06 To disregard them altogether is to show an excessive amount of unjustifiable, 
perhaps totally unfounded, scepticism. The problem most acutely presents itself in the 
form of the choice which should be made from among these Greek words on the part of 
the proponent of an etymology. It seems to be a rather easy way out of the riddle of the 
ancient evidence to turn one's back on it en bloc. 
The Boeotian and Doric form of the name is Artamis. And a noun is now and 
again found in Greek which could be illuminating: apTa~oS' . Although in the surviving 
literary sources artamos is not attested before the fifth century, there is no reason to 
assume that it was a creation of Sophoc1es, in a fragment of a lost tragedy of whom the 
word appears for the first time. 107 The verb from which the noun derives is attested in a 
composite form in Aeschylus (8vapTa~ELv) , and the context allows no ambiguity as to its 
meaning. l08 It seems more plausible that the Athenian playwrights used an obsolete word 
which from early on had fallen perhaps into desuetude. Euripides l09 and Xenophonllo 
know the verb or the substantive and, later, lexicographers show a keen interest in 
explaining its meaning. I 11 Artamos means the butcher who cuts the sacrificial victim into 
102Wilamowitz Glaube J, 324. 
103Yan Windekens "Noms". 
104Pisani " 'EAAHNOKEA T IKA" 148ff. Cf. Kretschmer 1938. 
I 05Ruiperez "A rtemis". 
106Cf. also the very improbable etymology (from airo and themis) proposed by Graves Myths 86. 
107Soph. fr. 1025 (Radt) [=848 (Dindorf) = Anecd. Bekk. 447, 5]. 
108Aesch. Prom. ]023; cf. Et. Magnum S.v. apTa j.loS'. 
109Eur. Elect. 816; Ale. 494. 
1 1 OXen Cyr. n, 2, 4. 
IllCr. Hesych. s.v . apTaj.lElv· KaTaKOTITELv. EupmL8 T)S' TTEALaa w . s.v. apTal-l~aal' KPEOV0l-lllaaL . 
s.v. apTal-l0S" I-lclYELP0S' .; Pollux YI , 33-34: KpE08aLTT)S' 8 ' 6 8WH' IIVWV, QV Kat j.lclynpov Kat 
apTal-lOV EVLOl KaAovaw ; Et. M agnum s.v . apTUI-lOS" 6 I-lclYElPOS" 
Tj yap ~E~T]KE XElpaS' apTcll-lWV <!>uywv, 
TTapa TO 8WpTclaaL, ° EaTL I-lEplaaL ~ (JUvuwOaaL. AtaxUAOS' 
u ToauvTa Kf\pU~ E~ EI-l0V 8lapTaaov. 
ApTal-loS' ouv 6 8wpn~v Ta KpEa ' Kal apTaI-lf\aaL KPEOV0I-lf\aul. ; Athen. 655f: ETIt T01S' 8 ' EYW 
I-lclYELP0S" OUTE ~lKEALU KaUx~aETaL 
TPE<!>ELV TOlOVTOV apTa j.lOV KaT' LX8uwv. 
---
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pieces at the victim's joints, and the word comes finally very close to meaning the cook. 
The function of cutting seems to be in the original semantic focus of the word, and cutting, 
when applied to living beings, always implies death and dissolution. The archaizing 
overleamed poet Lycophron, in his unintelligible Alexandra, restores the word in its 
horrific primal use: 112 
4) 811 m8T]cJaS' CJ'TuyvoS' apTalloS' TEKVWV. 
The phrase would lose most of its terrifying appeal, if artamos, understood by the poet to 
signify the cook, is meant to be a metaphor. It is, rather, a recovery of its original sense 
that seems to be at stake here. 
Artemis, the wild goddess who brings death, is a divine power that manifests 
herself most clearly in disruption, destruction, demolition. Hence she is a butcher, or 
rather the divine prototype of wordly butchery in general. This relation has not escaped 
the attention of some modern scholars. In fact, Preller-Robert l13 and Kretschmerl14 
claimed that in the noun artamos we could find the longed-for etymological content of the 
name of the goddess, and their arguments have not lost their pertinency by the occasional 
recent attempts to cast a doubt on the connection between the two. 1 IS 
Distinct, however, from the scientific inquiry into the origin of words, but no less 
essential for an understanding of their function in a given historical era is the investigation 
of the lexical semantic fields which a word creates and into which it readily (in the living 
conscience of the users) falls. Artemis from Homer onwards (albeit explicitly at a later 
stage only) is almost unanimously conceived of as apTEIlT]S'. The word appears in the 
Homeric epics and means 'complete' and 'integrated'.l16 It is not in fact difficult to see 
how the kourotrophic Artemis, the goddess who provides maidens (and youths) with 
1l1lKOS', in the Homeric expression, would be thought of as highlighting the function of 
integration and completion, for which she was anyway held responsible, by her very name. 
The Platonic Cratylus may stand as the paradigm of ancient false etymologies which may 
nonetheless give valuable insights into religious truths. I17 There is indeed no light-
112Lyc. Aiex. 235 (apTUI10S' TEKVWV = ~pE<I>oKT6voS' v. 229); cf. v. 797: KEAWP 8E rruTp0S' 
apTalloS' KAl]811aETaL. 
113Preller-Robert Mytlwiogie 296, n. 2. 
114Kretschmer loc.cit. CL also Frisk Worterbllch, s.v. Artemis and Chantraine Dictiollllaire, s.v. 
Artemis. 
I ISCr. e.g. Miroux "Artemis". The objections raised by Miroux are not very persuasive. Based on the 
Vernantian theory of 'marginal' Artemis, Miroux argues that apTull0S' refers to the 'civilized' sacrifice, 
whereas the goddess kills in a (marginally?) savage way. Hence, no connection, he concludes, is at work 
between the 'butcher' and Artemis. The classificatory scheme that sharply distinguishes, in structuralist 
terminology, 'nature' from 'culture' is employed in Miroux's analysis as an established datum, rather than 
as a model, the applicability of which must be demonstrated each time that the model is used. His 
Illterpretation exhibits a certain artificial stiffness, as a result. Especially his introductory remark that "le 
!erme [sc. arlamos] ne semble [ ... ] ni tres ancien, ni tres repandu" (128), is, in so far as the first part goes, 
III my view, out of the question. 
lI6Hom. Il. V, 515; Od. XIII , 43 ; Hesych. s.v. apTEIlEoVTU' UYWLVOVTU. LaxUOVTU. 
117The point is brilliantly made by Whallon "Artemis?". Cf. Freud Totem 56 : "They [sc. our children] 
are never ready to accept a similarity between two words as having no meaning: they consistently assume 
that if two things are called by similar-sounding names this may imply the existence of some deep-lying 
point of agreement between them." That is perhaps one of the many aspects of the eternal youthfulness of 
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Olindedness and no superficial frivolity in regarding Apollo as an a:rroAAuUlv, nor in 
connecting Hades with knowledge (dBEvm).With respect to Artemis the relevant passage 
of Cratylus runs as follows: 118 
" "APTE~LS" B( <DUD TO apTE~(S <\'>aLVETaL Kat TO K6(J~LOV, BUl T~V 
TilS -rrap8Evlas Em8u~Lav' '(JUlS B( apET~S '(JTopa T~V 8EOV EKaAE(JEv 6 
KaAE(Jas, Taxa B' clV Kat WS TOV apoTov ~L~T]<Ja(JT1S TOV avBpos EV 
YUVaLKl. ~ BUl TOUTUlV TL ~ BUl -rraVTa Taiha TO ovo~a Toiho E8ETO TU 
8E0· 
There is no dogmatic rigidity in the above etymological investigation. Several alternative 
solutions are proposed which, according to Socrates, may equally well account for the 
origin of the name of the goddess. Particular emphasis, however, is put on the integrating 
aspect of the goddess which seems to be what the later literary tradition insisted upon 
from among the possibilities of the Platonic passage. Strabo, for example, in a similar 
etymologizing attempt wrote: 119 
Kat T) "APTE~LS a-rro TOU apTE~Eas -rrOLELV. 
Although the Platonic passage seems to be permeated by a moralistic tone, focusing as it 
does on virginity qua virtue, it is interesting to note that the ploughing which the husband 
does to his wife- a recurring image of 'normal', i.e. prolific (hetero )sexual union in Greek 
literature-is also brought into the discussion. So far from being lack of sexuality, 
Artemisian virginity is the chastity of the sexual partners (and of the female partner in 
particular) which is required if their intercourse is to be procreative. 120 Artemis knows 
what it is to be virtuous. She possesses knowledge of virtue, because she is virtuous 
herself. But if her virginity is nothing but the anthropomorphic representation of her 
intrinsic wildness, as claimed earlier, we could perhaps see the same essential 
characteristic of hers being present in her virtue. ' APETr) originally signified physical 
strength and prowess. This meaning can still be found in the Homeric use of the noun. 
The excellence and perfection of apETr) are manifested in corporeal power. In the original 
meaning of the word there are no ethical connotations which might diminish the emphasis 
on the corporeality of virtue, but there is, by contrast, a due valuation of the necessarily 
superlative degree of the performance, if it is to be named virtuous. That is why the 
Homeric apETr) could be best translated as 'physical bestness'. Such is the domain over 
which Artemis holds sway. She manifests herself as power, and her power is, and remains 
to the end, untainted by any kind of intellectuality. If an oxymoron is allowed, we would 
the Greeks as the Egyptian priest legendarily explained to Solon (Plat. Tim. 22b). On the other hand, a 
deep sensitivity to the phonetic value of words and to their possible interrelationships is a salient feature 
of all true poets and an insightful enquiry into the 'music' as well as 'content' of nouns, ultimately 
conceived of as inseparable from one another, is a universal rule of poetic grammar. 
118plat. Crat. 406b. 
119Strabo XIV , 6 (=635). 
120Xenophon, a wholehearted devotee of Artemis (Allab. V, 3, 4-13), stresses in his Oecol/omiclIs the use 
of chastity for eugenic purposes. 
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say that hers is the spirituality of the body. With the mind and with the ethical mode of 
being which the mind creates she has little or no connection. Once human life ceases to 
respond and react quasi-automatically to the stimuli of the external reality, her (in 
mythological terms) initial all-pervasiveness gradually loses ground. When the instinctive 
drives begin to give way to ethics and later to morality, the domain of her immediate 
influence shrinks. The Artemisian sovereignty remains then unchallenged only in those 
moments in which a tremendous outflow of force vitale fills with astonishment the most 
self-conscious and consciousness-oriented human eyes, (but which also affects, to an 
admittedly lesser extent, the most sceptical minds), namely in birth and puberty. She is 
also called on to account for deaths which are unexpected, caused as it were by an 
excessive affluence of vital power which mortal bodies seem not to be able to bear while 
remaining alive. Throughout the religious history of the Greeks, Artemis oscillates 
between the two extremes which meet at the point of Dynamism. Mixing etymology with 
para-etymology we would describe her as at once apTE~ijS' and apTa~oS'.l21 She is both, 
because she is Power, of creation and perfection, or of destruction and disintegration, as 
the case may be. 
121Cf. Eust. ad Horn. 11 . V, 515: TO 8E apTE\lEa aVT!. TOU {rYLll, oLovE!' aTpE\lEa nva Ka!. ;'4>OV, ~ 
apnov. OSEV Ka!. "APTE\lLS. <\>aolv. ~ TIEpmOLOlJ\lEVll {rYEt,av WS Ka!. • ArroAAwv OVALOS 0 TIOLWV 
OVAELV ~TOL {rywlvELv KaTa TO «~UAE TE Ka!. \lEya Xal.PE». " ApTa\lOS \lE\lTOL EV 8uo!. aA<\>a 0 
ds apna TE\lVWV Ka!. 8aLTPEUwV. OS Eon KpEOUpyOS. \luYELPOS. <\>OVEUS ov i) XPilOLS Ka!. ITapa 
AUKO<\>POVL.;Et.Magnums.v."ApTE\lLS· ~ SEas. aEpOTE\ll)S ns ovoa. ~ TOV ciE.pa TEI1YOUoa' li 
alhil yap Tfj oEAllVJ;]" ~ alTO TOU apTE\lil TIOLEl.V· AEYETm yap 1') SE OS avmpEnK~ TWV 
YUVaLKt0V' Ka!. "O\lllPOS [ ... ]. "1-1 alTO TOU apTE\l~S lTapwvu\lwS "APTE\lLS. T01JTEonv li UYLllS 
Ka!. aVElTlAlllTTOS 8L<1 T~V lTapSEVl.av· lTap9EYOS yap ~ SEOs Ka!. <pLAom6<\>pwv. "1-1 on apTW Ka!. 
TEAHa Ka!. aVEAAmfl ElTOl. lWE Ta KaTa KOO\lOV <\>aVEl.Oa. 
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ARTEMIS TRlKLARIA 
Let us now illustrate the Artemisian twofoldness with special reference to the certainly, 
older of her two most important cults in Patras reported by Pausanias (the other being that 
of Laphria to be discussed below).1 22 Artemis Triklaria was a goddess intimately linked 
to the small river that flowed to the north of the acropolis of the city and to the north of the 
old KW~T] of Messatis (which was one of the three towns that constituted the city of Patras 
after the Ionian synoecism).1 23 The river was known in antiquity as Meilichos, or the 
Mild One, but this was the name that, according to the report of the Periegete, was given 
to it after the appeasement of the furious goddess had been successfully effected by 
means of an appropriate ritual, its previous name being the very opposite of the later one, 
Ameilichos, or the Furious or Unappeasable One. Pausanias says that the sanctuary, 
including the temple, of Triklaria was a common property of all three originally separate 
towns124 that were later united into a confederation to form Patras,125 and this mention 
was, not without convincing reasons, taken up by Nilsson 126 to indicate that Triklaria was 
the deity held responsible for the Ionian synoecism. The name of the goddess seems to be 
transparently Greek, and the divinity was accordingly interpreted by Nilsson to mean She 
of the Three Portions of Earth (TpL + KAl1POS). Herbillon,127 however, made a strong 
case in arguing that the name of the goddess should rather be thought of as deriving from 
the river to which the deity was attached from primordial times. The two interpretations are 
not by necessity mutually exclusive. We can imagine the goddess being as closely 
attached to the river as Herbillon wished her to be, and at the same time being held 
responsible for the Patraic confederation 128 as Pausanias insinuated and Nilsson claimed. 
At any rate, the assumed radical change of the name of the river at which human sacrifices 
were allegedly performed to appease the furious deity cannot be without significance for 
an understanding of how Artemis Triklaria manifested herself to the people of Patras. 
If our mental eye tried to get a picture of the river in question, it would hardly be 
farther removed from the geographical reality of the region in case it even remotely 
approximated Meilichos to any of the major rivers of northern Europe. Our river (which 
122Cf. Lafond "Artemis", 
123paus. VII , 22, 11: ou rroppw SE TOU TIaTpEwv UCJTEWS' rroTalloS' TE 6 MEf.AL X0S' Kat. TO LEPOV 
Tl]S' TpLKAapLaS' ECJTLV, u)'aAlla ouSEII En EXOV. 
12~his runs parallel to the cult of Ortheia at Sparta (cr. "Artemis Ortheia" above) where on of the 
.originally independent KWllaL was Messoa, the one in the middle, like the Patraic Messatis. 
12 Paus. VII, 19, 1: ' Iwvwv TOts 'ApOTlV Kat. "Avenav Kal. MECJanv OLKOUCJLV ~v EV KOLV0 
TEIlEVOS' Kal. vaGS' 'ApTEIlLSOS' TpLKAapLaS' E'TfLKAllCJLV, Kat, EOPT~V oL "IWIIES' Kal. rraVVUXLSa 
ErrOLOUV alia 'TfCIV EToS'. 
126Nilsson Feste 216-217. 
127Herbillon Cuiles 52-53. 
128It is worth repeating that Artemis is very seldom in mainland Greece (as opposed to Asia Minor) a 
poliollcllOS deity: she rarely goes downtown, in the Kallimachean expression (although it is in the same 
hymn that Zeus offers to her thirty cities as an honorific gift vv. 33-38). Cr. Gruppe Myllzologie 1282. 
The opposite conclusion is rather unpersuasively reached by Lafond "Artemis". 
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could be more accurately called a stream or current, than a river proper) is almost devoid 
of water dUling the high summer months and its water supply during the rest of the year 
largely depends upon the liquidated snow of Mount Panachaicon from which it 
springs.129 Sometimes it overflows its bed and indulates the adjacent cultivated land, thus 
proving itself destructive for the crops. At other times its water supply is just right for the 
irrigation of the fields. Since that is the case, it scarcely comes as a surprise that two 
polarly opposite appellations were appended to it: what in physical reality is a recurrent 
but utterly uncontrollable feature became in local legend a prototypical mythical act that 
was established once and for all. 
The aetiological myth narrated by Pausanias,130 albei t replete with romantic 
reminiscences (drawing perhaps directly on the then widely read Hellenistic novels; for 
the influence, be it indirect, is unmistakable 131) expressly shows the indubitably wild-
Artemisian character of the rite. Melanippos and Komaitho, the most handsome young 
man and the most beautiful maiden of the entire place, fell desperately in love with one 
another. Upon realizing, however, that their parents would not consent to the socially 
approved culmination of their love in marriage, they ended up, burning with intolerable 
desire as they were, having sex inside the sanctuary of the goddess. The chaste Artemis 
was greatly enraged. The well-known standard consequences ensued. The earth bore 
fruits no longer; epidemics haunted the place; death visited youths and maidens to an 
unprecedented degree. The goddess was indeed very angry and the (indispensable in these 
cases) Delphic Oracle divined that Artemis asked for human sacrifices which alone could 
appease her wrath. Humans had no choice other than obedience. The most handsome 
adolescent and the most beautiful maiden were annually sacrificed next to the river that 
was, because of the cruelty of the rite, henceforth named differently: it became the Cruel 
One. Several years lapsed before the Greek hero Eurypylos on his way back to his 
motherland after the sack of Troy managed, with the aid of the Delphic Oracle again, to 
put an end to the horrific rite. No more human sacrifices meant that the river could now be 
called the Mild One: it had been appeased. 
Artemis Triklaria was manifested in the now furiously dangerous, now gently 
beneficial current of the unpredictable river as the dynamic power of wilderness in its 
essentially twofold nature: as prolific fertility, and as horrific destructiveness . The 
129Cf. Papachatzis I7EptljY'7r7tS IV , 101, n.l. It is significant for our purpose to note that in modern 
times the river has no single name, but is differently designated at the different places by which it passes. 
130Paus. VII , 19,2-10. 
131Cf. the apophthegmatic and romantic expressions (which are very rare in Pausanias) like (Paus. VII , 
19, 2-3): wS' 8E 0 MEAclVlTT1TOS' ES' TO LOW TOU EPWTOS' im~yaYE T~V 1Tap8Evov, E ~VaTO a{JT~v 
1Tapa TOl! 1TaTpoS'. E1TETUl 8E 1TWS' TQ Y~PQ- Tcl TE MAa wS' E1T1, TO 1TOAV Evavn ouoBUl VEmS', 
Kat. OUX llKLaTa ES' TOUS' EpWVTaS' TO civclAyrFov, 01TOU Kal MEAav~ 1T'ITlV TOTE E8EAOVTL 
E8EAouaav KO~Ul8w oihE 1Tapa TWV EaUTOU YOVEWV oihE 1Tapa T WV KO~Ul8ouS' ~~EPOV 
cimlVTT]<JEV OU8EV. 'E1TE8nEEV 8E E1Tt. 1TOAAWV TE aAAWV Kat, EV TOtS MEAaVl1T1TOU 1Ta8~~aaL 
wS' ~ETEanV EPWTl Kat, civ8p(;mwv aUYXEUl vO~L~a Kal civaTpEtVm 8 EWV n~aS', 01TOU Kat, TOTE 
EV TQ T~S' ' APTE.~ ~L8oS' LEpQ KO~Ul8w Kal MEAclVlTT1ToS' EEE1TAT]<JUV TOU EpmoS' T11 V OW~v . ; 
and later (VII , 19, 5): ~OV41 yap 8~ civ8pW1T41 tVuX~S' EaTl,v ciVTclELOV KaTOp8w(JQL Tlva Epaa8EVTa. 
--
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opposites meet at the point of Dynamism. At Patras too, though the connotations would 
vary from one local cult to another, Artemis made her epiphanies as both cipTE Il~S and 
apTal-lOS. 
Artemis and Dionysus: Again 
The case of Triklaria brings to the foreground again the vexed problem concerning the 
relationships between Artemis and Dionysus. An attempt at a theoretical articulation of 
one way in which their functional intimacy can be conceived has been advanced on the 
occasion of the discussion of the Spartan masks and the phallic apparatus which 
accompanied them, in the chapter on Ortheia. Another instance in which their proximity 
could be glimpsed was provided by the overt mentions of, or allusions to, Dionysiac 
festivals in the context of the Artemisian cults in Attica. But the case of the Patraic 
Triklaria offers one of the best opportunities to see the two deities operating together, in 
an explicit and acknowledged manner. 
In the account of Pausanias, the end of the human sacrifices that finally relieved 
the people of Patras from the compulsory bloody debt to the goddess is presented in a 
somewhat complicated fashion. To be precise, it is not the hero Eurypylos in person who 
brings the desired solution to the predicament of the 'Achaeans' , but the chest which he 
carries with him from Troy. This chest contains a statue of Dionysus executed by the 
divine craftmanship of Hephaestus, which casts madness to whoever dares to look in the 
inside. That was indeed the fate of Eurypylos who, unaware of the consequences, 
innocently opened the chest. The spectacle drove him crazy: 132 
~VOL~E 8' ouv 6 EUptmuAos T~V AapvaKa Kat. EL8E TO a:yaAlla. Kat. 
aUTLKa ~V EK<PPWV IlETa T~V 8Eav. Ta IlEV 811 ITAELova EllaLvETo, 
OAL yaKLS 8E EYlVETO EV EaUT4} . 
He then consulted the Delphic Oracle which prophesied that he would be cured at the 
place where people perform an unusual sacrifice (~EVT)V 8uaLav); and so it happened. He 
arrived at the river-side altar of Triklaria at the precise moment when a youth and a virgin 
were about to be sacrificed, he realized the implications of the oracle -and the sacrificers 
realized the implications of yet another oracle; for they had been admonished by Apollo to 
await a foreign king (~aaLAEus ~EVOS) who would liberate them from their bloody 
burden- and in the end, the saviour god of the urn, in an unspecified way, effected their 
redemption. The cult of Dionysus Aisymnetes was then instituted, and the Homeric 
hero133 who brought from afar him-who-comes134-the double entendre is not 
132p aus. VII, 19,7. 
133Cf. Horn. /I. V, 76; XI, 809-810. 
134Cf. Detienne At Large 7 . 
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unintentional- became a religious hero who was to be henceforth receiving a chthonic 
cult. 135 
It is not only the interpenetration of Triklaria and Aisymnetes who are indissolubly 
intertwined in the narrative ofPausanias reporting the mythological legend of the Patraic 
folk that brings the two deities very close together. l36 It is also the political function 
ascribed to both of them that shows the degree to which the two divinities were interwoven 
in the consciousness of the believers. The sanctuary of Triklarja was emphatically 
common to all three towns gathered together to form Patras. But so was Aisymnetes. His 
culticname already, used as a noun from Homer137 onwards to mean the elected referee 
of public games and later138 the powerful elected political leader, would be taken to point 
in this direction. But Pausanias gives us additional details. The statues of the three 
homonymous gods of the originally independent KW\laL (Messatis, Aroe and Antheia) 
who were identified (presumably at a comparatively late date) as Dionysuses were, at the 
celebration of the festival of Aisymnetes, carried from the place near the Patraic theatre 
where they normally stood, to the sanctuary of Aisymnetes. 139 No less perhaps than 
Artemis Triklaria, Dionysus Aisymnetes too was a deity held responsible for the political, 
unification of Patras. But this was certainly the political role assumed by a god who in 
actual cult had nothing to do with politics. 140 
The report of the Periegete concerning the ritual performed in honour of Dionysus 
at Patras bears stark resemblances, in points of sacred space, time and ceremony, to that of 
Artemis Triklaria. As to sacred time, first, both cults were performed at night: the main 
festival of Triklaria was a rruvvuXLS, whereas the culmination of the cult of Aisymnetes 
consisted of a procession of the chest (or urn, coffin) of the god which was only once a 
year taken out of the temple and that happened at a precise night in the overall festival. 
Pausanias is piously emphatic at this juncture: 141 
\llq 8E EV TQ EOPTQ VUKTl ES TO EKTOS <pEpn Tl1V AapvuKu 6 lEpEUS. 
UUTll \lEv 811 11 vu~ YEpas TOlho ElAll<pE. 
The sacred time at which the priest of Dionysus brings the god to the open air (a ciel 
ouvert, but dark) is a privileged night that recei ves divine blessing: the chest of the god is 
a prize to that night, as the presence of Triklaria sanctified the rruvvuXLS held in her 
honour. The sacred space, secondly, where the ceremonies are performed is identical too: 
it is the river Meilichos where the human sacrifices were allegedly performed. And thirdly, 
135paus. VII, 19, 10: TC)v Eval~ovoS' EXOUalV EVPV1TUAOV EV ~V~~1J Kal oL Kat. Evay[,(ovaLV civa 
1TQV ETOS', E1TELBav T4J .D.wvUa(~ T~V EOPT~V aYluaL 
136Cf. Messenzio "Festa". 
137Hom. Od. VIII, 358. 
138Arist. Pol. 1285a29-32. 
139Paus. VII, 21, 6: .D.wvuaov BE Eanv EVTau8a ciyci\~aTa, '(am TE TOLS' ciPXaLoLS' 1TOALa~aaL 
Kat. 6~WVV~OL' MEaaTEVS yap Kat. ' Av8EUs- TE Kat. ' APOEUS Eanv aVTOlS Ta ov6~aTa. TaUTa 
Ta ciyciA~aTa EV Ti;j .D.wvuaov EOPTi;j KO~L(ovaLV ES' TO LEPOV TOU ALau~V~TOV . 
140Cf. Hegyi "Kult" with Redfield "Sex". 
141Paus. VII , 20, 1. 
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the boys that partake of the rite have their foreheads crowned with ears of corn as was 
crowned the couple of youth and maiden while they were being led to the sacrificial altar 
ofTriklaria: 142 
KaTa~aLVOU(n OE KaL OTIOCJOl oil TWV Em XUlPLUlV TIaLOE<;' ETIt TOV 
MED,lXOV QCJTaxUCJlV ECJTE~avUlIlEvOl Ta,;, KE~aAa,;,' EKOCJIlOUV oE oiJTUl 
TO apxa'Lov OU';' aYOlEV Tt! ' ApTElllOl 8UOVTE';'. 
The rituals of Aisymnetes and Triklaria , it is true, were not performed 
simultaneously. By the second century of our era the cult of Triklaria had become 
obsolete. Pausanias mentions her sanctuary near the river, but he also says that no statue 
is to be found inside it any longer. 143 The long section of his book on Achaia devoted to 
the aetia of her cult serves the explicit purpose of accounting for the chthonic cults of the 
hero Eurypylos and the god Dionysus. But it seems quite safe to assume that if the devout 
population of Patras substituted Dionysus for Artemis, the two deities must have been 
regarded as exhibiting an extensive range of common features in both cult and divine 
power. 
The statue of Dionysus that drives those who look at it (without the precaution 
offered by canonized-canalized ritual) out of their minds is the Dionysian equivalent to the 
statue of Ortheia which in a similar manner instilled madness in the two men who first 
encountered it. 144 There are at least two levels of pursuing the analysis of the meaning of 
these mythological claims. One is by investigating the distinct kinds of madness as they 
were classified by the ancient authors. The second is by raising the question as to what 
those who went mad saw; or, more accurately , what the anonymous mythologizers had in 
mind as the objects of the sight of the mythical persons who were driven crazy, i.e. what 
the people who narrated these myths wanted thereby to convey. The two levels of analysis 
are complementary. 
My hypothesis is that, in the eyes of those to whom the idea of madness suggested 
itself for the first time, the statue which upon meeting the eye inflicts madness was 
perceived as a phallic symbol denoting the dynamism of wild nature145• I would even go 
as far as to believe that the original wooden xoanon that gave birth to these myths was 
actually carved out as a phallus, perhaps with the addition of anthropomorphic traits such 
as eyes, as can be seen in the enormous phalluses carried on shoulders in ceremonial 
processions of Dionysian rites or else, to take the antithetical example of female fecundity, 
in the representations of Baubo who is always depicted as a human-face-like belly with 
1421oc. cit. 
143Paus. VII , 22, 11: Kat. TO LE POV T~S' TpLKAapLaS', a:YaAfW OV8EV ETL Exov. 
144Paus. Ill , 16, 9. Cr. what has been said above. 
145-rhis is grasped, if indirectly, by Papachatzis UcptrfYIJ{TtS' IV 100, n.1 , in a pointed poetic expression: 
[ ... ] aTo KOUTt. <\>uAAuaaOVTaL oL EKlTAllKTLKES' 8uvUIlELS' lTOV lTP0KaAOVV T~V U<\>VlTVWll Kat. TO 
UVOL~LUTLKO 8paaollavlllla T~S' <\>1xrT]S' . (my emphasis). 
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particular emphasis put on the genital area. 146 A few of the ivory carvings found in the 
sanctuary of Artemis Ortheia may, without an unreasonable stretch of the imagination, 
suggest, in fact, a phallus. 147 In the particular case of Dionysus Aisymnetes, on the other 
hand, a psychoanalytic interpretation would push the analogy a bit farther: it would claim 
that the chest, like all boxes or box-shaped objects, represented the female genital parts, 
whereas the oblong statue of the god contained therein was a symbolic depiction of the 
male reproductive organ. And this may not be an unsubstantiated claim. For we know that 
a ceremonial cradle or winnowing-fan (AlKVOV) (and/or a chest) in other Greek rituals, in 
the Eleusinian mysteries for instance, did actually contain replicas of sexual parts. 
Starting from a different perspective, we may perhaps gain some insights into the 
symbolism of the phallus as related to Dionysiac madness. Among the four kinds of 
mania distinguished by Socrates in the Platonic Phaedrus, one is ascribed to 
Dionysus. 148 This is the ritual madness as distinct from the Apollonian prophetic 
possession, the poetic inspiration of the Muses and the erotic infatuation of Aphrodite. All 
four are forms of possession which destabilize the normal everyday functioning of the 
human mind. They thus create a rupture in profane existence whereby particular aspects 
of the divine are disclosed. Ritual madness is in fact how Dodds glosses the Greek 
TEAEo"TLKY) llaVLa.149 The term, not entirely precise, refers to the madness that is induced 
by participation in the orgiastic rites of the god. But if a particular kind of madness can be 
induced at will under particular circumstances, its cause must lie hidden for the most part 
in the human psyche. This is absolutely true for the erotic madness, but, although all men 
become poets while in love1SO, it is not entirely certain that all kinds of madness are 
applicable to all human beings. Prophetic and poetic possession are less liable to be 
common properties of all members of humankind. Dionysiac madness, however, is 
universal. All human beings may be enraptured by Dionysus, if the god comes at the right 
time. 
But let us for a while forget the ritual character of his madness, since it does not 
apply to the cases in which we are interested. Alopecos and Astrabakos at Sparta, and 
Eurypylos on his way back to Greece on a route which would lead him to Patras, got out 
of their minds without participating in a ritual and without performing a secret orgiastic 
rite. So far from being a blessing (as madness can often be1S1), their craziness was a 
disease in ardent need of therapy.ls2 What was it that drove them crazy? Again I would 
suggest that it was (in the mythological language of concrete presence) a direct encounter 
146Cf. Devereux Baubo; Olender "Baub6". 
147cf. LIMe S.v. Artemis, ill. 88 a-f and esp. 97. 
148Plat. Phaedrus 265b. 
149Dodds Irrational 64. 
lSOPlat. Symp. 196e. 
lS1 Cf. Dodds "The Blessings of Madness" in Irrational 64-101. 
lS21t was not, however, (in the Platonic classification) a VOUTlI-J.a civ8pwmvov, but was conversely 
effected ima 8Elas- E~aAAay~s- (Plat. Phaedrus 265a). 
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with Ortheia-Triklaria-Dionysus, as manifested in a recognizable phallic image, or (in the 
language of speculative, abstract thinking) an encounter with unharnessed natural 
dynamism. When natural dynamism appears in a non-ritualized form, i.e. as uncontrolled 
and brutal potency, its effects are destructive. The erect male organ, manifest as it is, as 
opposed to the hidden but no less dynamic feminine counterpart, 153 may thus become the 
symbol of natural dynamism at large. After all, the human body is widely used in religious 
symbolism, not because it is human, but because of its great potentiality to symbolize 
forces of nature (and of society). 154 If the mythicalTIpwToL EvpETaL of the cults of the 
Spartan Artemis and the Patraic Artemis-Dionysus went mad because they had 
inappropriately faced a phallus,155 then their madness says quite a lot about the deities 
involved. The Dionysiac TE:\ECJTLKll llaVLa is not only the madness induced by orgiastic 
ceremonies, but also the destructive madness caused by natural dynamism which leads to 
the establishment of the Dionysiac rites. The Euripidean Bacchae shows that the god is 
there prior to the institution of his cult. Whether one accepts him or not may be a matter 
of personal choice. But if one does not accept him (like Pentheus), one will have to suffer 
from one's own negligence. 
To summarize our results so far, we should say that madness is a term that does 
not describe the objective reality, but, rather, the subjective (i.e. human) disintegration of 
the possessed. The cause of such a human inability to stand in front of potency whenever 
manifested, an inability which results in losing one's mind, is to be found in natural 
dynamism. It is there that the ontological root of mania should be sought, and there 
Artemis of wilderness meets Dionysus. The Artemisian-Dionysiac madness is thus the 
madness caused by the uncontrollable natural dynamism. In this sense the erotic madness 
of the <PL:\OllllllB~s Aphrodite is a SUbspecies of the generic Dionysian madness. 
There is only one instance in the Homeric epics in which Artemis and Dionysus 
come together. A passing reference though it is, occurring in the Odyssey while Odysseus 
narrates the experiences of his journey to the Underworld , it still highlights the 
relationship of the two deities by somehow pointing out that it is a relationship based on 
destructiveness. Among the dead of Hades Odysseus mentions Ariadne whom Theseus 
intended to bring with him to Athens, but did not manage to fulfil his plans, because: 156 
TIapOS BE: IlLV "ApTEIlLS EKTa 
.6. L lJ EV CtIl<PLPVTlj .6.LOVUCJOU llapTUpL \lCJL. 
In this variation, which does not seem to have been the mainstream version of the myth of 
Ariadne and the god in ancient times, 157 Artemis is the divine executive of the lethal plans 
153Cf. Slater Hera 78. 
154rhe point is excellently made by Douglas Purity 123. 
155Cf. also the 8aKTUAoS' ALeou which was apparently a phallic cult-object where Orestes was cured 
from his madness (Paus. VIII, 34, 2; cf. Dietrich Tradition 113). 
156H om. Od. XI, 324-325. 
157Cf. Grimal Dicliolllloire s.y. Ariane, and Frazer, Apollodorus 11, 136 n. 2 with collection of the main 
sources. 
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of Dionysus. Both divinities have a share in the killing of the daughter of Minos. 
Destructiveness brings them together. 
It is the destructive aspect of Artemis that makes a goddess of hunting out of her. 
In describing the duel between Skamandrios and Menelaus in the fifth book of the Iliad, 
Homer, with real tragic sense, deplores the fate of the Trojan hero who, although 
instructed by Artemis herself in hunting, is bound to fall prey to the spear of 
Menelaus: 158 
uLov 8E: hTPO<pLoLO hKUfl<l v8pLov, dlflOVU 811PllS, 
'A TpEt811S MEvEAuos EA' EYXE"C 6~UOEVTL , 
Ea8Aov 811PllTi)PU· 8L8a~E yap "APTEflLS UUTl) 
~aAAELV CiYPLa TIa VTa, Ta TE TPE<pELV ovpEaw DAyr 
aAA ' ov oL TOTE yE XPa'Lafl ' "APTE flLS LOXEmpa, 
ou8E: EKll~oALm, DO"LV TO TIPLV y ' EKEKaaTo. 
Xenophon shows himself to be very pious in the traditional manner when at the beginning 
of his Cynegeticus ascribes the invention of hunting to Artemis and Apollo. 159 But to say 
that Artemis is the protectress of hunters pure and simple is to miss the point of religious 
symbolism. Hunting is an activity in which aggression is most conspicuously revealed. 
The Artemisian domain of wild life as well as the 'essential' destructiveness of the goddess 
find in hunting a pointed symbolic image. But again, it is natural dynamism that is 
manifested in the activity of hunting, an activity that subscribing by necessity to the law of 
the jungle is performed by definition within the animal kingdom where, according to 
Hesiod, 160 there is no justice. 
158Hom. Il. V, 49-54. 
159Xen. CYl1. I , 1: To fl.EV EUPllfl.a 8EWV, ' A1TOAAWVOS' Kat. 'APTEfl.l8oS', aypm Kat. KUVES' . 
160Hes. G.D. 277-278. 
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nOA 7DN7MIA AND ITOTNIA BI-IPDN 
Let us repeat it. Artemis asks for and receives TIOAUWvu~La. A survey of the cultic epi'theta 
under which she was worshippe d in different parts of the Greek world would provide us 
with a scheme in which s ix domains of her e xerting influence could be distinguished. 
Sometimes an epiklesis refers to the specific locality of the cult. These epiklese s have h e re 
been omitted , except when they transcend the confines of locality to characterize the 
goddess more gene ra lly ( e .g . Alphe iaia) . The followin g tabl e i s not meant to b e 
exhaustively comprehensive. But it is, I think, sugge stive enough. 
Moisture 
Rivers, Lakes etc. 
AL~VaTLS I 6 1 
AL~vaLa 1 64 
"Z;Tu~~aALa 167 
, AA~ELaLa I 70 
' EAELa I73 
eEp~La l 76 
(NllO(J(JOOS) 178 
Flora 
Trees, Plants etc. 
Ka puaTLS 162 
K E8 pEaTLS I65 
~a~vaLa I 68 
Auyo8E(J~a I 7 1 
<Pa KEAL TLS 174 
Fauna 
Wild Beast, Birds etc. 
KaTIpo~ayos 163 
A UKELa166 
, EAa~LaLa 1 69 
, EAa~ll~OAOS 1 72 
TaUpOTIOAOS 175 
nOAU~oLa I 77 
E UPL TITIa 179 
'OpTUYLa 180 
( ' A ypOTE pa) 18 1 
16 1 PallS. 111 , 23 , 10; IV, 4, 2; VII , 20, 7-8; VIII , 53, 11 ; Tac. Ann. IV, 43. 
162Palls. Ill , 10, 7 ; Serv. Eel. VIII , 29 (cr. Pollllx IV, 104; Phot. s.v. KapUCLTELa) . 
163Hesych. s.v. KaTTPO<pciyOS' . 
1 64Palls. II , 7, 6 (cr. Ellr. Hipp. 228; Slrabo VIII , 4 , 9 = 362). 
165Palls. VIII , 13, 2 . 
I 66Palls. II , 3 1, 4 (cf. VIII , 36, 7). 
167Palls. VIII , 22, 7. 
168Palls. Ill , 24, 8; Strabo VIII , 3 , 12 =343. 
169Palls. VI, 22, 10. 
170Palls. VI, 22, 8 ; VI , 22, 10 (cr. V, 14, 6) ; Strabo VIII , 3 , 12 = 343 ; Athen. 346b (cr. Pind. Nem. I, 1-6; 
Schol. ad Pind. Pyfh. II , 12). 
171 PallS. Ill , 16, 11. 
1 72Soph. Trach. 2 13 ; Et. Magn. s.v. EAa<pfJ~OALWV. (cr. Plllt. Mol'. 244e) . 
173Strabo VIII , 3, 25 = 350; Hesych. s. v. EAEta (cr. Motte Prairies 93ff. ). 
174Prob. ad Virgo Eel. 3 (Keil ). 
175Soph. Ajax 172; Ellr. Iph.Tallr. 1457 ; Strabo IX, 1, 22 = 399; Et. Magn. S.V. Taupo1ToAOS'. 
176Aristid . 0 1'.50,4. Cr. Croon "Thermia". 
I 77Hesych. S. V. 1TOAU~Ol.a . 
178Apoll. Rhod. 1, 569. 
179Palls. VIII , 14,5. 
180Soph. Trach. 2 12; Diad. Sic. V, 3 . 
18 1Hom. 11. XXI, 470; Alcaeus fr. 304, col. i, 9 (Lobel-Page) ; Xen. Hell. IV, 2, 20; Ari st. Afhen.Rep. 
LVIII , 1; PallS. 1, 41 , 3 ; VII , 26, 3; VIII , 32,4; Plllt. Mal.Herod. XXVII (= Mol'. 862c) ; Ael. Va r.Hisl . II , 
25; Pollllx VIII , 9 1; Schol. ad Ari stoph. Eqllif. 657 . Cr. Vernanl "sacrifi ce preliminaire"; Ellinger 
"Rllses"; Jameson "Sacrifice" . 
Dark Light 
Moon, Dawn etc. 
<Pwa<?opos 182 
ALe01TLa 185 
LEAaa<?opos 188 
LEAaaLa 191 
TIpoallc.Qa 194 
TIupwvLa l97 
'EKQTll198 
192 
Kourotrophos 
Children, Adolescents etc. 
IT mOOT po<?OS 183 
<PLAoIlElpa~ 186 
Kopu8aALa 189 
Kopla l92 
KOUpOTPO<?OS 195 
Childbirth 
AOXLa184 
Aual,(wvosl87 
XLTWVll190 
, I<?L YEVELa 193 
ELAEL8uLa 196 
The six domains over which Artemis holds sway are also the domains in which the 
goddess is pre-eminently manifested. And if there is a binding notion common in all these 
distinct fields of divine presence, it should, I think, be found in Dynamism. But if such is 
the case, there seems to be no particularly compelling reason to privilege one of those six 
categories at the expense of the remaining five. However, the fallacy of ungrounded 
partiality has in fact been repeatedly committed, when now and again Artemis is assumed 
to be most pertinently characterized as the Mistress of Animals. The domain of animal 
life, to be sure, may be a sphere of natural existence where dynamism is most likely to 
find appropriate symbolic expression. Yet, the attention to the symbolic content of the 
Mistress-of-Animals function, once drawn, must be constantly kept in mind. 
Let us look more closely at the problem raised by the afore-mentioned partiality. 
One aspect of the Artemisian 'many-nameness' is the fact that she presided over wild 
beasts. In Homer already, she was called IToTvLa 811Pwv. This admittedly important 
aspect of the goddess, however, has been disproportionately emphasized in many a 
modern account, to the point of giving the impression that Artemis was originally 
concerned exclusively with animal life and that only to the extent to which her being a 
) 82Paus. IV, 31, 10; Clem Alex. Strain. 418 P; Dionys. Byz. AI/apt. Fr. XXVII; Schol. ad Theocr. II, 12 
lcf. Anth. Pal. IX, 46). 
83Paus. I V, 34, 6. 
184Eyr. SllPPt. 958;Plut. Qaest. Symp. 659a. 
185Steph. Byz. s.y. a196mov; Hesych. s.y. al901Tl.a. 
186Paus. VI , 23, 6. 
187Hesych. S.Y. Aua[,(tllVOS; Schol. ad Ap. Rlwd. I , 288. 
188Paus. I , 31, 4. 
189 A then. 139 a-b. 
190Call . Hymll ad Art. 235; St. Byz S.Y. XLTWVT] ; Athen. 62ge. 
191H h \ ' esyc . S.Y. aEl\aaw. 
192Call. Hymn ad Art. 234. 
193Paus. II , 35, 1; Hesych. s. Y. ' I<PL yEvna. 
194Pl ut. Themist. VIII. 
195Diod. Sic. V, 73. 
196Plut. Qllaest. Symp.659a. 
197paus. VIII, 15,5(cf. Soph. D.T. 206). 
198Aesch. Suppl. 676; Scol. ad Eur. Med. 396; Schol. ad Aristoph. Plllt. 591; Suid. S.v. 'EKclTll . 
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Mistress of Animals affected human hunting and cattle-breeding was she acknowledged 
as a power to be worshipped. The overvaluation of the Mistress-of-Animals function of a 
deity who in reality could be better described as Mistress of Wildness, has been primarily 
due to two reasons. One is the iconographical evidence (some of which goes back to pre-
history thus providing an uninterrupted iconographical motif that is discernible in Minoan 
art and can presumably be traced further back in time) which depicts a goddess 
surrounded by animals, or more frequently in the middle of two wild beasts that form a 
heraldic pattern. Such visual representations have usually been taken for what they look 
and consequently interpreted at face value. The symbolic message of the animals has been 
unduly neglected, as a result. So far from conveying a symbolic confirmation of the 
wideranging application of the power of the goddess, as they should be, the wild beasts 
have been construed as the sole 'subjects' that populate the kingdom, and bow heads to the 
sovereignty, of the goddess. The second reason for the modem 'theriomania', intimately 
related to, or rather included in, the first, is the Homeric reference to Artemis as Mistress 
of Animals. While the battle of the gods is going on, Artemis reproaches her brother for 
not daring to face Poseidon in a duel, and the poet introduces her castigation with the 
following words that focus on the wild potency of the goddess: 199 
TOV BE KaCJL yV~Tl1 l-l{iAa VElKECJE, 'TT()TVLa 8TlPWV, 
"APTEI-lLS' <iyPOTEPll, Kat- OVELBELOV <pciTo l-lu80v. 
Here the modem historians thought that they discovered the literary appellation that could 
serve as a recurring label for the illustrations of the numerous Mistresses of Animals in 
their books. Later, with the decipherment of the Linear-B script their initial intuition 
appeared to be supported by still earlier literary evidence. But it is noteworthy that the 
other Mistresses [po-ti-ni-ja of grain, of horses, of the labyrinth, or without qualification 
(=Athena?)] that appear in the Mycenaean documents200 have been unreasonably denied 
honours equal to the Mistress of Animals. They have been either completely disregarded 
or forced to keep an inappropriately low profile. A third reason can be evoked to account 
for the modem overvaluation under discussion, but it is not of the same importance as the 
other two. Sociological explanations have tried to relate the assumed omnipresent 
Mistress of Animals to the hunting activities of the prehistoric and historic communities. 
By so doing they have supported the view according to which the depicted goddess was 
primarily or exlusively venerated as a divinity ofthe animal kingdom. 
199H I om.l . XXI , 470-471. 
200Cf. Ventris and Chadwick DoclIments 289, 310, 311. 
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Artemis Laphria 
The catastrophic, deleterious, destructive character of the Dynamism which is Artemis is 
very emphatically shown in the second of her cults in Patras, situated in the acropolis of 
the city, which was, in contrast to that of Triklaria, flourishing at the time when Pausanias 
visited Achaia: Artemis Laphria.20 1 The etymology of the name remains a subject of 
dispute. But equally debatable is the precise date at which the cult was introduced in 
Achaia, provided that it was not actually an indigenous cult (which I doubt). Pausanias, 
who is our sole informant on the particulars of the cult culminating in an enormous 
holocaust of all sorts of animals, connects in one etymological attempt the divine epithet 
with the myth of Oeneus related already in Homer, and in another complementary attempt 
he draws the name back to a Delphic hero who, according to a legend, established the cult 
of the goddess in the Aetolian Calydon lying opposite to Patras across the straits of 
Rhion.202 The ancient traveller also says that in the reign of Augustus the 
chryselephantine statue of the goddess (a statue created by the Naupaktian sculptors 
Menaichmos and So'idas in the middle or late fifth century B.C.203) was brought to Patras 
from Calydon. Should this be taken to mean that the cult and the festival of the Laphria 
(as distinct from the statue) Artemis was a late addition to the official cults of the city of 
Patras (as Wilamowitz c1aimed)204? I think not. The sombre character of the entire rite 
and the remark of the Periegete that the sacrifice was an EITLXW PLOS Tpo-rros 8uo-Las 
point, rather, to remote antiquity. The aboriginal cult - Laphria must have been the name 
of an independent deity later assimilated to Artemis-was in all likelihood invigorated at 
some point during the forty years of the reign of Augustus and was to continue to be 
thriving in the ensuing two or three centuries. 
What is of primary importance for our purpose IS the peculiar and hugely 
abnormal sacrifice offered to the goddess. Pausanias, an eyewitness of the rite, describes it 
in meticulous detail , excessively astonished as he seems to have been by the spectac1e:205 
"AyouCJL 8E Kal Aci<\>pLa EOPT~V TTt 'ApTEIlL8L oL ITaTpE1S QVa 1TUV 
ETOS, EV 11 TP01TOS EITLXWPLOS 8uO'las EO'TlV mJTols. 1TEPl IlEV TOV 
201Cr. Nilsson Feste 218-225; Herbillon Cultes 55-74. Interest in the cult of Laphria has been rekindled 
in recent years. Most acccounts are dominated by omnipresent structuralist notions.: variations of the 
theme "nature/savagery-transition/passage-culture/civilization" feature prominently. Cr. Piccaluga 
"Olocausto" (followed by critical comments): transition from a hunting economy to an agricultural 
economy; Lepore "Epiteti": passage from savagery to civilization. 
202Paus. VII, 18,9-10: Aci<!>pLOV ),ap TOV KaUTaAI.OU TOU AEA<!>oD KaAu8wVLOLS L8pvuaua8m TO 
Q)'aAl1a TllS ' Apn§:I1L8oS TO cipXalOV, oL BE TllS ' ApTl~I1LBoS TO I1~VLl1a TO €os OLVEa civa 
Xp6vov TOts KaAUBwvl.OLS EAa<!>pOTEpoV )'EVEu8aL AE)'OUUL, Kat aLTLav TD 8E4) Tfls EmKA~UEwS 
E8EAOUUL Etvm TavTllV. 
203Cf. Papachatzis iTEPUjY'7mS' IV, 92, fig. 40 and 93, n. 5. Anti "Artemide", made the suggestion that 
there may have been two statues, the earlier one being the work of the artists mentioned by Pausanias and 
r~resented in coins of the period of Augustus, the later one being the work of Damophon. 
2 4Wilamowitz Glaube I, 378ff. As was to be expected Meuli "Opferbrauche" 209-210, took the other 
extreme and spoke of a "vorgriechische Gottin". 
205Paus. VII, 18, 11-13. 
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~WIlOV EV KUKACV ~UAa LCJTuCJLV ETL XAWpa KaL ES' EKKaL8EKa EKaCJTOV 
lTrlXElS" EVTOS' 8E ElTL TOU ~WIlOU Ta aUOTaTa CJ<j)LCJl TWV ~UAWV KELTaL. 
ll~xaVWVTal 8E UlTO Kalpov T~S' EOPTllS' KaL avo8ov ElTL TOV ~WlloV 
AELOTEpaV, E1TL<j)EPOVTES' yfW ElTL TOU ~WIlOU TOUS' av~aCJIlOUS' . lTpWTa 
IlEV 8~ lTOlllT~V IlEyaAOlTpElTECJTciTl1V TiJ 'ApTElll8l lTOlllTEUOUCJL, KaL ~ 
LEPWIlE~ lTap8EvoS' 6XELTaL TEAEuTaLa TllS' lTOlllTilS' ElTL EAci<j)wv UTI<) TO 
aPlla E(EUYIlEUVWV' ES' 8E T11V E1TLOuCJav TllvlKauTa ~8~ 8puv Ta ES' 
T~V 8uCJLav VOIlL(OUCJL, 8~1l0CJLc;t TE TJ lTOAlS' KaL OUX ~CJCJOV ES' T~V 
EOpT~V oL l8lWTaL <j)lAOTLIlWS' ExouCJW. ECJ~ciAAOUCJl yap ( WVTaS' ES' TOV 
~WIlOV opvl8ciS' TE TOUS' E8w8LIlOUS' KaL lEpaa 0IlOLWS' UlTaVTa, En 8E 
vS' aYPLOUS' KaL E;\.ci<j)ouS' TE KaL 8opKci8aS', cL 8E KaL AUKWV KaL apKTwv 
CJKUIlVOUS', oL 8E KaL Ta TEAELa TWV 81lPLWV' KaTan8EaCJl 8E ElTL TOV 
~Wllov KaL 8EV8pwv KaplTOV TWV TJIlEPWV. TO 8E alTO TOUTOU lTUP 
EVLUCJLV ES' Ta ~UAa. EVTau8ci lTOU KaL apKTOv KaL aAAO Tl E8EaCJcill~v 
TWV (0wv, Ta IlEV UlTO T~V lTprilTllV OPIl~V TOU lTUpoS' ~la(oIlEva ES' TO 
EKTOS' , Ta 8E EK~EUYOVTa UlTO LCJXUOS" TaUTa oL EIl~ciAAovTES' 
ElTavciyouCJw aUSlS' ES' T~V lTupciv. Tpw811VaL 8E ou8Eva lJ1TO TWV 81lPLWV 
IlVllIlOVEUOUCJw. 
Five points stand out in the above passage.206 The choice of the sacrificial victims is the 
first and most significant amongst them. There are three categories of sacrificial victims: 
the first comprises edible birds, the second consists of the conventional victims of 
common 8UCJLaL and the third is made up of wild animals. As a matter of fact the emphasis 
is put on the third category which gives to the sacrifice its peculiar character. Having 
realized that, Pausanias is very precise in sub-classifying the category of wild beasts. 
Boars, stags and hinds are pushed onto the altar by some; others bring ursine and lupine 
cubs; and others still guide to the sacrificial site perfected, i.e. mature, wild beasts. The 
boars and deer stand halfway between the domesticated edible animals and the 
undomesticated beasts of the forests which are represented in the sacrifice both in the 
imperfect, immature form of the young cubs and in the fully-fledged wildness of the 
mature members. The selection of the sacrificial victims is meant to indicate the extensi ve 
applicability of the power of the goddess to whom they are offered. But her potency is not 
restricted to the animal kingdom. First-fruit offerings are presented on the same altar to 
Laphria, of the kind which Oeneus ignored or forgot to offer to the goddess thereby 
causing her devastating wrath.207 This second interesting point in the description of 
Pausanias highlights the combination of wild cruelty and perfectioning power, of 
2061 omit the distinction between ~vAa XAwpa and avoTaTa because it has been duly stressed (e.g. in 
PiccaIuga "Olocausto"). 
207For a structuralist analysis of the myth of Oeneus based on the scheme mentioned above see Ellinger 
"AI1emis". 
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uninhibited destruction and benevolent creativity in the Artemisian character: the source of 
creativity is to be found in the dynamism which, when not properly acknowledged and 
appeased, is bound to result in dissolution. Two more points concur in the same direction. 
The victims are burnt alive, and the holocaust with which Artemis is honoured is an 
aYEuaToS' SuaLa in which mortals have no share in the meat. The chthonic character of 
the deity to whom such a sacrifice is offered could not have been more explicitly 
pronounced. Last, but not least, the efficacy of the extreme power of the goddess over 
natural wilderness is supplementarily manifested in the eyes ofthe participants by the fact 
that no one was ever wounded by the beasts while in the duty of performing the rite. There 
is a parallel in Strab0208 who relates that in Enetia that are two sacred groves, the one 
being dedicated to the Argive Hera -a goddess greatly resembling Artemis (Ortheia) in 
some respects- and the other to the Aitolian Artemis in which wild beasts like wolves live 
in peaceful co-existence with what would normally be their prey (deer for example).209 
Artemis was held responsible for the yoking and taming of those beasts, since she alone 
could relax the dynamism inherent in their being. 
General conclusions follow ... 
208S trabo v, 1, 9 =215: Kat. Buo CL\.(Jll TO IlEv " Hpas 'ApYELas BELKVVTaL TO B' 'APTElllBos 
A t TWAt,Bos. TTPO(Jllv8Euov(Jl B' , WS ELKOS, TO EV TOLS aA(JEUl TOUTOlS 1lllEPouu8aL Ta 811Pt,a Kat. 
AUKOlS EAa<\lOVS (JvvaYEAa(EU8m, TTP0(JlOVTWV BE Tl7lV av8pwTTwV KaL KaTat!>wvTwv ciVEXEu8aL, Ta 
BE BlwKwllEva UTTO Tl7lV KVVl7lV, ETTELBav KaTa<\luYl~ BEUpO, Il11KEn BLWKEU8aL. 
209Cr. Lepore "Veneto" . 
Epilegomena: 
Nooumena, Ancient and Modern 
MARGINAL ARTEMIS: Towards an Explanation 
ov yap 'TTUVTE(J(J(JL SEOl. <!>alVOVTaL EvapYELS 
Horn. Od. XVI, 161 
I. The Vernantian Hypothesis and Piecemeal Objections 
Elaborating upon the commonly accepted theory which sees Artemis as a goddess of wild 
nature, Vemant1 finally came to the conclusion that, even more than a deity of wildness, 
Artemis was a divinity of the margins. Now and again his interpretation departs from, and 
focuses on, the border zones and the marginal places where distinctions between 
opposites are blurred and the antithetical poles of assumed polarities become less 
conspicuous2: 
The world of Artemis is not a completely wild space, representing a radical 
othemess in relation to the cultivated land of the city territory. Rather, it is a 
place of margins, border zones where what is 'other' becomes manifest in the 
contacts made with it, where the wild and the civilized live side by side, coming 
into opposition certainly, but mutually infiltrating one another.3 
La fonction d' Artemis serait-elle, comme on l'a suppose, d'ecarter du monde 
civilise et agricole cela meme qu' elle represente et qui appartient a son domaine: 
terre sauvage et chasse? Situee la OU les zones opposees se recoupent et 
interferent, ou leurs limites nettes s' effacent, elle semble piu tot rappeler la 
fragilite des frontieres et souligner, par I 'incertitude meme dont elles sont 
marquees, la necessite de les respecter strictement.4 
Apart from the general remarks made earlier about the predominant role played by 
irony in modem literary discussions and the emphasis put on marginality, there appear to 
be three factors which must have opened the path for, and guided, the above theory. There 
are consequently three points that stand out in Vemant's analysis (which was originally 
restricted to the confines of Laconia). The first is the location of the Artemisian precinct. 
Situated in a place which could be adequately described as marshy, the sanctuary of 
Artemis could well represent the border zones mentioned above. 
!'Yernant Cllm suis ' would be a more fair description of the situation in the so-called Paris School: cf.e.g. 
Ellinger "Gypse" , Recherches and "Artemis"; Frontisi-Ducroux "Artemis ". 
21 deliberately draw references from several articles and books by Yernant in order to show the recurrence 
and diffusion of these views. 
3Yemantand Frontisi-Ducroux in Yernant and Yidal-Naquet Tragedy 196-197. 
4YemantFigllres143. 
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[Artemis] is agrotera (rustic), but she is also limnatis, associated with swamps 
and lagoons. She has her place on the shores of the sea, in the coastal zone 
where the lines between earth and water are not clearly defined. She can also be 
found in the interior regions where an overflowing river or stagnant waters 
create a space that is neither entirely dry nor yet altogether aquatic and where all 
culture seems precarious and perilous.s 
The second point refers to the flagellation of the youth, the most important feature which 
the ancient literary sources attribute to the cult of Ortheia. According to Vernant's 
opinion, the ritual Whipping should be seen as a rite which temporarily brings the Spartan 
adolescents in contact with slavery (i.e. the state where flagellation is the canonical form of 
punishment) in order to imprint on them a repulsion to servitude. 
Ce qui est chez I 'Hilote un et at permanent, la forme normale de son existence, le 
jeune y participe comme une periode probatoire, une phase preliminaire qu'il 
faut avoir traversee pour s' en detacher entierement. 6 
The third and final point concerns the masks. Their function conforms to the marginality 
ascribed to the rite as a whole. They are supposed to operate as a means which, through a 
polarity of virtue and ugliness, glorious manhood and grotesque animality, ideal serenity 
and terrific hilarity, establishes and secures the identity of the young ephebos. 
[ ... ] les masques incarnent tantot le modele avec lequelle jeune doit s'identifier; 
tantot, sous les formes du sauvage et du grotesque, de I 'horrible et du ridicule, 
ces zones extremes de I 'alterite qu'il faut avoir explorees pour s'en detacher 
touUlfait.7 
In fact , all three points may be subject to different interpretations. The marshy 
place where the sanctuary is settled may indicate the fertility manifested in moisture8 . 
Thales who believed that water is the primal substance out of which all beings had been 
generated was merely the first thinker who gave a philosophical articulation of a 
5YernantMortals 197. 
6Yernant "Orthia" 23 . 
7Yernantlndividu 189-190; also in Mortals 220-243 . Yernant seems to have been influenced by Levi-
Strauss Masques , where the programmatic methodological viewpoint stresses the hypothetical systematic 
(i .e. structuralist) function of the Amerindian masks under investigation (Masques 51) , and the final 
result of the study is that (Masques 78) "quand, d'un groupe a I 'autre, la forme plastique se maintient, la 
fonction semantique s'inverse. En revanche, quand la fonction semantique se maintient, c'est la forme 
~Iastique qui s'inverse" . 
For the association of Artemis with marshy places, rivers and lakes see Table in "Artemis in Homer and 
Beyond". 
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commonly held belief. According to a Stoic interpretation, even the primordial Hesiodic 
Chaos was meant to signify an aboriginal liquid substance or water9 , and the Homeric 
Tethys and Oceanos were the progenitors of all beingsl0. To restrict ourselves to religious 
cults, a sanctuary of Dionysus in Laconia was established EV ALIlVal';-11 and similar 
instances of Dionysian shrines were scattered all over Greece l2. What is more, various 
mythological legends indicate the intrinsic relationship of Dionysus with the waterly 
element and with moisture l3 , and all were taken to refer to the generative power immanent 
in water. Are we to infer therefrom that Dionysus too is a "divinite des marges"? The 
margins are by definition the borderline, or border-space between two distinct entities. If 
both Dionysus and Artemis are 'marginal' divinities, which then are the divinities of 
Alterity, the divine Other to which they are juxtaposed? For only the one extreme of the 
polarity is given in the Vemantian and in any similar structuralist scheme, and that is the 
public, civic space with its cults and gods. What is the other end of the opposition, the 
'wild', halfway between which and the truly 'political' deities the gods Artemis and 
Dionysus stand? 
The ritual flagellation may be compared to similar purely religious practices in the 
ancient world, where an association with slavery cannot be maintained. For example, could 
the ceremonious beating of women in the Dionysian festival called Skiereia 14 be an 
indication that the women should first become slaves in order to attain pure femininity? 15 
Or could the religious scourging of the underworld powers (imoxS6vlOl)16 in Arcadia 
have anything to do with human social structuring? The transgression of what was 
generally considered to be wrong (slavish comportment, effeminate manners and drunken 
indecent behaviour, for instance) was not effected in Sparta through a personal 
experiencing of the ignominious state to be overcome. Plutarch 17 informs us that a 
drunken helot was exhibited to the youth in their banquets so that by means of his 
repulsive demeanour, the epheboi develop a powerful instinctive reaction against 
drunkenness and appreciate the decency of soberness all the more. In matters of civil 
morality it was not their 'TraSH llaSoS' that instructed them, but on the contrary the pathos 
of others led them to the denial of its consequences and instilled moderation in their souls. 
Even if we consider Plutarch to be considerably posterior to Sparta's floruit and therefore 
an untrustworthy authority, could we imagine the seventh-century poet Tyrtaeus to have 
9 v. Amim SVF I, 103. cf. di Gregorio Scholia 22-24; Plut. Aqua all Ignis uti!. 1 (= Mor. 955e). 
10Hom. If. XIV , 201. 
IIStrabo VIII , S, l. 
12In Attica cf. Thuc. II , 15; Aristoph. Ran. 216-217 and Schol. ad loc.; Hesych. s.v. Al.llvQl. 
l3ef. Otto DiollYSIIS 160- 170. 
14Paus. VIII , 23, 1 where the ancient traveller explicitly relates the ritual to the Ortheian flagellation. 
15Even Aristotle, eager as he was to argue for the naturalness of slavery and of female inferiority, clearly 
stated that only the barbarians, as opposed to the Greeks, confuse femininity and slavery (Pol. 1252b 5-
7) . 
16p aus. VIII, 15, 3. 
17plut. IlIst.Lac. 30 (=239a) ; Lyc. 28, 8-9 (=57 a-b) cf. PIal. Leg. 816e.; Diog. Laerl. 1, 103. 
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adopted such a method for the overcoming of cowardice and faint-heartedness? For in 
accordance with his structuralistic methodology Vernant does not take any pains to argue 
that the notorious flagellation was already in practice in the sixth century and presumably 
earlier (which in my opinion is right), yet he interprets it as occurring simultaneously with 
the rituals involving masks (the abundance of which comes from that very century) , thus 
assuming that the archaic Sparta of Tyrtaeus resorted to educational practices which 
mostly contradict the (be it ideal) image of Sparta provided by the contemporary sources. 
Last but not least, the masks can be seen as manifestations of the power of the 
goddess, especially of her uncontrolled, almost teratogenetic, intrinsic potency for 
procreation. In the final analysis, the unlimited wildness of Nature is the particular field 
over which Artemis holds sway, and ultimately this domain exemplifies not an uncivilized 
mode of being as has been suggested, but the chaotic fecundity of Night, the primordial 
all-engendering Earth which according to the Hesiodic cosmogony (and contrary to later 
philosophical theories which claimed the opposite) precedes the form-imposing principle 
of order. Such an ontological precedence is not restricted in primordial time, in illo 
tempore of mythology. The power which acted then persists all along the duration of the 
world's existence, for, had it not been so, the world as we know it would collapse. 
But if ambiguity was regarded as polluted, as I argued earlier, then no divine power 
can preside thereover. For what else mostly characterizes marginality, whatever particular 
content one ascribes to it, than its internal capacity of being ambiguous? Not that liminal 
territories (geographical or conceptual) were ignored by the ancients, but they were 
considered to be the battlefields of opposite divine powers which were in and for 
themselves perfectly well circumscribed. Ambiguous marginality per se was denied the 
prerogative of divine protection. And it was precisely this denial that produced human 
abhorrence vis-a.-vis marginality whenever it happened to appear. 
But if it be granted that the above are reasonable objections to the Marginal 
Artemis that was recently created in contemporary Paris, we may still be in need of some 
explanation as to what it was that misled Vernant & Co. A, no doubt partial , attempt at 
providing such an expanation is made below. 
11. The Reign of Ambiguity and Ambivalence. 
Ambiguity and Ambivalence owe much to psychoanalysis for their ascendancy to the 
throne of the conceptual apparatus employed by the scientific study of religion. It was the 
Freudian version of the new twentieth-century science -let us accede to Freud's wish 
that his spiritual offspring be regarded as a (positive?) science - that enabled these two 
notions to become methodological tools of great heuristic value - real conceptual 
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missiles. 1 8 By focusing on a central notion of psychoanalytic terminology borrowed from 
pubescent anthropology we may get a glimpse about the importance ascribed to ambi-
guity/valence: 
i) Taboo 
In anthropological and psychoanalytic discourse taboo can be defined as a thing, any 
thing, that is invested by society with special power to the effect (such) that contact with it 
is considered to be highly dangerous , leading to its prohibition. The danger that 
supposedly resides in a taboo mayor may not be made explicit (materialized) with the 
addition of legal punishments. The point, however, is that, in the ideological construction 
of a society, and irrespecti ve of how the taboo is protected, the taboo is always seen as an 
ambivalent thing. Its ambivalence, so the psychoanalytic argument would go, is caused by 
the fact that it inspires both horror and reverence at once. A kind of projection 
characteristic of the psychoanalytic approach is here implicated: the taboo is supposed to 
be neutral if seen in itself; there is no particular reason other than a socially constructed 
fear that is held responsible for its becoming an object of fear, and of reverence as a result: 
a change in social conditions, including the way a child is reared , would result in an 
alteration of the acknowledged taboos and, according to the most optimistic 
psychoanalytic preaching, would eliminate them altogether. But taboos are not in 
themselves ambivalent things, nor is their elimination possible (nor should it be even 
desirable , if it were). 
Taboo is a thing that prompts awe. There is power to be found in any thing that is 
regarded as a taboo. This power is exuded and radiated in the atmosphere around the 
taboo. Power as such calls for veneration. Whoever encounters it senses what is at stake 
there and upon becoming thus aware spontaneously bows his head in order to protect 
himself. Expiation and propitiation are later-stage developments. Initially one must simply 
protect oneself. This is not a moral attitude. Morality cannot intervene in the realm of 
power. For power as such lies beyond good and evil. When power manifests itself, it is 
indiscriminately benevolent and malicious. Physical things may illustrate things hidden: 
the sun shines irrespective of whether it is to procure us a nice tan or to cause us a serious 
scald. That in different circumstances there may be different outcomes owing their origin 
to sunshine is irrelevant to the sun (though it may be extremely relevant to us). The sun 
shines because it is power. The sun's power is to shine. But precisely because the sun is 
l&rhe influence of Turner "Betwixt" in broadening the zone in which 'marginality' is supposedly 
applicable has been paramount, but on the dangers arising from an uncontrolled application of this notion 
(which not infrequently leads to nothing more than banality and nothing less than nonsense) see Versnel 
Transition 60-74. 
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what it is (i.e. power) , the sun is not , nor could it ever be, ambivalent. What may be 
ambivalent is our own response to its power, that indeed varies according to the effects that 
the determinacy of the sun ' s power has upon us. 
Awe is a human feeling and veneration the immediate outcome of such a feeling. 
Because what produces awe is itself awesome and awe-inspiring, the concomitant 
veneration is stressful or even depressing. But because what produces awe, in order to do 
so, needs to be powerful and power-radiating, the concomitant veneration is also an 
admiration. Veneration, like the Platonic Eros, is the offsping of antithetical parents, of 
Might and Impotency. But Might characterizes the thing in itself, the taboo as such, 
whereas a sense of Impotence is what arises in the soul of the venerating human being. 
In this sense, taboo can be said to be ambivalent. But then it is veneration that is 
ambivalent, not the cause and object thereof For something to be a taboo it must be 
unequivocally , hence unambiguously, powerful. Ambivalence is a psychological 
(subjective)feeling dwelling in the human being when he encounters power. 
The fallacy of Freudian psychoanalysis consists in ascribing the subjective 
ambivalence to the objective taboo. In so doing it proves itself to be loyal enough to its 
own fundamental law , according to which projection is an ubiquitous inescapable process. 
ii) Impressionism 
In the context of a critique of the Vernantian theory of Artemis it is worth drawing 
attention to a picture of the sea intended to illustrate the chapter on Greek landscape in R. 
Buxton's Imaginary Greece. 19 The illustration in question, a black-and-white photograph 
taken in the southwestern part of the Peloponnese, is very indicatively labelled "the sea 
and its margins" , although one can only see how the extended marine element is clearly 
(i.e. unambiguously) delineated and separated from the land. One feels tempted to bypass 
the incongruity between the illustration and the caption, to (dis)regard it as an error of the 
pen and to substitute, in one' s mind, the correct "the sea and its clear-cut edges" for it. But 
the point which is meant to be made consists precisely in pointing out the supposed 
marginality of even the Greek landscape, mostly adored for its clarity.2o This forces us to 
present our viewpoint most clearly. 
The margins are not entities because they are not defined in themselves, but only 
with reference to the two (or more) crystal-clear entities that merge with each other in 
order to form a (limited) region where marginality prevails (maybe the white coastal stripe 
in Buxton' s illustration). To focus on these limited regions as if they constituted entities 
19Cf. Buxton Greece 97-104 (102). 
20Cf. e.g. Zimmern CommonlVealth 14. 
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in themselves, and, moreover, to reach the ultimate conclusion that all (more or less) 
beings are marginal andlor ambiguous was a salient feature of late nineteenth-century 
Paris, not of the ancient outlook.21 It is in impressionism that contours are made to faint, 
that outlines are confused, that sharp edges and clear delimitations are faced as repellent 
abominations. The particular aesthetic pleasure that a masterfully executed impressionist 
painting conveys consists precisely in the created illusion by means of which beings seem 
to have stripped themselves oftheir limits, demarcation lines have been dropped, clarity of 
vision has been resisted , and as a consequence vagueness, uncertainty and 
indeterminateness predominate to the point of letting objects interpenetrate with one 
another in an alluringly erotic but pseudo-mystically chaotic embrace. Impressionism 
hates visual unequivocality, which is in itself the result of how the impressionist artist sees 
the world. By contrast, ancient art, and especially painting and drawing (to keep the 
parallel as a pertinent one-to-one analogy so as to bring the contrast into higher relief), 
from Archaic depictions on vases to Roman (Pompeian, for instance) elaborate (even 
when serving a merely decorative function) frescoes show a spectacular adherence and 
attention to clear-cut demarcation and exhibit a rare sensitivity to the distinctiveness of 
each object depicted (which can be achieved only when the outlines are sharpened to the 
point of leaving no room for ambiguity as to the unity of each object). The ancient artist, it 
seems to me, saw and consequently represented the world very differently from his 
Parisian counterpart: to use structuralist terminology in a case where it seems to be most 
effectively applicable, I would be tempted to say that the ancient artist's vision is the polar 
opposite of the impressionist's mode of seeing. 
To return to the visual example with which I started, the ancient eye would see in 
the photograph of the sea yet another confirmation of its deep conviction regarding the 
clarity of physical contours. An artist would intuitively understand, and a philosopher 
would theorizingly say, that there is only a one-dimensional width-less noetic line that 
separates the sea from the land, as a similar cfTTAanls' line distinguishes the shadow, i.e. 
the (however distorted) outline of an object as it is projected on a surface, from what is not 
shadow. When two separate elements meet (the sea and the land, say), their coming-into-
contact helps them clarify their appropriate territories better than when and if they existed 
on their own, as the ties among members of minority groups are better strengthened when 
the group finds itself in an alien, foreign or (even more so) hostile environment. The 
absence of void in the physical world that surrounds us, the indisputable (in terms of our 
daily experience, as opposed to scientific truth) fact that nature is filled with various 
entities which tend to expand themselves in space, the observation that objects clash with 
21For the different ways in which different cultures look at things (the natural environment, man-made 
objects, the interplay between light and shadow etc.) see the interesting Beard "Approach" . When people 
from different cultures look at the same item, they do not necessarily see the same thing; and this 
ultimately affects the way in which looking-at-things functions among different people. 
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one another and are in a state of as it were constant war, all these facts far from indicating 
an essentially amorphous continuity of what supposedly appears only to be distinct and 
only seemingly possesses an identity of its own, point, in fact, to the distinctness ·of 
different natural beings and entities that are interrelated only to the extent that they are 
sufficiently circumscribed. To be sure, there may be a limited space where the actual 
border of the two elements that meet (again, say, the borders of the sea and the land) 
moves to and fro at different points in the temporal succession. But in any particular 
moment there is only one line, not an extended space, that separates and distinguishes the 
two. 
iii) The Sorites-Argument 
The philosophical riddle best known as the sorites-argument may better highlight the two 
different perspectives from which margins are perceived and subsequently conceptualized 
in the ancient and the modem intellectual contexts respectively, and it may thus prove to be 
very illuminating at this juncture. So far from corroborating the assumed relativity of 
limits, as it always does in the modem philosophical and sociological discussions, the 
sorites-argument when used by the ancients themselves in the context of their thought 
(several variations on the theme were prefigured by Zeno and elaborated by Euboulides of 
Miletus in the fourth century22) may be understood to give intellectual articulation of, and 
support to, the obsessive ancient belief that there must be only one pebble that 
distinguishes the heap of pebbles from what is not a heap but only a few scatterred 
pebbles, however difficult, or even impossible, it may be to find out which one is the 
precise pebble (in a continuous scale of rising numbers) that would make all the 
difference. More than that, the ancient use of the sorites-argument may be seen to lead to 
the conclusion that the difference between the two poles (i.e. between, on the one hand, the 
heap and on the other its negation/opposite/absence) is so sharp as to defy any attempt 
that tries to capture and solidify it (viz. to pin it down and deprive it of its 'vitality' in 
actuality) with reference to one single pebble: less than a pebble, the ancients seem to 
imply, is what makes the transition from non-heap to heap. But what is less than the 
elementary component of the heap, less than the heap-atoms, as we might say, (namely the 
pebbles) can only be a noetic attribute which is by definition devoid of actual mass (of 
spatial extension and weight) but which the ancients wanted to ascribe to, or rather to see it 
operating in (i .e. to find it being inherent in) the thing in itself (in the heap of pebbles, in 
our case) , in order to prevent any misunderstanding deriving from, and resulting in, 
idealistic subjectivism. 
22Cf. Burnyeat "Gods". 
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It goes without saying that any heap of pebbles is not an entity in its own right. 
But neither are such 'ideo-typical' geographical configurations as the 'mountain' and the 
'cultivated field'. Nor is (if we wish to push the analogy farther) the trinity of beasts, men 
and gods, in the eyes of those who employ it analytically. Permeated by the modern 
evolutionist myth (in the sense given in the "Prolegomena") which stresses the quantitative 
continuity among worldly beings and neglects their defining lines, the contemporary 
discourse on liminality and marginality is desperately puzzled by the conundrum posed 
by the 'more or less' as if the 'more or less' were not the 'more or less' of something. 
There are two ways in which Nature can be said to be continuous. According to 
the first , Nature is continuous because it is hierarchical: it proceeds with leaps and 
ruptures, and thus provides different genera of things with their distinct generic 
principium individuationis. The Aristotelian biology, for instance, subscribes to that view. 
In the second conception of a continuous Nature, by contrast, Nature is continuous 
precisely because there are no real, but only apparent, leaps and ruptures to be found 
there: moving from one genus to another it is the degree of complexity that matters, not 
any qualitative difference, and within one given genus some aberrant individuals are taken 
to prove that the definition of the genus in question is, scientifically speaking, problematic. 
The divergence between these two different conceptions of Nature may epitomize the 
divide between the Ancients and the Modems. For the contrast between the ancient 
insistence on the existence of absolute defining lines and of extremely clear contours and 
the modem problematique that focuses precisely on the defining lines but sees them as 
border-zones where ambiguity prevails could not be more striking. 
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DYNAMIC ARTEMIS: Towards an Understanding. 
ov yap n vuv TE Kd..x8Es, dn' dEL m;>TE 
(fj TUUTU, Kov8Eis Oi.8EV E~ <hol) E<\>aVT] 
Soph. Ant. 456-457 
Most festivals in honour of Artemis were held at the beginning of spring. One of the 
symbols of the goddess was the quail (OpTU~), a migratory bird, which comes back to 
Greece from Africa at precisely the same period each year. The goddess supervised the 
adolescent rites of perfection for both young men and maidens, as well as guaranteed 
delivery for women in labour. She was also indispensable as a deity that would help the 
consummation of marriage and presided over wild life at large. On the other hand, she 
asked for human sacrifices and indulged in cruel rituals including bloodthirsty 
flagellations and holocausts of several animal (and floral) species. Her sanctuaries were 
situated close to lakes, rivers, marshes and rarely only (except in Asia Minor) was Artemis 
a poliouchos deity. The attributes which mythology pre-eminently ascibed to her are 
chastity and wildness: her power vacillates between apTU\l ~S' and apTU\loS'. 
To say that Artemis represents Wild Nature is, it may reasonably be objected, 
reducing the Artemisian divinity to an alien entity, the understanding of which has 
nowadays turned ambiguous and vague. Such a reduction is, however, legitimate because 
it relates Artemis (the divinity of whom is posed for us as a problem) to the overarching 
notion of the entire environment seen in its most cruel aspects. However, it can be still 
better qualified. If we for once fix our glance on the ancient mythico-poetic conception of 
nature, and of the Earth in particular, repeatedly expressed in various mythological forms 
or (if you prefer) guises, as not only life-generating, but as itself being alive and divine23 
we may find it easier to digest what would otherwise be more likely to look like a 
nineteenth-century obsession. 
Wilamowitz came to the conclusion that Artemis is the "Gottin des Draussen" ,24 
but we could press his conclusion a little farther, as we have already suggested. More than 
a deity of the outdoors existence, more even than a divinity of wild nature pure and simple 
(which are, to be sure, precise descriptions of her mythological and cultic apparatus, but, 
as far as the symbolic-theological understanding of the Artemisian presence goes, leave 
still something to be desired), she is the divinity of Extreme, Natural Dynamism. The 
23Cf. e.g. Aesch. Choeph. 127-8: KUI. yul.av UVT~V, ~ THI VTa TlKTETal, 
8pEtI;uau T' UV8lS Twv8E KD~u AU~~aVEl. (cr. 585-601) ; 
Soph. AlIlig. 339 : 8EWV TE TCLV lllTEpTuTav, r av 
d<\>8lTOV, axu~uTuV, UTTOTpVETUl ... 
Aesch. SI/ppl. 890: ~a ra Ila ra. ~ouv 
~O~EPOV UTTOTPETTE , 
ID TTa, r as TTUl., ZED. 
24Wilamowitz Glal/be I, 177. For the treatment of Artemis by Wilamowitz see Henrichs 
"Glaubensbekenntis" 30lff. 
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addition of the qualification 'natural' to the dynamism which Artemis represents is, I 
believe,necessitated by an overview of her manifestations and would, moreover, have the 
advantage of distinguishing the Artemisian dynamism from any kind of mechanical 
dynamism, as for instance can be found in the productive power of a windmill. 
An Extremity of Natural Dynamism then: such a notion may help us understand 
the duality of the Artemisian nature, a nature that could be termed as Plenipotency, or 
Dynamic Formlessness resulting in either Creativity or Dissolution. That is why Artemis 
is manifested in the particular moments of giving-birth and puberty when a rekindling of 
the spark of life, an enhancement of the force vitale, is needed for a being to be able , 
regenerated as it were, to resume its normal functioning and proceed along its normal 
course in unabated tonality. Moreover, this duality accounts for her manifestations in 
abrupt, instant deaths which too were instances of excessive vital power. The power of 
Artemis is dark, because it resides in chaotic night (in the ancient sense of 
Chaos=boundless gap, as opposed to its modern equivalent that denotes confusion), in 
abysmal formlessness. But the darkness, featurelessness and indefiniteness of the 
chthonic principle is the root, source and fountainspring of celestial finitude. As such it is 
ontologically antecedent. Hiddenness precedes manifestation because what is manifested 
is dynamically presupposed and enclosed in what is hidden. It is the dynamism of 
hiddenness, the might of boundlessness, the potency of infiniteness that provides Artemis 
with all her cruel and so-called primitive features. However, if her 'primitiveness' was 
maintained in the conscience of her worshippers and in actual cult not only until a 
comparatively late date but up to the very total extinction of paganism, until, that is to say, 
the time when the ancient rituals were for the most part overcome by a new religion of 
different (i.e. otherworldly) orientation, then the cruelty and wildness of Artemis, far from 
being a relic of the primitive past, must have pertained to the core of what Artemis stood 
for in the context of Greek religion. Hiddenness and Manifestedness, Formlessness and 
Beauty were the two poles that distinguished the Homeric figure from that worshipped in 
local cults thoughout the mainland of Greece. 
* 
The final flowering of pagan antiquity and the intellectualist prominence which the beliefs 
of paganism received by means of a doctrinal elaboration of the previously unreflectively 
accepted views regarding the gods are to be found in the various philosophical schools 
that have come to be recognized under the rubric of Neoplatonism. A tendency to 
rigorously defend the constituent religious experiences of Hellenism was coupled with a 
willingness, felt as an ardent intellectual need, to present the mythological traditions of old 
as a coherent theological system. To the accusations going back at least to the classical era 
that the gods of Homer behaved inconsistently and in an all too human-like fashion, 
displayed distinctive features of immorality and were, as a result, hardly worthy of the title 
, -
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of godhead, the Neoplatonic philosophers replied with an allegorical reading of traditional 
gods, interpreting the divine mythological adventures (especially those related to violent, 
incestuous and other sexual and 'immoral' acts) as the outward cover of the functioning of 
profound cosmic principles.25 The pagan gods could no longer foster an unmeditated 
response in the hearts of the most sensitive people of the time, but they could nonetheless 
deeply move their minds if and only if an efficient, however complicated and perhaps 
intellectualist, theory could be erected to account for even the tiniest details of the 
traditional gods' words and deeds. 
The Neoplatonists' admittedly highly sophisticated vocabulary and their 
conceptual armour together with their TIOLKLAll 8pCiaL TWV aTOxaaTLKWV 
TIpoaaplloywv, as a celebrated modern poet put it, came up with philosophical solutions 
to the problem of divine behaviour as recorded in myth, which can not only serve as 
pointers for drawing sketches for a history of ideas in late antiquity, but may also 
retrospectively throw light on the divine natures in question. For, although Neoplatonic 
theology relates more to the intellectual milieu of the era of its formation than to previous 
historical periods, it nonetheless highlights the precise directions along which a traditional 
god could evolve when a reflective account of his nature was called for, as a matter of, so 
to speak, historical necessity. 
Poets employ vivid images to describe realities whereas philosophers have a 
predilection for concepts. Late antiquity transferred the burden of theology from the 
tongues of poets to the pens of philosophers.26 One of them was Proc1us.27 He lived in 
Athens where he became the head of the Platonic Academy and was one of the few 
leading intellectuals of whom the dwindling paganism of the fifth century could boast. In 
the eleventh chapter of his sixth book on the Platonic Theology Proc1us speaks of 
Artemis.28 By means of the place to which the goddess is assigned in Proc1us's primarily 
triadic c1assificatory system something could be illustrated about Artemis herself. 
Proc1us's theology is preoccupied with the relationship between Being and 
Existence which is always understood as a relationship between the Monad and the 
Trinity29 conceived as the existential emanation from the depth of the monad's being. By 
25-rhe translation of myth into logic goes, it is well known, as far back as Theagenes of Rhegium (6th c. 
B.C.) and, in a more 'serious' form, epitomizes the gap (if gap it be) that separates the mythologizing 
Plato - "divine" is the title with which tradition adorned him- from the rational Aristotle (this is the 
sound, I think, starting-point in Oadamer Platonic-Aristotelian). 
26rhe ancients were conscious of the difference between the two types of theology mentioned here, and 
they added a third , the political (see Lieberg "Theologia"). 
27For a general account of Proclus's life and philosophy see Dodds ProclllS ix-xxxiii; Lowry Principles; 
Saffrey and Westerink Tlufo logie I, ix-lxxxix; Lamberton Homer 162-232. 
28Since the sixth, and last, volume of the Bude-edition of this work (by H.D. Saffrey and L.O. 
Westerink, Paris 1968-) has not appeared yet, I refer to pages of the editio princeps: Aemilius Portus 
ITpoKAOV ~La8oxov ITAUTU.lVLKOU ELS T~V ITAaTwvos 8EOAO'YLUV ~L~ALU E~, 
Hamburgi 1618. The chapter that concerns us here is found in pp. 369-375. 
29For the synthetic and integrating properties of the number 3 in magico-religious, alchemistic 
speculative and ordinary, every-day thinking see Schimmel Nllmbers 58-85. The triad or trinity is an 
expanded version of unity, because, since the number 3 is the only one to have beginning, middle and 
end, all three in monadic clarity (in contrast to its multiples) , it is regarded as a totality in its own right. 
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way of example we could mention that in his ontology the paternal monad gives birth to 
three distinct divine beings (ontologically inferior to their progenitor) who are called 
Sovereign Creators (~YEtlOVlKOL 0l1tllOuPyoL) and who are held responsible for the 
creation and preservation of the world; a task that would fall short of the dignity of the 
fatherly monad which is essentially unchangeable and cannot therefore interfere with the 
world of becoming. Moving from any single level of suprasensual existence to the 
immediately higher one we find out that the gods who were distinct entities there are here 
condensed in a single being; they are enclosed, as it were, in the divinity of a different god 
who together with the other two that form the trinity of this higher level will subsequently 
acquire unity farther up in the hierarchical scale. An unerring pattern is, therefore, 
distinguishable according to which a monad begets a trinity (or else a trinity emanates 
from a monad), each member of which will further beget another trinity, in an adamantine 
structure. In the tightly-knit web of interconnected divine principles proposed by Proclus 
there is one monad-trinity diptych that is called Life-Generating. With respect to this 
particular monad Proclus says that 
The divine cause of individuaP 0 life has united itself from all eternity with the 
entire life-generating source which is called Mother by the theologians of the 
sovereign goddess.3 I 
Here Proclus refers to the relation of the Mother with the Daughter-Maiden as it was told 
by 'Homer' and crystallized in the central myth of Eleusis. The entire life-generating 
source is Demeter and the divine cause of individual life is the Kore. As is always the 
case, the generic (monadic and unique) principle is hypostatically triple. In the present 
case, tripartition must take place for the additional reason that the Kore must fragment 
herself existentially in order to be able to provide individual beings with individual 
existence and life. The first member of this trinity is Artemis, the second Persephone and 
the third Athena. The whole trinity is called Maidenly (KOPlKY)), and it is in fact the trinity 
through which individual living beings are animated and perfected. The sequence of the 
three divinities in the life-generating trinity is not without significance. Their order is 
indicative of their degree of participation in what we could call 'substantiality' in so far as 
their divine prerogatives (as opposed to their essences) go. Artemis is first because it is 
she who, above all else, provides living beings with existence. She is the divine priniple of 
For the trinity operating in all spheres of (Platonic) love see the inspiring meditations of Vernant 
"One .. . ". 
30lt is indeed an irony that the ~EPWT~S of the text should be rendered 'ill-dividual' in English. Every 
single language is a particular articulation of reality (or should we rather say: a reflection thereof with 
varying degrees of participation?). 
31op.cit. 370: 'H 8(: Sda T~S ~EPWT~S [correxi ; ~EPW~S Portus errore typographico?] Cw~s at TLa 
avv~VWO"EV aVT~v [ego; aVT~v Portus] E~ (h8LOU TTPOS T~V OA11V Cwoyovov TTllY11V, ~V Kat 
~llTEpa KaAOliOl oL SEOAOYOl TfjS liYE~OVlK~S SEOU. 
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the most elementary in individual life. Persephone bestows the precise form of life and 
Athena imparts intellect. In a different nomenclature which, albeit barbarian, may better 
clarify the corresponding concepts, Artemis is equalled with She-of-the Distance '(EKa'Tll), 
Persephone with Soul (llIuXr)) and Athena with Virtue ( , ApET~).32 
It is not entirely clear in Proclus's exposition whether the emanation of the trinity 
from the primal life-generating principle, from the Maiden par excellence, proceeds 
gradually through Artemis, Persephone and Athena in that order, or whether the 
ontologically anterior and superior monad of the Maiden is in a more intimate relationship 
with Persephone than with the other two goddesses. It is true that the intermediate member 
of each triad summarizes as it were the entire trinity by being the central and focal point of 
reference at which the two extreme members meet.33 But it is equally true that the first 
member of a trinity is the starting- (and, so to speak, stand- and vantage-) point from 
which the other two depart in accordance with the well-known Neoplatonic tripartite model 
of metaphysical motion of Ilov~, 'TTp608oS and E'TTLCJTpo<pr).34 Artemis is the Ilov~ of the 
Maidenly Trinity and as such she is explicitly endowed with the prerogative of providing 
beings with existential extremity (aKpoTaTll U'TTap~LS), or, as we would say, with the most 
fundamental of their being. The ethical and intellectual perfection procured by Athena at 
the other end of the trinity is, to be sure, not an Artemisian operation. Yet, it represents the 
final coming-back of accomplished perfection to the immovable bosom of Artemisian 
activity, or else the nostos of a consummately fulfilled being back to the womb which 
brought it forth.35 If we now recall that the trinity as a whole derives from the life-
generating Monadic Source called the Maiden, we can see that the extremity of existence 
that is Artemis' s gift is the extremity of existence of living beings, or of beings magi co-
religiously conceived as alive.36 This I have so far denoted as Dynamism, and I shall 
presently make an attempt to analyse the notion in a way that would connect our 
32op.cit. 371-372: TPLWV yap ovawv EV aVTfj llova8wv Ka!' TilS' IlEV KaTa T~V vTTap~Lv 
TETaYIlEVT]S' clXpOTaTTlS. TTJS 8E KaTa T~V 8uvallW T~V 6PLOTLK~V TTlS (wTJs. TTlS 8E KaTa TOV 
voDv TOV (WOYOVLKOV, Ka!, TWV eEOAOYWV T~V IlEV "APTElUV KOPLK~V ElOeOTWV KaAElV, T~V 8E 
TIEpaE<\>oVTlV, TllV 8E • AeTlvuv KOPLK~V, AEYW 8E T~V TTlS' EAATlvLKilS' eEOAoytaS' apXTlYwv' ETTE!, 
TTapa yE TOlS ~ap~apOLS Ta aVTa 8L' ETEPWV ovollaTWV 8E8rjAWTaL. T~V IlEV yap TTpwTtaTTlV 
EKElVOL llova8a KaAoDaw 'EKaTT]v. T~V 8E IlEaTj *VX~v, T~V 8E Tpt TTlV 'ApET~V . 
33Cf. op.cil. 369: "OaTTEP OVv aTTo TTlS TTaTpLKils llova80S' ~ TpLas i!TTEaTTl TWV ~YEIlOVLKWV 
8TlIlLOVPYWV. OVTW Ka!, aTTo Tils (woyovov TTT]yfjS, TO IlEaov KEVTPOV EV EKELVOLS 
KAT]pwaaIlEVT]S, 6 (WOYOVLKOS 8LaKoallos TTpO~E~ATlTaL TWV aq,0lloLOllanKwv eEWV. Ka!, Ean 
Taiha TpLas UTTO IlLUS avvEXOIlEVTl llova80s. 
34Cf. op.cit. 372: .!lilAOV yap on TfjS OAT]S TpLa80s TTPOS EavT~v ~VWIlEVTlS ~TE TTpWTtaTTl 
Ilovas [correxi ; TpLas Porlus] EVLatwS TTEPLEXEL T~V TPLTTlV Ka!, ~ Tpt TT] TTPOS T~V TTPWTTlV 
ETTEaTpaTTTaL Ka!' ~ IlEaTl 8LaTELVOVaa EXEL T~V 8uvallLV ETT' all<\>w . TPElS yap aVTaL 
(WOYOVLKa!, llova8ES ~TE "APTEIlLS' Ka!, ~ TIEpaE<\>ov1l Ka!, ~ MaTToLva 11llwV 'AeTlvu. Kat ~ 
!lEv amiaTlS Tils TpLa80s clKPOTTlS ~ Ka!, ELs aUT~v [ego; aVT~v Portus] EmaTpE<\>EL TllV TPL TT]V, 
n 8E 8uvallLS (CtlOlTOLOS T(;)V OAWV, ~ 8E vovs eElOS Ka!, axpaVTos. 
35Cf. op.cil. 373: Ka!, waTTEp ~ OAT] (woyOVOS EV EavTlJ TTEPLElXE Tas TTllYaS Tils TE apETils 
Ka!, Tils lj;vxils, WV 8~ Ka!, 6 8T]!lLOVPYOS IlETa8t8waL T0 KOall41, TEAEWS whov vTToaTrjaas. 
OVTW 8~ Ka!, ~ Tt;)V !lEPWTWV miVTWV Et8wv TTJS' (wilS' Exovaa T~V TTPWTOVPYOV at Ttav EXEL 
Ka!, T~V TWV \~VX(;)v apx~v Ka!' T~V TWV ciPETWV, Kat 8La TOUTOV 8TjTTOV Ka!, TalS IlEpLKalS 
~vxals ~ av080S' EaTL 8L' O!lOLOTT]TOS' Ka!, T] ciPET~ TTPOS eEOUS EOTL OIlOLOTT]S. 
&The animating or life-providing role of Artemis is stated also by Sallustius (de deor. et !nllndo VI. 3 
where a by far less sophisticated system is at work). 
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understanding of the goddess with her Archaic manifestations, sidestepping the 
intermediary stages of Greek tradition as has been the scholarly custom since Creuzer's 
historical defeat. 
* 
A distincti ve feature that distinguishes (pre-scientific) religious thought from speCUlative 
thinking is the fact that the former conceives of Power in concreto, whereas the latter, 
especially in its most developed form, tends to understand Power as an abstraction of 
reality. The primordial religious tendency is to identify power and object and can most 
expressly be found in the concept of Taboo and its variegated but consistent and 
widespread, almost universal, appearance in different cultures. The concreteness of the 
taboo may be the original, or at any rate an age-old, expression of the immanence of 
divinity in this world. But as the notions accompanying the strict observance of rituals 
associated with taboo develop and become more and more refined with the passage of 
time, they lead, in some cultures, to a complete anthropomorphism. This process does not 
necessarily alter the primal situation in which the deity qua power was identified with the 
object from which power was felt to emanate. But now the deities have been enveloped in 
a form that by far surpasses in potential expressibility its previous forms: this form is the 
human body. Plato in the Symposium can be said to have understood the entire human 
body as a face, a conception that invests the body in its integrity with the expressibility 
most commonly found in facial expressions. It seems that the ancient Greeks reached a 
stage where all emotions (deriving from psychological states, social conditions or cosmic 
realities) could be expressed by means of the body. The remarkable absence of natural 
scenery in their art may be taken sufficiently to testify to that. 
But if the power of a deity is expressed by means of the human body (together 
with all the sartorial paraphernalia and equipment going therewith), and if the primordial 
identity of power and object is not shattered, then the divinity in his or her human form is 
still being conceived in concreto. This state of affairs I would like to term parousia, or 
hypostatic unity. Parousia is the concrete presence of a god as evidenced and experienced 
in an epiphany, whereas hypostatic unity is the sum total of the various levels in which a 
deity is manifested, conceived not adjointedly as the sum total of separate things and levels 
of manifestation, but as one concrete being. Thus, the hypostatic unity of the various 
levels of natural dynamism is Artemis, whereas the Artemisian parousia is the goddess's 
full-blooded presence in any single delivery or any rite of perfection. An analysis of the 
hypostatic unity of Artemis would give us the following tripartite scheme: 
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Independence (Divine level) 
~ 
Dynamism Wildness (Natura1level) 
Virginity (Human level) 
That the levels are generally three seems to be implied by the overall Greek culture but a 
more sophisticated scheme with more levels of analysis may be needed at particular cultic 
and mythological contexts. The essentiality of the interrelationships among all three levels 
of the present analysis (indicated by the arrows) designates the hypostatic unity of 
Artemis, or Artemis the concrete goddess. Wildness is placed in the middle of the scheme, 
because the natural level makes more sense for us, than the other two. But all possible 
articulations are equally valid, unless they subscribe to the premisses of humanism-
sUbjectivism. The microcosmic conception of man may reasonably place the human level 
in the middle without altering the overall situation. Xenophanes and, differently, 
Protagoras may be seen to have done precisely this. 
Dynamism is not ambiguous, not ambivalent, not marginal: it is merely potent. But 
it may also be unpredictable. To give just one example from a literary-theological text. The 
reason for Artemis's wrath in Aeschylus's Agamemnon is not given. Many explanations 
have been offered for the poet's silence. Some of them try to detect hints in the parodos 
of the drama which may account for the divine rage, and to find reasons for its never being 
spelled out. Others take it for granted that Artemis is, for one reason or another, enraged 
and make an effort to see the dramatic effects thereof. But Aeschylus's silence cannot be 
without significance. Artemis is perhaps angry because she is the eerie patron deity of 
Wild Nature where unpredictability reigns supreme. Artemis, more than any other Greek 
divinity with the possible exception of Dionysus, was not expected to behave in a 
predictable way, nor was she supposed to have to account for her actions (mainly of a 
cruel, irrational nature) which were seen by mortal eyes as vengeful retributions. In the 
Agamemnon an intimation of the possible cause of the Artemisian wrath is provided by 
the reference to the pregnancy of the she-hare which the Atreidae, symbolized by the 
eagles, in Calchas's interpretation, shot dead along with her young. But the reader, and 
presumably the ancient spectator too, is left to wonder: the Artemisian will may seem to be 
capricious, and unpredictability may be considered to pertain to the core of her divine 
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nature, i.e. to natural dynamism. In fact, the Artemisian unpredictability is an expression 
of her cruelty and may help us explain the cunning and devious ways in which she 
intervened in order to provide aid for her favorite side in warfare. 
Wildness is uninhibited and uncontrolled dynamism; as such it is not creative 
because it is direction-less; once placed in the rail of a specific direction it becomes 
extremely useful and very productive. But the putting-in-direction is what is described as 
the 'yoke' in the imaginative vocabulary of the Greek mind. Any yoking is a subjugation 
and hence a diminution of power. The cost of ordained productivity is to be paid in the 
currency of the material under exploitation , that is to say in power: in such process there 
must by necessity be, in a physicist's terminology, a loss of energy. To this loss Artemis 
is opposed and that power she wants to preserve intact and undiminished. For Artemis 
understands that this power, like any existing power, has its own right. 
But again: even after we have analysed the applicability of dynamism and after we have 
pointed to the hypostatic unity of Power and Person in a Concrete Deity , our 
understanding still partially leans to the side of Power. This is indeed the limitation felt by 
Aristotle in the passage quoted as the motto of the first chapter. It seems that it was 
towards the end of transcending the limitation imposed by the understanding of divinity as 
mere power that Aristotle was striving, as the years were passing by. Th-at is what I take 
him to have meant when he said that the older he becomes the more he enjoys myths for 
what they are. Maybe we should follow him in our quest for wisdom-if we are 
intellectually youthful enough to take him seriously, of course. 
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Addendum: The fourth century of our, Christian, era saw a remarkable floruit in treatises 
on the significance of virginity for a saintly life}7 Sexual abstinence was, according to the 
best argument, considered to be more than a sheer intimation of immortality: it was the 
precondition for establishing the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. In the image of the 
tyrannizing natural opposition that ruined the Euripidean Hippolytus, Artemis had 
eventually won the war against Aphrodite. But the ideal of the early Christian period was 
otherworldly, and this means that the natural opposition could not be conceived and 
accepted as such. An unprecedented need for the inherently opposite forces to be 
reconciled came to the foreground. Since no reconciliation can be effected in this world, 
recourse to another (intimated and to come) was regarded as the only solution to the 
problem of worldly contradictions which are part and parcel of the germane tragicalness 
of human life. Artemis won the war because her opponent was considered to be demonic 
(in the new sense of the term) and sinful, i.e. unreal in her ontological foundation, a mere 
illusion of salvation, but no redemption proper. 
The occasional feeling of extreme impotence followed by deep sadness after 
sexual intercourse is the experience of death which always lurks in the background at 
seed-time (cf. the French expression 'la petite mort' to characterize this feeling); it is the 
mourning for the vital loss, for the great expenditure of energy which must necessarily 
precede the awakening of life. The intensification of power symbolized in the erect male 
organ must be released to the point of annihilation for life to begin anew. 
Now, if this natural power is prevented from being spent (through purposeful 
abstinence and intentional celibacy, or even through incidental, hence supposedly divinely 
arranged, lack of coition) it is presumed that the energy which thus remains within oneself 
effects immortality, because one thus becomes exempted from the natural course of life 
and death. For it must be well realized that immortality, far from being an unlimited 
prolongation of temporal existence, consists primarily in escaping time and its in principle 
circular procession. Thus immortality can reside only in the atemporal moment, in the 
immediate present which is not conceived as the point where past and future (or the earlier 
and the later) meet, but as the sole intimation of eternity known to temporal beings. 
37SaOLAEl,OU 'AYKupas TIEPl TijS EV 1TapElEviq. dATj80vs d<j>8opias PG XXX, 669-809, 
BEU XXIX, 219-285; fpTJyopl,Ol! 8EOAOYOl! TIap8EVLTjS E1TaLvos PG XXXVII, 522-573; 
'Y1To8ijKaL lTap8EVOLS PG XXXVII, 573-632; fPTJ)'OPLOl! NvoCJTJS IIEpl lTap8EVias PG XLVI, 
317-416,SCCXIX; w.JaegerVIU, 1; ' IWclVVOl! XpuCJoCJT6~ol! TIEPl lTap8EVias PG XLVIII, 533-
596; SC CXXV; ME808LOU hl!~1T(5aLOV Tj lTEPl ayvEiaS' PG XII , 9-408; GCS XXVII; SC XCV; 
BEnxVIII, 15-92; ME)'clAOU ' A8avaal,ou TIEpi lTap8EviaS' ijTOL 1TEPL daKr]aEwS' PG XXVIII, 
252-281; TU XXIX, 2a (Leipzip 1905) [cr. Ma~l,~ou 'O~OAOYTJTOD KcrjJdAata GJmAoyuai, AoyoS" .5' 
IT Epi ayvEiaS' KaL aw<j>poavvT]S' PG CXI, 736-740; ' \WclVVOU .:la~aaKTJ\loD '/cpa lTapd).A17Aa 
IOITEpl nap8EviaS' Kat. aw<j>poavvT]S' KaL yd~ol! aE~voD PG XCVI, 242-248]. The most 
seminal (sic) recent studies and the standard works of reference are Foucault Care and Brown Body. But 
see also Camelot "Traites" ; Van Eijk "Marriage" ; Hastrup "Virginity"; Brown "Virginity"; Brown 
"Bodies" . In a recent publication (Goldhill Virginity) an attempt is made to refute Foucault's thesis with 
special reference to the Greek novels. But the argumentation is not entirely convincing. In late antiquity, 
both pagan and Christian, chastity was a virtue and its status was strengthened by its being conceived in 
terms of bodily and spiritual incorruptibility. 
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If there is any point in finding reasons for the ascription of immortality to each 
particular ancient deity (which is far from certain because gods are immortal on principle), 
then we could say that the Artemisian immortality consists in the miraculous preservation 
of vital energy by virtue of which decay and corruption are shunned. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
The one word (rarely two) used in the footnotes to refer to items in this bibliography are 
here printed in underline format. Articles to be found in Pauly-Wissowa Realencycloptidie 
der classischen Altertumswissenschaft (RE) , in Roscher's AusfUhrliches Lexicon der 
griechischen und romischen Mythologie (AL) and in Cambridge Ancient History 
(CAH)- other than those contained in the second edition of the fifth volume (Cambridge 
1992)- have not been included in the compilation of the present bibliography, Dawkins ' 
Artemis Orthia has been abbreviated as AO, For periodicals, current or 'dead', the 
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